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hPublic Service- ;gi;;;m. .

2420 W. 26th Avenue, Suite 1000, Denver, Colorado 80211

February 20, 1987
Fort St. Vrain
Unit No. 1
P-87063

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTN: Mr. H. N. Berkow, Director
Standardization and Special
Projects Directorate

Docket No. 50-267

SUBJECT: Technical Specification
Upgrade Program

REFERENCES: 1) NRC letter, Heitner to
Walker, dated 6/30/86
(G-86285)

2) NRC memorandum, Hinson to
Berkow, dated 12/15/86
(G-86635)

3) NRC memorandum, Hinson to
Berkow, dated 10/28/86
(G-86566)

Dear Mr. Berkow:

This letter provides documentation of comment resolutions that were
reached between Public Service Company of Colorado (PSC) and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) during a meeting on October 27-
30, 1986, regarding the Fort St. Vrain (FSV) Technical Specification
Upgrade Program (TSUP). This meeting was held to resolve comments
provided by the NRC in Reference 1, on the November 30, 1985 FSV
Technical Specification draft submittal.

PSC and the NRC reached agreements in this meeting regarding which
comments PSC would incorporate, which comments would require no
further action as a part of TSUP, and which comments required
additional action by either PSC or the NRC. The NRC provided a
meeting summary report in Reference 2, which tabulates the comments
discussed and the nature of their resolution. This letter provides a g
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mark-up of the draft Technical Specifications with comments
incorporated (Attachment 1), and a detailed discussion of the comment
resolutions achieved during the meeting (Attachment 2).

The information provided with this letter to document the agreements
reached during the October 27-30, 1986 meeting, and to provide the
current status of PSC action items, is summarized as follows:

Attachment 1: November 1985 Draft Mark-up. This is a copy of the
November 30, 1985 Draft Technical Specifications,
marked-up to include those changes agreed to by the NRC
and PSC. PSC has also reflected resolution of comments
designated as PSC action items (A# in Reference 2),
where these items have been completed. Sections
covering PPS instrumentation, auxiliary electric power,
helium circulators, steam generators, and PCRV liner
ccoling system are not included as they are being
addressed separately.

Attachment 2: Comment Discussions. This attachment provides a
discussion of each comment addressed during the
meeting, including the resolution and the basis for
each resolution. It is noted that many of the NRC
comments in Reference 1 are not included, as they were
previously accepted by NRC or acknowledged to be beyond
the scope of the TSUP during a meeting on October 1-2,
1986 (Reference 3).

Attachment 3: PSC Action Item Status. This attachment itemizes the'

current status of those comments that required
additional PSC action (A# in Reference 2).

Attachment 4: Justification for Shutdown Action Statements. This
attachment provides PSC justification for Action>

'

Statements used in the TSUP, during Shutdown and
Refueling Modes. The FSV Action is to suspend control
rod movement resulting in positive reactivity changes
and NRC suggested that this should be extended to any
evolution that results in a positive reactivity change.

Attachment 5: Safety Analysis Examples. This attac h ent includes
several examples of Safety Analyses that PSC intends to
provide with the TSUP amendment application. These
analyses will be provided for each comment where NRC
has accepted PSC's position, but where a current
Technical Specification requirement is deleted or made
less restrictive (Category C in Reference 2).
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PSC would like to clarify that this submittal is not a final closeout
package on the NRC comments. Due to substantial efforts associated
with FSV restart, the Technical Specification mark-ups in Attachment
I have not received a final plant management review. This review
effort is now beginning and will be coordinated with more immediate
restart issues as they arise. It is recognized that additional
changes may be identified by ongoing review efforts by both PSC and
the NRC.

PSC believes that the information provided in the attachments
accurately reflects the agreements reached in the October 1986
meetings, as documented in the NRC meeting minutes, References 2 and
3. If you have any questions en this information, please contact Mr.
M. H. Holmes at (303) 480-6960.

Very truly yours,

"
1

1

H. L. Brey, Manager '

Nuclear Licensing
and Fuels Division

HLB /SWC/ paw

Attachments

cc: Regional Administrator, Region IV
Attention: Mr. J. E. Gagliardo, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch

,

Mr. R. E. Farrell
Senior Resident Inspector
Fort St. Vrain
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These Technical Specifications apply to the Fort St. Vrain
,

Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 1. These Technical
Specifications pertain to certain features, characteristics and
conditions governing the operation of this facility which are
important in protecting the barriers in the facility that ,

separate the radioactive materials in the facility from the
'

environs.

These Technical Specifications may not be changed except as part
of a license amendment approved by the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission.

.
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V The
defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are

applicable throughout these Technical Specifications.

ACTION

1.1 ACTION shall be that part of a Specification which prescribes
remedial measures required under designated conditions.

ACTUATION LOGIC TEST

1.2 An ACTilATION LOGIC TEST
simulated input combinations,shall be the application of variousconsidering system design, inconjunction with each possible interlock logic state and
verification of the required logic output.

ALLOWABLE VALUE

1.3 The
"as found" value for a TRIP SETPOINT. ALLOWABLE VALUE shall be the least conservative acceptable

BASES (BASIS)

1.4
The BASES shall summarize the reasons for the SAFETY LIMIT, the
LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS, the Limiting Condition of

G Operation, and the Surveillance Regt.irements. In accordance(b with 10 CFR 50.36, the BASES are not a : art of the TechnicalSpecifications.

CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE

1.5
The CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE shall be the calculated
average temperature of the core, including graphite and fuelbut not the reflector, assuming a loss of all forcedcirculation of primary coolant flow.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION

1.6
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of
the channel such that it responds within the required range and
with the required accuracy to known values of input. TheCHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass the entire channel,1

|
considering system design, including the sensors and alarm,interlock and/or trip functions and may be performed by anyi series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps such
that the entire channel is calibrated.

| 0G'
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b CHANNEL CHECK

1.7 A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel
behavior during operation by observation. This determinationshall include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and/or status with other indications and/or status
derived from independent instrument channels measuring the same
parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

1.8 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection of a simulated
signal into the channel as close to the sensor as practicable,considering system design, to veri fy OPERABILITY includingalarm, interlock, and/or trip functions.

COMPARISON REGION

1.9 A COMPARISON REGION shall be a core refueling region whose
power, flow, and coolant outlet temperature characteristics are
used to determine the INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLETTEMPERATURE of a region for which the measured outlettemperature is unreliable. Experience has shown that Regions'

20 and 32 through 37 have the potential for significant

bs\ discrepancies between measured and 1::ual region outlet
O temperature. To compensate for these dis: epancies Regions 20and 32 through 37 shall have their region outlet temperatures

determined by the relative power and flo. characteristics ofother regions
in the core referred to as a COMPARISON REGION.These discrepancies are caused by a transverse flow of

relatively cool helium from the core reflector interface alongthe region outlet thermocouple sleeves. This flow passes overthe region outlet thermocouple assemblies of these regions and
depresses the indicated outlet temperatures.

CONGESTED CABLE AREAS (S)

1.10 CONGESTED CABLE AREA (S) shall be the THREE ROOM CONTROL
COMPLEX, the area containing redundant cable concentrations onthe reactor building side of the "J" wall, and the areacontaining redundant cable concentrations on the turbinebuilding side of the "G" wall.

CORE ALTERATION

1.11 CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement or manipulation of any
component within the PCRV that alters the core reactivity

y except for cont rol-- -rod-paWr, or that could otherwise cause
damage to core components, while fuel is in the vessel.
Suspension of CORE ALTERATION shall not preclude completion of(g movement of a component to a safe conservative position orj condition.v

dACf h of s o ,d e e l g*u J pc :e san d agetMe n ur rasc he s udoss a % ten'4
{

t
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CORE AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE

1.12 The CORE AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE shall be the arithmeticaverage of the operating circulator inlet temperatures,adjusted for circulator power input, steam generator
regenerative heat loads, and PCRV liner cooling system heatlosses.

CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE

1.13 The CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE shall be the arithmetic
average of the INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURES.

CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

1.14 a.
During SHUT 00WN and REFUELING, CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
shall be the arithmetic average of the CORE AVERAGE INLET
TEMPERATURE and the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE.

b. During STARTUP, LOW DOWER, and POWER, CORE AVERAGE
TEM 0ERATURE shall be thermodynamically calculated based
CORE AVERAGE INLET on

PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW, and reactor power.and CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURES,

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131O
V

1.15 DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration of I-131
(microcurie /cc) which alone would produce the same thyroid dose
as the quantity and isotopic mixture of :-131, I-132, I-133, I-134, and I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose conversion
factors used for this calculation shall be those listed in
Table III of TIO-14844, " Calculation of Distance Factors for
Power and Test Reactor Sites" (for accident analysis), or in
Table E-7 of Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide1.109, Revision 1, October 1977 (for releases associated with(
routine operation or emergency situations).

E-BAR - AVERAGE DISINTEGRATION ENERGY

1.16 E-BAR shall be the average (weighted in proportion to the
concentration of each noble gas radionuclide in the sample) ofthe sum of the average beta and gamma energies per
disintegration (MeV/d) for the noble gas radionuclidessample. in the

FREQUENCY NOTATION

1.17 The FREQUENCY NOTATION specified for the performance ofSurveillance Requirements shall correspond to the intervals Je5 d 6netc i.2. f efined 9 SpectMeatica 4.C.2, or as otherwise specified in
d

the Surveillance Requirement.
V

|
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(v) IN0!VIOUAL REFUELING REGION CUTLET TEMPERATURE

1.18 The INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGICN OUTLET TEMPERATURE shall be'defined as follows:

a. For Regions 1 through 19 and 21 through 31, the measuredrefueling region outlet temperature.

b. For Regions 20 and 32 through 37, whichever of thefollowing temperatures is hottest: 1) the measured
refueling region outlet temperature or 2) the refuelingregion outlet temperature based upon the followingquantities:

1. The ratio of th: relative power in each of these
regions to that in their COMPAP.ISON REGIONS asdetermined from physics calculations,

2. The ratio of the helium flow rate through each of these
regions to that through their CO*4 PARIS 0N REGIONS as
determined based upon inlet arifice valve positions,and

,

3. The measured refueling region cutlet temperatures of*

( their COMPARISON REGION.

Q IRRADIATED FUEL

1.19 IRRADIATED FUEL shall be fuel that 9as a radiation level
greater than or equal to 100 mR/hr measured perpendicularly one
foot from a fuel element surface.

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING (S)

1.20 LIMITING
SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING (S) shall be the ALLOWABLE VALUE:

specified in Specification 2.2, for the automatic protectivecevices that ensure corrective action to crevent exceeding the
SAFETY LIMITS.

| MEMBER (S) 0F THE PUBLIC

1.21 MEMBER (S) 0F THE PUBLIC shal.1 include all persons who are not
occupationally associated with the plant. This category doesnot include employees of the licensee, its contractors, or
vendors. Also excluded from this category are persons whol

enter the site to service equipment or make deliveries. This
! category does include persons who use portions of the site for
;

recreational, occupational, or
| with the plant. other purposes not associated

!

n
V

|
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) OPERABLE - OPERABILITYx

1.22 A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be
OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performingits specified safety function (s), and when all necessaryattendant instrumentation, controls, electrical power, coolingor seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that
are required for the system, subsystem, train, component, or
device to perform its safety function (s) are also capable of
performing their related support function (s). Nonessentialportions of a system, subsystem, train, component or deviceneed not be operational provided that the specified s,afetyfunction is maintiined.

OPERATING - IN OPERATION

1.23 A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be
OPERATING or IN GPERATION when it is actually performing itsspecified safety function (s).

OPERATIONAL MODE- MODE

1.24 An OPERATIONAL . MODE (f.e. MODE) shall correspond to any one
inclusive combination of Reactor Mode Switch Setting, InterlockSequence Switch

Setting, and '.' RATED T-ERMAL POWER, specifiedO in Table 1.0-1.- i. t .V
PHYSICS TESTS

1.25 PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to measure the
fundamental nuclear characteristics of the reactor core andrelated instrumentation and (1) described in Chapter 13 of the
FSAR, (2) authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR S0.59, or(3) otherwise approved by the Commission.

PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (PPS)

1.26 The
PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (PPS) shall be the reactorprotective circuitry and the circuitry that protacts various

plant components from major damage. This system initiates: (1)
scram, (2) loop shutdown, (3) circulator trip, and (4) rodwithdrawal prohibit functions, as addressed in Specification3/4.3.1.

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO (P/F)

1.27 POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO (P/F) shall be the percentage of RATED
THERMAL POWER divided by the percentage of design PRIMARY
COOLANT FLOW at RATED THERMAL POWER.

O
G
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V PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW

1.28 The PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW shall be the sum of the helium
massflow (lb/hr) for each of the OPERATING circulators. The
design PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW at RATED THERMAL POWER is 3.5E+06lb/hr.

RATED THERMAL POWER

1.29 RATED THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat
transfer rate to the reactor coolant of 842 MWt.A.

REACTOR PRESSURES
's l

1.-3fr REACTOR PRESSURES shall be:

NORMAL WORKING PRESSURE (NWP) = 688 psig.a.

| b.
PEAK WORKING PRESSURE (PWP) = 704 psig. PWP includes
allowance for transients and variations in PCRV helium

,

! pressure control above the NORMAL WORKING PRESSURE.
,

j c. REFERENCE PRESSURE (RP) 845 psig. RP is the maximum=

internal pressure allowed over the PCRV 30 year operatingi
'

life except for the initial pressure est.A :

U d.
NORMAL OPERATING PRESSURE (NOP). CP varies in the POWER

:

I range between 610 psia and 700 psia.

REFUELING CYCLE
3'l

, 1.3t REFUELING CYCLE shall be that interval of time between!

i
successive scheduled refuelings of a significant (greater than
or equal to one-tenth) portion of the core. An "n" refueling| follows the REFUELING CYCLE with the same number i.e., the-

|
sixth refueling follows the sixth REFUELING CYCLE.,

;

REPORTABLE EVENT
si

1.32 A REPORTABLE EVENT shall be any of those conditions specified
in Sections 50.72 and 50.73.of 10 CFR Part 50.

SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING
3+

.

1.31 SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING shall be the removal of care stored
i energy and decay heat using Safe Shutdown Equipment as'

described in Specification 3/4.5. The reactivity condition in
the core during SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING snall be suberitical(keff less than or equal to 0.99).

|,30 reactor 6 '. = ti v s M Fin im &NT
-

m T- SnorY welem: uinen::

G 4.The e e .< . r, et

pa lJ:,y I .> n a r> are = tos ed.

b, When the t v s e- Jo u r, t. the i e n as bn se of "i t he ':"t o' Im

I hassh,sne Jnk k s t <- n , & aiI p ar..>,nel Ja.es e n t he hrv.k. bAv <re lesed
| C. %en s h e e < te r s looe k r ta e d/Je the deck. h s % h < r.1 op e a, t ~en

L % Jones ud sue pa r, ,, a a t a s-ss Joees <~ rhe Levr v. b<y xr e w as . y,
. _ _ _ _
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DEFINITIONS O30W
SAFETY LIMIT

35
1.34 SAFETY LIMIT (S) shall be limitations on process variables asidentified in Specification 2.1.

These limitations are cefined
to protect the ft.iel particle integrity and the integrity of the
primary coolant system boundaries.

SHUT 00WN MARGIN
%

1.35- SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be the instantaneous ameunt of reactivity
by which the reactor is subcritical, or would be subcritical
from its present condition assuming that all OPERA 8LE control
rod pairs are fully inserted, except for the single control rod
pair of highest reactivity worth capable of being withdrawn,
which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.

SITE BOUNDARY
11

1.36 The SITE BOUNDARY sball be that line beyond which the land is
neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise controlled by thelicensee.

' STAGGERED TEST BASIS
13

1.H A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of:
() a. A test schedule for "n" systems, sabsystems, trains, or

other designated components obtaired by dividing the
specified test interval into "n" equal sub-intervals, and

b. The testing of one system, subsystem, train, or other
designated component at the beginning of each sub-interval.

SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL
Ft

1,38 The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall be the nominal period of time
for the performance of Surveillance Requirements. Specificintervals are identified in Specification 4.0.2.

THERMAL POWER
40

1.37 THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transferredto the reactor coolant, as determined by an appropriate heat
balance calculation, or from calibrated nuclearinstrumentation.

bv

__
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W30W
THREE ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX

41

1.4e The THREE ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX shall be that area of the
turbine building which includes the control room, the auxiliary
electric equipment room, and the 480 volt switchgear room.

TRIP
42.

1.4t TRIP shall be the switching of an instrument or a device from
4ts normal state to a state such that it is pe rforming itsprotective function. The result of a TRIP on a system level
may be control rod scram, pressure relief, loop shutdown, etc.

-

TRIP SETPOINT
SS

1.42 The TRIP SETPOINT shall be the least conservative "as left"value (as indicated) on a protective device to prevent a
measured quantity from exceeding the ALLOWABLE VALUE.

UNRESTRICTED AREA
N

1.43 An UNRESTRICTED AREA shall be any area inside or outside the
SITE BOUNDARY to which access is not controlled by the Itcensee
for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to

,

radiation and radioactive materials.' O

O

. _ . .- ___ . .. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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(v) TABLE-1.0-1 1.I

OPERATIONAL MODES

iINTERLOCK REACTOR
SEQUENCE MODE SWITCH % RATED

SWITCH SETTINd SETTINGTP
THERMAL POWER $

MODE

POWER (P) Power Run > 30%

LOW POWER (L) Low Power @ Run > 5% and 5 30%
STARTUP (S/U) Startup@ Run 5 5%
SHUT 00WN (S/0) ** Off *- 0

REFUELING ] Fuel Loading * 0
"

.

.
.

* Excluding decay heat.~

" Interlock Sequence Switch (ISS) may be in a.cy position ins

SHUT 00WN and REFUELING

"* Includes Reactor Internal Maintenance, See Specification 3/4.9.1.
g T2ce,L- / N e s.n 4.L .sc h a -, b. clg e)

# -Ghanghg-the-setttng-of-this- r, itchffor the purpose of performing
surveillances or other tests,-Jor--up to 72 hours-4ces- not const4tute-.e ch:ng: f r4ERAIIONAL. NODES- redded 4(d K eff ts Jef c jul\ ess n c.qq ya ucna \:< <n d k aLsy c,

lcp . f:,/ rr. < As.- -f & md. 44c LAt ; AK

e # ma sr._. s o q , u avpa <ft> & nut x.f< nude cdtL3,
w p ,p r a

7s, ...w, x uvL,-

,.g s u. ~ u> n a~p a cmma ma .

0-

. _ _ _ - ._ -- -
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now p
-- LIMITINGCONDITIONSFOROPERATIONANDSURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTT#

L' >
Ngf 3 U M,s

' 4.0.2 SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES

Where surveillance frequencies or
identified, surveillances shall be performedFREQUENCY NOTATIONS art'

e l ein~~~onceper SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL as specified below. Anysurveillance frequency preceded by "at least" shall beconsidered a nominal time interval to which the extensionpermitted by Specification 4.0.3 may be applied. Otherintervals may be specified in the Surveillance Requirements.
TA BL.E w n.1

F R EQ UE AIC y NO TArto Af

FREQUENCY
SURVEILLANCEg g -{g ; NOTATION

INTERVAL

THis fass S At least once per 12 hours
6 A#N

Omovg o FKo m At least once per 24 hours #

M o -2. W At least once per 7 days #
M At least once per 31 days

I Q At least : :e per 92 days
%

V)
SA At least er:e per 184 days
A At least once per 366 days
1.5A \t ':::t 0,c: ::r IS : nth:-

R
At least once ter Refueling cycle, not +au sted 69 e o m 6

i

P Prior to eacn reactor
startuo, if not
performed within
previous 7 cays

/*
Two

12 hour SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS shall require performance
,

'

of the specified surveillances once during any of the AM
hours and once curing any of the PM hours.

** A
24 hour SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall require performance of

the specified surveillances once per calendar day.
i

*" A 7 day SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall require performance of
the specified surveillances once per calendar week.

,

O

l
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2.0 SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS _RfD&8T .

. . _ _2.1 SAFETY LIMITS
m

) REACTOR CORE SAFETY LIMIT NOV 3 0 906

2.1.1 The total Integrated Operating Time of t*'affsfeTts with core_ . . .

POVER-TO-FLOW RATICS that exceed the limits of Soecification3.2.6 during tne lifetime of any fuel segment shall not exceedthe following limits:

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Less Than or Equal to 1.17-a.

100 hours.

b.
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater Than 1.17 and Less than orEqual to 2.5:

The SAFETY LIMIT given in Figure 2.1.1.-1

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater than 2.5:
c.

2 minutes.

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER"

ACTION: With any of the above I u ; rated Operating Time limitsexceeded:

Be in at least SHUTDOWN wit- , 24 hours, anda.

b. Comply with the requiremen:s of Specification 6.7.

* Applicable only above 15'.' RATED THERMAL POWER.

V)

s

__.
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.1.1

SAFETY LIMIT 2.1.1 limits the Integrated Operating Time of thesummation of a number of individualG
(d individual transients are limited by LCO 3.*l'B.transignis_. J g, 1

The Basis for iFigure 3.2.6.-1 below also applies to Specification 3.2.6.
.

To ensure fuel particle integrity as a fission product -

'
barrier, it is necessary to prevent the failure of significantquantities of fuel particle coatings. Failure of fuelparticle coatings can result from the migration of the fuelkernels througn their coatings. During power operation,
there is a temperature gradient across each fuel rod, with the
higher temperature being at the center of the fuel rod and the
lower temperature at the outer edge of the fuel rod. In an
overtemperature condition, fuel kernels can move through theircoatings in this temperature gradient,
higher temperature. in the direction of the

The reactor
core SAFETY LIMIT has been established to ensurethat a fuel kernel migrating at the highest rate in the corewill penetrate a distance less than the combined thickness of

the buffer coating, plus the inner isotropic coating on theparticle.
4

The fraction of failed particle coatings in the core at alltimes is determinable by measurement o f- gaseous fissionproduct activity in the primary coolant loop.
.

Calculational Methods and Ass. :: ions for Curves of Figures
2.1.1-1 and 3.2.6-1

In Figure 2.1.1-1 of this Safety Limit and Figure 3.2.6-1 of
LCO 3.2.6, the quantity P (percent

RATED THERMAL POWER) is
THERMAL POWER (MW) dividec ey S42(MW), and multiplied by

core
100*. . The quantity F (Percentage of design PRIMARY COOLANT
FLOW rate) is the total coolant flow rate' measured at thecirculators (in Ib/hr) divided by 3.5E+06 lb/hr, andmultiplied by 100*..

Fn ru,. An.m n % i :.o u tweem c SfFET;f /on

l. I m I T . > .~ F5AReco moe,
s e a m o r, 7. G. 6.

4

0

. _. . . . ._ _ _. . - ---- _.
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t n The liatting
combinations of percentage of RATED THEltuto" #

-|" |, b *I POWER and percentage of det,imARJ.%gs300WT
FLOW rateare established using

a series of short time conservativeg,I assumptions.

All hot channel factors discussed in Section 3.6
1,,7 T '

and all power
peaking factors discussed in Section 3,$.4 off3*':.iit the FSAR were appiled in determining this lm e m - m m e m . imiting curve. -The-** "n =

2:r P), u; =; ;; .;n.;r (Pr), d!"idtd 5' :" ~:gt r: 9
,.

jgD3 r:ng: b:t::n 1.M :"d "' ; ;,; i. ,
, : :!: tent " t" C;;igc, ree;o,,*g 5.3. 5 m The maximum intra-region power peaking factorj* (average,3 * power density in a fuel column, Pcol,'tivided by the'

average power density in a fuel region, Preg). I, j as
plus or minus 0.2 for regions with control red pairs inserted,

used was 1.46* *
and 1.34 plus o,- minus 0.2 for all unrodead regions. A

, .*
.I, ,3 *, 3

conservative estimate of charn nost unfavorable axial power*3 3 distribution w u also used. That is,' the ratto of power (*

4 _:g a * 3 density in thk bottom layer of fuel elements of a coreI'!
.

region, P lower layer, to tha average power3 yd ;" a!* density of theregion, Preg, 'Is less than or equal to 0.90 plus or miens' ,g
g g;gg 0.09 for regions with control rod pairs fully inserted orrwithdrawn, and 1.23 plus or minus 0.12 for regtons with.as g = * ,3 control rod pairs'ittstrted more than 2 feet.s ...

i oI3I*
The measured INDIVIOUAL4j;5,I for the nine regions with REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATUREtheir orifice valvss most fully=g,,g closed and all

y333g than 2 feet, was assumed to be notregions with control; rcd pairs inserted more*

a more than 50 degrees 1; m ; I =g greater than
the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE, consistent**g with Soecificar.Mn ,,3.2.2.:.1EI gQ~ , REFiTECNG REGION OUTLET

The measured INDIVIOUAL

/ greaterl' regions was conservatively assv ec to be up to 200TEhE'lATURE for the remajning coreO E g , j "a
wea -

IId
tnan the CORE AVERAGE ':

degrees F

A measurement uncerta1c:/ for the core reg (ionUT_ET TEMPERATURE, ' /". T;tte g[ 2. 01) .g g g, , - outlet; .e temperature
of plus or minus 50 degrees F was assumed, and 5%. - o i,~

I " >, e I uncertainty in flow Sate measurement and a 5*. uncertainty in
.2 % I * / reactor THERMAL POWER measurement were assumed in establishing

'

the limit const s' ant with FSAR Section 3.6.7. .Th;t* *ITI ~ .

Y4T S /. /5f d;;;;n;;a;e i:h: r::: Y m gr;ti:n f in; Sai kernel/ :rd ter::r:t r: di'feren:: : r::: ?: N:1 h:rn:1, ;;ing 05%
4;a tw;,ecet.ce

/ y +0n #'::: :: 1:v:1; Or th:
i / :::;;;r't:n t:! c .t; -;; u;;d. '
, -

/ 'ne JS% confidence interval os ezvsrimental data was need la the most/ servative manner to determine the, ute of migration of the fsel kernel as a ,co n-
/ ifunctics of the fuel kernel temperature profile.'

/
'

- -

4

3. 2 . ?, . q . l . a /

/
' ' s'

,,
!

(.w ,n w u 3. 2. 2. 4 . -. *

,- :t n 1 f. p re 3. 2 . 2 - l )O
a

)

s

y 4

- .,.tv. .-- - - - - , ,- .- . --- -.. . . - . . _ - , - , . , . _ . , , , . - - . - - - - - , - . . - - - - - ,
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For the total fuel lifetime in the core, based on calculations 'lincorporating plant parameters and uncertainties appropriatefor longer times, migration of the fuel
through its coating would be less than 20 mie"a"* particle kernel

((''N) with for the fuel
the most damaging temperature history, anc with the core

-

operated constantly at any of the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS and
combinations shown on the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1.

power
Outof a total inner coating thickness of 70 microns, only

.

'

50 microns have been used for the determination of fuelparticle failure in establishing the limit curve in Figure2.1.1-1.

Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Above 2.5

Ve ry high core POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can be obtained as a
result of a reduction or loss of primary coolant circulation.The

core negative temperature coefficient of reactivity
provides an instrinsic means to reduce the core power and
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO, and the plant control system will usually

the
initiate scram sequences in such cases. Nevertheless, for
brief periods of time prior to or during the scram, high
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can exist. Due to the slow thermalresponse of the

core as a result of its high heat capacity,
these POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can exist for short periods of timewithout significantly increasing fuel temperatures.and fuel
kernel migration lengths. Additional information is providedin Specification

3.2.6 " Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Above2. 5"r, a n d un FS A R se< Gon 3. 6. t7

G The allowable Integrated Operatt g Time, after the delay time(d calculated in accorcance with 5:e:ification 3.2.6, for alltransients which lead
to a PCaER-TO-FLOW RATIO in excess of2.5 is set at 2 minutes, which 's also the allowable time fora POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO of 2.5 gnen by Figure 2.1.1-1

Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Below 1.17
The limitation of allowable
value of 100 hours for transients with aIntegrated Ooerating Time to a

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO
,

above the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1 and ::elow a value of 1.17
provides a conservative limit, since this is the allowabletime

for a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO of 1.17 given by Figure 2.1.1-1.

Basis for APPLICABILITY

APPLICABILITY is limited to power levels above 15% RATED|

THERMAL POWER, in that Figura 3.2.6-1 covers only the range of154 to 100% power. Specification 3.2.4, Core Inlet Orifice
Valves / Minimum Helium Flow, applies to power levels below 154,where core temperatures are lower.

J
!

|

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ . .
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Basis for Orderly
shutdown Following Intecral Evaluation inACTION Statement ~ c.

= * ~

[D Following determination (Specification 3.2.6 ACTION c.1} thatLl an Integrated Operating Time limit of SAFETY LIMIT 2.1.1 hasbeen exceeded,
shutdown is allowed to be performed in anorderly manner (24 hours to be in

at least SHUTCOWN), thusminimizing unnecessary transient effects on other plant
components. Any severe transient that significantly exceeds

limits of Scecification 3.2.6 would require a much faster
the

plant shutdown (Specification 3.2.6. ACTION b), if itresult in a scram by automatic resDo of the PtANT
did not

PROTECTIVE SYSTEM. ?.
3

NOV 3 01985

_ _._ _. .._ . . .

O

O

,
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

NOV 3 01985'>
2.1 SAFETY LIMITS

REACTOR VESSEL PRESSURE
-

~ . - .

2.1.2 Neither the PCRV internal pressure nor the penetration
interspace pressures shall exceed the REFERENCE PRESSURE of845 psig.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

With the PCRV internal pressure or the penetration
interspace pressure exceeding 845 psig, be in SHUT 00WNwithin 5 minutes, with the pressure within its limit within1 hour, and comply with the requirements of Specification6.7.

SHUTDOWN and REFUELING

With the PCRV internal pressure or penetration interspace-

pressure exceeding 845 psig, reduce the pressure to withinits limit within I hour, and c: ply with the requirements of--

Specification 6.7.
'w./

('s
'w-]

.

, . - . _ _ , _ _ _ - _ _ _ . -. -,.7-_. .,-., _ _ _ - , - , _ _ __m -, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.1.2

110V 3 0 N0ti :(,')
,

The restriction of this SAFETY LIMIT protects the PCRV and its
penetrations from overpressurization, and thereby ensures the

'integrity of the PCRV as a fission product barrier.

A detailed discussion of the PCRV and penetrations, inclucini e7 n
9bases, is contained in FSAR Section 5. All pressure containingelements for the primary coolant system are designed for a pressure

equal to the PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE of 845 psig. (FSAR Section5.8.2). From initial reactor startup, after completion of the
initial proof test, pressurization of the PCRV above REFERENCEPRESSURE is prevented by means of the safety valve installation,
described in Section 6.8 of the FSAR and in Specification 2.2.1. TheSAFETY LIMIT of 845 psig is consistent with the design criteria.
Prior to initial operation, the Fort St. Vrain PCRV was subjected to
an initial proof test pressure (approximately equal to 1.15 times
REFERENCE PRESSURE) to demonstrate integrity, verify the structural
response of the vessel to an internal pressure greater than REFERENCE
PRESSURE, and demonstrate at an early age that the PCRV, when
pressurized to the REFERENCE PRESSURE level, will remain in a notcompressive condition at the end of design life.
NOTE: Specification 3.9.1 contains pressure limits applicable during

the handling of IRRADIATED FUEL in the reactor vessel..

V

.

|

A
V

- _- . . , _ . - . _ - - __ .
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS -

2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS TRIP SETPOINTS:

NOV 3 a 385
2.2.1

The PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (PPS) instrumentation anc PCRV
pressurization setpoints shall be set consistent with the TRIP
SETPOINT values shown in Table 2.2.1-1. % .. %

APPLICABILITY:
PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM- As shown for each channelin Table 3.3.1-1

PCRV PRESSURIZATION SETPOINTS: As shown inSpecification 3.6.1.1

ACTION:
With a LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING less conservative than
the value shown in the ALLOWABLE VALUE column of Table2.2.1-1, declare the channel inoperable and apply the
applicable ACTION requirement of Specification 3.3.1 (PPS)or 3.6.1.1 (PCRV Pressurization).

.

O

.

_. - _. _- _ _ - --
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Table 2.2.1-1

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS NOV 3 Q hg3

TRIP ALLOWABLEPARAMETER FUNCTION SETPOINT VALUE

1. Reactor Core ~ ~

~

" ~ ~ " "

a) Linear Scram Varies as a Varies as a
'

Channel-High Function of Function of(Neutron Indicated IndicatedFlux) Thermal Thermal
Power (a) Power (a)

b) Reheat Scram 1 1055 1 1061Steam degrees F degrees FTemperature-
High

c) Primary Scram 5 64.6 psi 5 67 psiCoolant below Normal, below Normal,Pressure- programmed programmed-Programmed with Circu- with Circu-Low lator Inlet lator Inlet
Temperature. Temperature
Upper Trip per FigureO Setpoint of 2.2.1-1. Uoper
> 635.? Limit to
psia." produce trip

[ at > 633
psia r-

,. t a r C or< s /stor .T n le L

Te m p e r . t are 2 7 YZ Jegree> f

O
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Table 2.2.1-1 (Continued) DM(A) LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS
M3 0 W

TRIP ALLOWABLEPARAMETER FUNCTION SETPOINT VALUE

2. Reactor Vessel
Pressure - - - - - - ~

a) Primary Scram and 1 44 psi 1 47 psiCoolant Preselected above Normal, above Normal,Pressure- Loop Shutdown programmed programmedProgrammed and Steam / with Circu- with Circu-High Water Dump lator Inlet lator Inlet
Temperature. Temperature
Upper Trip per Figure
Setpoint of 2.2.1-1. Upper
< 744 ostaf'c limit tofor (ecculator Entet h ower Trip produce trip/
Setpoint of at < 747Te,ne retvre 2 7 4 2 de f ea , F. < 536 psia p siaf tower- T limit to

produce trip
at 5 539 psia.P,

b) Primary Scram, Loop 5 60.5 5 60.5(S Coolant Shutdown, degrees F degrees Fq Moisture- and Steam / dewpoint dewpointHigh Water Dump tempe-ature temperature

c) PCRV Pressure
Pressure: Relief

Rupture Ofsc 812 psig plus 1 820 psi(Low Set or minus 8 iSafety Valve)
951

0r birc.vlacor T n /e t
Teny e cA ves f Y15 deycee, (=

0

- - - - - -
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Table 2.2.1-1 (Continued),-

$ NOV 3 0 1||15
LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

TRIP ALLOWABLEPARAMETER FUNCTION SETp0 INT ~ g up _ _,a
low Set Safety 796 psig plus 5 804 psigValve or minus 8 psi
Rupture Disc 832 psig plus 5 840 psig(High Set Safety
Valve)

or minus 8 psi

High Set Safety 812 psig plus 1 820 psigValve or minus 8 psi
d) Helium Pressure

Circulator Relief
Penetration
Interspace
Pressure:

Rupture Disc
(2 Per 825 psig plus 5 842 psig

or minus 17
Penetration)

-

psi

F- Safety Valve
(2 Per 805 ps g plus 1 829 psig

or .i w s 24
Penetration) psi

e) Steam Pressure
Generator Reifef
Penetration
Interspace
Pressure:

!
Rupture Disc 825 psig plus 1 842 psig(2 For Each or minus 17
Steam Generator) psi

Safety Valve 475 psig plus 1 489 psig: (2 For Each'

or minus 14
Steam Generator) psi

1
i

O

. _ _ . -
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Table 2.2.1-1 (Continued)o Nova o meQ TABLE NOTATION

(a) The curve ~ - .. n ____ -

specifying the linear channel high neutron flux trip ' ''
ALLOWABLE VALUE and TRIP SETPOINT limits as a function ofindicated power level, which accounts for neutron detector
decalibration and instrumentation errors, shall be established
for each REFUELING CYCLE. The neutron detector decalibrationcurve shall be determined using the following procedure:
1. Establish, using nuclear analysis, the Decalibration Factors

for each channel for each sequential full-in control rod
bank configuration associated with different power levels,

2.
Determine the maximum additional Decalibration Factor foreach sequential fully irserted control rod bank
configuration that would occur if the reactor power were
increased to 140*.' reactor power during various postulated
Rod Withdrawal Accidents, and

3. Prepare the curves for the PPS setpoints as a function ofindicated power level. The necessary reduction from 140% isthe product of the above established Decalibration Factors.,

O
L) *

O
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1

(3 NOVJ g g/

) TRIP SETPOINTS

SAFETY LUfIT3 have oeen specified in Specifica
1.1 and2.1.2 to safeguard the fuel particle integrity and .

the reac.or --- 4primary coolant system barriers.
Specification 2.2 have been providedProtective devices included inin the plant design - toensure that automatic corrective action is taken when required
to prevent the SAFETY LIMITS from being exceeded during normalor abnormal operation. This specification establishes the TRIP
SETPOINTS and ALLOWABLE VALUES for these automatic protectivedevices.

Operation with setpoints less conservative than the TRIP
SETPOINT but within the ALLOWABLE VALUE is acceptable since anallowance has been made
this error, as described below.in the safety analysis to accomodate

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is the
threshold for REPORTABLE EVENTS. That is, if the "as found"
TRIP SETPOINT exceeds the ALLOWABLE VALUE, it shall be reset and
the reporting requirements of Specifications 6.9.1.5, 6.9.1.6and 6.9.1.7 are applicable.

General Methodology

The Analysis Value is the value of a parameter for which a TRIP
and initiation of automatic[ protective action is assumed to

\. occur in FSV accident analyses (FSAR Chapter 14). Provided thatthe trip occurs at a value equal to or mo e conservative than
the Analysis Value, analyses demonstrate that consequences of
the accident or transient are acceptable

ISA Standard, S67.04-1982 has been applied to these Analysis
Values to arrive at ALLOWABLE VALUES and TRIP SETPOINTS for eachPPS parameter.

The factors which are identified by the ISA Standard andconsidered in the determination of Analysis Values are:

The effects of potential transient overshoot,a.

b. The effects of transient time response characteristics, and

Process measurement inaccuracy.c.

/ \

/

_ . .. -
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DRAFT

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued)
V The

ISA Standard states that "For each LSSS a TRIP SETPOINT andits associated ALLOWABLE VALUE shall be established." An
ALLOWABLE VALUE is defined in the ISA Standard by the a t 60wancar5* ' -

.

for instrument error between the ALLOWABLE VALUE and theSAFETYLIMIT.
These allowances are divided into six factors in Section4.3.1 of ISA 567.04-1982. Three of these factors are accountedfor in the determination of the analysis value (as described

above). The remaining three factors contributing to instrument
error and used to determine the ALLOWA8LE VALUES are:

Accuracy (including drift) of components not tested when thea.
setpoint is measured,

b. Accuracy of test equipment, and

Environmental effects on equipment accuracy.c.

A " total inaccuracy" value was calculated which was used to
determine the margin between the analysis value and theALLOWABLE VALUE.

The TRIP SETPOINT, according to the ISA Standard, is to be
established by determining the margin for drift between the
ALLOWABLE VALUE and TRIP SETPOINT. This margin is defined by

O the ISA Standard as " Drift of that portien of the instrument
channel which is tested when the setpoint is determined." TheV
test selected to be utilized for this drif t consideration is themonthly functional test, as opposed to tne annual calibration
test. (The drift of the latter is taken into consideration in
the allowances between the analysis value and the ALLOWABLE
VALUE.) For certain parameters, the portion of the instrumentchannel which is tested monthly is checked only for logicattrability, hence no monthly drift is determined. Therefore,
the ALLOWABLE VALUE and the TRIP SETPOINT are the same for thoseparameters.

;

o

-. - _ __
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued)Od Linear Channel - High (Neutron Flux) NOV 3 0 ten

The neutron flux TRIP SETPOINTS are established to protect the
fuel particle integrity during rapid overpower transients. The
power range nuclear channels respond to changes In ne' ulron"Dux.
During normal power operation, the channels are calibrated using

plant heat balance so that the neutron flux that is sensed isa

indicated as percent of RATED THERMAL POWER. For slowmaneuvers, those where core thermal power, surface heat flux,
and the heat transferred to the helium follow the neutron flux,
the power range nuclear channels will indicate reactor THERMAL
POWER. For fast transients, the neutron flux change will leadthe change

in heat transferred from the core to the helium dueto the effect of the fuel, moderator and reflector thermal timeconstants. Therefore, when the neutron flux increases to the
scram TRIP SETPOINT rapidly, the percent increase in heat flux
and heat transferred to the helium will be less than the percent
increase in neutron flux. TRIP SETPOINTS that ensure a reactor
scram at no greater than 140% RATED THERMAL POWER are sufficient -
for the plant because the negative temperature coefficient of
reactivity and large heat capacity of the reactor limit the
transient increases in fuel and helium temperatures to
acceptable talues. Control rod shim bank movement can result in'

decalibration of the external-core neutron flux detectors. Toaccount for this potential decal i:: ration and otherl(V instrumentation errors, the actual TRIP SETPOINT is
administratively set less than 140% RATED THERMAL POWER basedupon indicated power. These administratively set flux TRIP
SETPOINTS ensure the scram will occur at or less than 140% RATEDTHERMAL POWER for those postulated reactivity accidentsevaluated in FSAR Section 14.2. Additional discussion ondetector decalibration is given in FSAR Section 7.3.1.2.1.Further discussion and details on the methodology for
determining the TRIP SETPOINTS to allow fo r decalibration are
given in Updated FSAR Section 3.S.4.*

Beginning with Updated FSAR, Revision 4.
*

(k
\
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A BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued)
V NOV 3 0 25Reheat Steam Temperature - High

High reheat steam
THERMAL POWER generationtemperature indicates either an increase inwithout an approprka&e .incraanL*,helium cooling flow rate or a

decrease in steam flow rate.
,

(Reheat steam temperature in iteu of reactor core outlet helium
helium temperature for protective system purposes.) temperature is used because of the difficulty in measuring grossThe design
of the steam generator is such that changes in hot. helium
temperature due to a power increase first affect the reheat
steam temperature, thus allowing the latter to serve as an indexof the helium temperature. A reheat steam temperature scram is
provided to prevent excessive POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO due to a power
increase or steam flow imbalance. (FSAR Section 14.2)
Primary Coolant Pressure - Programmed Low

The low primary coolant pressure TRIP SETPOINT has been
established to maintain the fuel particle coating integrity dueto loss of primary coolant as a result of a coolant leak,

primary Coolant pressure - Programmed High

The major potential source of primary coolant pressure increase
above the normal operating range is due t: water and/or steam) inleakage by means of a defective evaporator-economizer-v'
superheater subheader or tube.

For a douole-ended offset tuberupture, the rate of water and steam iniaakage will not exceed35 lbs/sec initially, resulting in a maximum rate of primary
coolant pressure increase of approximately 1 psi per second.
The normal PPS action upon detection of moisture is reactorscram, loop shutdown, and steam / water dump (FSAR Section
7.1.2.5), occurring after approximately 12 seconds, assumingrated power and flow conditions.
PCRV pressure at 100*. reactor power does notIn this situation, the peakexceed 705 psia.
The TRIP SETPOINT of less than or equal to 44 psi above the
normal operating pressure between 2S'; and 100P. rated power is
selected: (1) to prevent false scrams due to normal plant

, transients, and (2) to allow adequate time for the normal!

protective action (high moisture) to terminate the accident
while limiting the resulting peak PCRV pressure in the unlikelyevent that the normal protective action was inoperative. Inthis case, REACTOR PRESSURE would continue to rise to the highpressure TRIP SETPOINT. The resulting peak PCRV pressure would
be less than the .oCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE. The high pressureTRIP

SETPOINT is programmed as a function of load, using helium
circulator inlet temperature as the measured variable indicativeof load, as shown in Figure 2.2.1-1. The PCRV safety valves
provide the ultimate protection against primary coolant system
pressure exceeding the PCRV REFERENCE PRES 5URE of 845 psig.O

O,

_ _ -_ .. ._ _. . . ..
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued)

Primary Coolant Moisture - High 30W
The

high moisture TRIP SETPOINT corresponding to 60.5 degrees Fdewpoint was established, considering the moisture monitor
characteristics and the necessity to minimize water inleakage tothe primary coolant system. A TRIP would be reached after

,

several hours of full power operation with a minimum water / steam
inle.skage rate in excess of about 20 lbs/hr. Below thatinleakage rate, the TRIP SETPOINT would never be reached, but
the indicating instruments would show an abnormal condition.
For maximum design leakage rates, the system behavior is as
discussed in the preceding section on Primary Coolant Pressure-Programmed High. Backup protective action is provided by the
high primary coolant pressure scram, loop shutdown, and dump

,

of
a pre-selected loop and remaining loop steam depressurization.
(FSAR Sections 7.1.2.3 and 7.1.2.4.)
PCRV Pressure

If the pressure in the PCRV were to rise significantly above the
NORMAL WORKING PRESSURE, the low set rupture disc would rupturewithin the range of 804 psig (-1*.), to 820 psig (+1*.). The low

'

set safety valve, set at 796 psig plus or minus l'.' , would bewide open and
relieving at full capacity at or above 820 psig(h accumulation). If the pressure still cantinued to rise, the7

(V high-set rupture disc would rupture between 824 psig and 840
psig. The high-set safety valve, set at 5'2 psig plus or minus1*. , would be relieving at full capactty above 836 psig (3%
accumulation). As the pressure decreasec, tne high-set safetyvalve would close at a pressure of approximately 690 psig andthe low set safety valve at approximately 677 psig; the
corresponding primary system pressure would be approximately 737
psig when the low-set safety valve closed. (FSAR Section| 6.8.3.) See Specification 3.6.1.1.

|
|

v\
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DRAFT
SASIS F0A SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued)

W3 0 M
~

Helium Circulator penetration Interspace pressure,

The penetration
interspaces are protected against pressuresexceeding PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE.

The safety valves.are set at805 psig and rupture *

discs are set at 825 psig (nominal).redundant safety valve Aand rupture disc are provided. Therupture

(-2%) to 842 osig (-2%). discs would burst in the pressure range of 809 psigThe safety valves would open in therange of

full capacity at 886 psig (10% accumulation).781 psig (-3%) to 829 psig (+3%) and would relieve atThe safety valveswould reseat at about 725 psig The safety valve and rupture
disc relieving pressures were spec.ified so as to comply with theASME Boiler and pressure Vessel
Nuclear Vessels, for overpressure protection. Code, Section III, Class 8,See Specification3.6.1.2.

Steam Generator penetration Interspace pressure

The six steam generator penetration interspaces in each loop are
provided with common upstream rupture discs and safety valves to
protect against pressures exceeding PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE (845psig). A redundant safety valve and rupture disc areThe provided.

(-2*.) to 842 psig. (+2*.), with a nominalrupture discs would burst in the pressure range of 809 psigsetting of 825 psig.The safety valves
are each set at 475 :sig which allows for apressure drop in the inlet lines of 370 ost'

(~ whenvalve capacity. See Specification 3.6.;.2. relieving at

i

O
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LIMITING CON 0!TIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.O ,

-

3/4.0 APPLICABILITY

NOV 3 0 23.0 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for _Operat h .
contained in the succeeding Specifications i A wwuired duringthe

OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions specified therein,
except that upon failure to meet the Limiting Conditions for
Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be met.

3.0.2 Noncompliance with a Specification shall exist when the
requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation and
associated ACTION requirements are not met within thespecified time intervals. If the Limiting Condition for
Operation is restored prior to expiration of the specified
time in:erval, completion of the ACTION requirements is not
required.

3.0.3
' When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as

provided in the associated ACTION requirements, ACTION shall
be initiated within 1 hour to iace the unit in an|

' ( OPERATIONAL MODE in which the Specification does not apply byplacing it, as applicable, in at least STARTUP within the
next 12 hours and in at least SHUTD0'wN within the following12 hours. This requirement is not a:plicable in SHUT 00WN or
REFUELING.

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition
shall not be made unless the conditions for the LimitingCondition for Operation are met without reliance onprovisions contained in the ACTION requirements. This
provision shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL
MODES as required to comply with ACTION requirements, or asrequired by automatic or manual protective ACTION.
Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individualSpecifications.

4.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be applicable only during the
OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions specified for
individual Limiting Conditions for Operation unless otherwise

A stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.
U

|
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.-

'

\n 5013 Il M'') 4.0.2 SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES

Where survefilance frequencies or
identified, surveillances shall be performedFREQUENCY NOTATIONS are-

e l'e*fn."onceper SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL as specified below. Anysurveillance frequency preceded by "at least" shall beconsidered a nominal
time interval to which the extensionpermitted by Specification 4.0.3 may be applied. Otherintervals may be specified in the Surveillance Requirements.

TA Dt.E g.0.A
n ea veNc y no rAriod

FREQUENCY
SURVEILLANCE

NOTATION||o/e : fM> fsy* INTERVAL
/e/<tet ud

S

movedh pay no At least once per 12 hoursE
O At least once per 24 hours #
W At least once per 7 days #
M At least once per 31 days

p) Q At least 0 :e per 92 dayst
'G

SA At least or:e per 184 days
A At least once per 366 days
-1.5A

At 12:st One: ca r 19 en ths--
R At least once cer Refueling cycle, nd Nus Sco 49 months
P Prior to eacn reactor

startuo, if not
performed within
previous 7 days

-

/* Two
12 hour SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS shall require performance

of the specified surveillances once during any of the AM
hours and once during any of the PM hours.

**
A

24 hour SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall require performance of
the specified surveillances once per calendar day.

*"A
7 day SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall recuire performance of

the specified surveillances once per calendar week.
o

__
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LIMITING CON 0!TIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _n
4.0. b Each

110V 3 0 585 ,

Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within thespecified time interval with:

a. A maximum allowable extension not to exseed 2Wof the " ~

SURVEILUNCE INTERVAL, and

b. The combined time interval for any 3 consecutive
SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS not to exceed 3.25 times' thespecified SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL.

s4.0.[
Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the
specified SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall constitute a failure to
meet the OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Conditionfor Operation.

Exceptions to these Surveillance Requirements
are stated in the individual specifications. SurveillanceRequirements do not have to be performed on inoperableequipment.

4
4.0. 7 Entry into

an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified conditionhall not be made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s)
associated with the Limiting Condition for Operation have
been performed within the stated SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL.

.

Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual* Specifications.
O sQ 4.0. [ Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection andtesting of essential components saall be applicable asfollows:

Inservice inspection and testing of essential *.ystems anda.

components shall be performed in accordance with the Fort
St. Vrain Inservice Inspection and Testing Program, 3 J : u.v. 3,J;. AJ 4 :g,,u c ,4,..I 4 ,es , T k.s p ayo J be
im ple ut<d 6 bey'.44^} E N F N" Y**

|

| o

1
.. . _
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE 710 M,.

$''~')
-

,

b.
SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS specified in The Fort St. VrainInservice Inspection and Testing Program shall be
applicable as follows in these Technical Spetf7 tea Fo E '

'

Fort St. Vrain Inservice
Inspection and Testing Required frequencies for
Program terminology for performing inservice
inservice inspection and inspection and testing

activitiestesting activities

Weekly At least once per 7 daysMonthly At least once per 31 daysQuarterly or every 3 months At least once per 92 daysSemiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 daysEvery 9 months
At least once per 276 daysYearly or annually At least once per 366 days

I

2c. The provisions of Specificatten 4.0 f.are applicable to
the above required frequencies for performing inservice
inspection and testing activities;

Q d.V Performance of the above inservi:e inspection and testingactivities shall be in addition to other specified
Surveillance Requirements;

e. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code orthe Fort St. Vrain Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program shall be construed to supercede the requirements
of any Technical Specification.

O
V
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LIMITING CON 0!TIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMQiT& _
V .- 1 a ir6403

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.0/SR4.0

~ ~ - -
. . . . . . .

The Specifications of this section provide the general requirementsapplicable to each of the Limiting Conditions for Operation andSucseillance Requirements within Section 3/4.
for Operation specified in these Technical SpecificationsThe Limiting Conditionsdefine thelowest capability or performance levels necessary to ensure safeoperation of the facility. These Limiting Conditions for Operationprovide for

operation with sufficient redundance and/or diversity to
meet the single-failure criterion as relied upon in the plant's safetyanalysis.

The Limiting Conditions for Operation do not replace plantoperating procedures. Plant operating procedures establish plant
operating conditions with at least the capability and performancespecified in these Limiting Conditions for Operation. TheSurveillance Requirements specified in these Technical Specificationsdefine the tests, calibrations, and inspections which ensure the
performance and OPERABILITY of equipment essential to safety or
equipment required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of abnormalsituations.

3.0.1 This Specification defines the applicability of each
O specification in terms of defined OPE;ATIONAL MODES or otherspecified conditions and is p :vided to delineate

.

O
specifically when each specification is applicable.

3.0.2 This Specification defines those conditions necessary to
constitute compliance with the terms of an individualLimiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTIONrequirement.

3.0.3 This Specification delineates the measures to be taken for
those circumstances not directly provided for in the ACTION
statements and whose occurrence would violate the intent of aspecification. For example, Specification 3.7.3 requires twoinstrument air
ACTION requirements if onlysystems to be OPERABLE and provides explicitone instrument air system is
OPERABLE. Under the requirements of Specification 3.0.3, ifboth of the instrument air systems are inoperable, measures
must be initiated within 1 hour to place the unit in at least
STARTUP within
next12 hours.$2hoursandinat least SHUT 00WN within thet .

4 km,.} Ek4 m t~

O
|
.

.
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _s

J M5 0 m
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION 3.0/SR4.0 (continued)

3.0.4 This Specification provides that entry into an OPERATIONAL
MODE or other specified applicability conditiorfvinust bewee. .with: (1) the full compliment of required systems, equipment,

.

or components OPERABLE and (2) all other parameters asspecified in
the Limiting Condition for Operation being metwithout regard for allowable

deviations and out of serviceprovisions contained in the ACTION statements.

The intent of this provision is to ensure that facility
operations is not initiated with either required equipment or
systems inoperable or other specified limits being exceeded.

Exceptions to this provision have been provided for a limited
number of specifications when startup with inoperable
4cvipment would not affect plant safety. These exception arestwted in the ACTION statements of the appropriatespecifications.

4.0.1 This Specification provides that surveillance activities
necessary to ensure that the Limiting Conditions for

,

Operation are being met and that they will be performed
7 during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions for which

,

( the Limiting Conditions for Operation are applicable.'
Provisions for additional surveillance activities to be
performed without regard to the applicable OPERATIONAL MODES
or other conditions are provided in the individual; Surveillance Requirements. Surveillance Requirements for
Special Test Exceptions need only be performed when the
Special Test Exception is being utilized as an exception toan individual specification.

4.0.2 This Specification provides a clarification of the
frequencies for performing Surveillance Requirements. Thisclarification is provided to ensure consistency in

,

!
SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS throughout these Technical
Specifications and to remove any ambiguities relative to the
f regt. ancie s for performing the required inspection andtesting activities.

!

- -
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREM71 a hibbO
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.0/SR4.0 (continued)

4.0.3 The provisions of this Specification p?BYf'MT6;;*abTe~ *

tolerances for performing surveillance activities beyondthose specified in the nominal SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL. Thesetolerances are necessary to provide operational flexibility
because of scheduling and performance considerations. Thephrase "at least" associated with a surveillance frequency
does not negate this allowable tolerance value and permits
the performance of more frequent surveillance activities.
The tolerance values, taken either individually orconsecutively over three test intervals, are sufficiently
restrictive to ensure that the reliability associated with
the surveillance activity is not significantly degraded
beyond that obtained from the nominal specified interval.

4.0.4 The provisions of this Specification set forth the criteria
for determination of compliance with the OPERABILITY
requirements of the Limiting Conditions for Operation. Under
these criteria, equipment, systems, or components are assumed
to be OPERABLE if the associated surveillance activities havebeen satisfactorily performed within the specified timeinterval. Nothing in this provisice is to be construed as

s

,")
defining equipment, systems or componer s OPERABLE when such
items are found or known to be ine:erable although still
meeting the Surveillance Requirements.

4.0.5 This Specification ensures that the surveillance activities
associated with a Limiting Condition for Operation have been
performed within the specified time interval prior to entry
into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other applicable condition. Theintent of this provision is to ensure that surveillance
activities have been satisfactorily demonstrated on a current
basis as required to meet the OPERABILITY requirements of the
Limiting Condition for Operation.

Under the terms of this specification, for example, during
initial plant STARTUp or following extended plant outages,
the applicable surveillance activities must be performed
within the stated SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL prior to placing or
returning the system or equipment into OPERABLE status.

O

__ _ - . - . _ - -
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREM 3 0 m(D

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION 3.0/SR4.0 (continued)

4.0.6 This Specification ensures that in servic7in s'p'e'ctior$ "and"

testing of essential systems and components will be performed
in accordance with the periodically updated Fort St. Vrain
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program a J: 3.. s,J : Aa,c.:d< hc.. 4,.) c. 18 % e, ; pt.-A-a b & Ly. 43 3 3 .,4 % fi s m w c .h .This Specification includes a clarification of the

y

frequencies for performing the inservice inspection and
testing activities required by the Fort St. Vrain Inservice
Inspection and Test Program. This clarification is provided
to ensure consistency in SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS throughout
these Technical Specifications and to remove any ambiguities
relative to the frequencies for performing the required
inservice inspection and testing activities.

Under the terms of this Specification, the more restrictive
requirements of the Technical Specifications take precedenceover the Fort St. Vrain Inservice Inspection and TestingProgram. For example, the requirements of Specification
4.0.SH to perform surveillance activities prior to entry into
an OPERATIONAL. MODE or other specified applicability

.

condition takes precedence over the Inservice Inspection and
Testing Program provision which allows cumps to be testedp
to 1 week af ter return to normal operation. And for example,

up
U the Technical Specification definitien of OPERABLE does not

grant a grace period before a device that is not capable of
performing its specified function is ceclared inoperable andtakes precedence over
Program provision which allows a valvethe Inservice Inspection and Testingto be incapable of
performing its specified function for up to 24 hours before

.
being declared inoperable.

|

I
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS ?()
._

504 3 0 WU
3/4.1.1 CONTROL R00 PAIR OPERA 8ILITY

_ - . .

LIMITING CONDITICN FOR OPERATION
~

3.1.1 All control rod pairs not fully inserted shall be OPERABLEwith:

A scram time less than or equal to 152 seconds,a.

b. A control rod drive (CRO) motor temperature less than or '

equal to 250 degrees F, and
4 s ,. o ; ,, s.njen>..L ~ s**

c. A helium purge flow +to each CR0 penetration when reactor
pressure is above 100 psia #,and

)
o ,. ;g 1. h e. S l * J~APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP
g we m i. , - u.onor

ACTION: * *

With one or more control rod pairs inoperable due to beinga.

immovable (i.e., not capable of Oeing fully inserted)/-n
(dl <4n d 4^

immediately initiate a reactor shutc:wn%and be in at least
~

'

"""^t
SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours.of e s e.

3Hur00d4 b. With one control rod pair inoperable due to having a scram
g gfg/ time greater than 152 seconds, operation may continueg provided that within 24 hours:

1. The control rod pair is restored to OPERABLE status,
or

2. The control rod pair is fully inserted, or
3. The SHUTOOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.3

is satisfied with the control rod pair considered
inoperable in its present position.

If none of the above conditions can be met, be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

- .), The snes.: et r pl<n .. a s ie < le m .
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c. With two or more control red pairs inoperable due to(_') having a scram time greater than 152 seconds, immediatelyV

initiate a reacter shutdown and be in at least SHumruu 4 a
within 12 hours. -

d. With one or more control rod pairs having a CR0 motor
temperature greater than 250 degrees F, operation maycontinue provided that within 24 hours:

1. The control rod pair (s) is restored to OPERABLEstatus, or

2. Surveillance testing per Specification 4.1.1. b is
perforn'ed on the control rod pair (s) once every 24
hours when the CR0 motor temperature exceeds 250
degrees F.

With one or more control rod pairs exceeding a scram time
of 152 seconds, comply with ACTIONS b or c above.

e. With no purge flow to one CR0 penetration, operation may
contirue provided that within 24 hours:

1. Furge flow is restored to the CR0 penetration, or
2. The control rod pair is fully inserted, or

(m) 3. The SHUTOOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.3''

is satisfied with the control rod pair considered
inoperable in its present position.

If one of the above conditions cannot be met, be in at
least SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

f. With no purge flow to two or more CR0 penetrations:

1. Restore purge flow within 2 hours, or

2.g Be in at least SHUTCCWN within the next 12 hours.

j[ The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable
'

t,

for changes between STARTUP, LOW POWER, and POWER. Prior
to entry into STARTUP from SHUTOOWN, all requirements of
this LCO must be met, without reliance on provisions
contained in the ACTION statements.

~ T N J iE W
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g. With the water level in the knock-out pot for the
b.,. t n s H..md ' M :

CRD purge flow lines greater than 6 inches,d1. Within 1 hour drain the knock-out pot ani

establish a heRyn purge flow not carrying
,

condensed water, or
2. Be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

h. With the knock-out pot for the CRD purge flow lint.s
i flooded:
| 1. Be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours,

and
2. Perform surveillance SR 4.1.6.f.

,

~
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
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,

4.1.1 Each control red pair shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
fe , s ,. to wi n J east .4 o < re l e*J t<ws s.

< e h '. e v e- c ai ria G m ria.5 With'- 24 hour: aft:r 09t:rf75 S T" 9TU|' fr SHUTCOW7(i f
not performed in the previous 7 days) by performing apartial

scram test of at least 10 inches on all controlrod pairs, and verifying that the extrapolated scram timeis less than or equal to 152 seconds.

b. At least once per 24 hours by:

1. Veri fying that all CR0 motor temperatures are less
than or equal to 250 degrees F.

a) With one or more CR0 motor temperature (s)
exceeding 215 degrees F:

1) The temperature of any CR0 motor exceeding 215
degrees F shall be recorded,

C.
2) A partial scram test as described inSpecification 4.1.1 [/shall be performed at

least once per 24 hours on the control rodsol for .II ,,,,try/

cod t<;es f ee.t e e pair with the highest motor temperature % andyV d h u-o 2. M ,(eyeses I-; 3) A report on the partial : cram test results and
the maximum daily temperature of any control
rod pairs witn motor temperatures exceeding
215 degrees F shall be submitted to the NRC
once every 31 days.

b) If CR0 motor temperature instrumentation isinoperable, an engineering evaluation shall be
performed to determine CR0 motor temperature by
comparison.

2. Verifying purge flow to each CR0 by verifying flow in
each subheader, when reactor pressure is above 100psia; and

.

3. Verifying that the purge flow is not carrying
condensed water by verifying that the water level inthe knock out pot is less than 6 incnes.&'c. At least once per 7 days by:

r

1. Performing a partial scram test of at least 10 inches,

{ on all partially inserted and fully withdrawn control
\ red pairs, except the regulating rod pair, and,

verifying that the extrapolated scram time is less,

\
't. Vee ; iy ; ,, tus the s l < <. k c.a ble g l .< , m

(
' g3 oot 4 f v .4. ted .
l

!
:
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than or equal to 152 seconds; and,

NOV3 0 885' V 2. Performing a partial scram test of approximately 2inches on the regulating rod pair and
control rod pair movement. verifying

%

prior to withdrawal of control rod pairs (if not performedd.

in the previous 7 days) by performing a partial scram testof at least 10 inches on d'414-control rod pairs being
withdrawn, and verifying that the extrapolated scram timeis less than or equal to 152 seconds.

e. During each shutdown of 10 days or longer (if not
performed during the previous 31 days) by performing a
full stroke scram test on all control rod pairs and
verifying a scram time less than or equal to 152 seconds.

f. Following any maintenance on a CR0 mechanism which could
affect the control rod pair scram time, by performing a
full stroke scram test and verifying a scram time of less
than or equal to 152 seconds.

g. At least once per REFUELING:

' 1. By performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION and a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the eight subheader CR0 purge flow
measurement channels,

V'

2. By performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the CR0
motor temperature and cavity temperatureinstrumentation,

3. By performing preventive maintenance on each CR0 in a
scheduled' sequence such that none of the drives
installed in the reactor will have gone more than six
REFUELING CYCLES without receiving preventive
maintenance. During these six REFUELING CYCLES, no
CR0 shall be in regulating red pair service (without
performing preventive maintenance) for more than one
REFUELING CYCLE. The preventive maintenance shall
consist of inspecting and replacing as necessary the
CR0 gears, bearings, brake pads, cables, and positioninstrumentation, and

4 By performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the CR0 motor
and cavity temperature instrumentation on those CR0s
undergoing preventive maintenance as described in
Specification 4.1.1.g.3 above.

O

- _ _ - -- --
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Control rod pair OPERABILITY ensures that a minimum SHUT 00WN
MARGIN is capable of being maintained.

The control rod pair withdrawal accident analyses described in
_.

FSAR Sections 14.2.2.6 and 14.2.2.7 were performed assuming ascram insertion time of 152 seconds and a ramp reactivity
insertion of 0.080 delta k? and 0, 0 $ 6 Je l ts k tespect:vely.i

Requiring the scram time to be less than or equal to 152
[nurseconds will ensure that the ramp reactivity rate _is NNconsistent with that

total calculated reactivity worth of all 37 control rodassumed in the accident analyses.* @ #IP
pairsis 0.210 delta k, whichS"""'g,y value o f 0.030 del ta-4t- is significantly greater than the

assumed in the accident analyses.FC "*
Therefore, a single control rod pair with a scram time greater
than 152 seconds, as allowed in ACTION b of thespecifications, will have no impact on the calculated
consequences of the control rod pair withdrawal accident.

Temoerature Limitation

Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CROM) qualification tests were
performed in a 180 degree F helium environment. The motor andbrake were energized and deenergized in severe duty cycles up
to once every 5 secor.ds for 630,000 jo; :ycles and 5000 scramsp) of the CROM. CROM motor temperatures 1 ged from 200 degrees( F to 230 degrees F with an average of 2;5 degrees F duringthese tests. During power ascension testing, CROM
temperatures up to 213 degrees F were experienced at powerlevels up to 70*;. Using data obtained during power ascension
testing, a CRCM temperature of 260 degrees F was predicted for,

t

100*. power conditions with an orifice valve fully closed. Theminimum predicted open position for an orifice valve at 100*.
power is aoout 10*; for which the predicted CROM temperature is
250 degrees F. Tests conducted to 100*; power indicated these
predictions to be conservative because the maximum measured
CROM motor temperature was 218 degrees F. The operating
temperature of the CROM is limited by the motor insulation
which is derated for 272 degrees F to account for motor
temperature rise, frictional torque incraase, and winding life*

expectancy, s e , u e;,n 3 . f. /. / ,e t. h e FS S A ,e

_ _ _

$ &

Jieccx t y t''' i n > << ' t " n 3'" **** 'tr~ , < ~ ~ d i r e s iy

f e s o, u p s .-- :. s, .<<.m =>; ai |0 s n w h .e s e .- note, Tn { n,;
\

g,g4,, tot *a: e u r pot a t el utsm c** *f Ieh e n- , se

g %[ 9" o f , f .Ve d Wap# Et 'Si Crf 4 I4bM #9mW

fg ()({y v|tn.Us.<.ss ( 93[ g |on ,
1
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motor temperatures are monitored to verify that they areG " " d "'e less than or equal to 250 degrees F. CRDM motor temperaturesV areV recorded on a multi-point recorder when they exceed 215degrees F.. This recorder provides frequent monitoring (atleast one(FSM 3.f.I.8) required. reading per minute) and the data is resr mvauW u ' b
Any CROM with a motor temperature greater than 215

degrees F shall be recorded every 24 hours to document that
the temperature is less than 250 degrees F. In addition, thepartial scram test frequency is increased from once per 7
days to once per 24 hours on the control rod pair with thehighest motor temperature. A partial scram test will beperformed once every 24 hours on all control rod pairs with
motor temperatures exceeding 250 degrees F, to verify that the
scram time is less than or equal to 152 seconds. Veri fying acontrol rod pair scram time of less than or equal to 152
seconds, will ensure CROM reliability with a motor temperature
greater than 250 degrees F. These surveillances ensure that
CROM motor temperatures exceeding 250 degrees F do not degrade
the CROM's reliability to perform its design function when
required.

If the CROM motor temperature instrumentation is inoperable,
an engineering evaluation will be completed within 24 hoursfrom the time the instrumentation is found to be inoperable.*

to verify that the CROM motor temperature is currently lessthan 250 degrees F. Additional temperature instrumentation
located on the underside primary closure clate and the orifice
valve,

motor plate can be used to frfer the CROM motor\
temperature by comparing these temperatures with those on
another CROM in a similar region. Other factors such as
orifice valve position and historical te parature data may be
used to determine CROM motor temperatures by comparison.

Purge Flow

The purge flow into the CR0 assembly limits the upward flow of
contaminated primary system helium coolant. Purge flow to
each CR0 penetration is ensured by verifying that purge flow
is maintained to each subheader and by sealing all the valves
between the subheaders and the CR0 penetrations in an open
position.

(f5 n ot 3. 6. s.1)
A knock out pot, moisture element, and pressure ransmitter
are installed in the CR0 purge line, between the purified
helium header and the CR0 purge flow valve. Just before the
knock out pot, an independent source of dry helium is; connectible in the event the purified helium header becomes

| unavailable. The pressure in the helium header will bei maintained above reactor pressure. The knock out pot reduces
the probability of moisture in the helium purge header
entering the CR0 penetrations by trapping any entrained water
in the helium. An alarm indicates that water is collecting inthe pot,

I o m ,,,, f ,, m. w -wr ~u r s=- e

,n e le n ted CRom t *'"f m s w es and w*JIA r e '+ * * ~
,, . . , ,;, ~ .e ., ; , a u, ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~
testiny.

|
__ . _ - - . -. .- . _ _ - _ . .- - . _ _ _ . - - _ __--
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The knock out pot is approximately 10 inches deep and,_

(V verifying that the water level in the knock cut pots is less-

than 6 inches once every 24 hours ensures that the helium
purge flow is not carrying condensed water. ~~

a

Actionsp ,

The ACTIONg ,f 9"''g to immediately initiate a reactor shutdown if one
or more control rod pairs are inoperable due to being
immovable as a result of excess friction or mechanical
interference is implemented because the cause of the problem
may be indicative of a generic control rod pair problem which
may affect the ability to safely shutdown the reactor. WhenACTIONS are to be taken immediately, no restoration is
intended. The ACTION should be taken without delay and in
accordance with established procedures.

The ACTION providing for continued operation with one control
rod pair trippable but inoperable due to causes other than
excess friction or mechanical interference is less restrictive
because the SHUT 00WN MARGIN can be met with the highest worth
control red pair fully withdrawn (FSAR Section 3.5.3).

Because the SHUT 00WN MARGIN can be met with the highest worth
control rod pair fully withdrawn, an exception to 3.0.4 (which
. prevents moving up to a higher OPERATIONAL MODE while in an
ACTION statement) can be made in this case.I

If purge flow is not maintained to two or more CR0
penetrations, 2 hours is provided to restare purge flow to the
penetrations. This restoration time will provide time to
change out a helium bottle or clear any blockage in the
subheader, in order to restore purge flow to the CR0
penetrations. Degradation of the CR0 assemoly due to lack of
purge flow is a long term effect, and will not occur over a
short period of time.

Surveillances

The regulating rod pair is the only control rod pair with
automatic response capability to a change in flux and is used
to offset the negative effects of partial scram tests
performed on other control rod pairs. A partial scram test of
2 inches on the regulating rod pair does not induce
unacceptable power transients and demonstrates that thecontrol rod pair is moveable.

Performing a partial scram test prior to achieving criticality
ensures control rod pair OPERABILITY prior to entering into an
OPERATIONAL MODE. The full stroke scram test performed during
each shutdown is the most accurate method of determining the

time because the actual scram time is measured over thescram
p whole length of the control rod pair versus being extrapolatedQ from a partial distance.



INSERT IN BASIS

PSC tested a CRD at various moisture levels and found no
correlation between CR0 failure and high moisture levels.

O- This testing was documented in Engineering Evaluation
EE-12-0010, forwarded in P-85037.

Slack Cable Alarm

The tension of the cables supporting each pair of control rods issection
monitored by means of slack-cable sensing switches (FSARregion may indicate aA slack cable alarm for a7.3.2.2). the core, a parted
control rod stuck in the guide channels ofcable, or dropping of control rod absorber sections
control rod
into the guide channels. There are provisions to allow limited
motion of the affected control rods (up to 3 inches) to determineis broken. If the

whether a rod or cable is stuck or a cablecable alarm cannot be cleared, the action to shutdown in ais indicative of a. slack
controlled manner is acceptable since this

and not generic problem and since determination andlocal CRDM assembly from
resolution will require the removal of that
the reactor,

;

i
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Performing a full stroke scram test following any CR00, maintenance ensures that the OPERASILITY and scram time of thecontrol rod pair was not affected by the maintenance.

specified CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTICNAL TEST
_- -

The
assures that the instrumentation monitoring the eight
subheaders providing purge flow to the control rod drive
penetrations is OPERABLE and loss of purge flow is detectaele,

The specified CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the CR0 motor
temperature and cavity temperature instrumentation will assure
that the instrumentation monitoring the CR0 temperatures is
OPERABLE and capable of detecting any increase in CR0 motor
temperature.

The preventive maintenance program performed on those CR0s
replaced each REFUELING CYCLE ensures that by inspecting and
replacing as necessary any degraded parts the potential for
CR0 failure is sign!ficantly reduced. Since the regulating
rod pair CR0 is used more than any other CRO, it will be
substituted with another CR0 af ter each REFUELING.

O

O

I

O
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3/4.k.2 CONTROL R00 PAIR POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS - OPERATION

-_
~

LIMITING CCNDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 The position indication instrumentation listed in Table
3.1.2-1 for each control rod pair shall be OPERABLE and
capable of determining control red pair position witnin 10
incnes.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: As shown in Table 3.1.2-1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.1 a. Control red pair position instrumentation OPERABILITY
shall be verified by performing a CHANNEL CHECK on thecontrol rod pair position inst .7entation, as follows:
1. Prior to withdrawal fr:- the fully inserted

position.

2 Upon full withdrawal, and

3. At least once per 7 days on all fully withdrawn,
partially inserted, and fully inserted control rod
cates except for fully inserted control red pairs
incaoable of being withdrawn.

.

O
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a) During partial scram surveillances on fullyn withdrawn and partially inserted control rod

#

pairs, the analog rod Dosition indication shall
ce demonstrated CPERABLE by verifying a. hat r: -- -

change in analog indication is consistent witn
the cirection of control red pair travel, Tneanalog and digital position indicattens must
agree within 10 inches of eacn otrer. If alarger difference is observed, it sna11 beassumed that the analog incication is tne
inoceracle channel, unless tne analog
indication can ce proven to be accurate and
CPERABLE by another means, and

b) During partial scram surveillances on fully
witncrawn control rod pairs, the rod out limit
indications snail be demonstrated OPERABLE by
verifying that the red-out indication clears
when the contr'oI rod pair is inserted less than

; or equal to 6 inches and is on when the control,

' rod pair is fully withdrawn following the
partial scram test.

Prior to each reactor startup and the first time duringb.
or after startue when the control rod pair is withdrawn
from the fully,

inserted posit :n, the OPERABILITY cfi

the rec-in limit indication sci '' ce verified for eacncontrol *:d pair by:
1 %)

1. Verifying that the red-ta **mit light is on, when
the control rod pair is fui', inserted, and

2. Verifying that ene red-in 11.- t t light clea s, when'

t e control rod cair is wi t' crawn less tnan erequal to 6 inches.
,

!

!

.

i

!
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c. Prior to each reactor start-up, and during the first
O, outward motion of a control rod pair, the OPERA 8ILITY

of the analog and digital position indications shall be
verified for each control red pair by: -

--
- '

-

I. Veri fying that the rod-in limit lignt is on, when
the control rod pair is fully inserted, and

2. Verifyte; tnat wnen the control rod pair is
withdrawn a snort distance. tne rod-in limit lignt
clears, wnen the analog and digital instrumentation
indicates less than 6 incnes.

If the analog and digital position indications
indicate 6 or more inches, an engineeringevaluatt:n shall be performed to determine the
maximum insertion limit for that control rod pair.

.

O

O
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Table 3.1.2-1 gg

CONTR01. RCD PAIR POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS

._a.."
| | | MINIMUM POSITIca | || POSITICN CF i POSITION INDICATION I IN0! CATION I || CONTROL R00 | INSTRUMENTATION | INSTRUMENTATION | || PAIR | SYSTEMS AVAILABLE | SYSTEMS OPERABLE I ACTION || I I l- || Fully | Roc-in Limit, 1 1 1 1, 2 || Inserted | Independent Means | | || | (Watt Meter Test) | | || | | |- || Partially | Roc-in Limit, | 2 | 1, 2 || Inserted | Analos, Olgital | | ||- 1 I l- || Fully | Roc-out Limit. | 2 | 1, 2 || Withdrawn | Analog, Digital | | || | | | |

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 1 With the number of OPERABLE ::s'tfon instrumentation
O. systems less than the Minimum Dosition Indication

Instrumentation Systems OPERABLE re:.!rements, restore the
required number of inoperable posit *:a indication system (s)
to OPERABLE status within 12 hewes, or be in SHUT 00WNwithin the next 12 hours.

ACTION 2 The provisions of Soecification 3.0.4 are not appitcable
for changes between STARTUP, LOW POWER, and POWER. Priorto entry into STARTUP from SHUT 00WN. all the requirements
of the LCO must be met, without relian:e on the provisions
contained in the ACTION statement,

o
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BASIS FOR SpfCIFICATION LCO 3.1.2.1/SR 4.1.2.1 NOV 3 0 WV FSAR Section 7.2.2 assumes a long term misalignment of plus or
minus 12 inches on control rod pair position to ensure an
acceptable power distribution for core burnup. This allows for a _ ..2 foot separation distance for the control rod perf or any
partially inserted snim group. Assuring a position accuracy ofplus or minus 10 inches is consistent with this misalignment
allowance and provides for a 4 inch margin for operation when
manually adjusting the control rod pairs of the shim group. Eacnshim control rod pair is normally moved in approximately 2 inch
increments during operation to adjust the regulating rod pair to
its mid operating position. A 10 inch position accuracy for all
control rod pairs is also consistent with a reactivity uncertaintyof about 0.003 delta k, which allows for detecting core
irregularities, such as an inadvertant release of reserve shutdown
material within a single core region. Control rod pair withdrawal
procedures require an evaluation if the actual critical controlrod pair position differs from the predicted position duringinitial criticality by this reactivity worth.
Control red pair position indication system OPERABILITY is
required to determine control rod pair positions and to ensure
compliance with control red pair alignment and position
requirements of Specifications 3.1.4.1 and 3.1.4.2.

O Rod-out and red-in position indication is :-:<tded by cam-actuated
switches. The cams are mounted on the sa e shaft as the rodD position potentiometer. The shaft is dire: ly coupled to a cable
drum through a gear train and rotates as re:uired for the fulllength of control rod pair travel. When a control rod pair is
withdrawn from the fully inserted position, the limit switch camsrelease the rod-in switch causing the red-in light to extinguish.Rod position is transmitted to the console by a potentiometer
coupled directly to the drum gearing. The rod-in and rod-out
limit switches and the red position potentiometer transmitters are
duplicated to protect against tne loss of position indication.

Actions

If analog and rod-in limit indications are OPERABLE but digital
and/or rod-out limit indications are inoperacle, operation maycontinue. $1nce both the analog and digital indications are taken
from the same shaf t and potentiometer, control rod pair position
is still capable of being established with only the analogindication. Roc-in limit indication capability is more critical
than rod-out limit indication for the
SHUT 00WN MARGIN.

purpose of determining

Iv
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If the analog indication is inoperable, operation may continuep)t

v with one of the following conditions satisfied:

a. If the control red pair is fully inserted, the positten un
_be established by the rod-in limit indication or vert riec ey

independent means such as the watt-teter test. Since tnean
control red pair is fully inserted, any other oositionindication is not required because its position of beia.g
fully inserted can be verified and used in the $90TOCwg
MARGIN calculation.

b. For the case when the control rod pair is partially inserted
and the digital and rod-in limit indications OPERABLE,
control rod pair position can still be established by digital
indication and if the control rod pair were to be fullyinserted its position could be vertfled. Rod-in indication
OPERABILITY ts demonstrated when last tested.

c. For the case with the control rod pair fully withdrawn and
rod-out and rod-in limit indications OPERABLE, the control
red pair's position can ce established (i.e. fully withdrawn)
or if the control rod cair were to be fully inserted, itsposition could be vertfied for the SHUTDOWN MARGINcalculation.

'

If rod-in limit indication were inocerable, operation may
C/ continue, because a fully inserted contr ' -:d pair's position can

be establisned by an independent means suen as the watt-meter
test. At a partially inserted or fully v tedrawn' position, thecontrol rod cair's position can be detera* ed by both digital andanalog indications.

If control rod oair position cannot be determined within 12 hours,reactor shutdown is required within 12 hours. Tnis ACTION isrequired to satisfy the control rod pate worth and positionrequirements of Specification 3.1.4.1, wnich prevents anunacceptable power distributton.

Surveillances

Control rod pair position indication instru entation CPERABILITY
is verified by performing a CHANNEL CHECK before tne control rodpair is withdrawn from the fully inserted position, when it is
fully withdrawn, and at least once per 7 days. This surveillance
ensures position indication OPERABILITY prior to a reactor startuoand during operation.

During the partial scram test (once per 7 days during coeration)analog Indication is vertfied OPERABLE by confirming that thechange in analog indication is consistent with the direction ofcontrol rod pate travel.

O

.
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NOV 3 0 &If a difference of greater than
10 inches exists between thep

analog and digital position indications, the analog tedication( isconsidered inoperable, unless proven accyrate'by another means.
Theanalogindicationmaybeproventob(accurateandOPEglesu
fully inserting the control rod pair and verifying that the analogindication is more accurate than the afgital indication at thefully inserted position as determined by the rod-in limit
indication or tne watt-meter test.

The rod-in limit indication
is verifiec to be OPERATING at thefully inserted position wnen the control rod pair is withdrawn ashort distance. This surveillance ensures that a fully inserted

control rod pair's position can be estaolished during operation byve ri fying OPERABILITY of each control red pair prior to each
startup and also when the control rod pair is first withdrawn fromthe fully inserted position.

To ensure position indication is capable of being established at
the partially inserted to fully withdrawn position (during
operation) both the analog and digital positions are verified
OPERABLE at the fully inserted position when the control rod pairis withdrawn a short distance. This surveillance is performed
prior to startuo or during the first outward control rod pairmotion.

The position indication potentiometer $ and associated coupling can
be damaged by an overtravel of minus 6 f : es. This damage isp/ prevented by initially requiring the :: trol rod pair positionC
indication to indicate less than 6 inches . 49 the rod-in limitindication clears and then by proceduraly creventing control rod
pair insertion past zero, even if rod-in it-it indication is notreceived. The requirement for position indication to be less than
6 inches when rod-in Ilmit indication is received imposes an
enhanced accuracy requirement at this position. The result isthat since procedurally the control rod pair is not inserted pastzero indication, and if the position incication is within 6a

inches of the actual position, tnen the control rod pair will not
be inserted beyond the minus 6 inch damage limit, even if the rec-
in limit instrumentation fails. Since conte: 1 rod pair position
instrumentation cannot be recalibrated witnout removing the CR0
from the PCRV, the engineering evaluation orovides the necessaryprocedural controls to estaDlish indivicual control rod pair
insertion limits for control rod pairs whose cosition indicationsexceed 6 inches. '

O

_ - - - - - . --- -
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3/4.1.2 CONTROL R00 PAIR p0SITION INDICATICN SYSTEMS - SHUT 00WN

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION
_

3.1.2.2 The position
indication instrumentation shall be OPERABLE

for each control rod pair capable of being withdrawnreweepe--fo- thosseatC44--p+1 t r;;;;;d fr;; th; PCRVrand
capable of determining control rod pair position within 12
inches with:

a. A rod out limit indication or analog or digital
position indication, when the control rod pair is fullywithdrawn, or

b. A red-in limit indication and either an analog or '

digital position indication, when the control rod pair
is fully inserted.

*

AppllCABILITY: SHUTOOWN and REFUELING
'

ACTION: With any of the above required position Indicationp)
instrumentation inoperable, within 12 acurs either:

a. Restore the incoerable ::sition indicatfor
instrumentation to OPERA 8LE status, or,

b. Verify full insertion of the control rod pair by other
independent means (e.g., watt-meter testing), or

c. Consider the control rod pair fully withdrawn and meet
the SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirements of Specification
3.1.3.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 a. Control rod pair position instrumentation shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performing a CHANNEL CHECK as
follows:

1. Prior to withdrawal from the fully inserted
position,

2. Upon full withdrawal,
OO
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3. At

< 'S least once per 7 days on all control rod pairs'~

j except for fully inserted control red pairs whichare incapable of being withdrawn, and
_ _ _ _ _

4. After an OPERATIONAL MODE change to SHUT 00WN from
STARTUP.

The analog and digital position indications shall be
within 12 inenes of each other. If a larger dif ferenceis observed, it shall be assumed that the analog
indication is the in.)perable channel, unless the analog
indication can ce proven to be accurate and CPERABLE byanother means.

.

b. During each REFUELING CYCLE, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
of each control rod pair's redundant "in" and "out"limit switches and analog and digital red position
indication systems, shall be performed,

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the control rod pair redundantc.
"in" and "out" limit switches, and the analog and
digital rod position indication systems, shall beperformed on all CR0s removed forrefueling / repair / maintenance.

d. When in REFUELING, prior to each control rod pair
O withdrawal (unless the surveillaa:e has been performed

within the previous 7 days) tne OPERABILITY of theV analog and digital position 'adications shall beverified for that control rnd pair by:
1. Verifying that the rod-in limit light is on, when

the control rod pair is fully inserted, and
2. Verifying that when the control red pair is

withdrawn a short distance, the rod-in limit
indication clears when the analog and digital
instrumentation indicates less than 6 inches.
If the analog and digital instrumentationindicates 6 or more inches, an engineering
evaluation shall be performed to determine the
maximum insertion limit for that control rod pair.

O
]
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.2.2/5R 4.1.2.2_

( x

V This speci fication involves control rod pairs that are either
fully inserted or fully withdrawn, therefore the accuracyrequirements are different from those in LCO 3.1.?=r wr --

operational considerations. The relative reactivity worth for
the total control rod pair bank as a function of withdrawal
position is given in FSAR Section 3.5.3 (Figure 3.5-2).Experimental results on control rod pair worth versus
withdrawal position have indicated a reduced worth for the
first portion of control rod pair withdrawal and has been
substantiated with new analyses. From this revised calculateddata and a calculated bank worth of 0.210 delta k, It can be
shown that a reactivity uncertainty of 0.003 delta k results in
the total bank position uncertainty of 17 inches at full
insertion and 13 inches at full withdrawal. The reactivity
uncertainty of 0.003 delta k is acceptable for the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN and is consistent with that used to detect coreirregularities, such as occasions of inadvertant release of
reserve shutdown material within a single core region. Control
rod pair withdrawal procedures require an evaluation if the
actual critical control rod pair position differs from the
predicted position during the approach to criticality by the
reactivity worth of 0.003 delta k.

If position indication instrumentation is inoperable, a 12 hour
h ACTION time is allowed because the SHUTCCWN MARGIN requirements

have been met prior to position inci:ation instrumentationV inoperability.

Control rod pair position indication instrumentation
OPERABILITY ts vertfied by performing a CHANNEL CHECK before
the control rod pair is withdrawn from the fully inserted
position, when it is fully withdrawn, at least once per 7 days,
and after an OPERATIONAL MODE change to SHUT 00WN from STARTUP
on those control rod pairs capable of being withdrawn.
Specification 3.1.4.2 Ifsts the methods of making a control rod
pair incapable of being withdrawn. This surveillance ensures
position indication OPERABILITY when the reactor is shutdown
and during any refueling operations.

During each REFUELING CYCLE a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will be
performed on the control rod pair redundant "in" and "out"limit switches and the analog and digital rod positionindication systems. This surveillance ensures that the entireposition incication system. is OPERABLE prior to a reactor
startup,

v
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)O In conjunction with CR0 installation in the PCRV, a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION will be performed on the control rod pair redundant"in" and "out" limit switches, and the analog and digital rod
position indication systems. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION =g ~

position indication instrumentation cannot ba performed while ,,

the control rod pairs are installed in the PCRV. therefore a
calibratien is performed only on the control rod pairs removed
for refueling /repat r/ maintenance.

During REFUELING, the red-in limit indication, and analog anddigital indications will be verified OPERA 8LE ( for thosecontrol rod pairs capable of being withdrawn) prior to control
rod pair withdrawalree-et4eest ;nce ;;;r 7 deys.

.

O

O
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V 3/4.1.3 SHUTDOWN MARGIN
No.

,

a.ov.

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION
=

3.1.3 The reactor SHUTOOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal
to 0.01 delta k.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

When in POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP, with the SHUT 00WNa.
MARGIN less than 0.01 delta k:

1. Within 1 hour, insert sufficient control rad pairs
to achieve the specified SHUT 00WN MARGIN, or

2. Be in at least SHUTOOWN within the next ours,

b. When in SHUT 00WN, with the SHUT 00WN MARGIN less than
0.01 delta k, within 1 hour, eithe-:

1. Insert sufficient control r0: cairs to achieve the
spect fled SHUT 00WN MARGIN, or

2. Actuate sufficient reserve shutdown material to
achieve the specified SHUT 00WN MARGIN.

c. When in REFUELING, with the SHUT 00WN MARGIN less than
0.01 delta k:

1. Immediately suspend all control rod pair or fuel
manipulations involving positive reactivity changes,
and

!
'

2. Within 1 hour either:

a) Fully insert sufficient control rod pairs to
achieve the specified SHUT 00WN MARGIN, or

b) Actuate sufficient reserve shutdown material to
achieve the specified SHUT 00WN MARGIN.

O
'

,

i
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.

,-

( -
\

assesscJ4.1.3 SHUT 00WN MARGIN shall be vrified as follows:

a. When in POWER, LOW POWER, or STARTUP:

1. Once per 7 days,

2. In assessing the SHUT 00WN MARGIN the following
condition 1 shall be assumed:

a) The highest worth control rod pair is fullywithdrawn,

b) All OPERABLE control rod pairs are fully
,

inserted with all inoperable centrol rod pairs
in their pre-scram position,

c) The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE is equal to 220
degrees F, and

i

d) Full decay of Xe-135, no butidup of.5m-149, and.

no decay of Pa-233 beyond that present at
,

shutdown.

b. When in SHUTOOWN:

1.
Within 12 hours af ter each rea: tor shutdown when all;

i control rod pairs cannot be verified fully inserted,
,

2. Prior to control red cair withdrawal, if all control
rod pairs are not fully inserted prior to withdrawal
action, and

3. Prior to control rod pair withdrawal to achieve
i

criticality, to confirm that upon reachingi

! criticality the SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirement can be
met.

!
I

i

i O

,

[

[
_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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4. In assessing the SHUT 00WN MARGIN the following
Oe conditions shall be assumed:

en a

a) The highest worth control rod pair is fully
withdrawn,

b) All OPERABLE control rod pairs are fully
inserted and inocerable control rod pairs in
their known position or fully withdrawn,

c) The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE is equal to 80
degrees F, and

d) Full decay of Xe-135, full buildup of Sm-149,
and Pa-233 decay as a function of time after
shutdown.

c. When in REFUELING:

1. Prior to control rod pair withdrawal, if all control
rod pairs are not fully inserted prior to withdrawal
action, and

2. Prior to the removal of the control rod pair in a
region to be refueled or repaired.

3. In assessing the SHUTOCWN vtRGIN the following
conditions shall be assumed:

a) The highest worth contr:1 rod pair capable of
being withdrawn is fully fthdrawn,

b) Control rod pairs being withdrawn for
refueling / repair, SHUT 00WN MARGIN vrift:ticC ***"1
og test purposes, are fully withdrawn,

[ All
hbtS 8/L f G)inserted and incapaole of ceing withdrawn,

c other OPERABLE control red pairs are fully

d) Inoperable control rod pairs are in their known
position or fully witndrawn,

,

. - - - - - . . _ _ . . - - . . _ - . - . _ _ . - . , . . . . _ _ - . , . , . _- - _ - - _ . - _ - _ . _ . _ . - - - - . . - . . - . - _ _ - . - _ _ . _
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e) For planned CORE ALTERATIONS, the core shall be ',

O in its most reactive configuration, ,

f) The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE fs equal to 80.

degrees F, and ',:

g) Full decay of Xe-135, full butidup of Sm-149,i

i
and Pa-233 decay as a function of time aftershutdown.

.

|
J

4

i

) -

i

|

!
I
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!O
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>
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!
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|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.3/SR 4.1.3 g
A. SHUTOOWN MARGIN - OPERATING

The purpose of this LCO is to ensure that during operation a
sufficient amount of negative reactivity in control rods.f r.s iscapable of being inserted by the automatic and manual scram. ,

functions to shutdown the reactor with the highest worth controlcod pair fully withdrawn.
A SHUT 00WN MARGIN of at least 0.01

delta k has been specified at a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE of 220degrees F. The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE will normally be
significantly above 220 degrees F for several days following a
scram from power yielding a SHUT 00WN MARGIN greater than 0.01delta k.

Changes in the isotopic inventory following a reactor shutdown,
of fission product poisons Xe-135 and Sm-149, and heavy metal Pa-233, are also considered. These changes are due to the buildupand decay of precursors as well as decay of their currentconcentration. For Xe-135, both the precursor and Xenon isotopedecay in hours, with half-lives of 6 and 9 hours respectively,and consequently Xe-135 initially builds up to a peak value in
about 6 hours, and then fully decays in a few days. Since fulldecay occurs in a few days, it is conservatively assumed to be
fully decayed at the time of shutdown. The precursor for Sm-149'

has a half-life of a few days, while the decay of Sm-149 occurs
over several years, so the buildup occurs :,er many days and isconservatively assumed to remain at '*s current value atC shutdown. The decay of Pa-233 to fissile .-233 occurs over a

.

period of about 100 days, and it also is assumed to remain at its
current value at shutdown.

Any control rod pair that is demonstrated OPERABLE per
Specification 3.1.1 will be assumed to be fully inserted and anyinoperable control rod pair will be assumed to be at its pre-scram position. This is consistent with FSAR Section 3.5.3,which

demonstrates that there is at least 0.014 delta k SHUT 00WNMARGIN with one control rod pair fully withdrawn unoer any core
condition in the equilibrium core and larger for any core
condition prior to the equilibrium core.
AssJsusoe
M 'icaticr< of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements at least once
per 7 days ensures that changes in the core reactivity as a
result of burnup have not occured which would make the previousverification invalid. The core reactivity changes as a result of
burnup occur slowly and a 7 day surveillance during operation issufficient. In addition, the ACTION statements of Specification
3.1.1 require more frequent @er4EicaHon-if a control red pair is
determined inoperaDie, or it$ exact position is uncertain,

scuane.h

O
.
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B. SHUTDOWN and REFUELING NOV 3 0 sp/ )
V

The purpose of this specification is to ensure that during
SHUTOOWN and REFUELING a sufficient number of control rod pairs
are fully inserted to keep the reactor in a shutdown condition.
A SHUT 00WN MARGIN of at least 0.01 delta k has Men specified

CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE of 80 degrees F w th decay of Xe-135,
ata

buildup of Sm-149 and some decay of Pa-233. The CORE AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE will normally be significantly above 80 degrees F for
many months af ter shutdown, and the decay of Pa-233 occurs over afew months. Therefore, the SHUT 00WN MARGIN immediately after
achieving shutdown will normally be larger than the 0.01 delta kspecified,

and the 12 hour delay in verification of the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN is suf ficient for the purpose of this specification.

This specification need only require that the control rod pair be
actually inserted to achieve the specified SHUTDOWN MARGIN.Since full insertion can be verified by either rod position
indication or another independent means, such as watt-meter
testing per Specification 3.1.2.2, some additional time has beenallowed.

The Reserve Shutdown System was provided to ensure shutdown even
in the event of failure to insert control rod pairs. It is
adequate to ensure shutdowm even if all control red pairs fail to
insert (FSAR Section 3.5.3). However, the contribution to the

(] SHUTOOWN MARGIN by the addition of reserve 59utdown material into
a core region already containing an inserted control rod pairV isminimal. Therefore, it is sufficient .o activate the reserveshutdown material only in those regions whose control rod pairsare not fully inserted.

For SHUTDOWN, the specified SHUT 00WN MARGIN assumes the full
withdrawal of the highest worth control rod pate. For REFUELING,
(which can include either fuel or control rod pair manipulations)
since all control rod pairs are disabled, except tnose involvedwith REFUELING per Specification 3.1.4.2, the requirement| includes the addition of the highest worth control rod pair'

capable of being withdrawn in the SHUT 00WN MARGIN calculation.Otsabling of control rod drives by disabling the electrical
supply to the drive motors or placing the reactor mode switch inthe "off" position results in the inability to withdraw thecontrol red pair by action of the drive motor. Therefore, the
accidental withdrawal of any control rod pair in this manner does
not have to be assumed in the SHUTDOWN MARGIN calculation,

i The ACTION statement of Specification 3.1.4.2, Control Rod Pairi Position Requirements-SHUTDOWN, requires completion of the
verification of the SHUT 00WN MARGIN within 12 hours.

.

O
I
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Within the first 24 hours after shutdown, the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is

O significantly larger than specified due to higher core
temperatures and the presence of Xe-135 and Pa-233. A 12 hour
delay will not compromise the validity of this Specification.
o.,,u.:m q ,n m. , - o ~ ~ ~"c-i :t.c of this LCO prior to any control rod pair
withdrawal, if all control rod pairs are not fully inserted,prior to withdrawal to achieve criticality, and prior to removalof a control rod pair for refueling / repair, ensures that therequirements of this Specification will be met during these
ACTIONS.

.

0
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REACTIVITY CONTROL

3/4.1.4 CONTROL R00 PAIR
REQUIREMENTS - OPERATICNvpw s

.. - . . . . .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.4.1 Control rod pair position and worth requirements shall beas follows:

a. Control red pairs (except the regulating rod pair)
shall be withdrawn or inserted in groups (threecontrol rod pairs per group) except during partial
scram surveillance, scram, or control rod pairrunback.

b. All control rod pairs shall be either fully inserted
or fully withdrawn except that:

1. One shim group and the regulating rod pair may bein any position, and

2. Up to six additional control rod pairs may beinserted up to 2 feet.

c. The maximum calculated contre' red pair worth shall
not exceed:

1. 0.047 delta k, with the reactor critical at
approximately 6 07 3percent RATED THERMAL POWER
(source power), and \

.0 E-o7l
2. At full power, that worth which would result in

Rod Withdrawal Accident (RWA) consequences equal
to those described for the worst case RWA in theAEC Safety Evaluation of Fort St. Vrain datedJanuary 20, 1972.

APPLICABILITY: POWER *, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

:

* See Special Test Exceptions Specification 3.10.1.

O

. . _ - -
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ACTION: a. With any control rod pair or group not in complianceA with its position requirements either:

U
1. Restore The' 'cIn*frol~ r:od pair (s) to an acceptable

configuration within 4 hours, or

2. Be in at least STARTUP within the subsequent 12
hours, and SHUT 00WN within the following 12 hours.

b. With any control rod pair not in comoliance with its
worth limits, be in at least SHUTDOWN within 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.4.1.1 At least once every 12 hours, each control rod pair
position shall be verified to be in compliance with the
above requirements.

4.1.4.1.2 At the beginning of each REFUELING CYCLE, the reactivity
worth of the control rod pair groups withdrawn from LOW ~
POWER to POWER in the withdrawal sequence, shall bemeasured. The. measured group worths shall be compared
with the calculated group worths to veri fy that the
calculated criteria upcn which t"e selection of theO control rod pair sequence was based has been satisfied.(Q The measured group worth shall agree with the calculated

|

group worth within plus or minus 2CS for all groups except'

groups 4A and 40, for which the measured group worth shall
be within plus 100%, minus 50% of the calculated groupworth.

|

|

'

O
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.4.1/SR 4.1.4.1.1, 4.1.4.1.2c .s

(V\

The specification of a control rod pair withdrawal sequence(Specification 5.3.4 - Rel' dad''1tgment Design) and position
requirements during STARTUP and LOW POWER operation is required
to:

a. Assist in evaluating the reactivity worth of control red
pairs withdrawn during the approach to criticality by
indicated changes in the multiplied source neutrons,

b. Ensure that an acceptable power distribution is
maintained (peaking factors within design limits) for the
condition when many control rod pairs are still inserted,
and

c. Ensure that the calculated maximum worth control red pair
in STARTuo and LOW POWER if assumed accidentally
withdrawn, would result in a transient wi,th consequences
no more severe than the control rod pair withdrawal
accident analyzed in the FSAR (Sections 3.5.3.1 and14.2.2.7).

The specification of a control rod pair withdrawal sequence and
, position requirements during POWER are required to yield an

acceptable power districution. In addition the sequence ensures
(3 that the combination of maximum single con: 01 rod pair worth andf,

4

available core temperature coefficients, in the event of anaccidental control rod pair withdrawal, will result in a
transient with consequences less severe tran those analyzed in
the FSAR. The control rod pair withcrawal accident (RWA)analyzed in the F5AR is consistent with the RWA evaluation in the
AEC Safety Evaluation of Fort St. Vrain dated January 20, 1972.

The control rod pair withdrawal accident analysis at rated power,
as described in the FSAR, is based on a maximum control rod pair
wortn of 0.012 delta k, using temperature coefficients equivalent
to i reactivity defect from refueling (220 degrees F) tooperating temperature (1500 degrees F) of 0.028 delta k. For
operation in the range from 0 to 100 percent power, the fuel
temperature may be lower than the full power operating fuel

i temperature of 1500 degrees F. This results in a greater number
! of control rod pairs inserted for the critical configuration, andi

a larger maximum single control rod pair worth. In addition,since the temperature coefficients are greater at the beginningof the cycle, a single control rod pair worth as much as 0.016delta k is acceptable, i.e., the consequences of a control rod
pair withdrawal accident are less severe (FSAR Section 14.2.1).A value larger than .012 delta k for a single control rod pair
can be safely accommodated if fuel temperatures are lower than1500 degrees F and/or tne temperature defect between refueling
temperature (220 degrees F) and operating temperature (1500p degrees F) is greater than .028 delta k (FSAR Section 14.2.1.1).b

. _-
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The specified range of power peaking factors given in/7 Specification 5.3, Reactor Core, was used in developing theV Reactor Core SAFETY LIMIT of Specification 2.1, since the
limiting combinations ofTor'e TifERMAt POWER and core coolant flow
rate are a function of the region, intra-region, and axial powerpeaking factors. Speci fying a control rod pair withdrawal
sequence for each REFUELING CYCLE which has peaking factors
within these power peaking factor limits ensures that the
criteria upon which Specification 2.1 is based, are met.
The presence of too many partially inserted control rod pairs in
the core will tend to push the flux into the bottom half of thecore and raise the fuel temperatures. The intra-region and axial
power peaking factors used in determining the control rod pairwithdrawal sequence for each REFUELING CYCLE will be maintained
during normal operation if the control rod pairs are inserted and
withdrawn in sequence and if partially inserted control red pairs
are limited as noted above (FSAR Section 3.5.4).
The six additional control rod pairs which may be inserted up to
2 feet into the core will permit the operator to move control rod.
pairs to assist in regulating the core region outlet temperatures
to those specified in Specification 3.2.2. This has a minimaleffect on the axial power distribution, resulting in an increase
in the average power density in the lower layer of fuel of lessthan 5*.' .

O
The runback function inserts two pre-selected groups of threedi control rod pairs during rapid load recuction (FSAR Section(

A _ (7.2.1. 2) .
The partial insertion of t.nese control rod pairs,

FSARSection3.5.4.$)inadditionto those noted above wouldincrease the average axial power peaking factor in the lowerlayer of fuel to. about 0.85. Negligible fuel particle migration
(Specification 2.1) would occur with this condition in the corefor up to 4 hours.

pkernel
The ACTION requirementlto be in at least STARTUP within the next
12 hours is prudent, since the core temperatures aresignificantly reduced at lcwer power levels. In STARTUP,negligible fuel partici migration would occur as long as theminimum helium flow recuirements (Specification 3.2.4) aremaintained. It is desirable to reduce plant load andtemperatures in a controlled manner.

Verification of control rod pair positions (by monitoringposition indication) once per 12 hours is consistent with thei

verification of INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURES'

once per 12 hours (Specification 4.2.2.1).

.

,
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The measurement of control red pair group worths in the normalo
withdrawal sequence at the beginning of each REFUELING CYCLE willQ provide'an evaluation SLCaleviational methods in determining the
control rod pair group worths in the core configuration for thatcycle. The criteria used in selecting the control rod pair
sequence is based on calculated data for the maximum worth for
any individual control rod pair as well as the calculated peakingfactors, (region, intra region, and axial) in the normaloperating control red pair configuration. Since the core
configuration changes for each REFUELING CYCLE (a new segmentincludes approximately one sixth of the total cere) thisevaluation confirms the ability to predict control rod pairworths in that specific configuration.

The acceptance criteria for the comparison of measured versus
calculated control red pair group worth within plus or minus 20*.'includes an allowance for the calculated uncertainty of plus orminus 10*.' (FSAR Section 3.5.7.4) and uncertainty in the

A larger acceptance criteria is needed for controlmeasurement.

rod pair groups 4A and 40 because of a larger uncertainty in thecalculated values. Groups 4A and 40 are five column regions
located at the core-reflector interface, and the analytical model'for control rod pair worth calculations was developed for sevencolumn regions. In addition, since the control rod . pairs arelocated in

the central column and this column for a five column
,

region is immediately adjacent to the reflector, their reactivity
worth is substantially less than the :ther control rod pair~T groups. These groups are typically wortn 'ess than 0.010 delta1 k. Because of the low worth and the ara'ytical uncertainty, a
larger range for the acceptance criteria is required.

|

|

'
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM
V

(O 3/4.1.4 CONTROL R00 PAIR p0SITION REQUIREMENTS - SHUT 00VN
3

. . . .

LIMITING CCNDITION FOR OPERATION
-

3.1.4.2 af All control red pairs shall be fully inserted andincapaole of being withdrawn except: *

1. Up to-

pCRV, andtwo control red pairs may be removed from the

2. Additional control red pairs may be withdrawn for
SHUT 00WN MARGIN ver-ification-ee-tests, o. nessu a+ a c cWAC#l hd*

-tr--T h e-S HU T00WM- MARGI M-req u i remen t s-o f- S pec4 f4c a tion-34,-3
-( foHHUT00W4-a neA ERJEkI NG}-s he H-be--me fe t*4 ned- duci n g-
-a R-o f- t he-a bo v e-con t ro l- ro d- p a i e-con f4 g u ra t, ten sv-

APPLICABILITY: SHUTCCWN AND REFUELING

ACTION: a. Within I hour af ter each reactor shutdown, if more thantwo control red pairs are not .arified to be fully;; inserted, either:

1. Insert at least all but two c:atrol red pairs to thefully inserted position, or
2.

Insert resorde shutdown material in at least thoseregions where t:ontrol rod pairs are not veri fied tobe fully inser5ed, beyond the allowable two.
b. Subsequent to 1 ' hour after reactor shutdown, with lessthan the above reqUtrements:

1. Immediately suspend all operations involving COREi

ALTERATIONS, centrol red pair movements resulting in
positive reacthity changes or movement of IRRADIATED
FUEL.

2. Within 12 hours either:

a) Insert any control rod pair capable of beinginserted and veri fy the SHUT 00WN MARGIN
requirements pf Specification 3.1.3 are met, or1

!

b) Actuate suff);cient|

reserve shutdown material to
achieve the Gecified SHUTOCWN MARGIN.

O ~

4 The SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.3
(for SHUT 00WN and REFUELING) shall be maintained during
all of-tar-ebeve control rod pair configurations.

*r.

, _ - . .
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSm

_

J
4.1.4.2 a. Control rod p' air positions for all control rod pairs

*

capable of being withdrawn shall be monitored for
,

compliance witn Specification 3.1.4.2.a above, at least
once every 12 hours.

b. Following each reactor shutdown, each control rod pairshall be verified to be at the fully inserted positionby:

1. The rod-in position indication, or
2. The use of an independent control rod pair position

verification method (e.g. , watt-meter test).

Control rod pairs known to be fully inserted prior to the
shutdown may be excluded from the above verifications.

c. Prior to
the removal of more than one control rod driveassembly from the PCRV,

the SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall beexplicitly calculated per the re q u i rea.s i.= uf
Specificai.ivu 3.1. 3, assu mp47.n. spe d fi J : g g .4.g,3 ,

d. Upon full withdrawal of a control rod pair selected for
removal from the PCRV, and prior to disablingpg its scramcapabilities, the SHUT 00WN MAR 3M shall be ;crifi;&*"U
withdrawing one or more additional control rod pairs with
a calculated worth greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k,plus any calculated positive wor:r of the planned COREALTERATION, veri fying subcriticality, and thenreinserting.

!
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.4.2/SR 4.1.4.2,.
' (') This Specification ensures

rod pairs are fully ins *ted to keep the reactorthat a sufficient number of control
in a shutdown

condition (SHUTDOWN MARGIN greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k)
in SHUT 00WN and REFUELING.

Prior to refueling a region, the control rod pair in that regionand the control rod pair in the region next in sequence to berefueled will be withdrawn. Additional predesignated control rod
airs will also be withdrawn and suberiticality will be verified.minimum reactivity worth of

control rod pairs is 0.01 delta k plus the reactivitythe additional predesignateddifference
( between the new and spent fuel in the region to be refueled, plus

the temperature defect between the refueling temperature and 80degrees F. After subcriticality has been verified, the. predesignated control rod pairs will be fully reinserted.
'

Withdrawal of the predesignated control rod pairs ensures a.
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k at 80
degrees F with new fuel leaded into the refueled region.
Making all of the fully inserted control rod pairs incapable of
being withdrawn by placing the reactor made switch in the "off"position or disabling the electrical supply to the motors,
ensures that an un-analyzed core configuration which might resultin criticality will not exist.-

A AV SHUT 00WN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0 01 delta k after
reactor shutdown (automatic scram or contr:! led) .i s ensured by
the 1 hour ACTION to either insert all but two control rod pairs
or insert reserve shutdown material in tnose regions where
control rod pairs cannot be verified to be fully inserted, beyondthe allowable two. Control rod pairs may be ve ri fied fullyinserted by rod-in indication, or by otner independent means
(e.g., watt meter test) as time permits. The 12 inch limitensures reactivity control, as discussed in tne Bases for LCO3.1.2.2. Experience has shown tnat a control rod pair which is
not fully inserted by a scram may still be fully insertedmanually with its control rod drive motor. If the control rodpair cannot be fully inserted with its drive motor, reserve
shutdown material will be inserted into that region, ensuring a
SHUTCOWN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k.

O

-- - .. -- - - --
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If any requirements of the LCO are not met while the reactor is/"'N in SHUTDOWN or REFUELING, any control rod pair or fuel(,/ manipulations which would result in a positive reactivityaddition will be susp%Aded*1mmediately and within 12 hours anywithdrawn control rod pairs will be fully inserted. If aSHUTDOWN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k is notby fully inserting the control rod pairs, sufficient reservemet
shutdown material will be inserted to achieve the specified
SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

This ACTION ensures a SHUT 00WN MARGIN of
greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k during reactor shutdownrefueling operations. or

The reserve shutdown material provides an effective method of
reactivity control when inserted into core regions where thecontrol rod pairs have not been fully inserted. Because of theproximity to the control rod pairs, it has almost no additionalworth when inserted in regions where the control rod pairs areinserted. Therefore, to ensure an adequate SHUT 00WN MARGIN, itneed only be inserted into those core regions where full
insertion of the control rod pairs cannot be demonstrated.

Verifying control red pair positions once every 12 hours, ensures
that control rod pair position can be monitored during control
rod pair manipulations performed in refueling operations.,

I After each shutdown, veri fying that each control rod pair is!

fully inserted ensures that the position of each control rod pairN
is known and that the SHUTOOWN MARGIN-eek. nf m is accurate.usessmed

De~,,h%y"rifyiv that a SHUT 00WN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01
delta k exists prior to removing more than one control rod drive
assembly from the PCRV ensures that criticality will not be
achieved and the. SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirements will be maintained
after the control rod pair is removed.

I

:

|
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.5 REACTIVITY CHANGE WITH TEMPERATURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION **
.

3.1.5 The reactivity change due to a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATbnE
increase between 220 degrees F to 1500 degrees F, shall be atleast as negative as 0.031 delta k, but no greater than 0.056
delta k throughout the REFUELING CYCLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With the reactivity change outside of the above limits, be
in SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.1.5 At the beginning of each REFUELING CYCLE the reactivity change
as a function of CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE :hange (temperature

O coefficient) shall be measured and integrated to verify that
the measured reactivity change is within :he aoove limits.

!
i

|

O

_ . - _ . _ .. - -_ -_ _.__ _. . -. . _ . . _ . . - . _-
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.5/SR 4.1.5 M30 m

V
The negative temperature coefficient is an inherent safetymechanism that tends to limit power increases duringtemperature excursions. It is a stabilizing element in flux
tilts or oscillations due, for example, to xenon transients.
Fuel temperatures during a power excursion beginning from a
high power level are well within design limits regardless of
the magnitude of the negative temperature coefficient, provided
protective action is initiated by a power level signal.
However, if protective action occurs much later, such as from a
manual scram or activation of the reserve shutdown system, peakfuel temperatures will be sensitive to the magnitude of the
negative temperature coefficient.

Requiring a reactivity change at least as negative as 0.031
delta k for a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE increase from 220

-

degrees F to the 1500 degree F temperatures associated with the
nominal RATED THERMAL POWER value, ensures temperature
coefficients at least as negative as those used in the FSAR
accident analysis. All control rod pair withdrawal transientsassume a reactivity temperature defect of 0.028 delta k which
when combined with an uncertainty of plus or minus 10"., yieldsthe specified defect of 0.031 delta k.

The maximum reactivity temperature de'ect of 0.056 delta kOO (0.062 delta k minus 0.006 delta k for uncertainty) ensures
that there is sufficient reactivity control to ensure reactor
SHUTDOWN in the unlikely event that all control rod pairs!

cannot be inserted and the reserve scutdown system has been
activated.

|

The reactivity worth of the reserve snutdown system was
| calculated to be 0.120 delta k in the equilibrium core (FSAR
,

Section 3.5.3). From calculated excess reactivity data in| Table 3.5-4 of the FSAR it is seen that the maximum excess
reactivity in the equilibrium core with tne CORE AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE of 220 degrees F. Xe-135 decayed, and some Pa-233
decay, is 0.097 delta k (1 week of Pa-233 decay) and 0.102 (2weeks of Pa-233 decay). The calculated reactivity temperature

. defect for that cycle is 0.044 delta k and the excess SHUT 00WN'

MARGIN allowing 2 weeks of Pa-233 decay is 0.018 delta k.Therefore, if the reactivity temperature defect were as large
as 0.062 delta k (0.044 delta k plus 0.013 delta k) reactor
SHUTOOWN could be ensured for at least 2 weeks even in the
unlikely event that all control rod pairs failed to insert, and
the reserve shutdown system was activated.

O

_- _ _ . - - . _ - .-
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The major shifts in r'eactivity change as a function of core

i0- temperature change will occur following refueling. The i
specified frequency of measurement following each refueling !will ensure that thew hange of reactivity as a function of
changes in core temperature will be measured on a timely basis

>

to evaluate the limit provided in Specification 3.1.5. i

,

The maximum value of reactivity temperature defect occurs at
the beginning of the cycle and slowly decreases through thecycle to a

minimum value at the end of the cycle. Since the
measurement is made at the beginning of a cycle and the minimumvalue occurs at the end of a cycle, a direct evaluation cannotbe made. However, by comparing the calculated value at thebeginning of the cycle with the measured value, an evaluation
for compliance can be made using the calculated value at theend of cycle. Performance of the Surveillance Requirement
verifies the assumptions used in the analysis.

.

'

O

O

. . . . . -. . .
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.6 RESERVE SHUT 00WN SYSTEM NOV 3 0 m :

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ..

3.1.6
All reserve shutdown (R50) units shall be OPERABLE with:
a. At least 1500 psig pressure in their individual helium

gas bottle supplies, and

b. At least 500 psig pressure in the Alterm te Cooling
Method (ACM) nitrogen bottles which provide a backup
means of actuating the RSO hopper pressurization valves.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: a. With one RSO unit inoperable, operation may continue
provided that an OPERABLE spare RSO unit is available.

b. With two or more RSO units inoperable, restore all buti

one inoperable RSO unit to OPERABLE within 24 hours,
.

or
be in at least SHUTOOWN within the aext 12 hours.

The provisions of Specification 3.2.4 ar.e not applicablec.
for changes between STARTUP, L:4 POWER, and POWER.Prior to entry into STARTUP '-om SHUT 00WN, all the
requirements of this LCO must be met, without reliance

! on the provisions contained in the ACTION statements.
1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.6 The reserve shutdown system shall be ceconstrated OPERABLE:
a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the pressure

of each helium gas bottle is at least 1500 psig,
b. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the pressure

of each ACM nitrogen bottle is at least 500 psig.

I

- - . . . - - _- _.
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c. At least once per 92 days by:
NOV 3 0 m

1. Pressurizing each of the 37 RSO hoppers above
reactor pressure, as indicated by operation of the
hopper pressure switch,

,

2. Operating the ACM quick disconnect couplings, and

3. performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of theinstrumentation which alarms at low pressure in theRSO actuating pressure lines.

d. At least once per 366 days by performing a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of the gas pressure instrumentation,

At least once per REFUELING by:e.

1. Demonstrating that each subsystem is OPERABLE by
actuating each group of pressurizing valves from the
control room and veri fying that the valves open.
The capability of p essurizing the corresponding
hoppers need not be demonstrated during this test.

2. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the RSD hopper
pressure switches at the time of control rod drive
preventive maintenance (Specif'ication 4.1.1).

(\ 3. Visually examining the pipe sections which requireI

disassembly and reassembly .ithin the refueling
penttrations, af ter they have ::een disassembled for
preventive maintenance (Speci fication 4.1.1), and
verifying that there is no ceformation or corrosion
that.could affect RSO system OPERABILITY.

4 Functionally testing two R50 assemblies 4ut of the
core. One assembly shall contain 20 weight %
boronated material and the other 40 weight i
boronated material. The tests consist ofpressurizing the RSD hopper to the point of
rupturing the disc and releasing the poisonmaterial.

\
, re mond Sr.n % ears during he. curred refssl:oy

O

. _ _ _ _ -. . - - - - ---
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The absorber material from the tested R50 hoppersO shall be visually examined for evidence of boric
acid crystal formation and chemically analyzed for4

boron carbide and leachable baron content. Failure
of a RSD assembly to perform acceptably during
functional testing or evidence of extensive boric
acid crystal formation will be reported to the
Commission within 30 days per Specification 6.9,

f. Following entry of condensed water into any RSO system
hopper ( sh, by performing the Surveillance Requirements
icentified in Specification 4.1.6.e.4.

-( s u 6 peaf;,,g, .5.1.6
ACTION 3,)

'

i

#

.

1

O

b

i

|

1

O

l
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION t.C0 3.1.6/SR 4.1.6O NOV 3 0 mV The reserve shutdown (RSD) system must be capable of achieving
reactor shutdown in the event that the control rod pairs fati

-

insert. to

u

After extended power operation, the RSD system must add
sufficient negative reactivity to overcome the temperature defectbetween 1500 and 220 degrees F, the decay of Xe-135, the buildup
of Sm-149, and some decay of Pa-233 to U-233.

The core reactivity increase due to core cooldown and Xe-135
decay occurs within a few days and was calculated to be between0.089 delta k and 0.081 delta k, at the beginning and end of the
initial cycle, respectively, and about 0.076 delta k for the midcycle of the equilibrium core. The reactivity increase is
largest in the initial core where the thorium loading is high and
decreases through the first six cycles to a minimum value for theequilibrium core. The reactivity increase due to Sm-149 buildup
and Pa-233 decay occurs over several weeks to months and
increases the core excess reactivity for the equilibrium core byabout 0.007 delta k during the first 14 days, and by about 0.024delta k after a few months, including full Pa-233 decay.
Therefore, the reactivity control requirement for the RSO system,
including an allowance of 0.01 delta k for SHUTOOWN MARGIN, inthe absence of any control rod pairs being inserted is 0.098delta k for the initial core and 0.^93 delta k for theC
equilibrium core after 14 days of Pa-233 :ecay and 0.121 delta k
and 0.110 delta k after full Pa-233 decay.

(FSAR Section 3.5. 3).
,

The calculated worth for the RSO system as noted in FSAR Section
3.5.3 is at least 0.13 delta k in the initial core, and 0.12
delta k in the equilibrium core. Although not summarized in the
FSAR, the calculated worth for an inoperable RSO unit is about
0.020 delta k, which reduces the total worth to 0.110 delta k, in
the initial core and 0.100 delta k in the equilibrium core, which
is suf ficient to ensure SHUT 00WN during the first 14 days of Pa-233 decay.

Generally, inoperable RSO units are capable of being restored to
OPERABLE status within 24 hours. However, in the unlikely event

,

'

that an inoperable RSO unit cannot be restored to OPERABLE withini

this time, there is adequate time (at least 14 days due to theslow Pa-233 decay as discussed in the BASIS for Specification
3.1.3) following a shutdown using the RSO system, to allow for
corrective action of changing out a CR0 assembly. A 3pe. Rso
un4 ts c o n s W ec,,) o,v g }a,(|, J ;4 ;, on 3 ;4, ,

O
,

:
.
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: Ensurin SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirements for a CORE AVERAGE(m) TEMPERAbRE greater than or equal to 220 degrees F isU acceptable '

and provides for changing out a Control Rod Drive CRO)
'

assembly, if necessarf.- *dnder normal conditio*ns when the rea(ctorhas been operated for several months (which is required for Pa-
233 buildup), a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE greater than 220 degreesF is retained for a period of
AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE as low 2-4 weeks even with the COREas 100 degrees F. This isadequate time for the replacement of a CRD assembly.

Two or more RSD units may be inoperable for 24 hours to provide areasonable time for repair. This is permissible because thecontrol rod pairs are available to shut down the reactor in theunlikely event that a shutdown would be required during thisshort period of time.

A minimum pressure of 1500 psig in the individual helium gas
bottle supplies is adequate because the pressure required toburst the rupture discs is 1100 psig (FSAR Section 3.8.3). The
rupture discs are designed and have been tested to burst at a
differential pressure of 165 plus or minus 50 psi.

A minimum pressure of 500 psig in the ACM nitrogen bottles is
adequate because the required set pressure is 220 psig. A set
pressure of 220 psig is based on stroking a bank of 10 RSO valves
one time and keeping the regulator fully open. This value alson

U compensates for minor line losses and system leakages.

Each of the 37 RSD hoppers shall be pressurized above reactor
pressure at least once per 92 days. Two recundant pressurizingvalves will be opened using local test switches and thecorresponding hopper pressure observed to increase. To preventreleasing absorber paterial, the high pressure gas cylinder is
isolated and the pressurized actuating line is vented prior tothe test. pressurization is accomplished using test gas at a
pressure differential of approximately 40-70 psi above reactorpressure, which is below the 115 psi differential pressure
required to rupture the disc. The hopper pressure shouldincrease at least 10 psi above reactor pressure, as indicated bythe hopper high pressure alarm.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will be parformed on the low pressure
alarm instrumentation at least once per 92 days to ensure that
the minimum require rupture gas pressure can be monitored.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION will be performed on the gas pressure
instrumentation at least once per 365 days to ensure reliable
monitoring of the helium and nitrogen gas supplies.

- - ---
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In the event that condensed water enters into any RSO systempf' hoppers, (and during each refueling outage) two RSO hoppers shallV be functionally tested out of the core. One assembly will
contain 20 weight percYnt and the other 40 weight percent
boronated material. The RSD hopper will be pressurized to the
point of rupturing the disc and releasing the poison material.
The material will be visually examined for boric acid
crystallization and chemically analyzed for baron carbide and
leachable baron content.

At each refueling, each group of pressurizing valves will be
actuated from the control room to verify that the valves open.

At each refueling, the RSD hopper pressure switches which measure
the pressure differential between the hoppers and the reactor
will be calibrated as individual control and orifice assemblies
are removed form the reactor for servicing and maintenance.
These switches alarm high pressure for pressurization testing oractual system operation.

The refueling penetration pipe sections will be visually examined
for deformation and corrosion following disassembly for refueling
or maintenance.

.

O

O
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

(^')(s. 3/4.1.7 REACTIVITY STATUS NOV 3 0 35

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION * * ' *

3.1.7 The difference eetween the observed and expected core e re -

reactivity, shall not exceed 0.01 delta k.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With a core reactivity * difference greater than the above
limit, be in SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

4.1.7 a. At each startup upon reaching initial criticality, 100% of
RATED THERMAL POWER, and at least once :er 7 days while inO' POWER, the reactivity status of the c: e shall be determined
and compared with expected reactivity to ensure that theabove limit is satisfied. The expectec reactivity is based
upon current core burnuo at full cower, and therefore
reactivity must be normalized to a calculated reactivity forthat core burnup.

b. The requirements of Specification 4.0.5 are not applicable.

:

!

,

O
4
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.7/SR 4.1.7
HV 3 0 m

An unexpected and/or unexplained change in the observed car
,

'

-emeett- reactivity could be indicative of the existence ofpotential safety problems or of operational problems. Any )reactivity anomaly greater than 0.01 delta k would'*be unexpected,and its occurrence shall be thoroughly investigated and :

i evaluated.
The value of 0.01 delta k is considered to be a safelimit since

a SHUT 00WN MARGIN of at least 0.01 delta k with thehighest worth control rod pair fully withdrawn is alwaysmaintained (Specification 3.1.3).

Normalization to an initial base steady state core condition willeliminate discrepancies due to manufacturing tolerances,
analytical modeling approxintions and deficiencies in basic dataat the beginning of operation. Short term reactivity
involving the reactivity worth of Sm-149, Xe-135, Pa-233 and fuelchanges
temperature can be evaluated explicitly as a function ofpower / flow reactorhi sto ry. However, long term reactivity effects
involving fuel and lumped burnable poison depletion and fission
product poison buildup can only be evaluated via a long term base
reactivity- curve generated as a function of core burnup.Consequently, to evaluate short term changes in core reactivity -
values must be normalized to a base reactivity. for theappropriate core burnup.,

The calculated base reactivity curve for use with each cycle aswell as any changess

to this data curtag the cycle will beapproved by the NFSC prior to use..'

* ts will ensure that thei cause for all calculated changes is acecuately understood and
n

i controlled.

The specified frequency of the surveillance check of the core
reactivity status will ensure that the difference between thei

i observed and expected core reactivity will be evaluated
| regularly.
t

The calculated
f is obtained from a nuclear analysis assuming a core conditionbase reactivity for the core for each fuel cycleofall control rod pairs inserted, an average temperature of 80

degrees F, no Xe-135 or Sm-149, and all Pa-233 decayed to U-233.The reactivity worth for each of these individual corecomponents, namely temperature, fission product concentration,
} burnup, etc., is also explicitly calculated as a function of corecondition.

[ The observed core reactivity is that determined from the! calculated core data, the observed core condition, and theobserved critical control rod configuration. The expected isI

determined from the observed core condition and the calculated( reactivity as a function of core burnup. The comparison is
between the observed critical control rod configurationg

and thei \ expected critical control rod configuration for the observed coreCondition.

. . __ .. __. __ .- ___. . - __ .- ._- _-- - _ - - - - _ _
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g CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS

'U)
.

3/4.2.1 CORE IRRADIATION
NOV 3 0 m

.
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

, . . . . . .
. . . .

.

3.2.1 The maximum in-core irradiation of the fuel elements,
control rods, and reflector elements immediately adjacent to
the active core shall not exceed the equivalent of 1800
Effective Full Power Days (EFP0s).

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With the in-core irradiation lifetime of any fuel element,
control rod, or reflector element adjacent to the active
core exceeding the above limit be in SHUT 00WN within 72
hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

b 4.2.1.1 Prior to entering STARTUP following eacn refueling, it shall
be determined that the in-core irradiation lifetime of all
fuel elements, control rods, and refle::or elements adjacent
to the active core will be less than :ne above limit for theduration of the next cycle.

|

.

I
i
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The integrity of the fu I particle coatings and graphite
dimensional changes is depen nt on many variables. Prime
variables are the total burnu accumulated by the coated fuel
particle and the fast fluenc . Limiting the allowable
irradiation lifetime to 1800 EFPO will ensure that the coatedfuel particles and graphite will remain within thedemonstrated irradiation test values. The burnup and
irradiation test results (FSAR Appendix A.2) are generallydescribed in terms of percent Fissions per Initial Metal Atom
(FIMA) for both the fissile and fertile particles.

The basis for the design lifetime for the fuel elements,
control rods, and replaceable reflector elements is described
in Sections 3.2 and 3.8 of the FSAR. For the fuel andreflector elements (FSAR Section 3.2.2.2), consideration isgiven to mechanical loads and stresses for handling,supporting, earthquakes, thermal and irradiationdifferentials, and steam reactions during both steady stateand transient operation. The elements' integrity will besufficient to permit safe
EFP0s of operation. removal from the core after 1800

For the control rods (FSAR Sections 3.2.2.6 and 3.8.1.2), this
lifetime will ensure that reactivity control is maintained, even if the control rods are inserted #:- the total duration,

[V) without any significant loss of absorcer . orth or structural
or functional deterioration.

Since the in ccre i,, edietica lifetime s f the feel elec;enta,-c0ntic! red , and repl:::::nt reflector al:m;nt; is act-
r edily determineble by plea; cpere;;cni, it cen be dei.,m:n.d
tiing the I;rt St. Vrein Iwei Acccwnietili;f Sy5Lem (FSVFAS).-Th;5

aysi n is wwdeted semi -ennwelly end fac each refueling byu:M; th: ::!:ulated data di:P '; 3:ncre.t d for 'w;ntory
Determination by evaluation that this specificationpuracses.

will not be exceeded during the next cycle of operation will
ensure compliance.

The core irradiation limit of 1800 EFP0si

is related to a residence time in the core for each element,
{
1

l
1

i

|

|
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3/4.2.2 CORE int.ET ORIFICE val.VES/ REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE LIMITS

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
_=

3.2.2
The INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE shall notexceed:

With the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE greater than ora.
equal to 950 degrees F:

1. The CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE plus 50 degreesF:

a) 60 for any of the nine regions whose inlet
orifice valves are most fully clostd, and

b) any region with control rods inserted more than
2 feet.

.

2. The CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE plus the
.

(mj remaining region.
mismatch limit shown in Fi;.re 3.2.2-1 for any

b.
With the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEu:ERATURE less than 950degrees F:

The CORE AVERAGE CUTLET TEMPERATURE plus 400 degrees F
and the conditions of Specification 3.2.4 must be metfor all 37 regions.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION:

a. With an
INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGICN OUTLET TEMPERATURE

exceeding tne above limits by less tnan 50 degrees F,restore the out-of-limit condition within 24 hours, orbe in SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours.

O
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INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLETkkdTE
b. With an

exceeding the above limits by greater than orN

(d equal to\ 50 degrees F, but less than 100 degrees F, restore the
out of-limit condition within 2 hours, or be in SHUT 00WN
within the next 12 hours. - - . _ . , ,

c. With an
INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATUREexceeding the above limits by greater than or equal to100 cegrees F, immediately initiate a reduction in

THERMAL POWER and restore the out-of-limit condition, or
be ir SHUTCOWN within 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.

4.2.2 A)i
INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURES shall be

determined to be within the above limits at least
12 hours, by obtaining the INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION

once per

OUTLET TEMPERATURES as determined from either the region
outlet temperature the rmocouples or from the calculated-
value using the COMPARISON REGION.

O
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.2 / SR 4.2.2 NOV 3 0 mm

C Ouring the rise-to power and fluctuation testing above 70%power, the difference between the measured INDIVIDUAL
REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE of any region and the
CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE at 100% pow *e7*wa1Mettyyd -within the limits of Specification 3.2.2. The limits in

-

this Specification are more conservative than those used
todevelop Specification 2.1.1

and those contained in thisSpecification at the time the testing was conducted. Inaddition, Specification 3.2.2 directly limits the maximum
region outlet temperature to 1,555 degrees F, which is
consistent with Table 3.6-1 of the FSAR. By requiring thatthe limits in Figure 3.2.2-1 be met, maximum fueltemperatures are kept within the values stated in the FSAR
regardless of the power level or the amount of core bypassflow which may exist.

During power operation with a CORE AVERAGE OUTLET
TEMPERATURE less than 950 degrees F, sufficient over-coolingof the core is provided with a plus 400 degrees F deviation
between

the maximum INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET
TEMPERATURE and the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE to
ensure that Specification 2.1.1 remains valid and that the
integrity of the fuel particles is preserved.
The ACTION times provided for corrective action when
temperatures exceed the limits of the - Specification,. Q represent conditions significantly ::elow .the core SAFETY
LIMIT determination, Speci fication 2.1. .' .

A
COMPARISON REGION is a core refueling region whose power,flow rate, and coolant outlet temperature characteristics

are used to determine the outlet temperature of a region for
which the measured INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLETTEMPERATURE is unreliable. Experience has shown that
Regions 20 and 32 through 37 have the potential forsignificant discrepancies between measured and actual|

INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE.Thesediscrepancies
are caused by a transverse flow of relatively

cool helium from the core reflector interface in the regionoutlet thermocouple sleeve. This flow passes over the
region outlet thermocouple assemblies of these regions anddepresses the indicated outlet temperature.

-_a: n--- - , , , - - - - - - - - -
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To compensate for these potential transverse
temperature measurement errors, Regions 20 and 3 -3rgugx

t rough 37shall have their
,

region outlet temperatures determined by
the power and flow rate characteristics of other regions in
the core referred to as COMPARISON REGIONS. The COMPARISON
REGION method of operation was first dWyeloped for use
during rise-to-power and fluctuation testing above 70%power, in test procedure RT-500K. Experience obtainedduring that test indicated that, by the use of COMPARISON
REGIONS, Regions 20 and 32 through 37 can be operated in a
manner consistent with~ 'the original reactor design intent
and consistent with the criteria upon which Specification2.1.1 is based..

s

,

If the measured region outlet temperature in any of Regions,

20 and 32 through 37 is higher than that based upon the
COMPARISON REGION conditions, the measured INDIVIOUAL

..
-

REFUEL,ING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE is assumed to be
.

, Correct.. '

.

The region outlet temperaturas are dependent- on power
density and coolant. flow rate within each refueling

-

region.'

The region? power density is dependent primarily on the_

control rod configuration, and the coolant flow rate' within
each region ~ is controlled by the core inlet orifice valve
position. The control ' rod and orifice valve position

h..
- configuration is determined by the , reactor power level

,.

f _^ rather than by variations in fission creduct poisons or core
|

' burnup, which_are slowly varying. Tnerefore, monitoring the
region outlet temperatures once per shift (12 hours) for
changes in reactor power will ensure that,.the' temperature-

limits in Specification 3.2.2 can be satisfied.

1 e

!
~

..
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CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS
sj

3/4.2.3 CORE INLET ORIFICE VALVES / COMPARISON REGIONSNOV 3 0 W

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

3.2.3 The measured Region Peaking Factor (RPF) shall not be lessthan 90*.' of the calculated RPF, for any region used as a
COMPARISON REGION.

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER

ACTION:
With a measured RPF for a COMPARISON REGION less than 90% ofthe calculated RPF, either:

a.
Choose another COMPARISON REGION which is within thelimit, or

b.
Increase the inferred INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET
TEMPERATURE for the region being controlled by aCOMPARISON REGION, by increasing the inferred primary
coolant temperature rise (INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION*

OUTLET TEMPERATURE minus CORE AVERAGE INLETp) TEMPERATURE), by a percent amount greater than or equal( to the amount by which the measurec RPF is less than 90%
of the calculated RPF.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
=

4.2.3 The calculated Region Peaking Factors (RPFs) shall bedetermined according to tne following schedule for each
REFUELING CYCLE:

a. Calculated RPF for power levels greater than 30*.' RATED
THERMAL POWER:

! 1. Prior to startup after each refueling,
2. At 20 plus or minus 5 Effective Full Power Days

(EFPD) after each refueling,

3. At 40 plus or minus 5 EFDPs after each refueling,
and

D
,O
|

. . _ _ ---
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4. At least once per 31 days thereafter, g $ $ t g

core has accumulated 10 EFP0s since the previous) calculation. If the core has not accumulated 10'

EFPDs since the previous calculation, it may be
deferred until the next appifcable ,1,nterval.

b. The percent RPF Oiscrepancy,(RPF meas - RPF calc) x 100
(RPF calc)

~

shall be determined according to the following schedule:
1.

Above 30*4 RATED THERMAL POWER but prior to exceeding
40*. RATED THERMAL POWER for the first time aftereach refueling, and

2. Within a total elapsed tiine of 10 calendar days at
reactor power levels above 40% RATED THERMAL POWER
after completing any of the RPF calculations
required above. If the total elapsed time at
reactor power levels above 40% of RATED THERMAL-

POWER does not exceed 10 calendar days prior to thesubsecuent RPF calculation, the Percent RPFOiscrepancy evaluation is not required, but the
total elapsed time at reactor power levels above 40%of RATED THERMAL PCWER between Percent RPFDiscrepancy calculations shall not exceed 45calendar days.

O

.

!

O
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'

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.3 / SR 4.2.3
c

m
NOV 3 01105d Use of COMPARISON REGIONS requires that conditions in the

COMPARISON REGION (power, flow rate, and outlet temperature)
be known. Region Peaking Factor (RPF) discrepancies result
from combinations of errors or uncertainties...in . measured
region outlet temperature, region flow inferred from orifice ~

valve position, and calculated region power. Based upon
calculations from data obtained during the rise-to power
testing program, RPF discrepancies up to 10*.' (positive or
negative) are not unexpectFd or considered to be excessive.
Using the COMPARISON REGON method of operation, onlyexcessively negative RPF discrepancies in a COMPARISON
REGION could result in prolonged, high fuel temperatures in
the region being operated with the COMPARISON REGION.

The requirement that the measured RPF is at least as large
as 90*. of the calculated RPF ensures that any region being
used as a COMPARISON REGION, will not have large negativeRPF discrepancies, i.e., are not less than minus 10L

The percent RPF discrepancy is defined as'follows:

(*. RPF discrepancy) = RPF measured - RPF calculated X 100*4
RPF calculated

The calculated RPFs for Regions 20 and 32 through 37 andO their COMPARISON REGIONS will change :uring the REPJELING
CYCLE as fission product inventories saturate, fissile
material and burnable poison are depleted, and control rods
are withdrawn from the core. Evaluations based upon
operating experience gained prior to completion of rise-to-
power testing (i.e., Cycles 1 and 2 and part of Cycle 3)
indicate that the ratio of the calculated RPFs in Regions 20
and 32 through 37 to the calculated RPFs in COMPARISON
REGIONS as a function of control rod configuration, changes
gradually in a predictable manner during a REFUELING CYCLE.

| A surveillance check of the calculated RPFs at the specified
| frecuency will ensure that appropriate RPFs continue to be

used .in determining the region outlet temperature for
Regions 20 and 32 through 37.

In using the COMPARISON REGION method, it is assumed that
the INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE for the
region being controlled by a COMPARISON REGION is incorrect.
The correct value is determined from a calculation involving
inferred power and flow and the primary coolant temperature
rise in the COMPARISON REGION as follows:

INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE equals the
inferred region temperature rise plus the CORE AVERAGE INLET
TEMPERATURE.

1O

- - - - - . - . -- - . - - . - . - . - . - - - . - _ - , _ - -._- .- _ -- ._._ . - - -
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The inferred region temperature

O) calculated RPFs; rise equals tgagig g
%

(RPF REGION)
(RPF COMPARISON REGION)

times the ratio of the primary coolant flows

(Flow COMPARISON REGION)
(Flow REGION)

times the prima ry coolant temperature rise for the
COMPARISON REGION.

The re fore , if the COMPARISON REGION has an uncertainty
(percent of RPF discrepancy), the inferred region
temperature rise has to be increased to compensate for the
uncertainty. The ACTION statement ensures that this
uncertainty is included.

A surveillance evaluation of the percent RPF discrepancy
will provide ensurance that the requirements ofSpecification 3.2.3 are being met for COMPARISON REGIONS.
The frequency for surveillance has been established based,

upon conservative evaluation of potential fuel kernel
migration, which could occur if a region with an excessively
large, negative RPF discrepancy were used as a COMPARISONh) . REGION.v

!

O
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CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS
NOV 3 0 mi 8

(_)
3/4.2.4 CORE INLET ORIFICE VALVES / MINIMUM HELIUM FLOW

AND CORE REGION TEMPERATURE RISE
,,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.4 The total reactor helium coolant flow or the helium coolanttemperature rise for all core regions, shall be maintainedwithin their respective limits given in Table 3.2.4-1.
APPLICABILITY: LOW POWER *, STARTUP, AND SHUTOOWN**

ACTION: With any of the above limits exceeded, either:

a. Increase the region helium ccolant flow and correct
the out-of-limit condition within 15 minutes, or

b. Be in at least SHUTDOWN within 1 hour, and adjust the
inlet orifice valves for equal region coolant flows
within the following 8 hours.

(3'w) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.4 At least once per 12 hours the :atal reactor coolant flow or
the helium coolant temperature -1se through all core regions
shall be determined to be within their respective limits of
Table 3.2.4-1.

* Applicable for power levels up to 25*.' RATED THERMAL POWER.

**Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F
.

b)
'

v
!

_
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Table 3.2.4-1
v

| Region Orifice i Reactor Pressure | Total Reactor Helium Coolant |
| Position | Helium Density | Flow or Helium Coolant |1 | | TemperetwAA|,3g,R q,uir,e,minjsA

,

1 All regions set | Greater than 50 i The total reactor helium
|| for equal region | psia, with | coolant flow shall be greater ii coolant flow | helium censity | than equal to the minimum i1 EXCEPT | greater than i allowable value shown on || Up to 5 regions 1 60*.'. I Figure 3.2.4-1.
|| may have their |

[ j| orifices further| | 1| open. | | |
| 1 l || All regions set | Greater than 50 | The total reactor helium [
] for equal region) psia, with helium | coolant flow shall be greater |
| coolant flow | density less than| than or equal to the

|
| EXCEPT | or equal to 60*.'. I minimum allowable value [l Up to 5 regions | | shown on Figure 3.2.4-2 || may have their |

| || orifices further| | || open. | [ || | | |L All regions set | Less than or | The helium coolant temperature |
| for equal region | equal to 50 psia.| rfse* through any core region Ip)t I coolant ficw. I I s,all not exceed 600 degrees |'"
| | | F. |
I I | l| Not set for | Greater tnan | Tne helium coolant temperature || equal region 1 50 psia. | rise * through any core region || coolant flow. I | shall not exceed the limit |
| | | snown in Figure 3.2.4-3. I
1 l | l| Not set for | Less than or | The helium coolant temperature || equal region i equal to 50 psia.| rise * through any core region || coolant flow. | | Shall not exceed 350 degrees |
| | | F.
l

I

I

!
Helium coolant temperature rise equals INDIVIOUAL REFUELING

*

REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE minus CORE AVERAGE INLET| TEMPERATURE.

.

o
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N OV 3 0 1935 !
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.4 / SR 4.2.44

The minimum reactor . helium coplant flow or the maximum core
region helium coolant temperature rise as a function of! calculated reactor THERMAL POWER (including power from decay
heat) have been specified to prevent very low helium coolant
flow rates through any coolant channel. Very low helium

,
'

coolant flow rates may result in laminar flow conditions with
resultant high friction factors and low heat transfer film

; coefficients and potential for possible local helium flow
stagnation or reverse flow, which could result in excessive
fuel temperatures.

This specification addresses minimum flow requirements for all<

*

coolant channels. Since low coolant flows exist at lower
reactor powers, its applicability is limited to approximately
25% RATED THERMAL POWER. Since THERMAL POWER is continuously
generated by decay heat even after the reactor is shutdown,
the flow requirements are also' applicable in SHUTDOWN. In
addition to this Specification, fuel integrity is ensured for
power levels from 0 to 100%, by limiting the INDIVIOUAL
REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURES to values given in
Specification 3.2.2.

1

The CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is the calculated average
temperature of the core, including graphite and fuel, but not
the reflector, that occurs following a loss of all forced

,

circulation of primary coolant flew. The calculation assumes
that all decay heat is retained in the core with no heat;

transfer to the reflector, PCRV internals, or primary coolant.
If the decay heat is sufficiently low, the CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE will not exceed 760 degrees F, even if allprimary coolant flow is terminated. This specification is not
applicable in this case. Below this temperature, there is no
damage to fuel or PCRV internal components.

The limits of this specification have been developed based
! upon a number of conservative assumptions. For the limits inFigures 3.2.4-1 and 3.2.4.3, it was assumed that the primary

system was pressurized to full inventory (107.5 percent of
design helium density was used in the analysis). At lower
densities higher region temperature rises and lower core

| coolant flow are acceptable. Since startup operations can
<

proceed with lower helium densities, after the reactor has
been pressurized to greater than 100 psia, which corresponds
to about 30 percent helium inventory at 200 degrees F, flow
requirements were calculated for 60% helium density and are

;

given in Figure 3.2.4-2.

:
|

O,

!
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DRAFTPercent helium inventory equals

0.373 x Reactor Pressure (psfa) 30 m
(Circulator inlet temperature (cegrees F) plus 460) x 0.00213

The core inlet helium temperature used in the analysis covers
the range of 100-400 degrees F between 0 and 5% RATED THERMAL
POWER and 100-700 degrees F between 5 and 25% RATED THERMAL
POWER. These are reasonable assumptions for low power
operation.

In the analysis to determine the limits, the effects of heat
conduction between columns in a region, or between regions,
were conservatively neglected. Envelope values of RPF/ Intra
Region peaking (3.0/1.25 and 1.6/1.61) were used to anticipate
worst case conditions considering all future fuel cycles.
Consistently conservative nominal values and uncertainties

used for bypass flows and measured parameters throughoutwere
the analysis. For the condition with orifice valves at any
position, the allowable region delta T is based upon a region
power density (P-reg /P-core) equal to 0.4. For regions with
higher power densities, higher region delta T's are
acceptable.

Besides the minimum flow requirement curves with the orifices
set for equal region flows in Figures 3.2.4-1 and 3.2.4-2,.

flow requirements are provided wi:n a number of orifice valves
) positioned further open. These cvves allow for a minimum"

number of orifices stuck open as well as assisting in the
transition between equal region fiows and equal region outlet
gas temperatures.

By monitoring the total reactor coolant flow when the orifices
are adjusted for equal region coolant flows, minimum flow
through each region at the appropriate power can be ensured.
When the orifice valves are adjusted to di f ferent positions,
minimum coolant flows can be ensured for each region by
monitoring the helium coolant temperature rise in that region.

For depressurized opera tions, limits are also specified to
prevent very low helium coolant flow rates through any coolant
channel. These limits have been established based upon a 50
psia reactor pressure.

To ensure that flow stagnation in a fuel column or region does
not persist, an ACTION time of oJ1y 15 minutes is allowed to
correct the out of limit condition.

OV
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The

requirement to be in SHUTCOWN within 1 ho g g #T* ish theorifices set for equal flows in an additiondl" 8'
realistic because it takes approximately 4 - 6 hours to set
the orifice valves from equal temperatures to equal regionflows. This is considered acceptable since there is
sufficient helium coolant flow from resideral heat in the
system following reactor shutdown, and the heat generation
rate has been minimized by reactor shutdown.

In performance of the surveillance, the total reactor helium
coolant flow is determined by calculation based on measured
circulator inlet nozzle low range delta P, temperature, and
pressure. This is consistent with the method used todetermine the required flow for the analysis. Procedures
require that the flow rate be monitored whenever the power
level is being changed to ensure that the requirements of this
specification are satisfied, but the surveillance is required
once per shift (12 hours) and is consistent with other
specifications.

.

o
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DRAFTCORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS

3/4.2.5 REGION CONSTRAINT DEVICES 30 E

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION *

3.2.5
The Region Constraint Devices (RCOs) shall be OPERABLE with:

All RCDs in place on top of the core,a.

b. All RCO pins engaged in the plenum elements, and

RCO structural integrity maintained.c.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With one or more RCOs inoperable, the reactor shall remain
in SHUT 00WN or REFUELING until the inoperable RCOs are
restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.5 The Region Constraint Devices (RCDs) shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE during each refueling outage by:

a. Visually inspecting the upper core plenum from those
'

regions being refueled to ensure tnat the RCOs within
visible range are in place on top of the core,

b. Monitoring the fuel handling machine vertical location
coordinates and lifting force as RCOs are being removed
and installed, to ensure that the RCO pins engage in theplenum elements and that they disengage as expected.Upon reinstallation, the vertical location of the fuelhandling machine shall be within inches of the expected
coordinates to verify proper engagement.

c. Visually inspecting at least two selected RCOs from the
regions being refueled to ensure that there are no
abnormal cracks, deformations, loose or missing parts,
or other visible defects affecting structural integrity.

O

|
i
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.5 / SR 4.2.5

Os NOV 3 0 seRegion Constraint Devices (RCDs), located on top of plenum
elements of generally three adjacent fuel regions,

restrainregion movements in relation to one another by means of
centering pins inserted in the handling hole "of the upper
plenum elements (FSAR Section 3.3.1.1). The RCOs are usedto limit horizontal movement of the fuel columns which
mitigates temperature fluctuations in the primary coolant
circuit at the individual core region outlets as discussedin Section 3.6.6 of the FSAR.

Visually inspecting the RCOs will ensure that they are
performing their design function by restraining the fuel
columns.

Moni to ring the lifting force required to remove the RCDs
with the fuel handling machine will provide early
indications, should a phenomenon occur over time which might
eventually prevent them from moving with the fuel columns or
prevent their removal from the reactor.

Monitoring the vertical location coordinate ensures the RCOs
have been properly installed with the pins engaged in theplenum elements.-

O
.

i

j

!

O
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CORE IRRADIATION. TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS E30 3
3/4.2.6 POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO

..

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION

3.2.6
The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO shall be maintained below the curve ofFigure 3.2.6-1.

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER *

ACTION: Ouring any individual transient, if the maximum POWER-TO-
FLOW RATIO exceeds the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1:

a.
With the maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO less than orequal to 1.17:

1. Restore the plant to below the curve of Figure
3.2.6-1 within 30 minutes, or

2. Be .in at least STARTUP within the next 12 hours,
and

3. Perform the evaluation recutred by ACTION c below.
i b. With . t.e maximum POWER-TO-FLCW RATIO greater than: .

1.17-

1. Reduce power so that the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO is
reduced below 1.17 within 2 minutes plus any delay
time defined in ACTION c.1 below, or

2. Be in SHUTOOWN within the next 5 minutes, and

3. Perform the evaluation required by ACTION c below.

* Applicable only above 15*.' RATED THERMAL POWER

,

1
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c. Integration of Operating Times

W 0m1. As soon as practicable, but no more than 12 hours
after any individual transient with the maximum PCWER-
T0-FLOW RATIO exceeding Figure 3.2.6-1, for each fuel

withinsegment the core, determiht the total
Integra ted Operating Times above the curve of Figure3.2.6-1. The total Integrated Operating Time shall be
the sum of all the individual Transient Operating
Times acc. alated over the lifetime of each fuel
segment within the core, which are determined as'

follows:

a) POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Less Than or Ecual to 2.5
The individual Transient Operating Time shall be
that time interval from the point where the POWER-
TO-FLOW RATIO exceeds the Ifmit of Figure 3.2.6-1,until it drops below that limit,

b) POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater than 2.5 and lessThan or Equal to 15:

The individual Transient Operating Time shall be
that time interval from the coint where the POWER-

,

TO-FLOW RATIO exceeds the li.it of Figure 3.2.6-1,
until it drops below 2.5, c:t including the firsts,

100 seconds. The calculatten of additional time
for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS less than 2.5 are givenin c.1.a above.

c) POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater Than 15:

The individual Transient Operating Time shall be
that time interval fecm the point where the POWER-
T0-FLOW RATIO exceeds the limit of Figure 3.2.6-1,
until it drops below 2.5, not including the first
60 seconds. The calculation of additional time
for POWER-TO-FLCW RATIOS less than 2.5 are givenin c.1.a above.

2. Compare these total Integrated Operating Times with
the Reactor Core SAFETY LIMIT of Specification 2.1.1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
|

4.2.6 The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO shall be determined to be within theabove limits at least once per 12 hours,

l

- - -___. . - .
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BASIS FOR LCO 3.2.6 / SR 4.2.6 NOV 3 01985V
SL 2.1.1 limits the Integrated Operating Times of the
summation of a numoer of individual transients. Theindividual transients are limited by LCO 3.2.6. Much of the
BASIS for LCO 3.2.6 is the same as the BASIS for SL 2.1.1, and
for brevity those parts of the Basis are not receated here.

Basis for Curve of Ff qure 3.2.6-1

See Basis for SL 2.1.1.

Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Less Than or Equal to 1.17

For an individual transient with a maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOabove the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1 and less than or equal to
1.17, a 30 minute limit has been established from an operatingviewpoint as adequate for reactor operator action. This
provides sufficient conservatism since SL 2.1.1 allows a total
of 100 hours for the Integrated Operating Time of all suchtransients. If the transient is not reduced below Figure
3.2.6-1 within 30 minutes, an orderly reduction in power to at
least STARTUP is appropriate.

Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater Than 1.17 and Less Thanor Equal to 2.5
r
'v'

The minimum time to prevent exceeding :ne SAFETY LIMIT curve
of Figure 2.1.1-1 is 2 minutes, which cc:ars at POWER-TO-FLOW
RATIOS of 2.5.

To reacn a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO of this magnitude through an
increase in core power, significant equipment malfunction or
failure, and/or significant deviations from operatingprocedures would have to occur.

Therefore, a 2 minute limit on individual transients issufficiently conservative. For example, as can be seen fromFigure 2.1.1-1, sufficient time (at least 9 minutes) isavailable for the reactor operator to take corrective action
to prevent the core SAFETY LIMIT from being exceeded for
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS less than or equal to 2.0.

Fu m ,. ), w,, , , a fovjeg co. Flow R&w, , ,

I-an ,s m i, ou ,~ Fs A R ie s e ,su 3. 6. 8.

Ov
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il0V 3 0 385
High core POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can also be obtained as a
result of a reduction or loss of primary coolant circulation.
The core negative temperature coefficient of reactivity
provides an instrinsic means to reduce the core power and the
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO, and the piant control system will usuallyinitiate scram sequences in such cases. Nevertheless, for
brief periods of time prior to or during the scram, high
POWER-TO-FLOW RATICS can exist. Dua to the slow thermalresponse of the core as a result of its high heat capacity,
these POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can exist for short periods of timewithout significantly increasing fuel temperatures and fuelkernal migration distances.

Under fast transient conditions, either abnormal rapid powerincreases or sudden flow rate decreases, the allowableIntegrated Operating Times of Figure 2.1.1-1, which werederived from steady state calculations, are not a meaningfulindicator of fuel kernel migration and fuel particle
integrity, i.e., they are overly conservative. Accordingly, a
delay period is appropriate for such transients. This delay
period represents the time required for the fuel to heat up*

from normal operating temperatures to the steady state
temperatures at higher POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS represented by the
core SAFETY LIMIT curve. This delay period can be allowed

b without compromising the integrity of tne fuel. The behaviorof the core during numerous transients nas been discussed in
the FSAR. The slow thermal response of tne core is evidentfrom

| the analyses results shown in Chapter 14 and Appendix 0.
' As a result of many transient analyses, including those shown

in FSAR Section 14 and Appendix 0, the delay period has been
conservatively set at 100 seconds for transients resulting in
a maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO above 2.5 but less than or equal
to 15, and 60 seconds if the maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO is

i greater than 15. See F5 4 R , ..m., 3. c,. 3 ,I
l

Basis for ApplICA8ILITY

APPLICABILITY is limited to power levels above 15'; RATED
THERMAL POWER, in that Ff gure 3.2.6-1 covers only the range of15% to 100*; power. Specification 3.2.4, Core Inlet Orifice
Valves / Minimum Helium Flow, applies to power levels below 15*.,
where core temperatures are lower.

|

0
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Basis for 12 Hours for Integral Evaluation in Action cNOV 3 0 m

Following a deviation from the normal power-to-flow operating
range, up to 12 hours are allowed by ACTION statement c to
perform an evaluation, determine if an Integrated Operating
Time Limit has been exceeded during the deviation, and
initiate an orderly shutdown. Twelve hours is considered a
sufficient period for determining if the added increment to
Integrated Operating Time caused by a transient has caused a
conservatively determined Integrated Operating Time limit to
be exceeded, because the plant will have either been shut down
or restored to normal conditions. An additional 12 hours ofoperation under normal conditions will not significantlycontribute to any additional fuel failures.

O

i

I

4

O
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V M30W
3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

ANALYTICAL MOISTURE MONITORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
=

3.3.2.1 The following analytical moisture monitors shall beOPERABLE:

a. Upon
entry into and operation in STARTUP from SHUT 00WN,

analyticaltwo system (or alternately PPS dewpoint
monitors placed in the " Indicate" mode) moisture
monitors shall be OPERABLE,and

b. Upon entry into and operation in STARTUP from LOW POWER,
analytical system (or alternately PPS dewpointone

monitor placed in the " Indicate" mode) moisture monitor
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICA8LILITY: STARTUP

ACTION 4
t h)'

a. Upon entry into and operation in STARTUP from SHUT 00WN:v,

1. With only one moisture monitor OPERA 8LE, restore a
second monitor to OPERABLE status or be in SHUT 00WN,
LOW POWER or POWER within the next 12 hours.

2. With no moisture monitors OPERABLE:

a) Restore one monitor to OPERABLE status or be in
SHUTDOWN, LOW POWER, OR POWER within the next 4
hours, and

,

b) Restore a second monitor to OPERABLE status or
be in SHUTOOWN, LOW POWER, or POWER within 12
hours of the first monitor being made OPERABLE.

! b. Upon entry and operation in STARTUP from LOW POWER, with
no moisture monitors OPERABLE, restore one monitor to
OPERABLE status or be in SHUT 00WN or LOW POWER within 4hours.

O'

v

!
;
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.2.1 The analytical system primary coolant moisture
instrumentation shall be demonstrated OPERA 8LE by:

a. Performance of a CHANNEL CHECK within 12 hours of
entering STARTUP from LOW POWER,

b. Performance of a CHANNEL CHECK less than 48 hours prior
to entering STARTUP from SHUTDOWN,

c. Performance of a CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 48
hours while operating in STARTUP.,

d. Verifying the sampling line flow rate is between 250 and
2500 cc/ minute, at least once per 7 days, when the
analytical moisture monitors are in use,

e. Verifying that the sampling line heat tracing isenergized, at once per 7 days, and

f. Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per
REFUELING CYCLE.,

O
<...4 . . g . 4 s _ . ..,,._ , ._ Pg , a. ,. _ y

,
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While starting up or shutting down the plant, primary
coolant analytical system moisture monitors are required
below 5% reactor power as backup to the PPS moisture
monitors (per Licensing Amendment Number 13) foradministration of Specification 3.4.3. A description of the
moisture monitors can be found in Section 7.3.2 of the FSAR.
One moisture monitor is sufficient to detect primary coolant
moisture content on a continual basis. However, two are
specified to be OPERABLE for single failure considerations.

The analytical moisture monitor sample line is heat traced
to ensure that the limiting temperature for the sample line
will occur in the PCRV wall, ensuring that a coolant sample
will be delivered to the instruments under essentially the
same conditions as the dew point moisture monitor sample.
Two analytical

system moisture monitors (ME-9306, ME-9307)
(**" b " will normally be in service sampling primary coolant. These

analytical moisture monitors do not provide any automatic
.,k,m Ga.g protective actio4 Alternate moisture monitors can also beplaced in service sampling primary coolant, such as through '

re-alignment of a moisture monitor in the analytical system
or utilization of OPERABLE (as defined in Specification
3.3.1) PPS dewpoint moisture monitors. The reactor operatorp
is required to take corrective acti:a in the event of high

.

;(
moisture levels in the primary coolant .hfle the plant is in
STARTUP.

Reactor operator action to shutdown tne reactor in the event
of high moisture levels in the primary coolant system at
reactor power levels of 5% or less is acceptable because the
fuel graphite oxidation rate is low at 54 power (e.g., 0.4%
by weight in 8 hours, assuming water-saturated helium and
core hot streaks). As indicated by Figure 4.2 in Document
GA-A13677, Test and Evaluation of the FSV Dew Point Moisture

,

+

Monitors System, one of the limiting parameters for
determining required response times to shut down the reactor
in the event of high primary coolant moisture is graphiteoxidation. The allowable weight loss of the hottest fuel
element in the core is 1%.

The 4 hour ACTION times are based on the time required to
j limit graphite oxidation to a small amount.
j The SURVE!LLANCE INTERVAL specified for demonstratingi

OPERABILITY and for calibration of this instrumentation willensure the proper operation of these detectors.

I

,
l

!

!
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3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION MV 3 0 G85

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION -

3.3.2.2 The radiation,

monitoring instrumentation channels shown inTable 3.3.2-1
shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / TRIPSETPOINTS within the specified limits.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.2-1
ACTION:

a. With a radiation monitoring channel alarm / TRIP SETPOINT
exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3.2-1, adjust thesetpoint to

within the limit within 4 hours or declare
''

tne channel inoperable.

O b. With one or more radiatt:c monitoring channels
inoperable, take the ACTION shown f n Tab.le 3.3.2-1, and

'

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notc.
applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.2.2 Each radiation monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
comonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNELCHECK,

CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
operations for the OPERATIONAL MODES and at the frequencies
shown in Table 4.3.2-1.

!
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RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

MINIMUM

CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT
.

INSTRUMENT OPERABLE MODES SETPOINT RANGE ACTION

1. PROCESS MONITORS

a. Steam / Water Dump
Tank Monitors

Radiation Shine 1 P,L < 3.0 1 E-1 2(RT-93250-12 ER/hr to 1 E+3RT-93251-12) mR/hr

b. PCRV Relief Valve
Piping Monitor

Radiation Shine 1 P,L,$/U < 3.0 1 E-1 2(RT-93252-12) mR/hr to 1 E+3
mR/hr

5
2. ACCIDENT MONITORffe

a. Reactor Building
Accident Monitor 449-

ALLRefueling Floor- 1 f,L,S/U," < 3.0 1 E-1 2East Wall N/hr to 1 E+4
(RT-93250-14) R/hr

ALLb. Reactor Plant 1 F , i. ,3 / W < 2.0 1 E-1 2Exhaust Filter R/hr to 1 E+4Moni tortag- R/hr
(RT-93251-1)

c. Criticality Alarm 1 Only when 35 1 com to 1for the New Fuel new fuel mR/hr 5 E+5 comStorage Building is being but < 20 (approx.
stored in mR/hr 2 E-4
the New mR/hr to
Fuel 1 E+2
Storage mR/hr)Building ,

O
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ActrCN STATEMENTS

ACTION 1 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than theminimum channels OPERABLE requirement, place a portable
monitor equipped with an alarm in the area within 6
hours and notify potentially affected personnel.

ACTION 2 -
With the number of OPERABLE channels less than theminimum channels OPERABLE requirement, restore theinoperable

channel (s) to OPERABLE status within 'l days,
or be in SHUT 00WN within the next 36 hours.

.

O
:

!

i

i

I
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RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL MODES FOR WHICHCHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE ISINSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATICN TEST REQUIRE 0
1

1. PROCESS MONITORS

a) Steam / Water Dump D R M P,LTank Monitors
(RT-93250-12,
RT-93251-12)

b) PCRV Relief Valve O R M P,L,S/U*

Piping Monitor
(RT-93252-12)

2.ACCIDENTMONITORb
'

ALLa) Reactor Building 0 R M P,L,5/U
.

Accident Monitor 4*g-
(RT-93250-14)

Al t.b) Reactor Plant 0 R M P,L,0/U
,

C haust Filterx
j (%:i./(RT-93251-1)

c) Criticality Alarm W A M Only whenfor the New Fuel new fuelStorage Building is being
stored in
the New
Fuel Storage
Building

!

4

e

t

O:

4
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.3.2.2 / SR 4.3.2.2Q '

.

V '

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring channels ensures
that: a) the radiation levels are measured in the areasserved by the individual channels, and b) an alarm is
initiated when the radiation level TRIP SETPOINT isexceeded. The ACTIONS are commensurate with industrypractice for this type of equipment.

Process and area radiation monitoring systems that are
required to protect the health and safety of the public are
listed in FSAR Table 7.3-2 (FSAR 7.3.5.3). Additionally,NUREG 0737 Item II.F.1.3 requires accident-monitoring;containment high-range monitor. PSC installed a high-range
reactor building radiation monitor which also serves as acriticality monitor (refueling floor east wall) with an
upper limit of 1 E+4 R/hr (RT-93250-14). The refueling
floor east wall monitor (RT-93250-14) and the reactor plant.

exhaust filter monitor (RT-93251-1) may be used for Design
Basis Accident Number 2, Rapid Depressurization of thePrimary Coolant System. (Ref. FSAR Amendment 24Attachment B). When new fuel is stored in the new fuelstorage building, a criticality monitor is located in thebuilding, with an upper limit of 5 E+5 com. (5000 comequals approximately 1 mR/hr).

The basis for the instrument groupings in Table 3.3.2-1 is
as follows:

a. Process monitoring addressec elsewhere in the Technical
Specifications, as indicatec below, are not included in<

Table 3.3.2-1. The process monitoring given in FSAR
Table 7.3-2 is addressed in the following manner :a

1

1. Table 3.3.2-1 includes the steam / water dump tank
.

monitors and PCRV relief valve piping monitor, which
are not addressed elsewhere in the Technicali Specifications.

.

!,

*

While Table 7.3-2 is titled Process and Area Radiation
!, Monitors, they are herein functionally considered to all

, be process monitors,
f

9

O '.

-

-

?

?
.
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((~' Radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring includes the2.
folicwing, for which requirements are given inSpecification 8.1.1. This includes control roomventilation system recirculation control on high
radiation (FSAR Section 7.3.5.2).

'

a) Ventilation exhaust monitors - RT-7324-1, -2
RT-73437-1, -2
RT-4801,,

"
RT-4802
RT-4803

b) Gas waste header exhaust RT-6314-1, -2-

c) Secondary coolant air ejector- RT-31193
3 - 3. Radioactive liquid effluent monitoring includes the

following, for which the requirements are given in
~

Specification 8.1.2 and Specification 8.1.3.

a) Radioactive liquid waste RT-6212, 6213-

discharge

b) Gas waste compressor cooling - RT-46211, 46212
water activity,

4 The secondary coolant reheat steam piping monitors
.

(RT-93250-10, -11; RT-93251-10, -11; and RT-93252-'

10, -11) are incluce: as part of the PPS loop
shutdown (Specificatien 3.3.1).

5 The reheater / steam generator interspace process
monitors (RT-2263 and RT-2264) have requirements asspecified in Specification 3.6.1.5.

b. The accident monitoring instruments included in Table
3.3.2-1 involve the high range reactor buildingradiation monitor (RT-93250-14), the reactor plant
exhaust filter monitor (RT-93251-1), and the criticality
alarm for the new fuel storage building.

3

r-

O
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The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified for CHANNEL CHECK,

O' CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION conform
toindustry practice and

the SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS given inthe Standard Technical Specifications for LWRs and are
therefore considered adequate to ensure the proper operationof these detectors.

The ACTION statement is consistent for comparableinstrumentation in the LWR Standard TechnicalSpecifications,

d

O

O
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3/4.3.2 W NITORING INSTRUMENTATION

SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION
,

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
__

3.3.2.3 The seismic monitoring instrumentation shown in Table
3.3.2-2 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. With the number of OPERABLE seismic monitoring
instruments less than the minimum instruments OPERA 8LErequirement for more than 30 days, prepare and submit
a Special Report to the Commission pursuant toSpecification 6.9.2 within the next # days outlining Nthe cause of the malfunction and the plans for
restoring the instrument (s) to OPERABLE status,

i b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable.

SURVE LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

4.3.2.3.1 Each of the seismic monitoring instruments shall be
demonstrated OPERA 8LE by the performance of the CHANNEL
CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
-operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.2-2.

4.3.2.3.2 Following a seismic event, all of the seismic monitoring
instruments shall be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 iv a a. C H AMEL
hours and the calibration of the vertical seismic triggers

i

FucTiegAL,
shall be checke3 within 5 days following the seismic eventa
(out of tolerance vertical seismic triggers shall be !

defined inoperable). Data shall be retrieved fromactuated instruments and analyzed to determine the
!magnitude of the vibratory ground motion. Upon the iactuation of a seismic trigger due to a seismic event, a !, Special Report shall be

i prepared and submitted to, the-
,yI Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within -30' days '

describing the magnitude, frequencyr and resultant effect h t" ~
upon E ass-I-structures M ystem e nd-components.

O s n . r. t u v ees . m e r rer u ave c y.

- - _ . _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , - , . - - _ . - . - _ , . - , , , . - , . , . . , . . - - - - , - - , - , ,.,___.,m
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SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENTS AND MINIMUM
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTSSENSOR LCCATIONS SETPOINT RANGE OPERABLE

1. Triaxial Time-History
Accelerographs and 2

Vertical Seismic
Triggers

PCRV Support Ring" $ 0.015g -1g to +1g
a.

b. Top of PCRV* 1 0.015g -1g to +1g
c. Visitors Center 5 0.015g -Ig to +1g

i

2. Seus-n. ees 2
a. PCRV Svero a r Asu

b. T% . .- P C tt l ' N /*
c.. Vuoroas C -: ~ r.i a N/A

*With control room alarm

O
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'

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONALINSTRUMENTS AND SENSOR LOCATIONS CHECK CALIBRATION TEST

1. Triaxial Time-History
Accelerographs and
Vertical Seismic
Triggers

a. PCRV Support Ring"* Q* 18 Mos. SA

b. Top of PCRV** Q' 18 Mos. SA

c. Visitors Center Q* 18 M05. SA

2. Seis m s copes.

a. . PctV 5. pre,+ R:43
{} b. T-e or ?c t v

q ig go,, gj,,

QJ 1 a mas,c. % % es ce 4ae A y,4
s s m.,.

,,g

*Except seismic trigger

**With control room alarms

O

_ - - - - - - . __ . -
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((3 BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.3.2.3 / SR 4.3.2.3NOV 3 0 BBS
.)

_

The OPERABILITY of
the seismic instrumentation ensures thatsufficient capability is available to determine the magnitude

of a seismic event, the response of the facility, and to soundan alarm in the event that a disturbance greater than thesetpoint is experienced.
(The minimum instruments OPERABLEalso reflects the need to send instruments off site forcalibration.) This capability permits comparison of the

measured response to that used in the design basis for the
facility to determine if plant shutdown or inspection isnecessary pursuant to FSAR Section 7.3, and the plantemergency procedures.

The nominal setpoint for the vertical seismic triggers is0.01g. The 0.015g figure in Table 3.3.2-2 reflectsinstrumentstion' calibration tolerances.

The intervals specified for testing and calibration of the
seismic instrumentation are consistent with the Star.dardTechnical Specifications for LWR's and industry practice and
are, therefore, considered adequate to ensure the instrumentsoperate as intended.

A CHANNEL CHECK will be performed once per 92 days to verifythe OPERABILITY of the battery pack and charger. The time-) history accelerograpns includir; seismic triggers are sent to
the manufacturer for calibration n an 18 month cycle (inaccordance

with the manufactver's recommendation). Thecalibration of the seismic trigge-s is additionally verifiedon-site. This
on-site calibration verification will also be

performed following seismic events which cause the instrumentsto be actyated.
Instruments so determined to be out ofcalibration will be
sent to the manufacturer for CHANNELCALIBRATION.

The Special Report required in Specification 4.3.2.3.2 to be
,

|

submitted to the Commission following a seismic event does notinclude response spectra data. Response spectrum data, when
deemed necessary, will be obtained by off site digitization ofthe film data and subsequent data reduction which requiresseveral weeks. Included in this report will be the resultant
effect of the seismic event on the Class I structures,|

| systems, and components as listed in Table 1.4-1 of the FSAR.
.

|
|

_ _, -- ---,--- -^' ^
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METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATICN

3.3.2.4 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels shown
in Table 3.3.2-3 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. With the number of OPERABLE meteorological monitoring
channels less than the Minimum OPERABLE requirement for
more than 7 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to
the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within

.

10
next'-30-days outlining the cause of the malfunctionthe

and the plans for restoring the channel (s) to OPERABLEstatus.['
The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notO.
applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

4.3.2.4 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels
required in Table 3.3.2-3, shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION
operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.2-3.

O

. . - ._
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TkBLE3.3.2-3 NOV 3 0 26O METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENT MINIMUM
OPERABLE

1. WIND SPEED

a. Primary Tower - 10 meters la
b. Primary Tower - 58 meters

1

2. WINO DIRECTION

Primary Tower - 10 metersa.
1*

b. Primary Tower - 58 meters
1

3. OELTA TEMPERATURE

Primary Tower - 10/58 metersa.
1

= The backup (NOAA 10 meter) tower may e used as an acceptable
alternate channel for these parameters.

O

- -. .-. - .-. . - . . .
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TABLE 4.3.2-3 NOV 3 0 W !
,

'

METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !

l

CHANNEL CHANNELINSTRUMEN7
CHECK CALIBRATION

1. WIND SPEED
t

a. Primary Tower - 10 meters O SA

b. NOAA 10 Meter Tower - 10 meters O' SA

c. Primary Tower - 58 meters O SA

2. WIND DIRECTION

a. Priinary Tower - 10 meters O SA

b. NOAA 10 Meter Tower - 10 meters 0* SA

c. Primary Tower - 58 meters O SA

3. DELTA TEMPERATURE

a. Primary Tower - 10/53 meters O SA

The daily CHANNEL CHECK only has to be performed when
*

the NOAA 10 meter tower is usea as an alternate channel.

|

f
,

I

O

--
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)
The OPERABILITY of the meteorological instrumentation ensures that
sufftetent meteorological data is available for estimating potentialradiation doses to the public as a result of routine or accidentalreleases of radioactive materials to the atmosphere. Thisinstrumentation provides the capability to evaluate the need for
initiating proper protective measures to protect the health and
safety of the public, and as outilned in PSC letter P-82400, reflects
the guidance given in Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.23,
Meteorological Programs in Support of Nuclear Power Plants, Septemoer1980. The primary data for accident release dose assessmentcalculations utilizes wind speed at 10 meters, wind direction at 10
meters and delta temperature (for atmospheric stability). Theremaining measurements serve as backups. The backup (NOAA 10 meter)
tower may be used to meet the Minimum OPERABLE channel requirement asshewn on Table 3.3.2-3. CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION
frequencies applicable to the NOAA 10 meter tower are listed on Table4.3.2-3.

The intervals specified for testing and calibration of the
meteorological instrumentation ensure instrumentation OPERABILITY and

consistent with nuclear plant practice and recommendations given
are
in Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.23, Meteorological.

Programs in Support of Nuclear Power Plants, September,1980.

O '

O

.. - - .. -- .
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FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEM

LIMITING CCNDITION COR CPERATICN

3.3.2.5
The fire detection instrumentation for eacn fire detection
area shown in Table 3.3.2-4 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: W1th the
number of OPERABLE fire detection instrument (s)for a fire detection area less than the minimum numberOPERABLE requirement of Table 3.3.2-4:

a. Within 1 hour establish a fire watch patrol to
inscect the area (s) with the inoperable instrument (s)
at least once per hour,

b. Restore the inoperable inst-. ent(s) to OPERABLEstatus within 14 days, or in a. of any other report( requirec by Specification 6.9... crepare and submit aSpecial Report to the Cor-ission pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining
the action taken, the cause of the inoperablility and
the plans and schedule for restoring theinstrumerit(s) to OPERABLE status, and

c. The provisions of Scecifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable.

i

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
!

4.3.2.5.1
Each of the recuired fire detection instruments listed in
Table 3.3.2.4 shall be. demonstrated OPERABLE at least once

6 months by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.per

Fire detectors which are not accessiele during plant
operation shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST during each
SHUTDOWN exceeding 24 hours unless performed in the i

previous 6 months.

- - .
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'

The fire detection supervised circuits associated with theNOV 3 0 E854.3.2.5.2

O detector alarms of each of the required fire detection
instrument: listed in Table 3.3.2-4 shall be demonstrated
OPERA 8LE by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at
least once :er 6 months.

4.372 5.3 The non-su ervised circuits associated with aetector
alarms between tne instruments and the control rcom shall
be demonstrated CPERABLE ::y :erfor ance of a CHANNEL
FUNCTICNAL TEST at least once per 31 cays..

,

e

4

O
:
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.

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

TOTAL NLMBER MINIPUMINSTRUMENT OF INST;UMENTSLOCATION INSTRUMENTS
OPERABLE (Note 3)

.

1. Control Room 6 4

2. Auxiliary Electric Room 6
4(Note 1)Return Air Duct 1
1

3. 480 V Switchgear Room 6
4(Note 1)

,

4 Reactor Bldg "J" Wall:
Elevation 4756 to 4791 4

2Elevation 4791 to 4829 4
2

i Elevation 4829 to 4849 2
1Elevation 4849 to 4881 2
1

O 5. Turbine Bldg "G" Wall:
Elevation 4791 to 4811 2

1Elevation 4811 to 4829 2
1

6. Refueling Floor HVAC Intake 1
1

7. Reactor Building HVAC 10 6Return Air Ducts

See Footnote explanation on following page.

I

(O '

i

; \
,

_ .. - - - - - - - - -
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TABLE 3.3.2-4 (Continued) ~

;n _

y- <:v,
. . . . ., ~-<

TOTAL NUMBER MINIMUMINSTRUMENT 0F INSTRUMENTS - .

-

LOCATION INSTRUMENTS OPERABLE (Note 3)

..

8. Building 10:
Switchgear Room & Ground Level 6 4(Note 1)Ground Level Under Mezzanine 5 4(Note 1)Battery Room

2 1(No.te 1)
9. Radwaste Compacting & Storage Area 1 1

10. Hydraulic Valve Area (Level 6) 6 4

11. Hydraulic Power Unit (Level 1) 3(Note 2) 1 Smoke or
1 Oil Mist
Detector
per Unit'

12. Turbine Plant MCC2 & MCC3 2 1

13. Service Water Pump Butiding 2 1

14. Circulating Water Makeup 2 1Pump Building
)

15. Reactor Plant Exhaust Filter:"

Filter 1A 3Filter 18 2(Notes 1,4)'

3Filter IC 2(Notes 1,4)
3

16. Diesel Generator Rooms: 2(Notes 1,4)
Room 1A 2
Room 18 1(Notes 1,4)

2 1(Notes 1,4)

!

Notes to Table 3.3.2-4

i 1. Detector (s) automatically suppression system (s)
2. includes one oil mist detector whicn samples from bothHydraulic Power Units

3. Smoke detectors, unless otherwise indicated.

4. Heat Detectors

O

. . - - -
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( )
OPERABILITY of the fire detection instrumentation ensures that'#

adequate warning capability is available for tne promptdetection of fires. This capability is required in orcer todetect and locate fires in their early stages. Promptdetection of fires will
safety related equipment and is anreduce the potential for damage tointegral element in tneoverall facility fire protection program.
In the event that a portion of the fire detectioninstrumentation is inoperable, the establishment of frequentfire waten patrols in the affected areas is required toprovide detection cacability until the inoperable
instrumentation is restored to CPERABLE.

The smoke detection and alarm systems provide detection andalarm capability for the control room, auxiliary electricequipment room, the 480 volt switch gear room, the congestedcable areas located at the "G" and "J" walls, selected reactorbuilding HVAC return air ducts, and selected safety relatedequipment items.

Smoke detection will automatically initiate operation of the
Halon fire suppression system in the auxiliary electric
the 480 volt switch gear room, or the building 10 safety

room,
related equipment areas.

(mU) Heat sensors associated with the rea: tor building exhaust

,

filters and diesel generator rooms will a.tomatically initiate
operation of water spray and cartor dioxide suppression
systems respectively.

The Fire Hazards Analysis dated Novemoer 13, 1978 (P-73182)
forms the basis for installation of fire cetectors.

The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified for tnis instrumentation
is consistent with industry practice for enis type equipment
and ensures proper operation in the event of a fire.

!v
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CHLORINE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION :0R OPERATICN -
-_

3.3.2.6
The chlorine detection and alarm system shall be OPERABLE,with a setpoint adjusted to alarm at a chlorineconcentration of S ppm or less.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

With either the detection or alarm system inoperable:a.

1. Restore the system to OPERA 8LE status within 24hours, or

2. Close the chlorine bottle cf 2:harge valves (except
during chlorination), and pate:! the area once every2 hours.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.2.2 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.2.6 The chlorine detection and alaan system shall bedemonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. At least once per 24 hours, by :erforming a CHANNELCHECK,

b. At least once per 31 days, by cerforming a CHANNELFUNTIONAL TEST, and

c. At least once per 18 months, by performing a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

O'

:

'
_ _ _ _ _ ____
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.3.2.6 / SR 4.3.2.6 EV 3 0 E$

The OPERABILITY of the chlorine detection and alarm system
ensures the capability to detect an accidental chlorine
release and alert control room personnel so that protectiveactions may be initiated ta maintain control roomhabitability.

Isolating the chlorine bottle discharge by closing the
discharge valves, and patroling the area once every 2 hours,will prevent an

inadvertant release of chlorine if thechlorine detection and alarm system is inoperable.

The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified for this instrumentation
is consistent with LWR Standard Technical Specifications and
ensures. proper operation in the event of an accidentalchlorine release.

,

,

O

O,

.- - . - . . .
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3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION [ g 3. g
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO INSTRUMENTATION SfSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.7
The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO measurement system and recording
instrumentation snall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER *

ACTION: With the above required instrumentation inoperable:

a. Within 12 hours provide a back-up means of recording
data for computing the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO, and restore
the permanent recording instrumentation to OPERABLE
status within 7 days, or

b. Be in a condition at which the LCO does not apply within
the next 12 hours.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not
app 1icabley pr.,;a.a - k Le - m, o r r ,.. , e d A r > i .,sc ra s i,, e m p at sk a, pwn rs. pL aw RA T/0 ,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.2.7 The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO recording instrumentation shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by performance of a CHANNEL
CHECK,

b. At least once per REFUELING CYCLE by performance of a
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

* Applicable only above 15*.' RATED THERMAL POWER.

O
<

!

|

|

_- --
_ . _ - .-. . .,_ -. - - . - - . - -
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-

(A} The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO measurement isystem and recording
instrumentation (XMS-11262-1 through XMS-11262-16, and xR-

-

11262) provides an indication of the balance between the
heat generation and removal within the primary coolant ,

The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO measurement system includes
system. '

unique components, is not safety related (not PPS, Class
I,nor safe shutdown), and does

not initiate any automatic'protective system or control system actions. It i;:;;;;r:bl: ;; LWR p;;t :: id;nt :;nitoring in:tr;;;ntetiose:b :: LW9
:: !:nt :y:::r ::::::!'.; ;;rgiri

r:::::c

: nit:r, pr:::ariz:r w:t:r 1:v;1, ;tc.
The OPERABILITY of the
that sufficient capability isrecording instrumentation ensures

available to determine themagnitude of
a transient event affecting the POWER-TO-FLOWRATIO. This capability permits a post-transient computercalculation or manual computation of the integrated time of

the measured POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO transient and compari sonwith the allowable integrated time limits in Specification.
!2.1.1.

The Data Logger can provide backup for the strip-chart
,

-

recorder when the strip-chart recorder is|

out of service.However, long-term operation with the data logger as the
only POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO recorder is :t desirable becausethe Data Logger is not controlle: under the Technical

d Specifications, n 'Jp to 7 day; is ;re,ided, te ellewF--~ ~:F ici g th: en: :f :d'nd :::p;n: ::, ett:ining ;itetle-reple;;;;nt p;rts, etc. This ti ;sa515 tent - ith theretter: tier tim: 2110w:d by :n: St:rd:rd T::h-ic:1
-

Sp::f 'f t:ti:n: with the qu t;r of 0?:IJOLE eccident:-'tering ch:r :1 10 : th:n th: ""'-' ;r 0h:37:1;
OPC?a0LCd--

Operation for 12 hours without a means of recording data for
,

I

| l computing the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO is acceptable, since 12
hours of of operation at a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO as abnormally
high as 1.4 is acceptable, per Figure 2.1.1-1.

.

l

Veri fying that the POWER-TO-FLOW is recording on a daily
basis during operation above 15% RATED THERMAL POWER is
adequate to ensure the instrument is recording properly. Inaddition, any change in reactor power level, shouldl producea change

in the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO indication. A CHANNEL| CHECK daily, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the instrumentationon a once per-REFUELING CYCLE basis, is acceptable by.

Industry standards for this type of equipment.I

|

t
'

'-- A 7 day ACTION time is xueewe for an inoperable POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO
measurement system due to the availability of a backup means of
monitoring the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO and the fact that no automatic actions
are initiated by the measurement system. Other parameters such as power,
flow, temperatures, etc. are continuously monitored and will provide earlyindications of potential problems.

_ _ _ _ - -_. .___ - -. .-. . - _ _ _ _ - _.
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APPLICA81LITY is limited to

- O THERMAL POWER, in that the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOpower levels above 15% RATED
recorder is

only required in the range of 15% to 100% power to ensurecompliance with Specification 2.1.1. Specification 3.2.4
Core Inlet Orifice Valves / Minimum Helium Flow, applies to
power levels below 154, where core temperatures are lower,
and the POWER-TO-FLOW-RATIO recorder is not required.

O

,

|
I

O

. . _. _ _ .. .. .
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NOV3 o a i
CORE REGION OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES * '

'

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION
_-

3.3.2.8 At least two thermocouples for each INDIVIOUAL REFUELING
REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE indication shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION:

an ay rey e s
With only one thermocouple OPERA 8LEa.

continue provided that within 24 hours)Moperationmay

e,

l '. A * spare thermocouple is made OPERABLE within the
refueling region, -or and m be en>n Moneda r. rne c.vn :co t s.sn. I o ce IIy o at

2. * --engineer 4ng-evaluation 45--performed-and-the-
I NDIVIOUAt4 EFUEEf NG-REGION-OtfEtET-TEMPERATURE-forO tha t-re91on-i s--dete re i n ec --ba s ed-on-a40MPARI-50N--REGION--

,,n .no pac Ata .n any
,,

b. With none- of the thermocouples OPERA 8tEr-resteve-et-r 9;on :e

l east-on e-the rmoc o uple-to-OP E RABEE-s t a t u s-wit Mfr-24-
hour 5 r--orA hours, ac.d be in-at-leeswSHUT00WN-witMn-the-next-24--

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicablec.
for 7 days after reaching 2*. RATED THERMAL POWER, to
allow CHANNEL CALIBRATIONfggra L O W Pows /t ofer4t. n.

ro

1. Restore at least one thermocouple to OPERABLE within
one hour, or

~7 2. Maintain the power and coolant flow in that region
[ constant, and restore at least one thermocouple to
( OPERABLE within 24 hours, or
s J 3. Be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

!

.- . _. . - __ - . . _ .
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 30WO
4.3.2.8 Each core region outlet thermocouple shall be demonstrated '

OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by performing a CHANNEL
CHECK,

b. At least once per 92 days by performing a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST on the high temperature alarm, and

c. At least once per 18 months with the reactor power
greater than 2*." RATED THERMAL PCWER and stable core
temperatures, by performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
provisions of Specification 4.0.*r'are not appitcable for 9
7 days af ter reaching 2% RATED THERMAL POWER.

.

O
.

P

O
.

.
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dg NOV 3 o g 4'

The region outlet temperatures are determined by the regionoutlet thermocouples. These thermocouple measurements form Ithe basis for adjusting the region flow orifices, and thus,
the coolant flow through each refueling region. Together
with the overall coolant flow, overall core power, orifice
position, and control rod indicators they are used to ensure
acceptable fuel temperatures during POWER. A complete
description of the temperature measuring system as well as a
discussion of the impact that failures within that system
have on fuel temperatures is given in FSAR Section 3.6.7.

7
Any failure of the temperature measuring system is of little
consequence, provided the status of the core power
distibution or the core flow distribution is not changed.
Short-term changes in the core power distribution can only
be obtained by power level changes and/or anticipated or
accidental control rod movement. Flow distribution changes
can only be caused by changes in the orifice position. With
the loss of all thermocouple readings from single regions or
the total core, analytical data, as well as operating
experience gained during power operation, is available toevaluate the power distribution in the reactor for a period
of days, if the power level is not changed and control rodmovements are kept to a minimum.

CsD
'"' ' "''''' ' '' ' ''' '"'''''"'' '"'''''' " " " 'single region is highly improbable. - c ind;;;ndent-

-thermecouples--from-esch -region will be-timdtenaeu sly-
-readab 6 Failure of one of these thermocouples leaves the
operator the same flexibility for reactor operation as he
has with both thermocouples operating and only temporarily
reduces the reliability of the measurement. Therefore the
specified ACTIONS and ACTION times within this specification
are acceptable.

R There are four independent thermocouples for each refueling
region, each of which is capable of being used for temperature
measurements. Two thermocouples provide simultaneous readouts
in the control room and two are available as spares that can

: be made readable either locally or in the control room.

O

_ - - . . - . . . .- .-
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Long tem themoccuple drif t is estimated to be less than orIM 3 0 Win equal to 15 degrees F per year. This drift was included inV the measurement uncertainty of plus or minus 50 degrees F }used to establish Specification 3.2.2. With thismeasurement uncertainty, a root mean square difference of
greater than or equal to plus or minus 75 degrees F would be

,

an indication of a faulty measurement. Daily CHANNEL CHECKS
and an 18 month CHANNEL CALIBRATION are considered adequate
since the expected dri f t in calibration is small and has
been included in establishing Specification 3.2.2 (FSARSection 7.J.3). The CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed by
locating a calibrated thermocouple within a * tut; ef the
region-outlet-thermoceuple-assembly at th: :=: ;;;t ti: ::
t he-reg 4on-ou tle t -the rmoc o uple--fo r--eec h cf -the 37 cer;
r:g t en :,- Consequently, it can require up to 7 days forcompletion. In addition, the reactor power shall be greaterthan 2% with the core temperature stable (themal
equilibrium), so that the calfbration is perfomed at nearnomal operating temperatures.

Each INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE is-
equipped with an audible and visual high temperature alarm
(FSAR Sections 7.3.3 and 3.6.7). A quarterly CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of this abnormal . alarm is . considered- adequate since actual conformance with the temperaturelimits of Specification 3.2.2 is ac:omplished utilizing~

temperature indications on both the :antrol panel and Data
(Q Logger. This test will be performec :/ manually adjustingj the setpoint to actuate the alarm.

_ _ _ _

- calibration well of an outlet coolant thermometer assembly
adjacent to the permanently installed thermocouple of any
region covered by that assembly.

I

G

.
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INSTRUMENTATION DRAFT,.

. , 3/4.3.3 THREE ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX TEMPERATURE MONITORINGNOV 3 o ins

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3 The temperature of the control room, auxiliary electric
equipment room, and the 480 volt switchgear room shall be less
than 115 degrees F.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: With one or more of the above areas exceeding 115 degrees
F:for ;r; th;n t h;ar;.

e. Cecl&re the equipment ta ;he eree ir.cserable err +
p;ly th: ;;;repriet; ACTION reggir; ment (;) fer ihtA n0;;r:bl : qui;;;nt, nd-

5. P:r f:r- On engi7:: ring tv luatica : d;;;H;; ths-
effe :: Of th; cut ;f-limit tesseretsre ca ;he

/ se~ ice 'ife c' the equi; :st :::::d i th: cr;;.
'

Q

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3 At least once per 24 hours, the temperature in each of the
above areas shall be determined to be less than 115 degrees F.

a. For more than eight hours, prepare and submit a Special
Report to the Commission pursuant to Spec'Pication 6.9.2
within the next 30 days providing a reccrd of the amount
by which and the cumulative time the temperature in the
affected area exceeded its limit and an analysis to
demonstrate the continued OPERABILITY of the affected
equipment.

b. By more than 30 F, in addition to the Special Report
required above, within 4 hours either restore the area

to within its temperature limit or declare the equipment
in the area inoperable.

-

-. _ ._ _
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DRAFT
8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.3.3 / SR 4.3.3 g

f') The limiting temperatures
in the THREE ROOM CONTROL CCMPLEXU

are established to ensure no overtemperature condition existswhich could cause damage to essential instrumentation andcontrol equipment. Satisfactory operation of safety relatedcontrol and electrical equipment located in the THREE ROOM
CONTROL COMPLEX for temperatures up to 120 degrees F is
discussed in FSAR Section 7.4.1.

Exposure to
excessive temperatures may degrade equipment and

may cause a loss of its OPERABILITY. The temperature limits
include an allowance for instrument error of 5 degrees F.
The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified ensures adequate
monitoring of temperatures in the designated plant areas.

O

.

j

O

s
_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . , - _ . . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ~ " ' ~ ~ ^ ' ^ - ' ~ ' - ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~~
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PRIMARY COOLANTP NOV 3 a se5N 3/4.4.1 PRIMARY COOLANT ACTIVITY
.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
'

Y- -

, . ,3.4.1 The primary coolant gaseous and plateout activity levels shall' :-be limited to:

a. 2.40 curies-MeV/lb at 15 minutes after sampling (productof primary coolant noble gas beta plus gamma activitytimes E-BAR), -

b. 24 curies of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 circulating in theprimary coolant,
.,

c. 5000 curies per loop of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 plateout
within the primary circuit, and

d. 140 curies per loop of Sr-90 plateout within the primary
circuit.

,

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

'T ACTION: With the primary coolant circulating gaseous activity[d level exceeding Limit a or b above, or with ,

the plateoutactivity level exceeding Limit c or d above, restore the
-

primary coolant activity level to within the above limits
within 48 hours or be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next '^

' . '
12 hours.

,

,

s

0

#

'

V

_. __. ____ ._. . _
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS unw san , w g g
Q/ ~

4.4.1 The primary coolant gaseous and plateout activity levels shall
be determined to be within the above limits as follows:

.

--%...At least once per 24 hours by:a.

1. Use of the gross activity monitor (RT-9301), or
2. If the primary coolant gross activity monitor or

associated recorder is inoperable, by collecting and
analyzing a primary coolant sample.

b. At least once per 7 days by taking and analyzing a grabsample of primary coolant. This grab sample analysis
shall be used to verify the sensitivity of the gross
activity monitor, and shall determine the following:
1. E-BAR (See NOTE 1),

.

, 2. Curies - MeV/lb,/
-

3. Circulating and plateout curies of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-
131,

4. Total plateout Sr-90 activity level.
V c. If the primary coolant activity level reaches 25% of the

limits of Specification 3.4.1.a, b, er e above, at least
24 hours a grab sample of primary coolant shallcnce per

be taken and analyzed for the parameters listed in
Specification 4.4.1.b above. Normal sample frequency'

(i.e., at least once per 7 days) may be resumed when theactivity level
is reducea to below 25% of the limits of

Specification 3.4.1.a. b, or c, or when the activity level
reaches a new equilibrium value, as defined by four
consecutive daily samples whose results agree within 10*.of the average of the four samples.

d. One plateout probe shall be removed for evaluation
coincident with the second, fourth, and sixth refueling,and

at intervals not to exceed 5 REFUELING CYCLESthereafter. If, during the fifth REFUELING CYCLE, or any
REFUELING CYCLE following the sixth REFUELING CYCLE, the
primary coolant circulating gas activity is greater than7,725 C1, the plateout probe shall ce removed at the end
of that REFUELING CYCLE. The probes shall be analyzed for

,-

Sr-90 and I-131 inventory in the primary circuit. The
-

results shall be used to veri fy the plateout activity
level of Sr-90 and I-131 in the primary circuit, asdetermined by Specifications 4.4.1.b.3 and 4.4.1.b.4above.Ov

.

,-.- ,

i
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NOTE 1: Calculations required to determine E-BAR shalls the following: it

ia. Quantitative measurement of the radionuclides making
up at least 95% of the noble gas beta plus gamma decay
energy in the primary coolant in ugits of Ci/lb et *

helium corrected to 15 minutes after sampI_ing,
* _ , . . .

b.
A determination of the beta and gamma decay energy per
disintegration of each nuclice determined in NOTE 1.aabove, by

applying known decay energies and schemes,and

c. A calculation of E-BAR by appropriate weighting ofi

each nuclide's beta and gamma energy with its
concentration as determined in NOTE 1.a above.

-)

.

O

1
'

O

.

,

|

1 0

1
_ _ , _ . . - - - - -
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.4.1 / SR 4.4.1

Basis for Noble Gas Beta plus Gamma Activity Limit NOV 3 0 M
The whole body dose is a direct function of the gross gamma activityin the primary coolant. The dose to the skin of the whole body is adirect

function of the gaseous beta activity in the grimary coolant._ _ _,
, ,,

The primary coolant noble gas beta plus gamma concentration limit,(Specification 3.4.1.a) is based on
the Maximum Credible Accident

(MCA) (FSAR Section 14.8) wherein the entire " design" primary coolant
circulating gaseous radioactive inventory is carried out of the

PCRV
and is released to the atmosphere through the reactor buildingexhaust system.

Correcting the noble gas beta plus gamma activity to 15 minutes after
sampling would conservatively indicate the activity that would reach
the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB), following the postulated accident,
taking into account the decay of short half-life isotopes duringatmospheric transport to the EAB.

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Staff (Table 4.1 of Ref.1) used a
number of conservative assumptions to calculate the MCA doses at theEAB. These conservatisms included a short-term atmospheric dilution
factor of 2.6 E-3 sec/m3 resulting from an assumed downdraft of theexhaust plume at a wind speed of only 0.3 m/sec during Pasquillatmospheric condition F. This produced a whole cody dose for the MCA

d _ of 8.6 rem at the EAB, which is well be'ow the 10CFR Part 100guidelines.

Basis for SR-90 and I-131 Activity Limits
4ggg ,yg,1;,(ger, jj ,f

The Sr-90 and DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 limits are based on the1 esign0
Basis Accident No. 2 (PCRV rapid depressurization-FSAR Section 14.11)wherein the entira primary coolant circulating inventory andfractions of the plateout iodines and strontium are

carried out ofthe PCRV and out of the reactor building through the louvers.
The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Staff (Table 4.2 of Ref.1) used anumber of conservative assumptions to calculate the accident
consequences. However, these maximum equivalents result in calculated
EAB doses which are well below 10 CFR 100 guidelines. The maximumequivalent activity levels (e.g., Sr-90 and I-131 limits) determined

| by the Commission staff from the Design Basis Accident No. 2
;

are summarized in the following table: (OBA-2)

(

b3
-

;

- - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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MLCO Activity Levels Determined by
The Depressurization Accident (08A-2) W3 0 m

LCO Limit Max. Resulting aDose Nuclide Equiv. Curies 4 Released EAB iCategory Ecuivalent plated Out
to Environ. M te M Q - - -

THYROIO:

Plateout I-131 5000/ loop 64 13_9

Circulating I-131 24(Not Plated Out) 100% 1_1,1

Total Thyroid Dose
150

BONE S r-90 140/ loop E% 75

@e8 biss<J on
f . - i.s . .t.cThe activity levels shown are based on th; resulting- doses at the

EAB a::: '- ,a dilution fac r of 8.4 E-4 sec/m3 and <1ffsctiviti:2 doseof 1,480 rem per
milli-Curie of Sr-90 inhale . milli-C rie of I-131 inhaled, and 36,700 rem per j'"L*|""-These effectivity valu;; er: b:::d o n --i f:- ticr i- ICP,P II. More recent, less restrictive data,

n

especially for Sr-90, is provided in Q VI.O ~- wever, the AEC staff
directed that the ICRP II-data be used. Re p, yLJ

+ns Re{1Should information become available w,hich leacs to a change in the
given dilution factors (e.g., Ref. 2), or shoulc the data given inRef.y ICR? VI become acceptable, a proposal for an amendment to theallowable activity levels (LCO limits) of this specification
submitted. may be

Action Statement Bases

The ACTION statement permits 48 hours of continued operation to
correct the situation. The 48 hour delay allows time for the
activity level to decrease (due to decay, cleanup, and lower fuel
temperatures) and reach a new equilibrium level and is consistentwith the Standard Technical Specifications for LWRs. If the
situation cannot be corrected within 48 hours by cleanup, decay or
power reduction then a reactor shutdown is appropriate.

O)t

._ -
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Basis For SR 4.4.1.a, b, and c-Sampling and Analysis NH 3 0 W
V Under normal

coolant is measured and indicated on a continuous basis. operating conditions the gross activity of the primaryThe 7 daysampling interval provides
an adequate check on the sensitivity ofthis monitoring equipment. ;If the gross activity inonito' Q *comesinoperable, within 24 hours a

This will be continued on a 24 hour interval basis until thesample will be taken and analyzed.
is restored to OPERABLE status. monitor
interval is adequate to ensure that no significantThe 24 hour sampling and analysischanges in fuelperformance

characteristics will occur undetected, since the HTGR is
not subject to sudden large changes in primary coolant activity levelduring normal operation.

The noble gas activity levels are calculated from grab samples and
the readings of the gross activity monitor.

It has been demonstratedby theoretical
investigations and experiments that the steady state

release rate of noble gas fission products from failed fuel particles
is approximately proportional to the square root of the fissionproduct half-life. Further information is given in Section 3.7 ofthe FSAR. The activity levels of any non-measured noble gasnuclides, Sr-90, and iodine nuclides necessary to compute DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 are calculated by assuming that the release rate can
be predicted from the release rate curves established using xenon andkrypton noble gas nuclides.,

Basis For SR 4.4.1.d-Plateout Probe Surveillar:e['v The plateout probes are located in penetrations extending into steam
generator shrouds and then into the gas stream of each coolant loop.One sample

is accumulated by continuously bypassing a small portion ,

of the core outlet coolant stream through diffusion tubes and
sorption beds located in the probe body. Another sample can be

,

'

accumulated by continuously bypassing a portion of the circulator
outlet coolant stream through the probe. The core outlet sample can
be used to determine the concentrations of fission products in thecoolant stream entering the steam generator. The circulator outletsample provides information about the amount of cleanup in each passaround the circuit.

The analysis for I-131 is made to determine the degree of
conservatism of the assumptions made regarding tne circulating andplateout todine in the primary coolant circuit.
The interval for probe removal and analysis subsequent to the sixth
REFUELING CYCLE may be adjusted based upon the analysis of priorresults.

The 7,725 Ci in SR 4.4.1.d is 25'.' of the total of 30,900 Ci from the
,

'

842 Mw(t) " Design" column of FSAR Table 3.7-1, " Coolant Gas-BorneActivity."

LJ

. _-
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The Sr-90 plateout activity level is determined by an analysis of theIl0V 30 Wha plateout probes.
In the interim between probe removals, the Sr-90

'

V activity level may be tentatively estimated from

-|
~ - ~ ~ < - .- .

-lambda t t -l ambda( t-tau)A (t) = A(0)e + integral A(tau)e lambda d tauSr-90 Sr-90 0 Kr-90

where A (0) Sr-90 is the total Sr-90 activity level in the loop, as
determined by the most recent plateout probe analyses, t is theelapsed time

since this determination, lambda is the decay constant
for Sr-90, and A (tau) Kr-90 is the time dependent Kr-90 activity inthe coolant
from the analyses of the weekly grab samples. stream based on release-rate / birth-rate curves obtained

,

Note that, if the Kr-90 activity is constant (or bounded, or can be averaged), the
estimated Sr-90 activity level would be given by

-lambda t -lambda tA (t) = A (0)e + A-bar (1 e ).Sr-90 Sr-90 Kr-90

!

This method of estimating the Sr-90 activity level in the interimI

(] between probe removals is based upon the cc.a s i de ration that theV source of Sr-90 is anticipated to be precominantly from Kr-90.
However, the Sr-90 inventory may be periodically updated by the
plateout probe analyses to give the total measured Sr-90 plateout,regardless of origin.

REFERENCES

1. Safety Evaluation by the Division of Reactor Licensing, U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission, in the Matter of Public Service
Company of Colorado, Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating
Station, Docket No. 50-267, issued: January 20, 1972

2. Regulatory Guide 1.145 " Atmospheric Dispersion Models for
Potential Accident Consequence Assessments at Nuclear PowerPlants," Revision 1, reissued February, 1933.

.

3. Report of Committee II on Permissable Dose for Internal Radiation,q
t International Commission of Radiation Protection, Publ. 2, Health
$ Physics 3, 1960.
T

4. Recommendations of the Iternational Commission on Radiation
, Protection (as amended 1959 and revised 1962), ICRP Publ.
'

Pergamon Press 1964.

.
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i NOV 3 0 W5 ,
V

3/4.4.2 PRIMARY COOLANT IMPURITY LEVELS - HIGH TEMPERATURES

. ... . .. _ _ .
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

_

3.4.2 a. The chemical impurity concentrations in the primary
coolant shall not exceed 10 ppm (by volume) for the sumof H20, CO, and CO2.

b. The chemical impurity concentrations in the primary
coolant shall not exceed the above limit for more than
1000 ppm-days, integrated per REFUELING CYCLE.

APPLICABILITY:
Whenever CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE is 1200degrees F or greater

ACTION: With chemical impurity concentrations (sum of H20, CO, andCO2) exceeding:
-

a. 10 ppm but less than or equal to 100 ppm: reduce
chemical impurity concentrations to 10 ppm or less(

,

within 10 days, or reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET! (,)
V TEMPERATURE to less than 1200 degrees F within the'

next
6 hours and comply with Specificati:n 3.4.3,

b. 100 ppm but less than or equal to 1000 ppm: reduce
chemical impurity concentration to below 100 ppm within
24 hours, or reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE to;
less than 1200 degrees F within the next 6 hours andcomply with Specification 3.4.3,

c. 1000 ppm: reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE to less
than 1200 degrees F within 1 hour, and comply withSpecification 3.4.3, or

d. 1000 ppm-days integrated per REFUELING CYCLE: reduce
chemical impurity concentration to 10 ppm or less within
10 days, or

reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE toless than 1200 degrees F within the next 6 hours andcomply with Specification 3.4.3.

I

a

__ _ _ _ _ ._, _
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(]
MY 3 U EN15

4.4.2.1 CHEMICAL IMPURITIES

The
primary coolant shall be analyzed for ,H20, C0d d_C,0,2: ;. .,

a. At least once per 24 hours when the sum of H20, CO, and *

CO2 chemical impurity levels exceed 5 ppm, or
b. At least once per 7 days at all other times.
c. The integral of ppm-days (incremental concentrations

above 10 ppm, for periods when the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET
TEMPERATURE is greater than or equal to 1200 degrees F)
in eacn REFUELING CYCLE shall be updated in conjunction
with each analysis of the primary coolant impurities
performed in accordance with a and b above.

4.4.2.2 PGX GRAPHITE SURVEILLANCE

The PGX graphite surveillance specimens (installed in bottom
transition reflector elements as indicated in Table 4.4.2.2-1) shall be removed at refueling intervals shown in Table4.4.2.2-1 unless the progressive examination of thespecimens dictate otherwise.

Upon removal, these specimens srall be subjected toV examination, and compared with laboratory control specimens
in evaluating oxidation rates, oxication profiles, and
general dimensional characteristics.

The results of these tests and examinations shall beutilized to assess the condition of the PGX core support
blocks in the reactor prior to the next refueling outage and
shall also be utilized to modify, as necessary, the planned
removal of subsequent PGX surveillance specimens.

The results
of these examinations and assessments shall be

submitted to the Commssion staff for review prior to the
next refueling outage.

4.4.2.3
CORE SUPPORT BLCCX SURVEILLANCE

The top surface of the core support block for fuel regions
fitted with PGX graphite specimens (Regions 22, 24, 25, 27 &30) shall be visually examined by remote TV for indication
of cracks, in particular in areas where analysis shows the
highest tensile stresses exist, during the refueling outagesspecified in Table 4.4.2.2-1, when the PGX graphite
specimens are removed from the core in accordance with SR4.4.2.2.

- - .
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PGX GRAPHITE SURVEILLANCE

O ree's 4.4.2.2-1 nov s o ni

TRANSITION ELEMENT ASSEMBLY WITHDRAWAL SCHEDULE !
I

~- _... J .J

Withdrawal at
RefuelingFuel Recion Column Number"

25 7 2

30 3 4
'

24 7 6

22 6 9

27 2 17

*The schedule would be adjusted to re ove transition element

O assemblies at a faster rate shou!c specimens at anywithdrawal interval show a
than predicted. burnoff significantly greater

!
i

|

;

Oi

!

!

._ __ . _ _ - _ - _ - - .-- - .-.. _ ...... - _..- - - - _ - _ _ _ - .- - _ -
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.4.2 / SR 4.4.2
) g

For
p1- t operation in the range of about 25% to 100% RATED

THERML 'CVER, maximum impurity levels have besn establishedto res- 1raphite oxidation and carbon transport from thereact- to cooler portions of the y rima,f. -ecol ant
Jr s.em u about 330 lb/yr. Limiting the quantity of

apnite oxidized or carbon transported from the reactorare ensures the structural integrity of the fuel elementsand the core support structure, and limits the carbon
deposition effect on the steam generator heat transferproperties.

The carbon corrosion will be fairly uniformlydistributed throughout the outlet third of the core,
resulting in a rate of weight loss from this portion of thecore of about 0.3% per year which is within allowancesassumed in the design. (FSAR 4.2.1).>
PGX

graphite specimens have been placed in modified coolantchannels
in five transition reflector elements in thehottest columns of regions 22, 24, 25, 27, and 30. Thesurveillance test specimens are subjected to the sameprima ry coolant conditions, as well as other reactorparameters, as seen by the PGX core support blocks.Examination and tests of the surveillance test specimens atregular intervals,

can readily be utilized to assessoxidation rates, oxidation profiles. as well as general
! O degradation of the PGX core support clocks to adequatelypredict!h the structural integrity of tne core support blocks
' over the operating life of the reactor.- (FSAR Section3.3.2.2 and Appendix A.12.5.5).

Visual examination of the core support blocks in those
regions chosen for insertion of PGX graphite specimens
provides additional ensurance that integrity of the core
support blocks does not degrade due to plant coeratingconditions, since those regions were selected because of
their higher potential for PGX graphite burnoff. Analysis
shows that the highest tensile stresses occur on the top
surface of the core support blocks, at the keyways, and atthe

web between reactor coolant channels.
cracking would be excected to originate at theseConsequently anylocations,and should ce discovered during inspection.

The PGX- graphite surveillance specimen examination,
evaluation, assessment and reporting prior to the nextrefueling outage, provides ample time to determine if thei next specimens should prucently be withdrawn at an earlier

i refueling numoer than shown in Table 4.4.2.2-1.

! J Primary coolant is monitored and alarmed by a C0 Infrared
Analyzer, the Analytical Moisture Monitoring System, and the
PPS Dewpoint Moisture Monitoring System. The Primary Coolant

fJ Pressure-High instrumentation would also M di s te tk.
r a;.w.- m m m. , e, ~ % .

;

!

!

L
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DRAFT 1

PRIMARY COOLANT
O' NOV 30 M
d

3/4.4.3 PRIMARY COOLANT IMPURITY LEVELS - LCW TEMPERATURE

s ...~L . :. -
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

.

3.4.3 Primary coolant chemical impurity concentrations shall not
exceed the following:

a. IMPURITY LIMIT

H2O The dew point limits shown in Figure
3.4.3-1 as " Acceptable" or " Limited
Acceptable".

CO2 1,000 ppm (by volume)

CO 15,000 ppm (by volume)

b. The cumulative time during -ich the dew point is in thei

" Limited Acceptable" region :- Figure 3.4.3-1 shall not\s
exceed a total of 90 days dur ng any one REFUELING CYCLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW DOWER, and STARTUP, when CORE AVERAGE
OUTLET TEMPERATURE is less than 1200 degrees F.

1

l

. _ -_- .
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ACTION-

(p)
primary coolant H2O impurity concent.ratf ortang.eg,ing_, ,'" a. With

ethe specified limit, reduce the concentration to within
" Acceptable" or " Limited Acceptable" values per Figure
3.4.3-1 within 1 hour or recuce CCRE AVERAGE OUTLETTEMPERATURE to less than 725 cegrees F within the rext 6

If concentrations cannot be restored to witnin the
hours.

s:ecified limits within tnis 6 hours be in SHUTCCWN withintne following 6 hours,

b. With primary coolant moisture dew point in the " Limited
Acceotable" region of Figure 3.4.3-1 for greater than 90cummulative days during a REFUELING CYCLE, discontinue
operation in the " Limited Acceptable" region for the
remainder of the REFUELING CYCLE.

c. With primary coolant CO2 or CO impurity concentration
exceeding the specified limit, reduce the concentration to
within the specified Iimit within 6 hours or be in
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

*

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.4.3 Tne primary coolant shall be anat,:sc for H20, CO, and CO2:
a. At least once per 24 nours when the chemical impurity

concentrations exceed 50*; of any of the above limits. or
b. At least once per 7 cays at ali Other times.

O)L
i

i

;
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NOV 3 0 885

O
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NOV 3 a sesg BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.4.3 / SR 4.4.3O
During plant startup, CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURES will bebelow 1200 degrees F until the fina4- stages.when staanttemperatures are increased to rated. At these lower

,

temperatures, graphite oxidation and corrosion by the variouschemical impurities is
for carbon transport. minimal and there is reduced concern

There
coolant system andis a need to prevent corrosion of metals in the primary

to limit oxidation of burnable poisonmaterial in the core to acceptable levels.

In the presence of moisture, boron carbide (B4C) is subject to
oxidation at a temperature-dependent rate to form boron
(8203). In the event of subsequent significant steamoxide

inleakage, the boron oxide is converted to volatile boric
acid, which is capable of being steam-distilled from the core.
Such an occurrence could produce an increase in corereactivity due to the loss of B-10.

Taken in the context of the other constraints imposed by the
presence of moisture in the primary coolant, it is only atCORE

AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURES above 725 degrees F that the
rate of oxidation of boron carbide becomes sufficient tobecome a limiting parameter.

At CORE AVERAGE OUTLETO TEMPERATURES above 1200 degrees :. however, boron oxidation is/] of reduced significance because:L
a) Moisture reaction with gracrite significantly reduces the

moisture concentration before it can react with the boroncarbide, and,

b) Since 'the reactor must be at power to develop sustained
temperatures in this range, the rate of B-10 depletion by
burnuo significantly exceeds the rate of 84C oxidation for
allowable impurity levels (Specification 3.4.3).

The criterion used to establish the limits of Figure 3.4.3-1
in the range from 725 degrees F to 1200 degrees F was that not
more than 10*. of the beginning of life (BOL) Boron can be,

present as oxide over a REFUELING CYCLE. This criterion is
'

based on the BOL Boron worth of 0.06 delta k, and the fact
that 10*. worth, 0.006 delta k, is less than the minimum core
SHUT 00WN MARGIN of 0.01 delta k (Specification 3.1.4), and
only about one-half-of the reactivity anomaly of 0.01 delta kspecified in Specification 3.1.7.

biv-
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The requirement used in developing the curve of F$M306Mq
is that with the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE in t e(g between 725 range

degrees F and 1200 degrees F, and with a primarycoolant dew point temperature higher than -20 degrees F,operating time undertheseconditionswou)
more than 90 days over any REFUELING CYCLE. A be Itmited to no

8/~combinWTnisrequirement with the dew point limits shown in Figure 3.4.3-1
for this temperature range, the criterion that no more than10*. of the BOL B-10 will be present as oxide during aREFUELING CYCLE is met. The 90-day ACTION statement is overlyconservative,

since operation need only be limited to 90 daysper REFUELING CYCLE only on the dew point curve itself.Operation
well in excess of 90 days per REFUELING CYCLE couldbe allowed in the " Limited Acceptable" regime withoutviolating the criteria which serve as the BASIS of LCO 3.4.3.

The dew point limit of 67 degrees F below 725 degrees F CORE
_

AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE was selected toprevent corrosionof metal parts. It is an effective limit since all metalparts within the PCRV exposed to primary coolant are -maintained at or above 75 degrees F.

The interval specified in Specification 4.4.3 will ensure that
chemical impurities will be measured and controllad to
minimize corrosion of core materials.'

4

The boron-carbide balls of the reserve shutdown system are notn
exposed to primary coolant durie; aormal operations because ofQ purge flow from the helium purid':ation system. Specification
3.1.6 addresses requirements 'oit: wing entry of condensed
water into any reserve shutdown system hcpper(s).

T Primary coolant is monitored and alarmed by a C0 Infrared
Analyzer, the Analytical Moisture Monitoring System, and the
PPS Dewpoint Moisture Monitoring System. The Primary Coolant
Pressure-High instrumentation would also indicate the presence
of impurities in the Primary Coolant System.

O

- -
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SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEMS
7,

-.) 3/4.5.3 EMERGENCY CCNDENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEECWATER HEACERS
:

._

EMERGENCY CONCENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEECWATER HEACERS Mm,,a -

_.

LIMITING CCNDIT:0N F R C?ENTICN

3.5.3.1 The emergency c:ndensate header and the emergency feedwater
header Snall be CPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LCW DCWER, STARTUP*, and SHUT 00WN*

ACTION:
With either the emergency condensate header or the emergency
feedwater reader inoperable, restore the inoperable header
to CPERABLE status within 72 hours at:
1. When in PCWER, LOW POWER, or STARTUP, be in at least

SHUTCCWN within the next 24 hours, or

2. When in SHUTOCWN, suscend all operations involvingcontrol rod movement resulting in positive reactivity
changes, or movement of IRRADIATED :UEL.

(m')
' ' '~

SURVEILLANCE RECUIREWENTS
._

4.5.3.1 No a::di t t a nal Surveillance Recuirements are required other
trar those surveillances identified in 5:ecification 4.5.2.1a.

*Wheaever CALCULATED EULK CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760degrees F.

O
\ |
v
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(
3/4.5.3 EMERGENCY CONDENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEE 0 VATER HEADERS _

EMERGENCY CONDENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEECWATER HEACERS - GUTF''j. *

LIMITING CCN0! TION FOR CpERAT!CN

3.5.3.2 Either the condensate header or the emergency feedwater
header shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: STARTUP", SHUTCOWN", and REFUELING

ACTION: With both the emergency feedwater and emergency condensate
header inoperable, restore at least one neader to OPERABLE
status prior to the time calculated for the core to heat uo
from decay heat to reaching aCALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE of 760 degrees F and suspend all operations
involving CCRE ALTERATIONS or control rod movement resulting
in positive reactivity changes, or movement or IRRADIATED
FUEL.

'

i

.

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.3.2 No additional Surveillance Recuireme ts are recuired otherthan those surveillances identifiec in Specification4.5.2.1 a.
;

*Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is less tnan or equal to760 degrees F.

i

- . . -- - . -- -_ _ _ -- -- _
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() The OPERABILITY of the emergency condensate header and the
emergency feedwater header ensures redundant water supoly
paths to the helium circulators and steam generators for
SAFE SHUTCOWN COOLING of the plant. In the* event'*T F *a "

failure of the normal feedwater I f ne, the availability of
either the emergency feedwater or emergency condensate lines
provides acequate snu:cown capacility. CPERABILITY of the
aforementioned headers is accomplished during SHUTCOWN by
verifying flow through each neader to the steam generators
and helium circulators.

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a
core inlet temperature greater than 760 degrees F. TheCALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative
calculation of the maximum potential temperature in the core
and surrounding comoonents. The conservatisms are such that
if the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE islimited to 760degrees F, the design inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is
not exceeded. Systems used for accident prevention and
mitigation are required to satisfy the single failure

criterion whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE isgreater then 760 degrees F. However, when CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760 degrees F, it
is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE system for
accident prevention and mitigation wi- 3ut single failurep/ consideration, on the basis of(_ requirements. t e limited core cooling

All forced circulation may be inte~.:ted for maintenance
purposes provided that tne time calculated for CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not
exceeded. However, if forced circulation is temporarilyrestored, a recalculation shall be performed, based on
present conditions, to establish a new time period for
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to -eacn 760 degrees F.
Redundant systems may also be taken out of service for
maintenance or surveillance testing : ovided that forced
circulation is maintained; and the time to reach CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE equal to 760 degrees F may berecalculated as often as required.

The emergency feedwater header is not normally placed in
service until approximately 30*4 reactor cower, to prevent
unnecessary long-term wear of components associated with the
emergency feedwater header. Nevertheless it is still
required to be OPERABLE during the afore entioned MODES.

A
NY
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3/4.5.4 SAFE SHUTOCWN CCOLING WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM gp 3 0 NV

LIM!T:N3 ::NOI''!ON COR OPERATION
'

=

3.5.4.
The SAFE ShuTCOWN CCOLING water supply system shall ce
CPERABLE with:

a. At
least two OPERABLE circulating water makeuo pumps (P-allB-P, P-41185-P, or P-4118SX-P) connectible to anessential bus,

b. Two CPERABLE firewater pumos, both the motor driven (P-
4501) and the engine driven (P-45015), including tne
associated pumo pits and at least 370 gallons of fuel in
the day tank, for the engine driven pump.

c. Two circulating water makeup ponds OPERABLE with a
minimum comoined inventory of 20 million gallons..

d. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from tne
p circulating water makeup storage :: :s and transferring

:ne water via tne circulatin wate makeup pumps and tned firewater cumos to the fire pess :n headers,4ae-to the
emergenc{SEif" f" h* "''"* sol a t' :condensate header i 1 va l ve, c a,14 %e e mergencyG edf,''

APPLICABILITY @: 'd M' ' mf'asms, a%
ml.,,, mea e,,gy.uyAt all times

ACT:0N:

With
CALCULATED BULA CORE TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degreesc:

a.
With one of the above reouf red ::.. :s anc/or makeuo =0nds
inoperable, res are the inoperable e:uipment to OPERABLE
status within the 72 hours or be in at least SHUT 00WNwithin tne next 24 hours.

b. With two of the above required pum:s and/or makeup conds
ine:eracle, restore at least one ou.: or makeuo cond to
C3ERABLE status within 1 hour, or te in at least SHUT 00WN
within ene next 24 hours.

c. With the SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING water system otherwise
inoperable, restore the system to CPERABLE status within1

hour or be in at least SHUTOCWN within the next 24hours.
Ob
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With CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE less than or equal to 760

~

degrees F:<w
(' ''i

a. With one of the above required pumps and/or makeuo conds *

inoceracle, restore the inoperable e:uipfe'nt to CPERAELE
status witn 14 days or provide an alternate backuo m eor water suoply. The provisions of Soecification 3.0.are not apolicac'e.

b.
With tre SAFE SHUTCOWN CCOLING water system otherwiseinoperacle, establish a backup system for firesuooression ourposes within 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.4.1 The SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING water supply system shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifying the contained watera.

supply volume in each of the circulating water makeuppones,

b. At least once per 31 days by starting the electric motor-driven fire pump and operating it for at least 15minutes.

(A c. At least ence) per 31 days by s:a ting each circulating
water makeup pump that is not alrea:/ running.

d. At least once per 31 days by verify'ag that each valve in
the flow path, that is not lockec, sealed, or otnerwisesecured in place is in its correct position,

e. At least once per 12 montns by perfor ance of a systemflush,

f At least once per 12 months by cycling each testable
valve in the flow path through at least one completecycle of full travel,

g. At least once per 18 months by performing a systemfunctional test which includes simulated automaticactuation of the system throughout its operatingsecuence, and:

1. Verifying that the automatic valve in the flow patn
actuates to its correct position.

2. Verifying that each pump (motor-drAren and engine-
criven) develoos at least 1425 gpm at 119 psig,

Ob
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MV 3 0 bin3. Cycling each valve in the flow path that is not
.

() testable during plant 0;:eration through at least onev complete cycle of full travel, and

4. Verifying that each fire watfr'''~ pus, stay s(sequentially) to maintain system pressure greaterthan or equal to 119 psig.

h. At least once per 3 years cy performing a flow test of
the system in accorcance with Chapter 5, Section II of

Fire Protection handbook,'14tn Edition, published by
tne

the National Fire Protection Association.
1. At least once per 5 years by verifying the alignment andsettlement of the circulating water makeup pondembankments, and by examining the embankments and water

structures for abnormal erosion, cracks, seepage,leakage, and accumulation of silt or debris.
4.5.4.2 The fire pump diesel engine shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 31 days by verifying:a.

1. The fuel day tank contains at least 370 gallons offuel, and

2. The diesel starts fr0m a--fent conditices andoperates for at least 30 mi m a
(V '

b. At least once per 92 days by ver 'ying that a sample ofdiesel fuel from the fuel day tank, obtained in
accordance with ASTM-0270-1975 is within the acceptable
limits soecified in Table 1 of ASTM-0975-1977 whencnecked for viscosity water and sediaent; and

c. At least once per 18 months, by su jecting the diesel to
an inspection in accordance with precedures prepared inconjunction

its manufacturer's rec:mmencations for theclass of service.
4.5.4.3 The fire pump diesel starting 24 volt battery bank and

charger shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifyia;a.
tnat:

1. The electrolyte level of eace :attery is aoove eneplates, and

2. The overall battery voltage is greater than or eaaulto 24 volts.

A
V l

|
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30V 3 0 Wb. At least once per 92 days by verifying that the specific
gravity is appropriate for continued service of the] battery, and

At least once per 18 months by veri fying thet-- -""*"*c.

1. The batteries, cell plates, and battery racks show novisual indication of physical camage or abnormal
deterioration, and

2. The ba tte ry-to-ba tte ry and terminal connections are
clean, tight, free of corrosion, and coated withanticorrosion material.

.

O

O

O

__ . - . _ _- .. .-
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.5.4 / SR 4.5.4 30W
(G,)

The SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING water suoply system provides an
adequate water supply for helium ctreulator water turoineoperation and
for SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING. emergency cooling water to ta'e steam genregars

The SAFE SHUTCCWN CCOLING
..

suoply system also supplies water to water
headers. SAFE SHUT 00WN C;0 LING requirements arethe fire suopression
Section 1.4, 10.3, and 14.4 of the FSAR. discussed in

This specificatton covers the flow path
water makeup storage ponds to tne emergencyfrom the circulating

condensate headerisolation valves (coverage is continued in Specification
3/4.5.3) and to the isolation valves for the fire suppressionheaders (coverage is continued
Additionally, this flowpath to the firewaterin Specificatton 3/4.7.6.1).

headers includesthose lines to the fire suppression spray system, fire hose
stations, yard fire hydrants and hydrant hose houses.

The circulating water makeuo system provides at least 20million gallons of water to the
service water and firewatersystems.

Daring extremely cold weather, formation of ice on
the surface of the circulating water storage pondsThe

LCO limit of 20 million gallons of water is in addition tocan occur.
any ice formation.

The firewater system has two redundant 100*.capacity firewater

The main pump is electric-motor cr*,en, andpumps, each rated f:e 1500 gpm at 125 psigTCH.Q the standbyis diesel-engine driven. Witn 370 gallons of fuel in
pumpU storage, the diesel engine detven fire : ump can operate atrated conditions for
more fuel delivered to the site.24 hours whien 's adequate time to have

Each o.mo has its own driverwith
independent power supplies and controls and is located in

a separate room, divided by a 3-hour fire rated concrete wall.
The fire
tie in directly with the main cooling towerwater pumps take suction from independent pits whicnbasin. Fire wateris sucolied to
ponds via circulating water makeup pumos.the main cooling tower casin from two storage

The normal coolingtower is used by the firewater systems.

Two sources of makeup via two makeue cu os, headers, and two
firewater pumps are required for single f ailure considerations.Additionally, 20 million
water makeuo storage ponds is required as well asgallons of water in the circulating

an OPERABLEflow path aligned to the
firewater header. emergency :endensate header ard

- - - -
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With two out of three circulating water makeup pumps inoperable(~') or with any one circulating water makeup pond inoperablefirewater pump inoperable and the C4LCULATED BULK CORE *
or a

TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degrees F, a restoration .

time of
72 hours is considered sufficient based on redundant flow patns
and cumos. However, with all circulating water makeup pumps,
heacars, or firewater cumps inocerable, a restoration time of 1
hour is specified, as all means of SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLINGsupply are lost. water

The surveillance
identified in this scocification will ensurethat all equipment, water supplies, and flow paths will

CPERABLE remainas specified in orcer
COOLING requirements specified above.to meet those SAFE SHUT 00WN

The
use of 760 degrees F CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE as a

division between the ACTIONS is explained as follows:

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a core
inlet temperature greater tnan 760 degrees F. The CALCULATEDBULK

CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative calculation of themaximum potential
temperature in the core and surroundingcomponents.

The conservatisms are such that if the CALCut.ATED-

BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is limited to 760 degrees F, the designinlet temperature of 760 degrees F is not exceeded. Systems
used for accident prevention and mitigation are required toA satisfy thel ) single failure criterion wrenever CALCULATED EULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is greater snan 760 cegrees F. However, wnenCALCULATED BULK

CORE TEMPERATURE ts eoual to or less than 760
degrees F, it is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE systemfor accicent prevention and mitigation without single failureconsiceration, on the basis of the limited core coolingrequirements.

All forced circulation may be
interruoted for maintenance

curposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED BULK
TEMPERATURE to reach 760 cegrees F, ts not exceeded. However,if forced circulation is temporarily resto*ed, a recalculation
small be performed, based on present concitions, to establish a
new time period for CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach760 degrees F. Redundant systems may also be taken out of
service for maintenance or surveillance testing provided thatforced circulation is matntained; anc tne time to reach
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE equal to 760 degrees F mayrecalculatec as often as required. be

Ov
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()3 504 3 0 W3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION

PCRV SAFETY VALVES '

'

, _ . , . . . - - - - -

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION
__

3.6.1.1 All PCRV safety valves shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Rupture disc and safety valve settings as specified in
Table 2.2.1-1,

b. Both inlet block valves locked open,

c. Less than 5 psig between each rupture disc and reitef
valve,

d. Less than 20 pstg in the safety valve containment tank,
and

e. Less than' 195 pstg in the safety valve pilnt stagebellows.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia

ACTION: With any PCRV safety valve inoperable, restore it to
OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least SHUTDOWN
within the next 24 hours and depressurized to less than 100
psia within the following 30 hours.

. . .- _- - - - - _ .-_ __ . _ -
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4

4.6.1.1 The PCRV safety valve installation shall be demimstratrd~ ~ ~" " ~
.

OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by ve ri fying that the
pressure between each rupture disc and relief valve, in
the safety valve containment tank, and in the safety
valve pilot stage bellows, is within the above limits,4

b. During each refueling outage by testing one of the PCRV
safety valve and rupture disc assemblies, on an
alternating basis, with the interval between testing
individual assemblies not to exceed 5 years. The testshall veri fy the rupture disc and safety valve relief
settings,

c. The PCRV safety valve containment tank closure boltingshall be visually examined for absence of surface
defects when the tank is opened for testing of the
overpressure protection devices. Tank closure flangeleak ti shall be determined following tank

.

closure. ghtness
'

O.

,

)

|
t

i

O
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SASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.6.1.1 / SR 4.6.1.1

The PCRV safety valve installation (consistinL~_of a -_. .__. -- - . Jcontainment tank containing two parallel traing""~each of
which has a manual block valve and a rupture disc upstream

,

'

of the safety valve and which discharge to the atmospherevia a single particulate filter) provides the ultimate
protection against overpressurization of the PCRV. Althougheach train is capable of protecting the PCRV from
overpressure by itself, both trains are required to ensureprotection assuming a single failure. The manual block
valves are locked open and their position is ensured byadministrative controls. (FSAR Section 6.8.2.1). Theposition indication circuits associated with each blockvalve are functionally
either train of the system. tested and calibrated when testing

In order for the installation to be considered OPERA 8LE, the
rupture discs and safety valves must be set as specified inSpecification 2.2, the block valves must be open and system
pressures must be within the specified limits.

Pressure buildup between the rupture disc and safety valve
indicates leakage past the rupture disc and shifts the
effective set pressure of the rupture disc. The high-set'

rupture disc has a maximum allowable set pressure of 832 + 8,

= 840 psig. To ensure that the nigh-set rupture discO fractures at less than or equal to the PCRV ReferencePressure (845 psig), the pressure utidup cannot exceed 5'

psig. This value is also used for tne low-set rupture disc
to maintain the design safety margin. Verification that the
interspace pressure is less than 5 psig may be made by
absence of alarms or other means. *

Although designed for 845 psig, the PCRV safety valve
containment tank is normally at atmospheric pressure. Thetank is provided with a pressure alarm (set at a nominal 15
psig) to detect any primary coolant leakage into the tank.
Pressure in this tank does not effect sa fety valve
operation.

!
1

Pressure buildup in a safety valve's pilot stage bellows is
indicative of bellows leakage that would interfere withsafety valve operation. The alarm setpoint is 150 plus orminus 45 psig.

,

O
'

;

i

4
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Any pressure buildup in either the PCRV safety valve
containment tank or the rupture disc / safety valve -O interspaces can be remote-manually released to the. reactor'

plant ventilation system, upstream of the exhaust . filter '

when any of the condiff6Ef'd,e n.s.The appropriate action -*

ot
met is to depressurize the PCRV which obviates the nr.ed 'for
overpressure protection. The ACTION statement requires this

-

after reasonable times for corrective action and SHUTOOWN.
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

./
3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSORIZATION

' ./ i
'

i w ., ,

STEAM GENERATOR / CIRCULATOR PENETRATION OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION\,

af .
,

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

>

3.6.1.2 One PCRV penetration overpressure protection train
protecting the penetrations for each steam generator loopand one train protecting each circulator penetration shall
be OPERABLE with:

a. Rupture disc and safety valve settings as specified in
Table 2.2.1-1,.

'

b. The associated block valve open, and
,

c. Less than 5 psig between the rupture disc and the*

associated safety valve.,

APPLICABILITY:-

Whenever PCRV pressure exceecs 100 psia
v

.

ACTION: With both PCRV,

penetration overpressure protection trains'

protecting the penetration (s) of any steam generator loop or,,^
>

circulator inoperable,,,

/ .y

a. Within 12 hours either:
.

O ~

1. Restore one train to OPERABLE status, or[. ..
, - 2. Depressurize the process piping in the affected

-

^^
.

penetrations to less than primary coolant
',

pressure.*
..

'
' b. If

.

neither of the above ACTIONS are performed within 12
.

'
hours, be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours,

and depressurized to less than 100 psia within the- following 30 hours.

O

,

_ . - . _ _ , _ - . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . _ . __.___ ...___ _ _____., _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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O SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
__

4.6.1.2 The steam generator and circulator penetIation overpressure
protection trains shall be demonstrated CPERABLE:

At least once per 24 hours by verifying less than 5 psig
a.

between the rupture disc and safety valve,

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying the open position
of the block valve to the OPERABLE overpressureprotection train,

c. At least once per 5 calendar years, on a STAGGERED TESTBASIS, by:

1. Testing each of the two redundant assemblies so that
one safety valve for each penetration interspace istested at an approximate interval of 2 1/2 years.The test shall veri fy the safety valve reliefsettings. In conjunction with this test, one
rupture disc from a steam generator penetration
overpressure protection train and one rupture disc
from a' helium circulator penetration overpressure
protection train shall be visually examined toO verify that the membrane is f ee of' defects and theknife blade remains sharp. -

2. Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTICNAL TEST of the control,
interlock, and indication circuits associated with
each of the penetration overpressure protection
assembly block valves.

!
,

_ .-_ . - _
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The steam generator and circulator penetrttTons are the . coly.
; :

contain process fluids at J
'

PCRV penetrations that
pressures

high enough to necessitate overpressure protection for the ,

penetrations. Separate overpressure protection trains are
provided for a) the six steam generator module penetrationsof each loop, and b) each of the four helium circulatorpenetrations. Each train consists of two parallel relief
assemblies consisting of a manual block valve, a rupturedisc, and a safety valve.

The block valves in a train areinterlocked so that only one valve can be opened and one
valve closed at any time. [ Verification that the pressure is
less than 5 psig may De made by absence of alarms or othermeans.I

In order for the train to be considered OPERABLE, the
rupture disc and safety valve must be set as specified in
LSSS 2.2.1, the block valve must be open and the interspace
between each rupture disc and the corresponding safety valveinterspace must not be pressurized above 5 psig4Since the.
relief valves protect the penetrations from
overpressurization resulting from rupture of high pressure
process piping (e.g. bearing water, feedwater, emergencyfeedwater, steam) within the penetration, the appropriate;

O action is to either depressurize the nigh pressure process
piping or shutdown and depressurize the PCRV. The ACTIONstatement requires this within reasona::le times
the probability and risks of such an occurence. considering

The surveillances verify the settings of the safety valves,and ensure calibration and function of the pressureswitches, alarms and position control and indicationcircuits. The intervals specified are suitable for the
nature and reliability of system components.

Testing of a PCRV penetration overpressure protection
assembly can be performed during plant coeration since the
assemolin are accessible and LCO 3.6.1.2 requires only one
assembly ;o be OPERABLE at any time. The safety valve in
each assembly is tested while in place to demonstrate that
it opens at the correct set pressure.

The rupture discs are not provided with a testable designfeature, and therefore, cannot be tested. However one
rupture disc of each type assembly is visually examined to
verify that the membrane is free of defects and that the
knife blade remains sharp.

O
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION

INTERSPACE MINIMUM PRESSURIZATION i" " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ - '

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
=

3.6.1.3
The interspaces between the primary and secondary PCR'V
penetration closures shall be pressurized with purifiedhelium gas as follows:

a. At a pressure greater than primary coolant pressure,or

b. With a leak pathway from one or more steam generator
interspace (s) to the cold reheat steam system, thesteam generator penetration interspaces for the
affected loop (s) may be maintained at a pressure lessthan primary coolant pressure, but greater than cold

. reheat steam pressure.

ApplICiBILITY:
Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds ',00 psia

ACTION: With one or more penetration interspace (s) below the
minimum required pressure, restore tne pressurization towithin its limit within 24 hours or be in at least
SHUTOOWN within the next 24 hours and depressurized to
less than 100 psia within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.3 The PCRV penetration interspaces shall be verified to be
within the above limits at least once every 24 hours byverifying that the pCRV penetration
header pressures are above primary coolantinterspace supply

pressure, andthat tne steam generator penetrations in af fected loops
are above cold reheat steam pressure.

OG
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.6.1.3 / SR 4.6.1.3/m

b 1
s

Pressurization of PCRV penetration interspaces to a pressure
. J

above primary coolant pressure 1) positively "TPF M t's~ ~'rly
leakage of contaminated helium from the primary coolant system

a

through the primary closure, and 2) ensures that any leakagethrough the secondary closure into the reactor building willbe purified helium and thus will have no raciologicalconsequences.

An exception to the above is permitted for the steam generator
penetration interspaces because of the potential leakage ofpurified helium gas from these interspaces into the coldreheat steam system piping within the interspaces. In thiscase, the steam generator penetration interspaces in the
affected loop may be maintained at a pressure less than
prima ry coolant pressure, but slightly greater than coldreheat steam pressure. This mode of operation reduces the
driving force for leakage and significantly reduces theleakage of purified helium gas to the cold reheat systemwhich, in turn, allows the maintenance of condenser vacuum
required for normal plant power operation. In this mode ofoperation, there exists the potential for contaminated helium
gas leakage through the primary closure and into the reheat
steam system where it would be stripped from the steam by themain condenser air ejector and ultimately exhausted to
atmosphere past the air ejector monit: and then through themonitored plant exhaust stack. Con s ec t.e c tly, more stringentL leak testing and interspace radiation :nitoring requirements
are imposed for this mode of operatf n by Specifications3.6.1.4 and 3.6.1.5, to provide compensatory measures that
demonstrate the integrity of the primary closure and protect
against the leakage of unacceptable quantities of contaminatedhelium gas. The condenser air ejector monitor, the reactor
building ventilation system monitors, ard radioactive gaseous
effluents from the plant are addressed and controlled bySpecification 8.0, " Radiological and Environmental TechnicalSpecifications"

While interspace pressure below the minimum required pressure,
in itself, poses no immediate hazard, leakage through both theprimary and secondary closures, could lead to primary coolantleakage from the PCRV,

to the reactor building atmosphere.| However, other specifications ensure that such leakage would
be limited to an acceptable rate and would be detected,
filtered, monitored and exhausted from the ventilation exhauststack. The appropriate action is to restore interspacepressurization to the necessary level in a reasonable time or
be in SHUTDOWN witnin 24 hours and depressurize the PCRV.

O
|
t
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!Maximum PCRV and interspace pressures are limited t g y g gPer SL 2.1.2.
.

The surveillances provide for monitoring the penetration
interspace supply pressure.

The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL is !

.
.

suitable for the type and reliability of 4 he compo'nents '
involved. Interspace pressure monitoring instrumentation is
tested

and calibrated in accordance with acministrativeprocedures.

.

.

.

: O

.

i
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION

PCRV CLO3URE LEAKAGE ' ' " '
'

J

LIMITING CONDITICN FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.4 The helium leakage through PCRV penetration closures shall
be maintained within the following limits:
a. Total helium leakage through all the primary closure

seals in any of penetration groups I through VIII shall
not exceed an equivalent leak rate of 400 pounds per day
at a differential pressure of 10 psi, and

b. Total helium leakage through all the secondary closure
seals combined shall not exceed an equivalent leak rateof 400 pounds per day at a differential pressure of 688
psi, and

c. Total helium leakage from steam generator penetration
group III or IV to the reheat steam system shall notexceed 700_ pounds per day.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever PCRV pressure exceecs 100 psia

ACTION: With PCRV penetration
interspace helium leakage exceeding

the above limits, reduce tne helium leakage to within the
limits within 24 hours or be in at least SHUTDOWN within the
next 24 hours and depressurized to less enan 100 psia withinthe following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.4 The
| PCRV penetration interspace leakage shall be determined

to be within the above limits at least once per 92 days orwithin 24 hours after an unanticipated increase in
pressurization gas flow, by determining the leak rate of the
PCRV penetration prima ry and secondary closures, and the
leak rate of steam generator penetration interspace to thereheat steam system.

O
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PCRV penetration interspaces are normally maintained at a
pressure greater than the primary coolant pressure by supplying

,

'

them with purified helium from either the high M ssure. helium i
storage tanks or fecm the helium purification system so that "

leakage througn either the primary or secondary closure seals
any

will be purifiec helium.

The normal gas supply to all the penetration closure interspaces'

is from the helium purification system and is continuouslymonitored for flow so that an increase in closure leakage can be
sensed and alarmed. The penetration closure interspaces aresupplied

with pressurizing gas in groups through the arrangementof the purified helium piping.
defined in FSAR Section 5.12.2, is as follows:The grouping of the penetrations,

Group I: All penetrations in the top head of the PCRV (37 -
control rod drive, 2 - high temperature filter-:

absorber, and 1 - top access).
.

Group II: All instrument penetrations (20) plus the bottom'
j access penetration.

1 Group III: The 6 steam generator penetrations, Loop I.
'

Group IV: The 6 steam generator penetrations, Loop II.
Group V-VIII: Each helium circulator penetration.

The leak rate limitations for the primary closures are based ona differential pressure of 688 psi, which would be thedifferential pressure across a primary closure in the event asecondary closure should fail. The calculated permissible
leakage rate across the primary closure would be in excess of1145 pounds per hour at a differential pressure of 688 psi.
Converting the 1145 pounds per hour leak rate to normal operating
conditions of 10 psi differential pressure incicates an operating
limiting leakage rate of 400 pounds per day (.16.7 pounds per
hour). This leakage flow can readily be detected on thepressurizing gas flow indicator.

It is assumed that under theseconditions, the entire inventory of primary coolant would leakthrough the primary closure. (The associated activity release
would be similar to that release resulting from the maximumcredible

accident (MCA) discussed in Section 14.8 of the FSAR).Assuming design primary coolant activity, and assuming a dilution
factor of 2.7 x 10 -3 sec/m3, the resultant dose is at least an
order of magnitude less than the limits of 10 CFR 100 at the
exclusion area boundary. -

O
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Secondary seal leakage during normal operation is leakage ofg3 purified helium. The secondary seal leakage is limited to 400\ / pounds per day at the normal operating differenteal.Gr.a.nure of688 psi to ensure that the penetration interspaces cat be- )maintained at the pressures required by Specification 3.6.1.3.

Because of a potential leak pathway between the steam generator
penetrations and the cold reneat steam system piping within tne
penetration, the steam generator penetration interspaces may be
operated at a pressure below primary coolant pressure, but abovecold reheat steam pressure. Cold reheat steam pressure varieswith plant load, but will generally be at least 50 psi belowprimary coolant pressure. When operating in this mode, there
exists a potential effluent pathway of primary coolant leakage
across the primary closure and into the reheat steam system. The
helium, plus primarily noole gases, would be removed by the
condenser air ejector and exhausted out the plant stack.

The allowable leakage of 700 pounds per day of helium from any
steam generator penetration group to the reheat steam system is
based on maintaining a satisfactory main condenser vacuum. Since
this leakage is normally purified helium, there is normally noradiological impact. Monitoring by the reheat loop activitymonitor (s) per Specification 3.6.1.5 ensures the absence ofradioactive effluent. The air ejector monitor serves as a backup'

to the reheat loop activity monitors. The air ejector monitor,
D the reactor building ventilation system mon : ors, and radioactive
C gaseous effluents from the plant are addressed and controlled bySpecification 8.0, " Radiological and En.fronmental TechnicalSpecifications"

In the determination of closure leakage at the referencedifferential pressure laminar leakage flow is conservatively
Therefore, in correcting the determined closure leakageassumed.

to reference differential pressure, the ratio of the referencedifferential pressure and test differential pressure is used.
If helium leakage exceeds the limits, the accropriate action is
to take corrective action within a reasonable time or SHUTDOWNand depressurize the PCRV.

A
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The surveillances provide for measuring closure! leak rates at7 -) surveillance intervals suitable for the type of closures.
V

Additional information on the BASIS, can be Totmd in. -the .
!

references ~1isted below. 1.

"

References

1. Letter P-32007 from 0.R. Lee (PSC) to Robert Clark (NRC),
subject: Technical Specification Change LCO 4.2.7 and LCO4.2.8 and Basis, dated January 8, 1982.

2. Letter
G-82079 from George Kuzmycz (NRC) to 0.R. Lee (PSC),subject: Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station,Amendment Number 25 to Facility Operating License Number

OPR-34, dated March 18, 1982.

3. Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation Related to Amendment Number 26 to FacilityOperating License Numoer DPR-34, Public Service Company of
Colorado, Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station, Docket
Number 50-267, dated March 18, 1982.

4 FSAR Sections 5.8.2.3, 5.8.2.5.4, and 5.12.2.
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Q 3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION

STEAM GENERATOR INTERSPACE RADIATION MONITORING~ "*~ ~ ~'~~"

i
:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.5 a. The gross
activity monitors (channel 2263 and/or 2264)for the applicaole steam generator penetrationinterspace group (s) (III

and aligned to monitor the and/or IV) shall be OPERABLEapplicable steam generatorinterspace (s).
a n d: <. A i on

b. The gross activity Ifor the applicable steam generator
interspace group (s) shall not exceed 200 cpm.

ApplICABII.ITY:
Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia, and when
any steam generator penetration interspace group (s)
(III and/or IV) is being maintained below primary-

coolant pressure. (Per Specification 3.6.1.3).
.

ACTION:o .

's a. With the gross activity monitor #:r the affected steam
generator interspace group III anc :r IV inoperable:

81. At least once per 0+ hours, take a grab sample ofthe apolicable steam generator penetration

interspace group (s) and analyze it for the noble gasy, ossactivity 4and
% v;u:n 2.9 h w e y

2. Restore the required channel (s) to OPERABLE status
within 7 days or be in at least SriUT00WN within the
next 24 hours and depressuri:ed to less than 100
psia within the following 30 hours.

3. In 1icu of-AC-T4MS-a.1 and a.2 aoove, increase-steam-
-9eneretor-penetratton-tAterspace-p re s sure-to-a bove---prMary co 1au-prenure:-

O
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b. With indication on the gross activity monitor for
|

.

affected steam generator interspace group (s) exceeding(V'') 200 cpm, determine that the leak tightness of the }

'

-

affected steam ganerator penetration int #f3Fatt offsarf ~ "

closures meets the requirements of Specification 3.6.1.4
within 24 hours or be in at least SHUT 00WN within tnenext 24 hours and depressurized to less than 100 psiawithin the following 30 hours. -!f le:E:ge :::::n :npit :its cf S;c:f 'f ca t t en 3.5.1.4, the ^CTIOM cf snat--:::::t 'f:::f en 9:11 be pedermed.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
__

4.6.1.5 a. At least once per 12 hours, activity monitor channel
2263 or 2264 shall be monitored when its associatedsteam generator penetration
maintained below primary coolant pressure, tointerspace group is beingdetermine
that the indication does not exceed the above limit.

b. Activity monitor channel 2263 or 2264 shall bedemonstrated OPERABLE when its associated steamgenerator' penetration interspace group is beingmaintained below primary coolant ;:ressure:

1. At least once per 31 days by:

a) Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and

b) Verifying by sample flow or other means, that
each valve (manual, power operated, orautomatic) in the sample flow path that is notlocked, sealed, or otherwise secured inposition, is in its correct position.

2. At least once per 18 months by:

a) Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION and,

b) Cyci'ng each power operatec valve in the sample
flow path through at least one complete cycle offull travel.

Od
i

|

1
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/
\ Monitoring of the steam generator penetration interspacegroup III and/or IV gas activity with radiation monitoring j

channels 2263 and/or 2264 provides a meant.of verifying
primary closure leak tightness while operating with reducedsteam generator penetration interspace pressure, asaddressed by Specification 3.6.1.3.

penetration groups are defined in FSAR Section 5.12.2, andin the BASIS for Specification 3/4.6.I.4.

In the event that the monitors become inoperable, grab
samples are an acceptable substitute for the monitors forlimited time. Alternatively, steam generator penetration

a

interspace pressure could be increased to above primarycoolant pressure, which would void the applicability of thespecification.

If the interspace gross activity reaches the specified
limits, which are about 200% of the normal background level,that would be indicative of primary closure leakage, whichis addressed by Specification 3.6.1.4, and the primary
closure leak rate shall be determined within the timespecified in SR 4.6.1.4.b.

. The surveillances ensure that the instrumentation isfunctional, accurate, and properly aligned. They alsoO ensure that the steam generator penetration interspaces are
monitored for activity on a frequent basis. The frequencyof grab sample analysis is the same as other Specifications
monitoring coolant activity (e.g. , 4.4.1 a).

The condenser air ejector exhaust radiation monitor provides
a backup means of detecting a steam generator penetration
primary closure leak accompanied by a leak path into thereheat system. The reactor building ventilation systemradiation monitors, in turn, serve as backups to the airejector monitor. The air ejector monitor, the reactorbuilding ventilation system monitors, and radioactivegaseous effluents from the plant are addressed andcontrolled by Specification 8.0, " Radiological andEnvironmental Technical Specifications"

Additional information on
Sections 7.3.5 and 11.1.1.

the above, can be found in FSAR

O
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3/4.6.4 PCRV INTEGRITY

i.

, . . . . . -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
_

3.t.4 The PCRV structural and primary coolant pressure boundary
in teg ri ty sha l l be ma i n ta i n ed, cd - /.,./ c .,,,js s-t _;g, %o.ccep b ce c< +ec :n s p ec inc + to i, 81. (,. 61.APPt.ICA8ILITY: ;

Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia
sFeautaec l

ACTION:n.With the PCRV 4 integrity not in compliance with the above
requirement, restore PCRV integrity within 24 hours or beSHUTOOWN within the subsequent 24 hours and depressurized to
below 100 osia within the next 30 hours.j bj . Without '

primary coolant pressure boundry integrity, restoreprimary coolant pressure boundry integrity within 1 hour anctdepressurize to below 100 psi a wi. thin the next 30 hours.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT {

4.6.4.1
The structural. integrity of the PCRV with regard to the
tendons shall be demonstrated:

At least once per 6 months by:a.

A e so,c a end c.4s,1. Visually examining the ter:::n
anchor /assembi f esspecified in Table 4.6.4-1 including itendon wire

custon-heads, anchor / bushing assemolfes, stressing
washers, shims, bearing plates, and visually verifythe integrity of

the ancnor assembly, checking for
raised button heads. W corrosion and examiningg thesurrounding concrete} for structu('ai deterioration,and 3encest wocc Al , Mer or cwe,y

.ppo.<ent 4:Isre s,2. Performing lift off tests to determine the loadcarried by the control
tendons identified in Table4.6.4-2, and veri fying that the loads exceed theminimum allowables given in Taole 4.6.4-3.

|

!
.
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At least'once per 18 months, by performing Ilft off g ,g,to determine the load carried by the new

tendons * *[l identified in Table 4.6.4-2, and verifying that the loadsV exceed the minimum allowables given in Table,,LS.4,3. ----~ ~ '
*

''

c. Acceptance Criteria:

Engineering evaluations
of the above test results snallbe made as tne tendon insDection program progresseshe p e e > >t. r.s s , q the with

intent of ensuring tnad PERV-stetrettie&I-4fttegritymaf>'tcia- b Specific engineering evaluations is-5 p rem es r e t e'a ..a,
it, de s e n t v~ c.t . ~.

mandatory for any circumferential barrel tendon withshall bei

greater than or equal to 23 failed wires *I and for any
tendon in any of the remaining tendon groups with greaterthan or soual to 34 failed wires, or any tendons notmeeting the
4.6.4-3. minimum lift-off load requirements of Table

d. Reporting:

Special Reports, summarizing the status and results ofthis interim inspection / testing program, shall beCog '' submittedk per-feets+14y- to the Commissi
report submitted at the conclusion of the on and a finalprogram.

" 9CRV st,4twai
i rit eg r i ty- i s w wd as me+ntafftt19-the-

PCRV-4n-eet-ccep res s f on-a t-a n-i r : e s4-pressues a f ---645--psign
r
f* A

failed wire is one that is br (en and carries no load,
such as one with a raised button nead, For tencons thatare not accessible on both
assumed failed wires shall be 1.2 ends, the total number oftimes the numoer of
failed wires identified on tne accessible end.

for o my mv e. reen gee ,,m y . o.:n t ; c ;e l a t u k'2 h / 2 5 M
b ~ L i f *_ o F t o ';' : ins e .s. m.;i- t .- i ii 3 a r , i. : s c~i l i -a , - r, .s . :.i a v t < ti t 31 /

n
.

J i- f wou l ; i ncl e. a

.& eia L 1 e t 2Jr e . T,0 al of '1e rhtm plates La parent t /t i tial

<<

0 9 d e'11 n .s L i ')l' . O ri(! _. , ,r: 3+er- r 4.i.j:q. 1 i c a ( 1 e n jf greJg e,e *OdCCet3nible M Cai Of LP+ tandGr. Repel. i !. i VO liftoff tO5ts Ori tPd360 0 ld?ndGn :1' t in * O in !.. ' c> l _ . - ;Jp .n .4 in t t hicl . tie reinos al a-sh i ari plates f or
sit. I

dtMLgnatOd o iin i ri o t l or . . t itoft e rs ' c for tenJenn in. .J n ' r i aj r a e u p : --a t I 1 I r,c l y d d "i f r) . )! t.n t in 131 p i u t. 9 3 p"+d

,

V t. 30 31 W AthiDdC ,.
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SURVEILLMCE RE00!REMENTS

4.6.4.2
Reliable continuous monitoring of the struct7a'l'IEeyih al '
the PCRV tencons shall be demonstrated by performance of
following PCRV Tendon Load Cell surveillances: tne

a. At least once per 12
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the load cellmonths, by performing a CHANNEL

alarm circuit betweenthe data accuisition system room and the control room.
b. At

least once per 5 years for representative load cells,
'

and whenever a Ifft off test is performed on a tendonwith a lead cell, and whenever a tendon with a load cellis detensioned, by checking for shift in load cellreference points.
>

Any degradation of the tendon load cell readings detected
c.

during the tests required by 4.6.4.2.b shall be subjectedj
to an engineering evaluation.

Any aonormal degradation that the evaluation identifiesshall De reported to the Commission on a preliminarybasis within 30 days after the finding. A final Special
Report shall be submitted to the Commission pursuant toSpecification 6.9.2. This a::rt shall include a
cescriction of the degradation. :. s inspection procedures
anc results, and tne corrective a::f ons. taken, if any.

4.6.4.3 The structural integrity of the ::"iV concrete shall beverified as follows:

a. Crack patterns
on tne visible surface of the PCRV shallbe mapped prior to anc following tra Initial Proof Test

Pressure (IPTP). Concrete cracks which exceed 0.015inches in width shall ce recorded. Subsecuent concretesurface visual inspections shall ce performed after the,

end of the first and third caleacar year followingt

initial power operation.

Recorded cracks shall be assessec for enanges in length
and width and any new cracks exceecing 0.015 inches in
width shall be recorced. Additional inspections and
mapping shall be conducted at 10 calencar year intervalsthereafter,

b.
PCRV deformations and deflections at vessel micheight andat the center of the top head curing a vessel
pressurization to operating pressure shall be recorded at5 calendar year intervals, beginning with the fourthrefueling outage.

.

i O
:
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The PCRV support structure shall be visually examined for

c.
-

evidence of structural deterioration at 10 calendar
.

intervals. year

d,
Once per 5 years beginning 3 years fo fTowing initial
power operation, the permeability of the PCRV concreteshall be measuredp o ve r i ty es.e u e. flo v rat.cn h s< ,qle 4 vee iS nag ""z th"* 0 "' c l ~ ' * h *- twyf A

b'se(;ne valaa,e. Any
degradation of the DCRV concrete detected during the

above required tests snall be suojected to an engineeringevaluation.

Any abnormal
shall be reported todegradation that the evaluation identifies

the Commission on a preliminarybasis within 30 days after the finding. A final SpecialReport shall be submitted to the Commission pursuant toSpecification 6.9.2. This report shall include adescription of the degradation, the inspection procedure
and results, and the corrective actions taken, if any.

4.6.4.4
The integrity of the PCRV liner shall be verified as follows:
a. During the fifth REFUELING CYCLE and every tenth

REFUELING CYCLE thereaf ter by:,

1. Removal and testing 3 sets of 12 specimens with
dosimeters from tne specimeas -nich have been

(m placed
adjacent to the outside sur's:e of the top head ifnerI

for tne purpose of determ:- g irradiation-inducedChanges in notCn toughness o#
and heat affected zones. the plate, weld metal,

2. The testing program shall meet the requirements of
ASTM-E-185-70 witn ene following exceptions:

a) Tensile specimens are not required.

b) Thermal control specimens are not required.

b.
At the end of the tnird and fifth years following initial
power operation, and once per 10 years thereafter, byexamining the

PCRV liner for cor osion induced tninning
using ultrasonic inspection technicues. TA;nni4feq w I fo 1.s . N,i 2 % Is s c < epu b le , y

c. At least once per 12 months
ey cerforming a CHANNELCALIBRATION of the

instrumentation which monitors andalarms pressure in tne core scopert floor and coresupport floor columns,

d. Any degradation of
the liner detected during the aboverequired tests shall be subjected to an engineeringevaluation.

O
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Any abnormal degradation that the evaluation ic$$Iik
shall be reported to the Commission on a preliminary(m) basis within 30 days after the finding. A final Special

,

'

Report shall be submitted to the Commission pursant toSpecification 6.9.2. This recort shall include a
description of the degracation, the insoec Wn liiocecures
and results, and the corrective actions taken, if any.

4.6.4.5 PCRV penetration and well integrity shall be demonstratec:
a. Prior to pressurization

PCRV closures for proper integrity by ensuringabove 100 psia by checking all
that allbolts, cover plates, seals, etc., are installed.

b. At least once per 12
automatic isolation valves associated withmonths, by functionally testing

pressurizing,purging, and venting PCRV penetration interspaces to
verify that they isolate as designed. However, this test

be performed at the next scheduled plant shutdown ifmay

these valves have not been tested during the previousyear.

At least once per REFUELING outage, by visually examining
c.

and v eri fying that the accessible portions of therefueling penetration ho l d-cow ~n plate bolting snow noabnormal degradation.
.

(m At least once per REFUELING CYCLE. cy:d.

r e,t s et erlo s ks
1. Performing a CHANNEL ( FL ,:7IONAL TEST of theinstruments, **e control f .'se: to

isolate eacn purification system, automatically

2. Performing a CHANNEL CALICRAT!CN of the associated
pressure switen and alarm for each heliumpurification cooler well, and

3. Determining closure leak tigrtness for each heliumpurification cooler well.

O
.V
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e. At least once per 5 years by: N3 0 W '

's
1. Surface enmination by Magnetic Particle Test (MT) or

Cye Penetrant Test (PT) of a:cessible portions of * 'thefollowing welds in one steam generator penetration
for indications of surface cefects: *

a) The penetration shell-to-secondary closure weld,

b) The secondary closure-to upper bellows supportweld, and

c) The lower bellows support-to-reheat header sleeveweld.

2. Visually examining for abnormal degradationaccessible portions of the helium circulatorrestraint system (cylinder, ring, and bolting) for
one penetration in each loop M

3. Testing the check valves on the High Temperature
Filter Absorber (HTFA) purge lines to ensure theyclose as designed. ~

4 Testing the check valves integral with HTFA or
refueling penetrations, only when such a penetrationis open for refueling or a tenance, if the checkg
valves nave not ceen tested '- ne last 5g years, toensure they function as ces';. air.

5. Functionally testing tne controls, position
indication, and fail safe operation for remote manualisolation valves associatec with oressurizing,
purging, and venting PCRV penetration interspaces, to
verify they operate as casignec.

O

- - _ _ _ ._ . _- _
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f. At least once per 10 years by: NOV 3 0 Wp)t'" 1. Surface examination (MT or PT) of accessible portions '=

of the following 2 welds in the bottcm access '

penetration-

a) The penetration shell-to-spherical head weld, and

b) The spherical head-to-closure flange weld.
2. Visually examining for surface defects the accessible::ortions of the bottom access penetration primary

closure split ring assembly and its secondary closurebolting, and

3. Visual examination of accessible portions of the PCRV
safety valve penetration containment tank support
components for indications of defects at follows:

a) Surface examination (MT or PT) of the support
skirt-to-tank attachment weld.

b) Visual examination of the support skirt between
the tank and PCRV outer wall.

-

c) Visual examination, and torque or tension test
the bolting attacning the :.: port skirt to the
PCRV outer wall.

g. Any degradation of the penetrat':1 detected during the
above required tests shall be su::js:ted to an engineeringevaluation.

Any abnormal degradation that the evaluation identifies
shall be reported to the Commission on a preliminary
basis within 30 days af ter the finding. A final SoecialReport shall be submitted to the Cc--ission pursuant toSpecification 6.9.2. This recort shall include a
description of the degradation, the bscection procedures
and results, and the corrective acti:ns taken, i f any.

O

- _ . _ - _-. .. -- . . . -
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TABLE 4.6.4-1

V
TENDON VISUAL INSPECTION PROGRAM

-.

TOTAL TOTAL TOTALNUMSER OF NUMEER OF NUMSER CFTENCON GROUPS TENCCNS (1) NEW TENCCNS (2) CCNTROL TENCCNS (3)

Circumferential 16 13 3Top Cross Heac 2 1 1Bottom Cross Head 3 6 2Longitudinal 30 24 6

NOTES:

1.
The total number of tendon anchor assemblies to be inspected shall
correspond to the indicated numcer of tendons in that group.
the exception of longitucinal tendons, botn ends of all designated

Witn
tendons shall be inspected, if accessible. Longitudinal tendonsshall be inspected only from the top end.

m val er, sy cut io''2.
The " Total Number of New Te ndon s' hall consist of a tendonpopulation selected at rancom for r i ni: cr tcning-over thespecified surveillance perioc.

Seis::':n shall be such tnat
next

the total peculation of accessible tencces that group shall
~s

[d$

inspected %ted before beginning any reces: be
inspection / tests.

3. The " Total Number
population of tendons in eacn tendon grous :nat shall beof Control Tendons" s a'l consist of the same

selectedand shall remain constant for all inscection M est surveillancecycles.
The criteria for selection of these tencons shall

select those tendons wnich are accessible anc have corrosion.
be to

,
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TABLE 4.6.4-2 0W
O ,,

TENDON LIFTOFF PROGRAM
_,,

,

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER CFTENDON GROUPS TENDONS (1) NEW TENCCNS (2) CONTROL TENCCNS (3)

Circumferential 16 13 3Top Cross Head 2 1 1Bottom Cross Head 4 3 1Longitudinal 15 12 3

NOTES:

1. The " Total Number of Tendons" to be subjected to lift-off testing
shall be the indicated number in that group. With the exceptionof longitudinal tendons, all tendons designated for lif t-off
testing shall have both end-anchor assemeltes lifted off ifaccessible. Longitudinal tendons shall have only the top and-anchor assembly lifted off.

lifte ff
population selected at random for c:: min::': hnsist of a tendon

2. The " Total Number of New Tendons" shall
L -testing over theO next specified surveillance period. Seie:: an shall be such thatthe total population of accessible tendons ' that group shall be

i n;;;;;t:d/te sted before beginning any e: sat 4n:p::tica5/ tests.
These tendons may be included in the groue af new tendons whichare visually inspected, as indicated in Tacle 4.6.4-1.

3. The " Total Number of Control Tendons" consists of the same
population of tendons in each tendon group that shall be selected
and shall remain constant for all 19:pted er/ test surveillancecycles.

The criteria for selection of these tencons shall be to
select those tendons which are accessible and have corrosion.These tendons shall be included in the graue of control tencons! which are visually inspected, as indicated in Table 4.6.4-1. One

'

of the tendons in the control group snall be a tendon monitored bya load cell.

|

|

,O

. _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _
. . _ . -- _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 4.6.4-3 gg 3 0 O

i TENDON LOAD REQUIREMENTS
4

.

..

i TENCCN GRCUP
MINIMUM TENCCN

LOA 05 (!)
(kips)

Circumferential:

at Heads
765at Barrel
935

Top Cross Head
725 :Bottom Cross Hea

i 725Longitudinal
1090

!

NOTES
.

1. Mininum tendon loads at Jacking end.;

t

*
|

!

i

.

t

.

i

d

<

|

1

!

|
i

l

i

I

i
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(m)
The limitations of this Specification ensure that the structural

3and primary coolant pressure boundary integrity of the,.P.*estressedConcrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) will be maintained comparable tothe original design standards for the life of the facility.
Structural integrity is required to ensure the concrete remains in
net compression up to REFERENCE PRESSURE of 845 psig. nispressure is in excess of
relief trains. the hignest setpoint of the two pCRV

If PCRV integrity cannot
shutdown within the suDsequent 24 hours asbe restored within 24 hours, orderlyrequired and reactor
depressurization within the next 30 hours allow for the removal of
decay heat and for excess primary coolant helium to be purifiedand removed to the helium storage system. The deterioration of -PCRV integrity is an extremely slow process (e.g., caused bycorrosion). Therefore, an orderly shutdown and depressurization
is appropriate, considering the extremely large factors of
in the PCRV design. safety

Various monitoring programs are specified to. ensure the PCRV
structural and primary coolant pressure boundary integrity. These
are described in Sections 5.13.4 and 5.13.8 of the FSAR. Theyconsist primarily of monitoring and evaluating the PCRV withrespect
surveillance, and concreteto tendon corrosion, tendon load cell surveillance, liner

structure s .n e ' l l ance . Details ofO each program are identi fi ed in the appropriateh AJA th ol' Requirement >.dnitoring instrumentation is :escribed inSurveillanceAppendixE-17 of the FSAR. ,

int m e.- % 33 n %
on e h e. PCRV Tendons (SR 4.6.4.1)

This Surveillance Requirement constitutes an interim accelerated
inspection / testing program to monitor the prestressing system
develoo a tendon corrosion data base. Tris orogram will be in

and

effect until 1988 or until such time that effective corrosion
control is established (References 1 and 2).
Visual

and lift-off examinations of tendon assemolies ensure thatthe prestressing system has not degracec. Quantities andfrequency of
inspections and tests were agreed to in discussionswith the Commission.

I
!

|

,

1

i

, _ __ . _ _ . - . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ _ , . _ . _ . . . _ . . ___
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The substantial increase in the surveillance program together with(q a very high percentage of tendons that have already been inspected
f

ensure
its design function.that the PCRV prestressing system is capable of performingk

The
basis for the minimum allowable tendon loads of Table 4.6.4-3is included in Reference 3.

The 23 failed wires are equal to 15'.' of the wires in thecircumferential barrel tencons, and the 34 failed wires are equal
to 20'.' of the wires in tencons in the other tendon groups.(

Tendon Lead Cells (SR 4.6.4.2)

Since the relationship between effective prestress and PCRVinternal pressure
is directly related and easily calculated,moni toring tencen loads is a reliable means of ensuring that the

vessel is capable of containing its design pressure.

Moni toring tendon load changes ensures that corrosion, concrete
strength reduction, or excessive steel relaxation have notoccurred
Load changes, as reflected by lead cells,to the extent that they would compromise PCRV integrity.are monitored in thecontrol room by an alarm system which alerts the reactor operatorif the allowable settings are excenced. Upper settings will vary
depending on the location of the tendon being monitored, while thelower settings for all Icad cells are set :: correspond to 1.25
times the PEAK WORKING PRESSURE (PWP).(:54 Section 5.13.8).
Concrete Integrity (SR 4.6.4.3)

Cracks are
shrinkage, thermal gradients, and localexoected to occur in the PCRV concrete resulting fromtensile strains due tomechanical loacings. The degree of cracking expected is limited
to superficial effects and is not considerec detrimental to thestructural integrity of the PCRV. Reinforcing steel is provided
to control crack growth development with respect to size andspacing. Model testing has also shown nat severely crackedvessels contain the normal working pressure 'or extenced periodsof time as long as the effective
maintained. prestressing forces are

| N e, b ct. s y for t h e uf . . . r , ,,y ev4/s4c,,n,/ g gej y,y

C t' E E e r k Lnsisled Ae ference ( ,u ,a

O

-- - - .
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about 0.015 inches (Itmits of paragrapMk,0,pCracks up to
p 318-63) for ,

concrete not exposed to weather areg considered acceptable and corrosion of rebars at such cracks is of
generally

negligible consequence. 1.arger crack widths will require furtner f
,

assessment as to their significance, decendiqg on the wietn,
.

depth, length, and location of the crack on the structure, andmust be considered with
reference to the observed overall DCRVresconse. Furtrer discussion on tne significance of concrete

cracks in the PCRV is given in Section 5.12.5 of the FSAR.

Observed crack development with time during reactor operation will
be related to the PCRV structural response as monitored by the
installed sensors and deflection measurement. Details of the PCRVstructural monitoring provisions are given in Section 5.13.4 andAppendix E-17 of the FSAR.

Monitoring of overall PCRV deformations and deflection is the best
indication of PCRV structural performance and veriffes that the
PCRV response is elastic and that no significant permanent strains
exist.

Visual examination of the PCRV support structure will be made forevidence of structural deterioration. Significant crackingpatterns or si:es will be subjected to an engineering evaluationwith respect to their impact on the integrity of the PCRV.
,

9 Measurements of the relative helium permeability throughout plantlife provides, as a supplement to otne- surveillance effort,o information
( concerning the continued i agrity of the PCRVconcrete. j

The interval for
the above concrete related surveillances afterthe fifth year following initial power operation may be adjustedbased on tne analysis of prior results.

Oceut ke este b% is e(c fem u/ b y ew,

{to %c 4et t ys w ek , <q
k %< s At u beem us L.lld J~

; sag
Mad M c._ @ m r ;& J~ e-c t<. . /An c~xdf

g ,{- h,, 4Les dL. bcue (W ec M i3

uey % eh ^"e W ' A f" ^ "'gy ,

J,A e z rsI r~g

(

O
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NOV3011RiLiner Integrity (SR 4.6.4.4) .

Ob Irradiation experiments on Ifner material specimens indicated that
the material was capaole of fulfilling its function throughout tnedesign li fe of the plant. Approximately 750 specimens with

-

dosimeters have been placed adjacent to tne outside surface of the
top head liner to pe rmi t detection of any shif ts of t te nil
ductility transition temperature (NOT) characteristi:s of tneliner plate,
the lifetime of tne plant. weld metal, and neat affected :ene materials during

The testing
the fifth REFUELING CYCLE and atprogram requires specimen removal and testing during

specified times thereafter whichis adequate to detect significant changes. Tensile specimens are
not required for ASTM-E-185-70 testing because the liner is not
load ca rrying memoer, but only a ductile membrane. Thermala
control specimens are not required because the liner materialswill normally
plant operations and there is no appreciablebe maintained at or below 150 degrees F during all

temperature cyclingof the liner.

The interval for
fifth refueling may be adjusted based onspecimen removal and testing subsequent to the

the analysis of priorresults.

The ultrasonic inspection of the PCRV liner is provided to detect
the thinning of the liner due to corrosion :- to detect defectswithin the liner at representative areas. Although no corrosion[_
is expected to occur, this specification a'':ss for detection of\
corrosion or liner defects in the evert :# some unexpected and
unpredicted changes in tne liner cnaracteri s ,1cs. A The provisionsare discussed

in Section 5.13 of sne FSAR. The SURVEILLANCEINTERVAL af ter the fifth year following initial power operation
may be adjusted based on the analysis of prior results.
The interval specified for functional test and calibration of the
instrumentation and alarms monitoring the co-e support floor andcolumns will
integrity. ensure monitoring of any change in their structural

's cu s'.e d d' E
'

| The 10*7 co ck< e c ei k.- .

! s -.m.. & w ~ e s e m
nI im&o .(

O
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bPenetration and Well Integrity (SR 4.6.4.5) g3 G M
p Integrity of PCRV penetration secondary pressure

boundaries is normally verified by continuous leakage monitoring
3

retaining i

[and
by periodic leakage testing of the penetration interseaqe perSpecification 4.6.1.4.

The specified examinations o f '"acces sible
- -

circumferential welds at
structural discontinuities will ensurecontinued integrity of tne secencary pressure

locations. boundary at gnes,

Examination
of accessible penetration closures, flow restrictors,and equiement restraint or succort components ensures that thesecomponents remain structurally sound and capable of performin

their safety function uncer both normal and accident conditions. g
-

_----+
The interval soecified for valve testing is adequate to ensure
proper valve operation when isolation of the interspace auxiliarypiping is required.

n >
The interval specified for testing the helium purification coolerwells is adecuate to verify the well integrity, as well as that of
primary coolant boundary components located therein.

References:
~

(1) Letter P-35071, from 0.W. Ware courg, Public ServiceCompany of Colorado, to E. Jonnson, US NRC, March 5,1985, Subject: Fort St. Vrain unit Number 1 RevisedTencon Surveillance Program.

(2) Letter P-85084, from 0.W. Waremoeurg, Public Service. Company of Colorado, to E. Johnson, US NRC, Maren 18,j 1985, Subject: PCRV Tendon Prestressing System,; Transmitting attached report:
" Tencon Surveillance FortSt. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station, Public Service| Company of Coloraco"

-

.

|! (3) GA Technologies document 907441/A, " Fort St. Vrain - PCRV
; Tendon Evaluation", April 30, 1984I|
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMSp

d 3/4.5.5 REACTOR BUILDING CONFINEMENT

REACTOR BUILDING CONFINEMENT INTEGRITY ' '
-

~
;

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATICN
=

RGMTOR 0\Ill gggg. confsn M CNT s NT &RnTy
3.6.5.1hR:::ter buf!dt g : r " m:m:nt 'nt:grity shall be maintained.
APPLICABILITY:

POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP, SHUT 00WN", AND REFUELING *

ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

RE
Without 4ra:hCToA 6v!LOING Con FIH e m G H T I NTE & R IT >'::;r building ::afic;.. eat. ategrity, restore
integrity within 2 hours or be in SHUT 00WN within the
subsequent 24 hours.

SHUT 00WN* and REFUELING *

REh r:: Actor 6vil Oldr GO MF'" G"'GN Y (**''Y
' Without :: r building confim:m:nt integrity,immediately suspend all operations involving CORE

(d ALTERATIONS /c:ntr:1 red mcVem M + resulting in positive~T
reactivity changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL in
the reactor building.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

ReAcm- 6 v!w '*- '" N "' " "5 " ' ' " r""" Y4.6.5.1 4React:r building ::nfin:mant ',te;rity- snall bedemonstrated:

At least once per 31 days by:a.

1. Verifying that all reactor building overpressure
protection system louvers are in tne closedposition, and

2. Verifying that all exterior doors and hatches are in
the closed position except as permitted bySpeci fication 4.6.5.1. below.

,,, a v. c . r. f . c

*0uring CORE ALTERATIONS or handling of IRRADIATED FUEL in the
reactor building.

-. _
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1-texk 0W I-b. By verifying prior to each time that theh:t;d.O o rsto the truck bay are opened, that the reactor floorhatch, the deck hatch, and all personnel doors in the

.

'

truck bay are closed.
J.

n.

C. Oy Ve r e' ty nny f rs or to ear 6 teme t h s t. the
rea.c. tor kleoe hatch encl /or t. h e des.k h <. t <- h

g5 op ene.L, that t h e. t.rnh b<y cloors ned

en ternsL cloors t% t e x.k bsyes are a g o ggf,

>

e

O

.

l.

I

1

.
.

I
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BASIS FOR t.C0 3.6. 5.1 / SR 4.6.5.1

,m

(U) The integrity of the reactor building confinement, in
conjuction with operation of the ventilation exhaust system,limits the off-site doses under normal ''and abnormalconditions. In tne unlikely event of a major release of
activity from the PCRV, the combination of the reactorbuilding integrity and ventilation exhaust system would

actto keep off-site doses well below 10 CFR 100 guidelines
(FSAR Section 14.10.3.4).

However, the worst postulated primary c:olant leak accident,
Design Basis Accident #2 (OBA-2, FSAR Section 14.11), wasanalyzed with no credit taken for tne reactor builcingexhaust fans and filters. In Section 14.11 it is shown that
in the absence of these items the total duration siteboundary doses would still be considerably less than the
10CFR100 limits. Credit has been taken for operation of the
reactor building exnaust fans and filters in the analysis of
the Maximum Credible Accident (MCA, FSAR Section 14.8) and
the Design Basis Accident #1 (DBA-1, FSAR Section 14.10) tomitgate the consequences of these accidents. (FSAR Section6.2.2).

With confinement integrity intact, the leak rate of the
.

reactor building through other various and minor pathways is
not a significant parameter with rega-: to limiting off-site,m

i ! doses, as is shown in FSAR Section 6.2 1.1.,

Two hours is a reasonable time :: -e establish reactorbuilding confinement envelope integrity.
>

The internal doors and hatches of the truck Day are closed
to ensure integrity of the reactor cuilding confinement
prior to the opening of an :::cri0r decm the. t esc N Joo r
to the tr>wk bry,

R
Th e a , = g n. <> a s rew r s v:t h , - a n t . - . ~ ,. ., c

s //y must< ned wich che e x c e r ,'a rt do o rsg5 norm

and t n <- De rpres> vec- (3rotee.t,oa, s y s t. e I sM Ve Om
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

gg g g
3/4.6.5 REACTOR BUILDING CONFINEMENT '

REACTOR BUILDING EXHAUST SYSTEM

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
_

.

9 % 3.6.5.2
The reactor building exhaust system shall be OPERABLEs' with:

N }*y a. Reactor building internal
4 and pressure subatmospheric,
*

o *j b. At least two of the three exhat.st f: : (0-7201,0~v,

m
t -7302, er C-73025) :nd th: :s:::imt:d filtery $ asse-b!!es (F-7301, F-7302, er 002y. 0?i.J:SLE.

k, APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP, SHUTD0i41[ and REFUELING * _
p9
-c
$4 k ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER, did STARTUP

m q
$D 4 a. With reactor building internal pressure greater than$g or equal
4

to atmospheric pressure, restore it tom o subatmospheric within 6 hours or be in at least.5 b "

kf? SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.
,> n sy w,e en. % e e M nV lt. b. With 4ets-then the required exnoust-syst:m equipment

.ge OPERABLE,<
restore the inoperable * ;quipment to

mgj a
OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least

s

t y R
SHUT 00W)t within the next 24 hours.0 ,

$ R '4 SHUTDOWN And REFUELING *
1 i

,u y a. With the reactor building internal pressure greateruJ * than or equal tods i atmospheric pressure, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,j $1 control red movements resulting in positiveNy p
reactivity changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL in' '

Ofy the reactor building.
only one exhec t""

5 Jess-th:n the-eequired-enhaust-system equip ;nt
= b. W1th

-
'

; t Z OPERABLE,
t 8 - restore the inoperable *: quip::nt to *Ca*** OPERABLE status within 7 days . or suspend all

operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, control red
movements resulting in positive reactivity changes,
or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL in the reactorbuilding.

I

{"During CORE ALTERATIONS or handling of IRRAOIATED FUEL in the

O reactor building.

_ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - - .__ _
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

p
V 4.6.5.2 The

,

reactor butiding exhaust system shall be. demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that thereactor building internal pressure is negativerelative to atmospheric pressure.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any
structural maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoaladsorber housings, or (2) following fire, chemical :

release, or painting with other than low solventpaints, in any ventilation zone communicating withthe system by:
|

1. Ve ri fying that the exhaust system satisfies the
in place penetration and bypass leakage testing
acceptance criteria of less than 1% and uses the
test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions
C.5.a. C.S.c, and C.S.d of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, and the flow rateis are:ter th= cr qual tc 15,300 cfa per
tra I9, 000 c+m plus or m in n 10 7,

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal, that a
O laboratory analysis of a representative carbon
V sample obtained in accordance with RegulatoryPosition C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory

testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
for a methyl iodide penetration of less than
10*.', and

11000 c +m if n *r m;ns I Oh
flow rate adgr, eater then er ewai-3. Verifying a

te 15,390 cf per train during system operation
when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

c. After every 4400 hours of charcoal adsorber
operation, by verifying within 31 days after removal,
that a laboratory analysis of a representative carbon
samole obtained in accordance with RegulatoryPosition C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of
Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52,Revision 2, March 1978, for a methyl iodidepenetration of less than 10%.

O

. -
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50V 3 0 Wd. At least once per 18 months by verifying that the
pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters and

O charcoal adsorber
banks is less than 6 inches water.L/ gauge while operating at a flow rate ofmeter t h:r. -

15,390 cfm for each filter train. 3 9,,,o +m
07 squal ::

ifn
.c mia s, t o 7.e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA

filter bank, by verifying that the HEPA filter bank
satisfies the in place penetration and bypass leakage
testing acceptance criteria of less than 1 *.' in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a 00P test aerosolwhile operating the system at a flow rate of
th:r er :;u:! te 15,390 cf -per train. f gee +ter-

19,ooo cfm ti ,5 or a..'m lo:
f. After each complete or partial replacement of a

charcoal adsorber bank, by verifying that thecharcoal adsorber bank satisfies the in place
penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than 1% in accordance with ANSI
N510-1975 for a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant
test gas while operating the system at a flow rate of
-gr4ater thar er eque! t: 15,390 cfm per train.
I 9, 00 0 efm (slas or m o'n JS I O f|Ir

.

O

%

n-:

!
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DRAFT:
BASIS FOR LCO 3.6.5.2 / SR 4.6.5.2

W3 0 W
The reactor building exhaust filter system is designed to(^/T filter the reactor building atmosphere prior to release to the\_ facility vent stack during both normal

and most accidentconditions of operation. Additional information is *provided -
'

in the BASIS for LCO 3.6.5.1/SR
6.2.4). 4.6.5.1 and FSAR Section

4 , ,,

The system consists of three trains two of which are normally
in continuous operation (FSAR Secti n 6.2.3.2), with the third
normally on standby. The design flow rate for each train is

19,ooo 17,100 cfm plus or minus 10%, e.g.15,MO cfm minimum.* Onetrain is sufficient to maintain the reactor building
subatmospheric and thereby minimize unfiltered fission productrelease from the building. With only one exhaust fan
operating, the ventilation system controls will throttle fresh
air supply to the air handler in order to reduce the pressure.
The air supply valve will fully close if the building pressure
increases to atmospheric (FSAR Section 14.7.3).

Bypass leakage and penetration for the charcoal adsorbers and
particulate removal efficiency for HEPA filters are determinedby halogenated hydrocarbon ana 00P respectively. Thelaboratory carbon sample test results indicate a radioactivemethyl iodide removal efficiency for expected accidentconditions. The' filter /adsorber penetration and bypass
acceptance limits in the surveillances a e applicable based on
a HEPA filter efficiency of 95% and charcoal adsorberO
efficiency of 90*. assumed in the AEC staff's Safety EvaluationV
(Table 4.3, Safety Evaluation, Jan. 20, 1972; and FSAR Section
14.12.3).

The surveillance frequencies specified establish systemperformance capabilities.

The activated carbon adsorber in the affected unit will bereplaced if a representive sample fails to pass the iodineremoval efficiency test. Any HEPA filters found defectivewill be replaced.

Ge r ea c oe os norm UY md n tsn 'd

a.ffrod m w Wy y nep4i v .,e

[D
O ,

l
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If fire, chemical release, or painting, occurs such that the50V 30585 >

HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber could become significantly
O contaminated from the fumes, chemicals, or foreign materials

- the same tests and sample analysis should be performed, asrequired, for operational surveillance. Reacto'r building
exhaust train (s) OPERABILITY should be verified per

SR t

,

4.6.5.2.b following:

1. Painting, except when water-base or equivalent paintis used,

2. Any spray (aerosol generating) painting (includes
water-base or equivalent paint),

3. Fires that exceed I hour in duration, and
4. Any uncontrolled release / spillage of 5 gallons or

more of any chemical material which could reasonablybe expected to interfere with the charcoal to adsorbmethyl iodide.

A pressure drop across the combined HEPA filter and charcoal
adsorber of less than 6 inches of water gauge at the filterminimum design flow rate will indicate that the filters and
adsorbers are not clogged by excessive amounts of foreign.

matter.

-.

O
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DRAFT
'

PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS'N(d 3/4.6.5 REACTOR BUILDING CONFINEMENT

REACTOR BUILDING OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEM
'

l

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION
.

=

3.6.5.3 The reactor building overpressure protection system shall be
OPERABLE with at least 70 of 94 louver panels OPERABLE:

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, AND STARTUP

ACTION: With the reactor building overpressure protection system
inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE status within 7
days, or be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(') 4.6.5.3 The reactor building overpressure pro:ectioitV
demonstrated OPERABLE:

system shall be

At least once per 92 days by indivicually exercising eacha.

louver group through an open-closed cycle.

b. At least once per 18 months by:
fully

1.
Simulating an overpressurization/ signal and verifying ""'that each louver group opens 4: ce:1g :d within *one *;second at a pressure si
differential pressure, gnal of 3 inches of water gageand fully close when the
pressure signal drops below 2 incnes water gage, and

2. The pneumatic cylinders for operation of each louver
section have at least 1800 psig in their nitrogenbackup supply.

- - - - - -
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Il0V 3 0 585
BASIS FOR LCO 3.6.5.3 / SR 4.6.5.3

O The purpose of the reactor building overpressure protection
system is to maintain the integrity of the reactor building
by relieving the pressure inside the building when it equals
or exceeds atmospheric pressure by 3 inches of water asdetected in the turbine building. In the unlikely even,t of
the occurrence of an increase of pressure inside the buildingexceeding 3 inches of water, the louvers would open,
relieving the pressure, and then begin to automatically close
at 2 inches water pressure, restoring the integrity of the
reactor building (FSAR 6.2.3.4) and maintaining the potential
doses from the occurrence to as low as practicable.

The louvers are opened by spring pressure, and automaticallyclosed (or held closed) by air pressure acting through apneumatic cylinder. The cylinders for each louver section
will operate with 80 to 100 psig service air. A manually
actuated nitrogen supply serves as a backup.

The OPERABILITY of 63 louvers is required to prevent the
pressure buildup in the reactor building from exceedingdesign limits. Requiring at least 70 louvers to be operable
provides a 10*4 margin of safety.

Plant administrative controls and Soecification 3/4.6.5.1,
Reactor Building Integrity, ensure that the quarterly stroketest of the louvers will be commensurate with overall plantj safety and will minimize the potential for an unmonitoredradioactive release path through the louvers.

.

O

.- _ . . _
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS DRAFTi
) 3/4.7.1 TURBINE CYCLE i

% 3 0 1985
B0ILER FEED PUMPS I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

_-

3.7.1.1 Two
of the three boiler feed pumps shall be OPERABLE in anyof the following combinations:

a. The motor driven boiler feed pump (P-3102) OPERABLE and
one of the turbine driven boiler feed pumps (P-3101 or
P-3103) OPERABLE, or

b.
Two turbine driven boiler feed pumps (P-3101 and P-3103)
OPERABLE and either auxiliary boiler OPERATING.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP*, and SHUT 00WN'

ACTION:
With none of the above combinations OPERABLE, restore either
of the above combinations to OPERABLE status within 72 hours- or:

.

a. When in POWER, LOW POWER or STARTUP, be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours, or

b. When in SHUTDOWN, suspend all coerations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or control rod movements resulting inpositive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.1 There are no additional requirements other than thoserequired by Specification 4.0.

i
'

'With CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degrees F.

I
|

_ . _ . _ _ . -_. _ ._ .__ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - -__ _
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NOV 3 01985
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.1 / SR 4.7.1.1

'

Any one of the boiler feed pumps can supply feedwater for
helium circulator motive power and steam generator heat

i

j

removal providing sufficient safe shutdown cooling.*

Emergency feedwater is . required only in the depressurizationN 0
iaccident (08A-2) as discussed in FSAR Section 14.11.kw 2,

7 Requiring a combination of two boiler feed pumps with a
)$i backup steam supply if the two steam driven pumps are usedC -

provides acd1tional redundant capability for safe shutdownT{1 cooling. Either auxiliary boiler will provide adequateI A steam supply for driving the turbine-driven boiler feed4 h pumps if the motor-driven boiler feed pump is inoperable.g%
Normal steam supply for the turbine-driven boiler feed pumpshg C is provided via the cold reheat piping. The auxiliary+ s v

{A 2 boilers provide additional motive capability for these pumps
N D in the event normal steam sources are unavailable.t

v u In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is adT core inlet temperature greater then 760 degrees. F. Thei v CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative2s
J 1$ calculation of the maximum potential temperature in the core

and surrounding components.
The conservatisms are such that3y if the CALCUuTED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE islimited to 760

y

4-o s degrees
's F, the design inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is

i not exceeded. Systems used for accident prevention and
{$( mitigation are required to sati s fy the single failurey

O [c criterion whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is-

w $
'e greater than 760 degrees F.

Howeve . when CALCULATED BULK
,

9
CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less tnan 760 degrees F,.h $ it
is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE system forbe4 g accident prevention and mitigation without single failurev .! $ w consideration, on the basis of; 'y} requirements. the limited core cooling

S 3 vW 4' N 't All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenancef4{[ purposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED
, BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not

exceeded. However, if forced circulation is temporarily'

restored, a recalculation shall be performed, based on
present conditions, to establish a new time period for
CALCUuTED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F.
Redundant systems may also be taken out of service for
maintenance or surve111ance testing provided that forcedi

circulation is maintained; the time to reach CALCULATED BULK;
CORE TEMPERATURE equal to 760 degrees F may be recalculated; as often as required.

When % mo t or dfiven b ol le' <**0 P*f '' '

i

.$ U ftCigni SJef5| 4 #1 A f ? J Q- f OMGf b d WC Qs tj Gn,Jfg$
~

A kh* ""**Itkr |? oiler i3 not f e cs ve'r e J . Anu/y,e,r

ret foc~J <<< M*1 h h ee L t., e Breds Je ,,.n rmry

as M ~>t I;m a t y A i .,, a for- restret of fo c u .t
6 0 m ,' n e tes (FJnn s e ctionu i r w t e t ry,, fe u. v ;ny 08A-2. ns

I 4. il. t . 2.). i
'

- - - _ .- - _ _ _ _ - - - - .. - - --
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'

.

The ACTION time of 72 hours provides adequate margin should
the boiler feed pumps become inoperable. Other means for.O SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING are availiable using condensate or
boosted firewater coupled with physically redundadt"WTpTdg,valves and components.

,

;The boiler feed pumps will be inspected and tested in
accordance with the,, inservice inspection requirements ofSpecification 4.0. f.

$ ,

'

.

O.

t

e

|

|

O.

|
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Pt. ANT AND SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS ig
3/4.7.1 TUR8INE CYCLE

oQ STEAM / WATER OUNP SYSTEM NOV 3 01985

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION - - ---- --
=

3.7.1.2 The steam / water dump system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A water level in the steam / water dump tank (T-2201)
less than or equal to 45 inches;

b. Both steam / water dump valves OPERABLE per loop (Loop1: HV-2215 and HV-2217, Loop 2: HV-2216 and HV-2218);

c. The steam / water dump tank safety valves (V-2270 and
V-2275) with a setpoint le:S th:n er ;u:! t: S70of 960 t t o A psig;

d. The steam / water dump tank block valves sealed open
(Loop 1: V-2212 and V-2213, Loop 2: V-2242 and V-2243);

O e. OPERABLE interlocks between Loop 1 and Loop 2 dump
systems which prevent the sf ultaneous dumping ofboth loops; and

je r,,e cy a,. y feed ster- blockf.
OPERABLE feedwater isolation / valves and feedwater
control valves (Loop 1:[HV-2201f/HV-2203,and FV-
2205, Loop 2: HV-2202/ V-2204, and FV-2206).

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER
one

ACTION: b. With any of the above components of the steam / water dump4

system inoperable, restore the system to CPERABLE status
within 7 days, or be in at least STARTUP within the next
24 hours.

a, v);fh s i e *'''/~'' r ''" * /' 6 ''' h # "* ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

L%n tS lackes, re.s t are L' bM re 9dr ed I ' ''* '
w; Hin 9 k o vej u be en <C lec.s r S TAKfUP
we'rn:, the n e,r t T4 hash .

O
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DRAFT
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOV 3 0 %
4.7.1.2 The steam / water dump system shall be demonstrated

OPERABLE:,

- - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . .a. At least once per 24 hours, by verifying that the
tank level is less than or equal to 45 inches.

b. At least once per 92 days, by operating the
steam / water dump valves through one complete cycle of
full travel,

At least once per 18 months by:c.

! 1. Testing the electrical interlocks between Loop 1
and Loop 2, to veri fy interlock action
preventing the simultaneous dumping of both'*****

fame <f e,,e.y f e edwater bl.h
2. Verifying the feedwater isolation # valves and

feedwater control valves closy within the timesspecified below: c g g; g . .

g
VALVE TIME (Seconds):

HV-2201
1

HV-2202
1

iO HV-2203 10
#

HV-2204 10
'

FV-2205 2
FV-2206 2

,

I

i

i

i

O
:

. _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . . _ . _ . . _ . _ . . _ . _ . _ , _ . _ . _ _ _ _ - . _ , _ _ , . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.2 / SR 4.7.1.2 NOV 3 0 boa i

The steam / water dump

(} the core as a result of a steam generator tubesystem minimizes water in-leakage into
rupture (FSARt Section 6.4). Proper operation of the system m4nimizes damage

to the core from the steam graphite reaction and also reduces ;plant
downtime required for subsequent cleanup of the primarycoolant. As noted in FSAR Section 14.5 and Appendix A.12, the

steam graphite reaction is strongly temperature dependent and
insignificant below 900 degrees F. The average graphite
temperature in STARTUP is less than 500 degrees F and
therefore the system is not required for operation in STARTUP.

The condensate inventory in the dump tank cools the fluid
dumped from the steam generator. There is no minimum levelrequired since the final pressure after a dump into a dry
vessel would not lift the dump tank safety valves to create apotential release path. A maximum level of 45 inches is
established to prevent overfilling the tank and lifting the
safety valves due to hydrostatically filling the tank during adump. The tank level is verified once per 24 hours.

The dump valves are required to open, permitting the steam
generator to dump its contents into the dump tank. Only onevalve is required to handle the inventory for each loop.
However, for single failure considerations, both v'alves are
required to be OPERABLE in POWER and LOW POWER. Proper

. operation of the valves will minimize core damage and high
primary system pressure in the event of a steam generator tube
rupture.

The dump tank safety valves protect the integrity of the dumptank which may contain radioactive flutes. The steam / waterdump tank pressure, temperature, and radiation monitors are
used to verify that the proper steam generator has been dumped
in case of a steam generator tube rupture. It also prevents
venting and draining of the tank to the radioactive gaseous
and liquid systems before the contents have been' adequatelycooled. The radiation monitors (RIS-93250-12 andRIS-93251-12) are covered in Specification 4.3.2.2.

i w !<%
The feedwa te r 414rA valves (HV-2201 and HV-2202), emergency
feedwater block valves (HV-2203 and HV-2204), and feedwaterflow control valves (FV-2205 and FV-2206) limit the fluidinventory being dumped into the steam / water dump tank. The|
moisture monitors and pressure monitors initiate steam / water'

dump protective action and are covered in Specification 4.3.1.

:

b
V'

|
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NOV 3 01985

The only tests which are required to ensure OPERASILITY of the
system, are confirmation that the feedwater isolation valvesand the dump valves are OPERA 8LE.

The feedwater isolation
.

(~~N valves are also required --to-
funet fon--for SAFE SHUTDOWN !() COOLING. Each dump valve will be tested individually at 92day intervals. Since the steam generators are not to be

dumped during the test, which is performed during plant
operation, the block valve is closed downstream of the dump
valve being tested to isolate the dump tank from the secondary
loop. After operation of the dump valve, the block valve isagain locked open, returning the dump valve to service.

Testing of the interlocks that prevent simultaneous dumping of
both loops is performed once every 18 months.e

Operation during the first 11 years at Fort St. Vrain has
resulted in pinhole tube leaks in the steam generators on twooccasions, both of
several hours) entry of moisture into the PCRVwhich were characterized by a slow (overwith eventualreactor shutdown and loop dump. The design accident as
analyzed in the FSAR, section 6.4, assumes a complete offsetrupture of a steam generator
amount of moisture entering the PCRV insubheader with a significanta short time. Thetime

from rupture to the automatic inlet initiation of a dumpis about 8.5 seconds at 100% power to 39.5 seconds at 25%load. Because the probability for this design accident is
smali, thc cons qu;nces of lesser &ccident; is insignific&at,and :i nce-the-tim: r qui r:d to-repa4e-efther-the=steaFGirev--dump : he

oMeedwater isolat+on-arc 9 cw conte 6vahes car6 "n m
7 day % a restoration time for the steam / water dumpV

system of 7 days is considered acceptaois.

The. sn t erni of I 6 mo n t h s for r es ciny an
In s ta lleJ electel g i,, t < < te s k es .je u t e a,se,nse s k.a c

., ; , v i ta n e a u s we loop a t er , Js ,,fu w,'ll a ,4
a

ous,, 9,.hig hl y va li kel acc Jen e. Per f o ra,, s.,ce ,Fa sa tve , r~ xe
ca. y

4.est for valves as u t u s t e st dstinp s<. stes damp tmC
,4 te : ,,-, u e. pee I tf r ,a n t A s ~ I '' "'e 5/'''''** U

'

G. f*r'i e e l .<. {4 i m e), frs v edesg c. c ef tence
u o J r.t n ce thet W

en e ty y J eposi te.A %* hhe S t e s*, . AJ^p S"nh '' " '"

cle s ty n L :n ; ts and sut n .l.u t . r, of ehe tenphite
s'n the wore is v ; t h i ., u n +1yte d b.,v,,Jc. G, v>,
'I n 4 ef e| ty c+ 4he core. a n.l ** h e > t e * '* A"*/ ' h t h 'M*vi , l t be. m a i n t s n e.1 for n. > c c~s n, c a b e- ('J P t " c-
event.

- - - - - - _
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DRAFT
PONT' AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS NOV 3 01985 ;

3/4.7.1 TUR8INE CYCLE

PR5SSURERELIEFVALVES
-- - - - -.__ _ .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

lin e
3.7.1.3 The hot reheat f

5221-1 and PCV-5221-2) shall be OPERABLE. steam power operated relief valves (PCV-

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

line.ACTION: [ With either hot reneat steam * power operated relief
valve (PCV-5221-1 or PCV-522'.-2) inoperable, restore
the valve (s) to OPERABLE siatus within 72 hours or
be in at least SHUT 00WN wittin the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

.

4.7.1.3 There are no additional rec frere- s other than thoserequired by Specification 4.0.
s

.

O
|

|

1
- - - -
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DRAFT L
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.3 / SR 4.7.1.3 '

ggh Thed hot reheat steam line is equipped with two power operatedpressure relief valves actuated by turbiac
t-ip,e highcondenser pressure, high hot reheat steam pressure or loss of

condensate pressure to the reheat desuperneaters., The hot . --reheat steam line is also equicped with six ASME Code spring
.

loaded safety valves.
These not reheat steamDelief valvesdischarge to atmosphere.

Transients in which the hot reneatsteam power operated relief valves are utilized, coincicentloss of outside electric power and main turbine trip with aloss of one stancey gene ra to r , are discussed in Sections10.3.1 and 10.3.2 of the FSAR.

The ACTION to restore any inoperable power operated relief
valve (PCV-5221-1 or PCV-5221-2) within 72 hours or be in
SHUT 00WN witnin 24 hours is acceptable since there are six
ASME Code scring loaded safety valves located downstream inthat same reneat steam line.

hot cc
The reheat steama power operated relief valves will be.

o

inspected and tested in accordance with the inserviceinspection recuirements of Specification 4.0.[.
5

O
s , w a n ,.- u,, ., . ~ , . -

-

L of f he th r-s e y 60 VAC essen M L bases,

O

. . . - -
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PLAltf Alm SAFE SNUT00WN COOLING SUPPORT gg{
3/4.7.I TUltBINE CYCLE

SECtBSARY COOLANT ACTIVITY NOV 3 01955
,

i
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

3.7.1.4 The secondary coolant activity level shall be limited to
0.009 uC1/cc of OOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 and 6.8 uC1/cc oftritium.

APPLICA81LITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP
.

ACTION: With the specific activity of the secondary coolant system
greater than 0.009 uC1/cc of 00SE EQUIVALENT I-131 or 6.8 _ th e a *4uCi/cc of tritium, be in at least. SHUTDOWN within iWhours. 12

5 7?MT~ v P within i 2 heons and

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

O 4.7.1.4 The specific activity of the secondary coolant system shall
be determined to be within the above limits by analyzing forDOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, tritium, and gross betaconcentration:

a. At least once per 24 hours, when the secondarycoolant activity level exceeds 10% of the abovelimits.

b. At least once per 7 days, when the activity level is
less than 10% of the above limits.

!

O

- ._ - ._ _ _ ._ ..
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.4 / SR 4.7.1.4 NOV 3 01965
The limitations on the secondary coolant activity have been
established to ensure that the exclusion area boundary dose isT

orders of magnitude less than the 10 CFR 100.. dose. guideline-

values, in the unlikely event of an accident involving theloss of outside power, and main turbine trip, combined withfailure of one diesel generator to start (FSAR Section10.3.2). In this case, about
coolant water could be vented to the atmosphere 52,000 gallons of secondary;as steam ifcorrective action were not taken.
dilution factor of 2.7 E-3, and no Conservatively assuming a
iodine partition factor of the
a 2 hour exposure dose of only about 1.5 Rembetween the steam released and the water not released,to the thyroidwould be obtained.
for tritium, a 2 hour exposure dose of only about 0.5Using the same conservative assumptions
the whole body would be obtained. Rem to
hour) shutdown is appropriate if a limit is exceeded.Therefore, an orderly (24

jThis LCO
is applicable only in POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

because these are the only times activity can be added to thesecondary coolant.
Furthermore, the accident referenced aboveis initiated from a condition in which the turbine isoperating, which can occur only in POWER or LOW POWER.,

A weekly surveillance
interval is sufficient to. monitor theactivity of the secondary coolant when levels are below 10% ofthe limits of Specification 3.7.1.4.

,

of the secondary system is provided by :ne daily samplingMore frequent monitorings

analysis frequency if and IO
V limits of Specification 3.7.1.4.the activity level exceeds 10% of the

Large leaks of activity
detected and alarmed by instruments and systemsinto the secondary system would be
in Section 7.3.5 of the FSAR. as described

I

i

O

- - _. _ - _ _ _ _ _
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT' SYSTEMS DM
3/4.7.2 HYORAULIC POWER SYSTEM

O NOV 3 01985

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
'

-

3.7.2 Two hydraulic power systems, providing control to their
respective coolant loops, shall be OPERABLE with:

a.
One OPERABLE hydraulic valve accumulator and associated
header servicing each group of valves,

b. Hydraulic fluid pressure to each group of valves
maintained greater than 2500 psig,

At least two OPERABLE hydraulic pumps, andc.

d. Hydraulle
oil reservoir temperature less than 150 degreesF.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION:

O a. With no hydraulic valve accumulator or with loss of
capability to supply at least 25C0 psig to the valve
operators of one group of valves, isolate the affected
secondary coolant loop within 1 hour, and be in SHUT 00WNwithin 24 hours.

'

b. With the
F, restore the oil temperature to within its limithydraulic oil temperature exceeding 150 degreeswithin24 hours or be in SHUT 00WN within the following 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.2
The hydraulic power system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 24 hours by verifying:a.

1. That hydraulic fluid pressure to each group of valves'

is greater than 2500 psig, and

2. That hydraulic oil reservoir temperature is less than150 degrees F.

:

:
1

1

|
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f. Iy Ye ri fying that the stancby pump automatice-11y starts . . . - _ -

when system pressure drops to less than 2S00 psig.

.

I

I
i

|

|

|
|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.2 / SR 4.7.2 NOV30ISa5
Each secondary coolant loop hydraulic power system is designedwith the following: three hydraulic fluid pumps, two hydraulic(q;
accumulators for each group of hydraulic operated valves, and.

.

v'
separate headers to each group of valves. The hydraulic
system will normally operate with two hydraulic fluid pumpsand both hydraulic accumulators in service. The third
hydraulic pump and one accumulator in each group is redundant.
(FSAR Section 9.11).

The hydraulic oil temperature limit of 150 degrees F
corresponds to the system design temperature and minimizesoxidation of the hydraulic fluid, thereby enhancing itsservice life. The temperature of the hydraulic oil
reservoirs, which are immediately downstream of the hydraulic
oil coolers, is alarmed in the control room.

Loss of two hydraulic fluid pumps or both hydraulic
accumulators servicing a group of valves indicates the
potential for complete or partial loss of valve OPERA 8ILITY in
the affected secondary coolant loop. A 1 hour ACTION time isprovided to isolate the affected loop, in an effort to regain
OPERABILITY of a second hydraulic fluid pump and/or at least

accumulator for the affected valve group. If OPERABILITY
one

of a second hydraulic fluid pump and/or at least one
accumulator is not restored within 1 hour, reactor shutdown isrequired within 24 hours.

In
O" the event hydraulic oil is lost to a group of valves, some

degree of control will be lost and the a f fected secondarycoolant loop is isolated. With only one group of valvesinoperable, the ability to totally isolate the affected
coolant loop is ensured by the selective grouping of valves.

In the event of loss of all hydraulic power in one system, all
flow pressure and speed control as well as ability to totallyisolate the affected secondary coolant loop is lost.
Therefore, the affected loop is isolated with the exception of
cold reheat steam path to the condensor via the circulator
steam-drive bypass line. Heat removal is accomplished with
the non-affected secondary coolant loop. Upon depletion of
steam to drive the circulators, the circulator (s) are operated
on their Pelton drives.

!

.

O
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Verifying that the standby hydraulic pump starts when system
pressure falls below 2800 psig ensures that a system pressureof at least 2800 psig will be maintained at the pumps; th
will provide at least 2500 psig at the valve actuators, taki
fnto consideration line losses. This surveillance will be fs[performed once per 18 months. Verifying that hydraulic f l u i d . v. ~pressure is

greater than 2500 psig once per 24 hours ensures Wthat the minimum pressure required to operate the
valves in the secondary coolant system is available. hydraulic

Veri fying that hydraulic fluid pressure is greater than 2500psig once per 24 hours ensures that the minimum pressurerequired to operate the hydraulic
coolant system is available. valves in the secondary

Verifying that the hydraulic oil temperature is less than 150degrees F once per 24 hours ensures that system oiltemperature is within design limits.

O '
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J/4.7.3 INSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM NOV 3 01985

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
_

3.7.3 At least two instrument air systems, each consisting of one
instrument air compressor, one instrument air receiver, onereactor building air header, and
header, shall be OPERABLE. one turbine building air

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With only one instrument air system OPERABLE, restore at
least two systems to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, or
be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.7.3 Each instrument air system shall be demonstrated OPERA 8LE:

a. At least once per 24 hours, ey vert fying that the
instrument air header is pressurized to greater than orequal to 80 psig,

b. At least once per 18 months, by performing a system
functional test which includes a simulated loss of header
pressure, and verifying the automatic air compressor start
and alarm functions.

O

1
_ _ _ _ . _ . - - - - - -'_
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.3 / SR 4.7.3
A
t i The instrument air system ensures that sufficient air is

available for continued operation of essential
instrumentation, control devices, the reserve shutdown system,
and pneumatic power cperated valves required for SAFE SHUT 00'wN
COOLING / (as Jisusse t en S e c ti.a 10. 3 9 e t Me FS A4 ),

The instrument air system is a normally operating system. The
system is demonstrated OPERABLE by ensuring that header
pressure is maintained greater than 80 psig. A working
pressure of greater than 80 psig ensures adequate air pressure
for operating essential valves and instrumentation. The elesce,pe),o.fthis syst:m os po scensed an F.spez sessnon cf. q,
Th: ACTIOM r quir:::n:: :p: ifi:d pr:;id: r;*te4e44 ens-ttpon
:: ti wed f2:1'ity operatrion-commenswat: with the-4; se1 cf
' :trr::t :fr degr;dett;n.

h e daily chech of th: y: tee :;;r: ting pr:::er: :: pled with-
h e 18 = cath syst-- fe sti:n:1 t :t- ; ;;n strates thet the
tytt-- !: OPE *ABLE :nd will perfom es descrit;;d in the--safety analy+e:. Thes; test frequencias are cen315 tent .ith
-th :: ;1:st-sy+tems-that sup;crt SAFE SiiUT00WM 000 LINO.

,

Either instrument air system is capable of supplying air to
safe shutdown components for purposes of SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING.
A 72 hour ACTION time limits the interval for which redundantO instrument air systems are unavailable to a short period of time,

ggy The surveillance interval for verifying system pressure, 24 hours,
is sufficient to assure that 80 psig is available to operate
components required for SAFE 3HUTD0WN C0OLING. An 18 month
surveillance interval for a functional test of the instrument
air system verifies all automatic controls, alarms and components
are OPERABLE.

.

. ___ . _ _ _- .. . - _. ._. - -_ - _ _-
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[~) 3/4.7.4 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM-OPERATING NOV 3.0 $35 -

,

!

V !

.

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ' *-
~

-
__

_

3.7.4.1 The service water system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. At least two of three service water pumps (P-4201, P-
4202, or P-42025) OPERABLE,

b. An OPERABLE flow path to SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING users
of service water which are required to be OPERABLE
(emergency diesel coolers, instrument air compressors
and after coolers, and the reactor plant cooling
water /PCRV liner cooling heat exchangers: E-4601, E-
4602, E-4603, and E-4604), and

c. An OPERABLE flow path from the circulating water,

makeup system to the service water pump pit.

APPLICABILITY: POWER , LOW POWER, STARTUP*, and SHUT 00WN*

ACTION:
,

a. With only one service water pum: OPERA 8LE, restore at
least two pumps to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, or
1. When in POWER, LOW POWER, or STARTUP, be in at

least SHUTOOWN within the next 24 hours, or

2. When in SHUT 00WN, suspend all operations
involving CORE ALTERATIONS or control rodmovements resulting in oositive reactivity
changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL.

*With the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degrees F.

'

O

.-- _ _ _ _ - _- _ . _
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NOV 3 01985 1
b. With an inoperable service water flow path to either,q the emergency diesel coolers, or the instrument air(g compressors and after coolers:

,
~

'

1. Declare the af fected component (s) inoperable and
restore the flow path to OPERABLE status within72 hours, or

2. Initiate backup cooling from the firewater system
* , with at least two OPERABLE firewater pumps within

1
hour and restore service water to the affectedcomponent (s) within 72 hours of initial loss ofservice water, or

3. Be in at least SHUT 00WN within the following 24hours.

c. With an inoperable service water flow path to the
reactor plant cooling water /PCRV liner cooling systemheat exchangers:

1. Declare the affected component inoperable, and
restore the flow path to OPERABLE status within72 hours, or

2. Verify backup cooling cacability with at least
two OPERABLE firewater pu.:s within 1 hour andrestore service water to the affected componentt

within 72 hours of initial ioss of service water,
of

3. Be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours,
d. With backup cooling initiated or the capability

verified as in ACTION c.1 above and with only one
firewater pump OPERA 8LE, restore two firewater pumps
to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, or be in SHUTOGWN
within the next 24 hours.

e. With backup cooling initiated or the capability
verified as in ACTION c.1 above and with no firewaterpumps OPERABLE, immediately initiate a reactor
shutdown and be in at least SHUTCOWN within 12 hours.

O

.- . . _ - . - . ._ - _ -
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f. With an inoperable flow path from the circulatingw

I water makeup system to the service water pump pit,
r
'

restore the flow path to OPERABLE status within 24hours, or -
*

1. When in POWER, LOW POWER, or STARTUP, be in
SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours, or

2. When in SHUTDOWN, suspend all operations
involving CORE ALTERATIONS or control rodmovements resulting in positive reactivity
changes, or moverent of IRRA0!ATED FUEL.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.4.1 a. At least once per 24 hours, the above required service
water pumps shall be demonstrated OPERABLE andcirculating service water,

b. At least once per 31 days, by verifying that each
valve in .the flow path from the circulating water
makeup pump discharge to the service water pump pit.
this is not locked, sealed, or :therwise secured in

O place, is in its correct positi:n.

3

O 4

/
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.4 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM-SHUT 00WN NOV 3 0 885

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION -

1

3.7.4.2 The service water system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. One service
OPERABLE, water pump (P-4201, P-4202, or P-42025)

b. An OPERABLE flow path to SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING users
of service

air compres(sor and after coolers, and the
water emergency diesel coolers,instrument

reactor plant cooling water /PCRV liner cooling heat
exchangers; E-4601, E-4602, E-4603, and E-4604), and

c. An OPERABLE flow path from the circulating water
makeup system to the service water pump pit.

.
APPLICABILITY: STARTUP*, SHUT 00WN*, and REFUELING

ACTION:' With any of the requirements identffied in 3.7.4.2 a, b,O or e above inoperable, restore the ecutpment to OPERABLEstatus prior to reaching a CALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE of 760 degrees F, and suscend all operationsinvolving CORE ALTERATIONS or control rod movementsresulting in positive reactivity changes.,

*With the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE 1ess than or equal to 760degrees F.

,

. __ .. _ . __ -_
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.O
4.7.4.2 a. At least once per 24 hours the above redGired servreg-----

water pump shall be demonstrated OPERABLE and circulatingservice water,

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each
valve in the flow path from the circulating water
makeup pump discharge the service water pump pit,
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured inplace, is in its correct position.

O
N

I

L
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATIONS LCO 3.7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2 NOV 3 019857

Approximately 25% of the capacity of a single service water pump is
sufficient to perform SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING.

The SAFE SHUTDOWNCOOLING users of service water are the emergency diesel ecolers, the
instrument air compressors and after coolers, and the PCRV liner t

,

cooling heat exchangers. The instrument air compressors and af ter !
coolers and the PCRV liner cooling heat exchangers are continuouslysupplied with service water during normal plant operation. Servicewater to the emergency diesel coolers is verified by surveillance
testing of the emergency diesels. With the plant in LOW POWER or
POWER, there will normally be at least two service water pumps inOPERATION. The requirement for two OPERABLE service water pumps is
for single failure considerations during SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING. Thefirewater system serves as a backup to the service water system. The
fire water system OPERABILITY requirements are given in Specification3.5.4. SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING, including service water requirements,
is discussed in FSAR Section 10.3.9. The service water system is
discussed in FSAR Section 9.8. The firewater system provides an
independent source of cooling water for the service water system for

allsafeshutdownessentialwaterrequirements.)Thefirewatersystemis applicable during all modes of operation.

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a core inlet.

temperature greater than 760 degrees F. CALCULATED BULK CORETEMPERATURE is a conservative calculation of the maximum potential
temperature in the core and surrounding components, such that the
design inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is not exceeded. Systems'
used for accident prevention and mitigation are required to sati sfy
single failure criteria whenever the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE
is greater than 760 degrees F. However, when tne CALCUuTED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760 degrees F, only
one0PERABLE system required for accident prevention and mitigation is
acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the
limited core cooling requirements.

All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenace purposesprovided that the time calculated for CALCU uTED BULK CORETEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not exceeded. However, if
forced circulation is temporarily restored, a recalculation shall be
performed based on present plant conditions, to establish a new time
period for the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degreesF. Redundant systems may also be taken out of service for
maintenance or surveillance testing provided that forced circulationis maintained;

the time to reach a CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE
equal to 760 degrees F may be recalculated as often as required.

- Fnee n te, as r b u u st ** % h&" N" t '*% ""'
.5p t e m u - So v e-e of w u e- 1'n''uth co.l;ny we.ter to

~ ,_ . . . m, .

.- . _ _ _ . - _ _ . - - .- .-.
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Dage E t 7-24
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HOV30Tw

During POWER,
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE greater thanLOW POWER, STARTUP, and SHUT 00WN, with .the CALCULATEDD

'd 760 degrees F, with only oneservice water pump OPERABLE, .a
re storati'an time of 72 hours isprovided to restore another pump to OPERABLE status. During this 72

hours, service water needs can be met by the redundant pump.

With an inoperable flow path to the emer
instrument air compressors and after coolers, gency diesel coolers orinitiation of backupcooling is required, because the affected component may be
automatically initiated tp perform SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING. With aninoperable flow path
cooling heat exchangers, backup cooling capability must beto the reactor plant cooling water /PCRV liner

verified,so that it can be manually initiated if requred. Actual initiation
of backup cooling to the PCRV LCS heat exchangers is undesirableexcept in an actual emergency to minimize possibility of tubefouling. Seventy-two hours is provided to restore the flow
OPERABLE path tostatus,

this is consistent with the restoration timesprovided for in the system OPERABILITY requirements for the abovecomponents. If the flow path cannot be restored within 72 hours,backup cooling will be initiated (firewater) or the capabilityverified within
Both firewater pumps must be OPERABLE.1 hour to restore the equipment to OPERABLE status.

The Surveillance Requirementsfor
firewater pump OPERABILITY are given in Specification 3.5.4. If

neither of these conditions can be met, the plant must be in SHUT 00WNwithin 24 hours. If only one firewater pump is OPERABLE, a second
pump must be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, or the plant

be in SHUT 00WN within 24 hours. The 1 Pour restoration time is
nust

required because service water is unavailable, and the firewater! J supply has no redundant capability. If n: firewater pumps are| OPERABLE, the plant must be in SHUT 00WN witnin 12 hours becauseservice water and backup cooling (firewater) are both unavailable.
With the flow path from the circulating water makeup system to the
service water pump pit inoperable, a restoration time of 24 hours is
provided to restore the flow path to OPERABLE status. This ACTION
time is adequate, since backup cooling (firewater) can be initiated,and

considering the makeup requirements of the service water system.
During STARTUP, SHUTOCWN, and REFUELING, with the CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE less than or equal to 760 degrees F, a service water

flow path to SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING users of service water, and
pump,

a flow path from the circulating water makeuo system to the servicewater pump pit are required to be OPERABLE prior to the time
calculated to reach a CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE of 760 degreesF. This ACTION ensures that the plant will remain in a stable
condition when service water is unavailable due to maintenance,testing, or unanticipated outages.

No specific surveillances are required as the service water system is
normally operating, including the required OPERABLE flow paths. Theflow path

to the stancby diesel generators is demonstrated OPERABLE
by the surveillance testing of the diesel generators.

O.

.

I
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3/4.7.5 PRIMARY COOLANT DEPRESSURIZATION

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION
- - '_ - - -

-_

3.7.5 a. Two
flow paths for primary coolant depressurization shall

be OPERABLE, each from the primary coolant system through
a helium purification train to the reactor buildingventilation system exhaust,

b. At least 650 gallons of liquid nitrogen shall be
maintained in the liquid nitrogen storage tank (T-2501).

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION:

a. With only one of the above required helfum purificationtrain depressurization flow paths OPERABLE due toregeneration.of the second purification train,
1. Initiate action to regenerate the second helium] purification train within 24 nours of its removal

from service and restore it to OPERABLE status withinthe following 31 days, and

2. .eintain sa OPE"vtSLE depressurizatica How path
"

.

-

-throu;h the reg:::rstien p4 ting of th: 2;;;ndperd ' ice tt en trtin, for the duretica vi i.hvregenereti;n prccess-

2 ,[ Be
in at least SHUTOOWN within 72 hours after eitherfailure to regenerate within 31 days or loss of an

OPERABLE depressurization flow cath per ACTION a.2.
3 ,[ The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are notapplicable,

b. With only one of the above required helium purification
train depressurization flow paths OPERABLE other than dueto regeneration, ::td!!:5 :n OPERASLE depressurizet4en--f4ew-path--through th; r:;;neratica piping of the4neperabi: purificat4en-treift-within-24--howevand restoretwo purification train flow paths to OPERABLE status7e witWfD-th; next 0 days, or be in at least SHUTOOWN within
the foHowly 24 hours.

nut

O
!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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i
ic. With none of the required helium purification train

(~s) depressurization flow paths OPERABLE:
i

L . . . . . .

1.
Restore at least one train to OPERABLE status within
12 hours or be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next24 hours, and -

2. Restore at least two purification train
depressurization flow paths to OPERABLE status withinthe following 7 days or be
within the next 24 hours. in at least SHUT 00WN

d. With less than 650 gallons of liquid nitrogen in the
nitrogen storage tank, restore the liquid nitrogen storage
inventory to 650 gallons within 24 hours or be in at least
SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.5 The helium purification
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: train depressurization flow path (s)

-a . At least once per 24 hours by verifying that the liquidnitrogen storage tank (T-2501) cen:ains at least 650gallons of liquid nitorgen.
b. At least once per 18 months by cycling (through onecomolete cycle of full travel) the valves for routing

helium gas to the reactor building ventilation exhaust and
for cooling the high temperature filter adsorber (HTFA).

c. At ---least--once per REFUELING CYCLE-by ;;rifying :17 fle ,
-through-the-emergency cec!!ng pipe spec!: :nd tN
-and-charcoal-cooleew -

.

O

:
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.5 / SR 4.7.5
(} ,

U The
-

helium purification system is a normally operating system \
_ _ _ _ . . . . . - . . . - . -

with redundant backups and requires no )tests or inspections
beyond good power plant operating and maintenance practices to

i

verify operability (FSAR Section 9.4.8).
io ne ked~n sf t h e i

In the unlikely event ofanaccident{involvinganextendedLoss Of Forced Circulation (LOFC), - e e. helium purification
system must be OPERABLE to depressurize the primary coolant
system. The normal depressurization flow path provides for a
filtered release through the following OPERABLE components:
the high temperature filter adsorber, the helium purificationcooler, the helium purification dryer, the low temperature
gas-to gas heat exchanger, the Low Temperature Adsorber (LTA),p4Cedhe rtum filfee and associated piping and valves leading to the reactorbuilding exhaust.

A regeneretten trafa f: :n :!t:en:tc d:pr:::ert::tien p::b> That is, it is the same path as the normal primary coolant
depressurization path with the LTA and/or purification system
dryer bypassed. The LTA would be bypassed because it is
cooled by liquid nitrogen normally and the flow path may be
restricted due to freezing. With the LTA bypassed, theregeneration train can be effectively used fordepressurization of the PCRV and the consequences are stillwell below 10CFR100 limits, e.g. bounded by the accidents
described in FSAR Section 14.11.2.8.

If both purification trains are inoperaole other compensatory
measures (such as reducing the buffer supply to operating
circulators) may be taken to minimize the increase in PCRV
pressure during an LOFC accident. This is acceptable for a
limited period of time due to the availability of an alternate
depressurization flow path via the regeneration piping.

A total of 650 gallons of liquid nitrogen is required to
provide refrigeration for the low temperature adsorber during
depressurization. (FSAR Section 9.6.6).

The only aspect of system operation that must be monitored is
the maintenance of the required quantity of liquid nitrogen in
the liquid nitrogen storage tank and the operability ofisolation valves for routing helium gas to the reactor
building ventilation exhaust and for cooling the HTFA.

-1n emery en a y co n dshionr, d ej,e e p s e ; u s, ,,, pts na

e s ta.blisned %~o sp h r repenera tion Lexin b b p u;yy y

b I e e.k v2Ive u n 1ee leurs , Th is is not 2 n oem./ 4to w

pea.t h h v t- i.5 n e.<. ep t <. b le a It e en a.1 e- vndeea. n
em e ey e ,, a y

- a : n,..
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The standby pipe spools for emergency water cooling of the 1

Q]
r helium cooler and chare _a_al_,coplar .. ara .. tested ,

once per
REFUELING CYCLE. These coolers are used only in the event of

.

an extended loss of forced circulation accident. The coolers i
.

are disconnected and do not contain water during normal *

operation. The coolers are tested with the standby pipe
spools in place by an air flow test as construction of the i

coolers is such that the supply and return piping goes into
the top of the coolers. Any residual water would remain in
the U-tube design. The air flow test is sufficient to verify
proper installation and operation of the pipe spools and ,'

system cooling piping.

.

.

O

,

O

-
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:

PtMIT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT

3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS Nov 3 0 h3

SPRAY AN0/OR SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

-. .- ... ..

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
=

3.7.6.1 The following spray and/or sprinkler systems shall be
OPERABLE:

Dry pipe systems (automatically actuated valves)
a.

1. The 4160/480 volt AC transformers.
2. The reactor plant exhaust filters.
3. The turbine lube oil reservoir room.
4. The turbine lube oil storage room.
5. The reserve auxiliary transformer.

f3 6. The main and unit auxilia y transformers.
U b. Wet pipe systems (fused spray heads)

1. Hydraulic power unit IA.

2. Hydraulic power unit 18.

3. Steam driven boiler feed pump 1A.

4. Steam driven boiler feed pump IC.

5. The auxiliary boiler room.

6. The hydrogen seal oil unit.

7.
The helium circulator turntable reservoir.

8. The turbine butiding side of the "G" wall forthe congested electrical cable area.
.

9. The reactor building side of the "J" wall for
the congested electrical cable area.

. _ . .-- - - .- -- --
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c. Manually operated fixed spray systems

1. The 480 volt switchgear room. p30 W
,

V 2. The auxiliary electrical equipment room.

APPLICABILITY- At all times ~
. - . . - - - - - - -,_, .

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required spray and/or
sprinkler systems inoperable, witnin 1 hour:

1. Establish a continuous fire watch with backup fire
protection equipment, or

2.
Perform an evaluation and datermine that the areaprotected by the inoperable Spray / Sprinkler Systemcontains no safety relateo equipment which is
required to be OPERABLE, in which case no action isrequired, or

3.
Perform an evaluation and determine that the areaprotected by the inoperable spray / sprinkler system
includes no redundant systems or components, and
establish an hourly fire watch patrol.

b. The above evaluations may be performed subsequent to the
establishment of a continuous fire watch. Where theO requirements of ACTIONS a.2 or a.3 can be justified, theymay be initiated at that time.

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notapplicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i

! 4.7.6.1 Each of the required spray and/or sprinkler systems shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days, by verifying that each
valve (manual, power operated, or automatic) in theflow path is in its correct position, and

O-

.. _. - . . . - _-.
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NOV 3 0 385 !

b. At least once per 12 months, by cycling each testable
valve in the flow path through at least one completecycle of full travel.

C_,,3
,_ ,,,

/ _ . . . - .
c. At least once per 18 months:

j

1. By performing a system functional test which
includes simulated automatic actuation of the
system, and:

a. Verifying that the automatic valves in the
flow path actuate to their correctpositions on a simulated actuation signal,
and

b. Cycling each valve in the flow path that is
not testable during plant operation through
at least one complete cycle of full travel.

2. By visual inspection of the dry pipe spray and
sprinkler headers to verify their integrity, and

3. By visual inspection of each nozzle's spray area*

to verify the spray pattern is not obstructed.
d. At least once per 3 years, by performing an air flow

test through each open head spray / sprinkler header'

and verifying each open head spray / sprinkler nozzle,

is unobstructed.
O

|

O

. . . . - .- --_ - --- _--
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.1 / SR 4.7.6.1 NOV 3 0 685 :

The OPERASILITY of the spray and sprinkler system ensures that
!

bq adequate fire suppression cabability is provided by
!

i wet pipe
sprinklers and dry pipe spray nozzles in areas of the plantwhere this system protects safety related
equipment that can perform a safety function. eq @ enti-~6r'~~ ~ ~

,

!The
spray and sprinkler system will minimize potential damage

ito safety related equipment or equipment that can perform asafety function should a fire occur.

If one or more of the systems becomes inoperable, a continuousfire watch with backup fire suppression equipment will beprovided for the inoperable system, if safety relatedequipment is present in the affected area.

Veri fying valve position, valve actuation, inspecting the
headers and nozzles, and ve ri fying that each header is
unobstructed ensures OPERABILITY should a fire occur.

A continuous fire watch shall be performed once per 20minutes.

O

;

!

i

O

- - __ _ . -- - .- .
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS ggf
3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

CARBON DIOXIDE SYSTEMS NOV 3 0 85

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION ~
- - - - - - - ~ ~ " ~ ~

3.7.6.2 The emergency diesel generator rooms'
carbon dioxidesystem snall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:
Whenever the emergency diesel generators are required
to ce OPERA 8LE.

ACTION:

a. With
the above required carbon dioxide system inoperable,

within I hour establish a continuous fire watch withbackup fire suppression eautpment for the affected
emergency diesel generator room (s)..

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notapplicable.

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.6.2 The emergency diesel generator rooms' carbon dioxide fire
suppression system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifying that the carbona.

dioxide storage tank level is greater than 3 0*.' and
that the pressure is greater than 285 psig,

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each
valve,in the flow path is in its correct position,
and T

At least once per 18 months by verifying:c.

1. The system, including valves and associated-

ventilation system fire campers, actuates
manually and automatically upon receipt of a
simulated actuation signal, and

2. Flow from each nozzle during a " Puff Test."

'

m a n v<4, p~a r ope,~te.l ,or o e ont h)

.- - - . . - _ - . . -- .
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NOV 3 o se 1

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.2 / SR 4.7.6.2
f The

OPERA 8ILITY of the carbon dioxide fire suppression syste.m_.ensures that postulated fires in either of the _ _ __

diesel generator rooms emergency
can be automatically suppressed. In

the event that the carbon dioxide system becomes inoperable, acontinuous fire watch
will be established within I hour andthe affected emergency ciesel generator room (s) will e,protected by a carbon dioxide hose station or portable

extinguishers, which will provide an equivalent level of
fireprotection for postulated fires.

Verifying level and pressure in the carbon dioxide storagetank once per 7 days ensures that'

a sufficient amount ofcarbon dioxide is available to suppress any postulated fires
intheemergencydieselgeneratorroomst(g3 Juss3,4 e n F5 4/4

.s e s4.;*n 4.i2.2.5).The monthly
valve position check includes valves C014, C019,

C031, and C032 and veriff es a clear flow path for CO2 deliveryas needed.

Verifying valve and damper actuation by a simulated actuation
signal ensures a discharge of the proper carbon dioxide
concentration (34'') and a soaking time of 30 minutes /(u n Esussed La

headers are not blocked.
will ensure that the distributions e a..., ,. u. >) 'Performing ,,naa " puff test"

O A continuous fire watch shall be ,:e #c Ted once per 20minutes. /

'-SaA*'> Ce) by fertormm of a c. kesk <.i les;t

,

O

_. -- _ ---- - - -- - --- --
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS DRAFT
3/4.7.6[ FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS,e

NOV 3 0 Was
-

( HALON SYSTEMS

LIMITI:4G CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.. -

=

3.7.6.3 The following Halon systems and associated HVAC isolationdampers shall be OPERABLE:

a. Control room,

b. Auxiliary electric equipment room,

480 volt switchgear room,c.

Building 10 switchgear room and ground level,d.

Building 10 ground level under mezzazine floor, ande.

f. Building 10.- battery room.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required Halon systems or
HVAC isolation dampers inoperable, within 1 hourestablish a continuous fire watch with backup fire
suppression equipment for the affected room (s).

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notapplicable.

O

- - -
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DRAFT i

SURVEILt.ANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

_ _
. . - - -

-

4.7.6.3 Each of the above required Halon systas "shall be
, demonstrated OPERABLE:

[ At least once per 184 days, by:

1. Verifying that the Halon storage tank weight is atleast 95% af full charge weight (or level andpressure is at least 90*. of full charge pressur)e for
the following systems:

a) Control room,

b) Auxiliary electric equipment room, and

c) 480 Volt switchgear room

2. Verifying that the Halon storage tank pressure is at
least 90*. of full charge pressure for the following
tystems:

.

a) Building 10 switchgear room and ground level,,

(
-

b) Building 10 ground level under mezzanine floor,
and

c) Building 10 - battery room

C [ At least once per 18 months, by:

1. Verifying that the system, including associated HVAC
isolation dampers, actuates correctly upon receiptof a simulated test signal, and

2. Ve ri fying that the distribution headers and nozzles
are not blocked by flowing air through the system.

a. , A t least anse (s e e 31 Lys, b y ver: fying
j'r n s ure en the krlon b o Hle s,

O
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.3 / SR 4.7.6.3

The OPERABILITY of the Halon systems ensures that adequateD fire suppression capability is available for allh fires postulated
in the three room control complax and in buf1ttng 10'~ ~

The Halon system consists of two main distribution systems,
one for building 10 and the other for the three room controlcomplex. The main distribution systems are separated intoindependent

subsections that provide Halon to the followingfire areas that house safety related equipment: 1) thecontrol room, 2) the auxiliary electric equipment room, 3)
the 480V switchgear room, 4) Building 10's switchgear roomand grcund level, 5) Building 10's ground level under the
mezzazine floor, and 6) Building 10's battery room.

Halon is supplied from full capacity main cylinders anc 100%
spare reserve cylinders; either the main or the reserve
cylinders may be used to satisfy the Specificationrequirements.

The OPERABILITY of the associated HVACisolation dampers ensures that adequate room isolation will
be available to maintain an effective concentration of Halonafter actuation of the suppression system. In the eventthat portions of the Halon suppression systems are.inoperable, backup fire fighting equipment is required in
the affected areas until the inoperable equipment isrestored to service. An installed sprinkler system- (Specification 3.7.6.1) provides dedicated backup
suppression for the 480 volt switchgear room and the
auxiliary electric equipment room.

The surveillance requirements ensure that the minimum
OPERABILITY requirements of the Halon suppression systemsare met. A semi-annual surveillance ensures that asufficient volume of Halen is in the storage tanks by
veri fying either the weight or the level of the tanks. For
the building 10 Halon system, only storage tank pressure is
verified, because the storage tank weight cannot be verifiedwithout removing the tanks. p Verification that the
distribution headers are not blocked demonstrates theirability to spray Halon when needed to suppress a fire.Verification that the system, and its associated HVAC
isolation dampers react to a simulated actuation signal will
ensure overall system response to a postulated fire.

'- % e. 31 Ja y s ur ve ill<n e, for c h e e k,'ay reess see un
OL G le,, S ys te ms os adeg un te ve<;;, a g;,,

oF frep u Alve I:n e up at 4. m is p ec ,' i ,' on ed v a tn.
resJ/t.s in dis c k eye oi the h < lon.

O

-- _ - ._- - _. -. -
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS DRAFT
I

FIRE HOSE STATIONS
v

gy3Q)S$5

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
- - ' ' ~..

3.7.6.4 The fire hose
OPERABLE. stations Itsted in Table 3.7.6-1 shall be

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:
With any of the fire hose stations listed in Table 3.7.6-1inoperable:

a. If the hose station is the primary means of fire
suppression, within 1 hour either:

1.
Ensure that the nearest OPERABLE hose station
can provide coverage for the area normally
protected by the inoperable hose station, or

2. Route additional equivalent capacity hose from
the nearest OPERABLE hose station, to provide

( coverage for the area ' eft unprotected by theinoperable hose station.

b. If the hose station is not the crimary means of fire
suppression, within 24 hours ei:ner:

1.
Ensure that the nearest OPERABLE hose station
can provide coverage for the area normally
protected by the inoperable hose station, or

2. Route additional equivalent capacity hose from,

the nearest OPERABLE hose station, to provide
'

coverage for the area left unprotected by theinoperable hose station.
wh e ti erc. Perform #an evaluation to determine .tht the physical

routing of the fire hose (per ACTION a.2 or b.2)would result in a recognizable hazard to operating
personnel, plant equipment, or the hose itself, in
which case the fire hose will be stored at the outletof the OPERABLE hose station,

d. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable.

i

. - - . . -
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SURVEILt.ANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.6.4 Each of the fire hose stat.f ons . required abtV4 shal'1 be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

j
a. At least once per 31 days by a visual inspection of

tne fire hose stations to ensure all requiredequipment is at the stations.

b. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Removing the hose for inspection and re-racking,and

2. Inspecting all gaskets and replacing any
degraded gaskets in the couplings.

At least once per 3 years by:c.

1. Partially opening each hose station valve to
verify valve OPERABILITY and no flow blockage,
and

2. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure
greater than or equal to 175 psig.

O

|

|

O
1

. - _ _ _ . _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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MAR ;TABLE 3.7.6-1
!

'

FIRE HOSE STATIONS NOV 3 01W3

HOSE STATION N0. BUILDING ELEVATION_

TH7 E2 Turbine 4 8 2T" " ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~
TH7 F6 Turbine 4829

TH7 B6 Turbine 4829

TH7 C2 Turbine 4829

TH6 C2 Turbine 4811

TH6 E2 Turbine 4811

TH6 G6 Turbine 4811

TH6 86 Turbine 4811

TH5 E2 Turbine 4791

TH5 G3 Turbine 4791

THS G6 Turbine 4791

THS B6 Turbine 4791
,

TH5 C2 Turbine 4791

TH12 G4 Access Bay '005 490Y
(usb MTHil G3 Access Bay 4885

TH10 H4 Access Bay 4864

TH10 G3
|

Access Bay 4864

TH8 G4 Access Bay 4846

THil G6 Access Bay 4885

TH14 G3 Access Bay 4940

THIS J4i

Access Bay 4960

RH13 M2 Reactor 4916

RH13 J2 Reactor 4916

RH12 J2 Reactor 4906

O
|

_ ._ . ___ _ __. _ ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ _ __ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _
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DRAFT !TABLE 3.7.6-1 (continued)

NOV 3 01985 '!MSE STATION NO. BUILDING ELEVATION
.

RH11 MS Reactor 4881
_ , _ ,,,,,, _ ,,, _ ,_.

. RH11 M2 Reactor 4881

RH11 K2 Reactor 4881

RH11 JS Reactor 4881

RH10 MS Reactor 4864

RH10 M3 Reactor 4864

RH10 K2 Reactor 4864

RH10 J5 Reactor 4864

RH9 M5 Reactor 4854

RH9 J5 Reactor 4849

RH8 MS Reactor 4839
; RH8 J5 Reactor 4839

RH7 M5 Reactor 4829

RH7 M3 Reactor 4829

RH7 J2 Reactor 4829

RH7 J5 Reactor 4829

RH6 M3 Reactor 4811

RH6 J2 Reactor 4811

RH5.5 M3 Reactor 4801

RHS.5 J2 Reactor 4801

RHS MS Reactor 4791

RHS M3 Reactor 4791

RHS J5 Reactor 4791

O.

I

r

-, --. -,,.,.--..-.--....,.,--.--,,--.,.cw ,_-,n.<,,,_-,-.-,,.---,~,,,ve,.,. - - - - , ,_ , , _ , - - - - , - - , . , , . , , . , , , , . , . _ _
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TABLE 3.7.6-1 (continued) DRAFT
-( HOSE STATION NO. BUILDING ELEVATION

RH4 L5 Reactor 4781
-

RH4 J5 Reactor 4781
- . . . . . . _ . . . .

RH3 M5 Reactor 4771

RH3 J5 Reactor 4771

RH3 M3 Reactor 4769

RH3 J2 Reactor 4769

RH2 M3 Reactor 4759

RH2 J2 Reactor 4759

RH2 MS Reactor 4756

RH2 J5 Reactor 4756
~

RH1 M5 Reactor 4740

RH1 M3 Reactor 4740

RH1 K3 Reactor 4740

RH1 J5 Reactor 4740

|

O '

,
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.4 / SR 4.7.6.4
NOV 3 019e i

The OPERASILITY of the fire hose stations ensures thatp adequate fire suppression capability is provided throughoutV the turbine and reactor buildings.
.

.
.

The fire hose stations will minimize potential damage to
safety related equipment should a fire occur.

If one or more of the fire hose stations becomes inoperable,backup fire suopression coverage will be provided by anadjacent OPERABLE hose station.

A fire hose station shall be considered a primary means offire suppression if there are no Halon, CO2, or spray or
sprinkler systems providing coverage to that area.

Visually inspecting the fire hose stations, removing the hoseand reracking it, replacing any degraded gaskets in thecouplings, verifying flow, and hydrostatically testing the
hose will ensure OPERABILITY should a fire occur.
Fire hose stations may be added without prior License

| Amendment to Table 3.7.6-1, provided a revision to Table3.7.6-1 is included with a subsequent License Amendment
request.

I

'O

.

O
|

i

i

. - - - _ . _ _ - _m -. ._ _. _ _ _ _ _ - . - . - - . , _ , _ _ . _ _ , , . _ _ _ _ , , , , _ , _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . , -, _ _ _ ,___..___.__.___.,_m .,__.,__ ,m_, , , _ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS Qg{ ;
3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMSc() YARO FIRE HYORANTS AND HYORANT HOSE HOUSES NOV 3 o m

.

LIMITING CONDITION FCR OPERATION ' " ~" ~ ~
.

3.7.6.5 The following yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant hose
houses shall be OPERABLE:

Number 1 northeast of the circulating water valve pit,a.

b. Number 3 north of the circulating water cooling tower,

Number 6 south of the circulating water cooling tower,c.

d. Number 7 southeast of the service water cooling tower,and

Number 11 southeast of the turbine byIlding.e.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

O ACTION: With any of the above listed ya-c fire hydrants or
associated hydrant hose houses inopera::le:

a. Within 1 hour, locate additional equivalent capacity
hose in an adjacent OPERABLE hydrant hose house to
provide coverage for the area left unprotected by the
inoperaole fire hydrant or associated hydrant hose
house, if it is the primary means of fire suppression,or

b. Within 24 hours, locate additional equivalent capacityhose in an adjacent OPERABLE hycrant hose house toprovide coverage for the area left unprotected by the
inoperable fire hydrant or associated hydrant hose
house, if it is not a primary means of fire suppression.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notc.
applicable.

. . . _ . - - - - ._ - .
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
u..,

...< 3 0 bos
4.7.6.5 Each

hose houses IIsted in Specification 3.7.6.5 aboveof the above yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant(~^d .

shall be '

demonstrated OPERABLE:
-

,, ,,_, ,
,

,

a. At least once per 31 days, by visual inspection of the
hydrant hose house to ensure all required equipment isat the hose house,

b. At leastonceper184 days [byvisuallyinspectingeach
yard fire hycrant and verifying that the hydrant barrelis dry and that the hycrant is not damaged, and

At least once per 12 months by:c.

1. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure of
greater than or equal to 175 psig,

2. Inspecting all the gaskets and replacing any
degraded gaskets in the couplings, and

3. Performing a flow
its OPERABILITY. check of each hydrant to verify

,-
,

kf& (g y & q Qd(Q Qf g f

seefe,,,see , o toben Nove~ e ec )
a o<

O

- .- - __ - . _ . . .. -_ - __ ___
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.5 / SR 4.7.6.5 NOV30 W
The OPERABLITY of the yard fire hydrants and hydrant hose
houses ensures that adequate fire suppression capabilityV isprovided throughout the yard area.

.. ._ ,,

If one or more of the yard fire hydrants or associated
hydrant hose houses becomes inoperable, additional lengtnsof equivalent capacity hose will be located in an acjacentCPERABLE hydrant hose

house within 1 hour if the firehycrant
or associated hydrant hose house is a primary meansof fire suopression, or within 24 hours if it is not aprimary means of fire suopression.

This will ensure that;
'

any area lef t unprotected by an inoperable fire hydrant or
associated hydrant hose house will be protected should afire occur. A fire hydrant or associated hydrant hose house'

4

shall be considered the primary means of fire suppression if
there are no spray or sprinkler systems providing coverageto that area.

Visually inspecting the hydrant hose house, the barrel, andthe hydrant, replacing any degraded gaskets in thecouplings, verifying flow
hose, will ensure OPERABILITY should a fire occur.and hydrostatically testing the

O-

:

!

!

|

|

|

O

- - . --- _._ -- -
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DRAFT ~
PLANT ANO SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS :-

3/4.7.7 FIRE RATED EARRIERS NOV 3 0 885
;l

I.

LIMITING CCNC:':CN FOR CDERATICN ~'

_

3.7.7 All fi re barrie s (walls, floor / ceilings, cable tray
enclosures, anc other fire carriers) secarating safety-relatedfire areas or separating ;ortions of recuncant safe shutdown
systems within a fire area and all sealing devices in barrierpenetrations ( fi re coors, fire
ventilation duct penetration seals) shall be OPERABLE. campers, cable, piping, and

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTICN:
1

a. Witn one or more of the above required fire barriers
anc/or sealing devices inocerable, within I hour:.

1. Establish a continuous fi re -atch on at least oneside of the affected carrier, :-

2. Verify the OPERABILITY of fi e :stedtors on at least
one sice of tre inocerable bar e and establish annourly fire watch catrol, or

3. Perform an evaluation and determice tna; the areas on
Octn sices of the inocerable carrie- do not COntainequipment whien is recuired to ce OPERAELE.

The requirements of ACTICN a.3 may be :erformec subsequent
b.

to the estaoltsnment of a fire watch anc imclemented atary time.

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 anc 3.0.4 are notapplicaole.

SURVEILLANCE RECUIREMEN'S

4.7.7 The above required fire barriers anc
devices shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

cenetration sealing

a. At least once per 24 hours, by ve ri fying that each
unlocned fire door is closed.
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DRA

7 days, by verifying the position ogNOV 3 01985
.

b. At least once per
'

~~

v) each locked fire coor. ;
'

At least once per 13 montns by:c.
, _ _ , _

-
.....1. Pe forming a visual inspection of tne exposeesur# aces of-

( a) Eacn fire carr'er,

b) Eacn fire damper and associate: narcware, anc

c) At least 10% of each type of sealed Denetration.
!f apoarent cnanges in apoearance or aancrealdegracat'ons are f0und, a visual inspection on
an accitional 10% of eacn type of sealeccenetration snail ce made. This inspection
process shall continue until a 10% sample witn
no apoarent changes in appearance or abnormaldegracation is found.

Samoles snall be selectec
sucn tnat eacn penetration will be insoected ,

Ievery 15 years.

2. De-forming a functional test of the automatic firecampers.

d. Following any raintenaace or re:a sors which dist.r:s<~'
(_)s tre fi-e reta-cant material in tre i+i ec':enetrations, cy'

veri *yir; :nat the seal is re . sc to an CPERA3LEConcition.

I

s

i

f

__. _ _. . - . . _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ ___ . _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ . . . - , _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ . - _ _ _ ,__
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DRAFT
BA515 FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.7 / SR 4.7.7

NOV 3 0 sib.._ The
-

OPERASILITY of the fire barriers and barrier genetratienst
ensures that fire damage will be limited, as analyzedFire Hazard Analysis. These design features minimize tne

in the
possibility of a single fire involving more than one fire ary"
prior to cetection and extinguishment. A safet)PT114 Tid ~ fire
area is any area of the olant whien contains safety related
equicment, as listed in Tables 1.4-1 and 1.4-2 of the FSAR.

In the eveat that a fire barrier does not remain intact, a
continuous #'re waten (once every twenty minutes) on one
of tne affected barrier or side

an hourly fire watch patrol inconjunction witn OPERABLE fire detectors will
ensure earlynotification of a potential fire hazard.

The fire barriers, fire
cable trays and piping, fire windows, fire dampers, barrier penetrations for conduits,

and firedoors are periodically inspected to verify their OPERA 8LITY.
,

Veri fying the position of each unlocked and locked fire door
once per 24 nours and 7 days respectively, ensures that thefire cocrs are in their as-designed condition to confine orretard fires from spreading to adjacent portions of thefacility.

Visually inspecting the exposed surface of each
fire barrier, damper and associated hardware, and 10*." of eachtype of sealed penetration once :er 18 months, andfunctionally testing each autcmatic fire camper

Oi months ensures that the release, closia; echanism and latches
once per 18

will be able to perform their design fur: tion when required.Verifying
following any maintenance or repair workthat the seal is returned to its original condition

which disturbs thefire retarcant material in the sealed penetrations, ensures
that it was not damaged or altered in any way to prevent itfrom :erforming its design function.

O

. . _ _ . _ __ - - _
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U 3/4.7.8 ACM OIESEL GENERATOR NOV 3 0 G85
'

i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
. . - . .

3.7.8 The ACM diesel generator unit shall be OPERABLE with:
*

a. A flow path from any fuel oil storage tank through an
OPERABLE fuel oil transfer pump to the diesel fuel oil day
tank,

,

b. A minimum fuel oil inventory in the fuel oil storage tanks
of 10,000 gallons, and

c. The associated switchgear and motor control center
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:
POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP, and SHUT 0 g g , w g gi s y

ACTION- N* * " * * #""
7 pagee +oe pe e t a rm .a c.e eF,

m e n t e n ~nseq a. With the ACM diesel generator inocerable, restore it toQ OPERABLE status within"14 days or be in at least SHUTOOWN
,

within the next 24 hours,

b. If the fuel oil sample drawn per Specification 4.8.1.1.2.c.2
for the ACh fuel oil day tank is outside the range of accep-
table valves as given in that specification, demonstrate the
operability of the ACM diesel generator by performing
SR 4.7.8.b.3 and SR 4.7.8.a.4 within 8 hours, if not per-
formed within the last 7 days. Sample the diesel fuel oil in

j Fuel Oil Storage Tanks 1A and 18 and the ACM diesel fuel oildg . day tank within 8 hours of receipt of the out of tolerance
fuel oil sample results. If the second sample of fuel oil is
outside the range of acceptable valves per Specification
4.8.1.1.2.c.2, drain the fuel oil from the contaminated
tank (s) and replace with fresh oil in the fuel oil tank (s),
and sample within 2 hours of receipt per Specification
4.8.1.1.2.c.2. The emergency diesel generators and ACM
diesel generator shall be declared inoperable upon receipt
of the second fuel oil sample confirming contamination until
receipt of new fuel oil.

(~'\
U

. _ . . .. _ _ . -
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O SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS NOV 3 01ste

4.7.8 The %
ACM diesel generator unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:%%....' ~ ' ' '

At least once per 7 days by:a.

1. Veri fying that the electrolyte level of each diesel
starting battery is above the plates,

2. Verifying that the overall battery voltage is greater
than. or equal to 120 volts, and

3. Veri fying that the diesel's water jacket is being
maintained at a temperature of greater than or
to 85 degrees F. equal

b. At least once per 31 days by:

1. Veri fying the contained fuel volume in the fuel oil
storage tanks.

2. Veri fying the fuel oil trans fer pump starts and
transfers fuel from the storage system to the dieselfuel oil day tank.

['i Veri fying the diesel starts, fdles, and accelerates!

to an engine speed of at least 900 rpm. The
generator voltage shall be 4160 plus or minus 416
volts, and the frequency shall be 60 plus or minus
1.2 Hz.

3 8 Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to
greater than 2500 KW, and operates at load for an
additional 60 minutes.

4. S < g te the ACM f"*I "II A Y " '' I *
a c c o ,- d a,i c e wi th the F"#VEi'"' Sf e'I ####
in S R 4. 8.t I. c. 2.

O

-- - --_. __ - - _ _ - - - ._. -
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1,c. At least once per 18 months.by:
-

1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance
with procedures prepared in conj unctilin71 tN~~f fs~~-~-
manufacturer's recommendations.

-

2. Verifying that each of the required ACM loads listed
on Table 4.7.8-1 can be energized via the ACMelectrical distribution system.

7. r-s

d. A t' least once per 10 years by emptying the fuel oil
storage tank, removing tne accumulated sediment andcleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite solution or
equivalent.

3 Veri 4ying 4 hat hhe A C !Y) <dsy t <<rs k
level in s fru m e n ts t ion fvuctions proper ty
to assvre duel oiI Leans fer twmp op e rst ; *n

.

pfg A N

A C.lY) die 5eI enf;ne Prole't I *e- S'"'EI"*'

In c l 'dInf : * *e'5f e c d lo w "" t c ' P 'e Ss v re , lo w *1'ni

feu.ein, siI etess are, h 7 h w~tec %pe<<1 vee, und9
b1 h cran kease peeessee.9

O
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TABLE 4.7.8-1

ALTERNATE CCOLING METHOD - DIESEL GENERATOR LOADS
_

a. Fire Water Pump
(P-4501)

b. Service Water Pump
(P-4201 or P-4202)

c. Service Water Tower Fan
(C-4201X or C-4202X)

d. Service Water Return Pump
(P-4203 or P-4204)

PCRV Liner Cooling System Pumps (2)
(P-4601 or P-46015) and

e.

(P-4602 or P-46025)
f. Circulating Water Makeup Pump (P-4118-P, P-41185-P, or

P-4118SX-P)
g. Reactor Plant Exhaust Fan

(C-7301 or C-7302)
h. Diesel Oil Transfer Pumps (2)

(P-4803 or P-4804)
1. Helium Purification Cooling Water Pump

(P-4701 or P-4702)
j.

Firewater Pump House Vent Fans (2) & Louvers (C-7521 and C-7522)
k. Motor Operated Valve

(HV-2301 or HV-2302),

1. Stack Effluent Radiation Monitor . (PING-1)

ACM Plant Lightingm.

n. Breathing Air Compressors
(C-4501P or C-4502P)

Start up Battery for Diesel Generator and 0.C. control.o.

!

i

a

.. _ _ _ _ - _ - - . - . . - _ , _ - . . . _ _ . ._____ - .-.- .._... . .. _ .- - . . .__. . . . _ .
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(v The OPERA 8ILITY of the ACM diesel generator ensures that a
'

reliable and independent source of power will be avai4able to.
SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING equipment and instrumentation in the
event of an incapacitating fire in the THREE-ROOM CONTROL
COMPLEX or other congested electrical areas.

The ACM diesel
generator provides power independent of the normal plantelectrical distribution system by manually repositioningelectrical transfer switches. If necessary, the ACM diesel
generator can also be used as an emergency backfeed to the
load centers in the THREE-ROCM CONTROL COMPLEX.

Ensuring that a fuel oil transfer system is OPERABLE with
10,000 gallons of fuel provides for over 72 hours of diesel
generator operation with full ACM load. This is consideredmore than adequate time for obtaining additional fuel fromoff-site sources.

The Specification is not applicable in REFUELING because the
reactor is in a stable condition with low decay heat-requirements, and therefore, low demands on the SAFE SHUT 00WN
COOLING equipmant.

A 14 day restoration time is required to permit maintenance
and repair considering the limited availability of parts forthe unique components of the ACM diesei generator. This timeO period is acceptable because of the li :ited nature of thespecific events during which the ACM diesel is used.

The Surveillance Requirements are adecuate for demonstrating
the OPERABILITY of the ACM diesel generator to perform itsintended function. The testing of the diesel generator unit
simulates, where practical, the parameters of operation thatwould be expected if an actual demand was to be placed on the
system. Weekly testing of the startup batteries ensures that
adequate voltage is available to start the diesel upon demand.
A weekly check that the diesel water jacket is warm, increases
the probability of a successful start during winterconditions. Monthly testing of the diesel generator unit
during normal plant operation, demonstrates proper startup andload-carrying cabability, and verifies that the requiredvoltage and frequency are attained. This test also verifies
that the components of the diesel generator unit are OPERABLE.

O,

,
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l'
;

A " diesel generator unit" consists of the engine, generator,combustion air system, cooling sy fuel supply system,p
lubricating oil system, stTrTing b, stem,attery system, automatic and
manual controls, and the diesel generator breaker, Periodic

,

energization of the ACM loads ensures that power can be
distributed from the diesel to the ACM components upon demand.The requirements on the fuel oil system provide adequateassurance that the diesel generator unit will continue tosupply reifable electric power for the duration of the ACM
event. Fuel oil 3 quality is ensured by Specification4.8.1.1.2

b" n N Cs) <nd k(,(yl fug t , -(
9 '-

~

O

.

4

'

O

,
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMSn DRAFTV 3/4.7.9 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM

NOV 3 01st

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

- - - - . . . . .

3.7.9 The control room emergency ventilation system shall be
OPERABLE in the recirculation mode with minimum makeup with:
a. Both the control room emergency filter fan (C-7506) and

the control room supply fan (C-7504X) OPERABLE, and

b. The control room emergency makeup ventilation filter
(F-7502) OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER and STARTUP

a. With one of the above equired fans inoperable, but
with control room positive pressure greater than or
equal to 0.05 inches water gauge, restore the
inoperable fan to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be

O- in SHUT 00WN within the rext 24 hours.

b. With one of the above required fans inoperable, and
control room positive pressure less than 0.05 inches
water gauge, restore the inoperable fan to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours or be in SHUT 00WN within the

,

next 24 hours.

c. With the control room emergency makeup ventilation
(F- 75o a ) filter,in perable restore the filter to OPERABLEstatus within

next 24 hours. \+-daye or be in SHUT 00WN within the
77 g, y,

SHUT 00WN and REFUELING

With the above requirements for the control room emergency
ventilation system not met, restore the system to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or suspend all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS, control rod movements resulting inpositive reactivity changes, or movement of IRRADIATEDFUEL.

'

_- -_ - . - .
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS NOV 3 01885 |q

4.7.9 The control room emergency verrt+1 ation-- system shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:m

(/ At least once per 18 months, or after any structural
maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorberhousings, or following painting, fire, or a chemical

,

release in any ventilation zone communicating with thesystem by:

1. Veri fying that the ventilation system satisfies the
in place penetration and bypass leakage testing
acceptarce criteria of less than 0.05% and uses the
test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions

j C.5.a, C.S.c, and C.S.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flowi

rate is
1 greater than or equal to 450 ACFM.

2. Veri fying within 31 days after removal, that a
laboratory analysis of a representative carbon sample.

obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b-

of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of

O Regulatory Guide 1.52, Sevision 2, March 1978, for'

amethyl iodine penetra: ton of less than 55 at 30
degrees C, 95*. RH.

3. Veri fying that the cressure drop acrc:: the NEPA
filters and charcoal adsorbers is less than 6 inches
of water while operating the system at a flow rate of
greater than or equal to 450 ACFM.

4
. Verifying a system flow rate of greater than or equal

to 450 ACFM during system operation when'

tested in
; accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

,

a, At l eu.s t o m.e.- /)e r b| A r, by in | t;s t iny ,y

f eo m t h e- con tro l room 4 Low + h e o v, h +hei

i HEPA C / Lees rnd A r cal a cebc<s anda

w r;Q |9 tLt 4Ae s ys t e <*' carerates f o,- d
(~ t iO u,n t :n voos ho ws.

O '
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NOV 3 01985 Lc [ After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA '

O- filter bank verify that the HEPA filter bank satisfies the
in place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance '

criteria of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSJ _.N110-1975 for a 00P test aerosol while operating the system at
. . ,

a flow rate greater than or equal to 450 ACFM. !.

j [ After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal
adsorber bank veri fy that the charcoal adsorber bank
satisfies the in place penetration and bypass leakage
testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% inaccordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a halogenated
hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas while operating the
system at a flow rate of greater than or equal to 450
ACFM.

~

g [ At least once per 18 months, by verifying that the control
room emergency ventilation system maintains the control
room at a positive pressure in the followingconfigurations:

1. With both the emergency filter fan and the control
room supply fan OPERABLE, with 0.125 inches water
gauge pressure.

2. With either the emergency filter fan or the control
room supply fan inopera ie, with 0.05 inches water
gauge pressure.

'

.[ [ After every 6 months or 720 hours of charcoal adsorber
operation, whichever is sooner, by verifying within 31i

days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carcon sample obtained in accordance withRegulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,Revision 2. March 1978, meets the laboratory testing
criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, for a methyl iodide; penetration of less than 5% at 30 degrees C, 95% RH.

:

O:

,
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION t.C0 3.7.9 / SR 4.7.9 |

The control room ventilation system is designed to supply
,

filtered, recirculated air at a positive pressure with minimum
.

makeup. FSAR Table 7.1-1 specifies that allight positive-- ,

pressure is assumed in the analysis of an operating
environment. The recirculation mode with minimum makeup, also
known as the hi radiation mode or the minimum makeup mode,isolates the normal makeup and uses the normal control room
supply and return fans to recirculate air through the airhandling units.

Makeup air is taken from the turbine building
and passed through a profilter, a High Efficiency ParticulateAir (HEPA) filter, and a charcoal adsorber thereby ensuringthat control room personnel airborne radiation exposures
during and following all credible accident conditions will not
exceed 10 CFR 20 limits.f

#
The control room pressure can be maintained at a positive
pressure of 0.125 inches water gauge in the recirculation modewith emergency makeup, with both the emergency filter fan and
the supply fan operating. If either of these fans becomesinoperable, control room pressure can

st g g;;.ymaintainedpositive, by shutting off the control room n fan andclosing the toilet exhaust damper, in which case a positive
pressure of 0.05 inches water gauge is provided. The channel
accuracy for measuring control room pressure is 2*. or less of
the instrument range which is 2 fnches. Thus, 0.04 inches'O water gauge may be assumed f:r total channel accuracy.
Specifying a control room pressure of 0.05 inches water gaugethe surveillance requirement ensures positive pressur,e inas

the control room even in the event of a failure of one of the
two required fans in the emergency ventilation line up. Thus,

,

the FSAR assumptions are verified through requiredsurveillances. (FSAR Section 11.2.2 and Appendix C. Crite-ton
11).

| The assumptions relative to control room positive pressure
assume the access door to the control room is closed
However, due to plant security reasons, the access door may be
opened and personnel access controlled by a full-time guard

>

In the event of an emergency, the door will be closed as,

required by plant operating procedures to ensure that at

positive control room pressure is maintained.
' A 72 hour ACTION time associated with an inoperable control room

emergency makeup ventilation filter (F-7502) is acceptable based
,

on the fact that it is in service only when the control room'

a. ventilation system is in the minimum makeup mode. During
normal control room ventilation, air is drawn from outside and

i

I bypasses the filter. In the event that the filter (F-7502)
| is inoperable and the control room ventilation system is in the
| minimum makeup mode, a ' backup source of air is provided to
j operators, if required, via the breathing air system.
i
i

,

. - - _ _ _ _
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Ensuring that an excessive pressure drop does not exist acrossO the emergency makeup filter demonstrates that the filters andadsorbers not clogged and that the egntrol room pressureare
can be maintained positive. The specified stir'veilla'nce testsare adequate to ensure system OPERABILITY under normal and

..

abnormal conditions. Normal makeup requirements to maintain aslight positive pressure in the control room have beencalculated to be 450 ACFM. That is, 450 ACFM, is enough toensure that a positive reading on the control room pressure
gauge exceeds the maximum channel accuracy.

The addition of these surveillance requirements is in responseto NUREG-0737, Item III 0.3.4.

.

I

\ -
.

;

:

i

|
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
. . = .-

..

Class T < J Is
3.7.10 All 4: f::y c:!:t:d snubbers (01:s: :nd !:)-shall beOPERABLE.

JA DLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER
.

ACTION:
With one or more snubbers inoperable on any system, within
72 hours, replace or restore the inoperable snubber (s)OPERABLE to

status and perform an engineering evaluation perSpecification 4.7.10.g. on the attached component or
declare the attached system inoperable and follow the
appropriate ACTION statement for that system.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

O- Ctas.s L nnJl h

5+efety re!:ted snubber shall be ce onstrated OPERA 8LE by4.7.10 Each

performance of the following inservice inspection program /- in dlition4,
ths a q, sire-e nt s of Spe c.; + ;<.. ti,o y. o. s,a. Snubber Types

As
used in this Specification, type of snubber shall mean

snubbers of the same design and manufacturer, irrespectiveof capacity.

b. Visual Insoections

The
f i rst-4n serv 4c e-v4 svel-4n s pec s4 o n-o f-41-1--s nubbe r t-

shell be performed within 6 months-feem-tssuance-of-this-
-Tee kn i c a4-Spee+f4c a t40fh--Fo e-t he-pu r po s e-o f-ent eri ng-the-
-schedule-descNbed in th+t-section it -sh&II be assumed-thet the #acility has beer. er :--6-month-4nspect4on@ erv !

I f-les s-t h an-two-s nubbees-a re-f c u a dinoperatyte--4wr449-the first i n serv 4e e-v*swa4-4* s pec t4 enT-t he-s econd-
-inserv4ce-vi sual inspect 4on-shall-be-ceeformed-at-the-next---ref-valing Outage. Otherwise, tub::quent N isual

inspections shall be performed in accordance with the-following schedule:
,

O

. .- ._ _ _ _ - - - . . .
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NOV 3 01985No. of Inoperable Snubbers of Each Type Subsequent Visual
.

_ per Inspection Period i

Inspection period * #
0

18 months + 25'.'1 12 monins ; 29.'' ~
2 6 months ; 25'.'
3, 4 124 days + 2545,6,7 62 days ; 25'.
8 or more 31 cays 325'.'

Visual Insoection Acceptance Criteriac.

Visual inspections shall verify that: (1) there are no
visible indications of damage or impaired OPERASILITY, (2)attachments to the foundation or supporting structure arefunctional, (3) fasteners for attachment of theand
snubber
functional.to the component and to the snubber anchorage are

Snubbers wnich appear inoperable as a result of visual
inspections may be determined C'"'RA8LE for the purpose of
establishing the next visual inspection interval, provided
that: (1) the cause of the rejection is clearly

*

established and remedied for that particular snubber andfor other snubbers irrespective of type that may be4

! generically susceptible; and (2) t + af fected snubber is
- functionally tested in the as ':..c condition anddetermined CPERABLE per Specificnion 4.7.10.f. All

snubbers connected to an inoperable ::m on hydraulic fluid
reservoir shall be counted as inoperacie snubbers.

!

<

i

The inspection interval for each type of snubber shall not be
*

!
lengthened more tnan one step at a time unless a generic problem| been hasidentified and corrected; in that event tne inspection interval
may be lengthened one step the first time and two steps thereaf ter if
no inoperable snubbers of that type are found.

# The provtstons of Specification 4.0.[are not acclicable.
a,

O
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d. Transient Event In5D*Ction NOV 3 0196 .

An inspection shall be performed of all snubbers attachedto sections of systems that have experienced unexpected,
potentially damaging transients as cetermined...from a- ~~

review of operational data and a visual inspection of thesystems within 6 months following such an event. Inaddition to satisfying the visual inspection acceptancecriteria,
freecom-of-motion of mechanical snubbers shall

be verified using at least one of the following: (1)manually induced snubber movement; or (2) evaluation ofin-place snuboer piston setting; c-' (3) strokin themechanical snubber through its full range of travel.g
e. Functional Tests

At least once per 18 months a representative sample of
snubbers of each type shall be tested using one of the
following sample plans. The sample plan shall be selected
prior to the test period and cannot be changed during thetest period. The NRC Regional Administrator shall be
notified in writing of the sample plan selected for eachsnubber type prior to the test period, or the sample plan
used in the prior test period shall be implemented.
1. At least 10*. of the total c' each type of snubber

OA shall ce functionally tested ef:,er in-place or in aconch test. For each snubber c' a t!ype that does not
meet the functional test a::aptance criteria ofSpecification 4.7.10.f., an a:citional St. of that
type of snubber shall be functionally tested until no
more failures are found or until all snubcers of thattype have been functionally tested; or

2. A representative sample of each type of snubber shallbe functionally tested in accordance with Figure4.7.10-1. "C"
is the total numcer of snubbers of a

type found not meeting the accectance requirements ofSpecification 4.7.10.f. The cumulative numcer ofsnubbers of a type tested is denoted by "N". At theend of each day's testing, the new values of "N" and"C" (previous day's total clus current day'sincrements) shall be plotted on .Cigure 4.7.10-1. Ifat any time the punt plotted falls in the " Reject"regior, all snuobers of that type shall befuncticsally tested. If at any time the pointplotted falls in the " Accept" region, testing of
i snubbers of that type may be terminated. When thepoint

plotted lies in the " Continue Testing" region,
additional snubbers of that type shall be testeduntil the point falls in the " Accept" region or the
" Reject" region or all the snutters of that type havebeen tested. Should testing equipment failure
invalidate functional testing, testing can resume

,

_ _ . _ _ _
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anew at a later time provided all snubbers testedi Od with the failed equipment are retested.

The representative sample selected for the -funettonat -
test sample plans shall be randomly selected from the

---

snubbers of each type and reviewed before beginning
the testing. The review shall ensure. as far aspracticable, that they are representative of the
various configurations, operating environments, rangeof size, and capacity of snubbers of each type.
Snubbers placed in the same location as snubbers
which failed the previous functional test shall be
retested at the time of the next functional test, but

[shall not be included in the sample plan. If duringthe functional testing, additional sampling isrequired due to failure of only one type of snubber,
the functional test results shall be reviewed at thattime to determine if additional samples should be
limited to the type of snubber which has failed the
functional testing.

{f. Functional Test Acceptance Criteria

The snubber functional test shall verify that:
1. Activation (restraining action) is achieved within

the specified range in both tension and compression;
2. Snubber bleed, or release rate where required, is

present in both tension and cc :ression, within the
specified range;

3. For mechanical snubbers, the force required to
initiate or maintain motion of the snubber is within
the specified range in both directions of travel; and

4 For snubbers specifically recuired not to displace
under continuous load, the ability of the snubber towithstand load witnaut displacement.

Testing methods may be used to measure parameters
indirectly or parameters other than those specified ifthose results can be correlated to the specified
parameters through established methocs.

O
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NOV3uim !g. Functional Test Failure Analysis

An engineering evaluation shall be made of each failure to
meet the functional test acceptance criteria to , determinethe cause of the failure. The results of this evali d ion '

shall be used, if applicable, in selecting snubbers to betested
in an effort to determine the OPERABILITY of other

snubbers, irrespective of type, which may be subject to
the same failure mode.

For the snubbers found inoperable, an
evaluation shall be performed on the componentsengineeringto whichthe inoperable snubbers are attached. The purpose of this
engineering evaluation shall be to determine if thecomponents to

which the inoperable snubbers are attachedwere adversely affected by the inoperability of thesnubbers in order to ensure that the component remains
capable of meeting the designed service.

If any snubber selected for functional testing either
fails to lock up or fails to move, i.e., frozen-in place,
the cause will be evaluated and, if caused by manufactureror design deficiency, all snubbers of the same typesubject to
This testing requirementthe same defect shall.be functionally tested.shall be independent of therequirements stated in Specification 4.7.10.e. for*

snubbers not meeting functional test acceptance criteria.
h. Functional Testing of Repaired anc 9e: laced Snubbers

Snubbers which fail the visual inspection or thefunctional test acceptance criteria shall be repaired orreplaced.
Replacement snubbers and snubbers which have ,

repairs which mignt affect the functional test results
shall be tested to meet the functional test criteriabefore installation in the unit. . Mechanical snubbersshall have met the acceptance criteria subsequent to their
most recent service, and the freedom-of-motion test musthave been performtd within 12 months before beinginstalled in the unit.

,

!

!

O
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f. Snubber Service Life Program NOV 3 0 lasO .

V
The service life of hydraulic and mechanical snubbers
shall be monitored to ensure that the service life is notexceeded between surveillance inspection k 'Tffe m'xtmumaexpected service life for various seals, sprin9s, andother critical parts shall be determined and estaclished
based on engineering information anc shall be extended
shortened cased on monitored test results and failure

or
history. Critical parts shall be replaced so that themaximum

service life will not be exceeded during a period
when the snubber is required to be OPERABLE. The parts'
replacements shall be documented and the documentation
shall be retained in accordance with Specification 6.10.3.

O'

.

I

O
:
!
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NOV 3 0 imi
A 8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.10 / SR 4.7.10U All safety related snubbers

are required to be OPERABLE toensure that the structural integrity of Class I-systems is
maintained during and following a seismic or other eventinitiating dynamic loads.

The consequence of an inoperable snubber is an increase in the
probability of structural damage to piping resulting from thedynamic loads. It is therefore necessary that all snubbersrequired to protect Class I systems, subsystems, orthe
components be

OPERABLE during reactor operation in POWER and
LOW POWER.

Because
low probability events, a period of 72 hours issnubber protection is required only during relatively

provided forrepair or replacement.

Paragraph 6.2 of the Safety Evaluation
Amendment 25 permitted operation at power levels up toReport supporting2% of
RATED THERMAL POWER if a snubber was found to be inoperable.
This was based on staff performed analyses which resulted infindings approving the change. Basic energy parameters such
as core temperatures, pressures, and decay heat levels are notsignificantly different
POWER that permits core dryingfrom the current 5% of RATED THERMALand training in STARTUP to

O continue if a snubber is found to be irc:e able. Any accident
V consequences at 54 are not significantly different from thepreviously accepted 2*.'.

All Class I and Class la hydraulic and e:nanical snubbers are
visually inspected for overall integrity and OPERABILITY. Theinspection includes verification of proper orientation,
adequate hydraulic fluid level, wnen applicable, and proper
attachment of snubber to piping and structures. Class I
snubbers directly support Class I systems. Class la snubbersare those snubeers supporting non-Class I systems whose
failure could adversely effect Class I systems.
The inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constantlevel of snubber protection. Thus, the required inspectioninterval varies inversely with the observed snubber failures.The number of inoperable snubbers found during a requiredinspection determines the time interval for the nextinscaction. However, the results of an early inspectionperformed be fore the original required time interval haselapsed (nominal time less 25%) may not be used to lengthenthe required inspection interval. Any inspection where
results require a shorter inspection interval will overridethe previous schedule.

O

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The acceptance criteria are to be used in the vh13 0 %inspection to determine OPERASILITY of the snubbers.

For.( example, if a fluid port of a hydraulic snubber is found to be
uncovered, the snubber shall be declared inoperable and
not be determined CPERABLE solely via functional testing.shall

To ensure snubber functional reliability one of two functional
testing methocs is usec with the statec acceptance criteria:
1. Functionally test 10*.' of a type of snubber with anadditional 5'.' tested for each functional testing failure,or

,

'

2.
Functionally test a sample size and determine sample
acceptance or rejection using Figure 4.7.10-1.

Figure 4.7.10-1 was developed using "Wald's Sequential
Probability Ratio Plan" as described in " Quality
Industrial Statistics" by Acheson J. Duncan. Control and

Permanent or other
for individual snubbers may be granted by the Commission ifexemptions from the surveillance programjustifiable basis for exemption is presented and, if

a

applicable, snubber If fe destructive testing was performedqualify the to
either the completion of their fabrication or at asnuobers for the applicable design conditions atdate. Snubbers so exempted shall :e listed in a list of

subsequent

individual snubbers indicating the extect of the exemptions
.

The

input and information throughservice life of a snubber is estac1'shed via manufacturer
consideration of the snubber

service conditions and associated installation and maintenancerecords (newly installed snubber, seal replaced, springreplaced, in high temperature area, etc.).
monitor the snubber service life is includedThe requirement to
the to ensure that
view of their age andsnubbers periodically undergo a perfor.mance evaluation inoperating concitt:ns. These recordswill

provide statistical bases for future consideration ofsnubber service Iffe.

i

|

|
,
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FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE SYSTEMS_

3/4.9.1 FUEL HAN0 LING AND MAINTENANCE IN THE REACTOR
'

LIMITING CCNOITION FOR OPERATION
=

3.9.1 The following reactor conditions shall be maintained:

The PCRV shall be depressurized to atmospheric pressure ora.
sligntly below,

b. The
CORE AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE shall be 165 degrees For less ",

The reactivity of the core shall be continuously monitoredc.

by at least two startup channel neutron flux moni to rs ,"and

d. The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.3~

shall be met.
-

APPLICABILITY: RE UELING (includi9; :aete ', tern:1 m: int nence),
Whenever both primary and sec:rcary PCRV closures ofany PCRV penetration are remo,ed

ACTION:

a. With the conditions of a or b above not met, restore the
condition (s) to within the above limits within I hour, orterminate fuel handling and vessel 19ternal maintenance,
retract the fuel handling mechanism ori any other remoteoperated mechanisms from the pCRV, and close the reactor
isolation valve or opening through the PCRV as soon as
practicable.

b. With one of the above required neutron flux monitors
inoperable, or not OPERATING, immediately suspend alloperation s involving CORE ALTERATIONS, control rod
movements resulting in positive reactivity changes, -ec snd
movement of IRRADIATED FUEL.

" Applicable only when the fuel handling machine is located on
the reactor vessel, with the cask isolation valve and
isolation valve open. reactor

** Applicable only during CORE ALTERATIONS affecting core
reactivity.

,

t
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c. With both of the above required neutron flux monitors
[G] inoperable or not OPERATING:

1. , Immediately suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS, control rod movements result in positive
reactivity changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL,

2. Retract the fuel handling mechanism or any other
remote operated mechanism from the PCRV,

3. Close the reactor isolation valve or opening through
the PCRV as soon as practicable, and

4 Within 12 hours evaluate the SHUT 00WN MARGIN perSpecification 4.1.3

d. With the SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirements of Specification
3.1.3 not met, comply with ACTION c of Specification
3.1.3.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.1 a. The reactor pressure and temperature conditions shall bep determined to be within the above li-f ts at least once pers 12 hours,

b. Each startup channel neutron flu monitor shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of; the :urveillance

% re wired by Sp n iTkai.ivo 4. 3.1, a ng-

c.
Verification of SHUT 00WN MARGIN shall be in accordancewith Specification 4.1.3.

~ 1. A C MVN6L CHECK
o.+ 1e %] o n ce p e r 2 9 L.ss,

2. A CHMNEt FONcTa0NAL REST s14 % 2.9 bas!

pe*e 4* % L',44\ > h.< &
of CoRF RI TERATeoN5 pud

3. A c4 AN,vn regc7,wat w37
.

i

'
,

0
1

!
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.1 / SR 4.9.1 gy 3 o 25

;
To prevent the outleakage of primary coolant and potential '

release of activity during refueling or maintenance in thereactor vessel, the reactor must be depressurized and '

maintained within the required conditions.
The CORE AVERAGE

INLET TEMPERATURE is limited to 165 degrees F to prevent
snort-term pressurization of the fuel handling equipment over
5 psig (the maximum allowable working pressure of the fuel
handling equipment) as a result of accidental inleakage of
water into the vessel during refueling.

The OPERABILITY of the neutron flux monitors ensures that
redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changesin the reactivity condition of the core. (Additional
information is contained in the BASIS for Specification
3.3.1).S

The ACTION statement ensures that reactor and fuel handling
machine will be placed in the safest configuration as soon as
practicable, if a required condition cannot be maintained.
The Surveillance Requirement frequency gives adequate'
assurance that changes in reactor conditions will be detected
in time to permit. corrective actions if required.

!

O
-This specification also applies to reactor internal maintenance

that does not involve a CORE ALTERATION, such as a helium
circulator changeout or modifications or repair of the primary
coolant purification systems. For this maintenance, the approp-
riate portions of this specification will apply, but since no
changes are being made to core reactivity, it is not a requirement
to have both Startup Channel Flux Monitors OPERABLE.

;

|
.

O
|

.
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FUEL MAN 0 LING AND STORAGE SYSTEMSOJ 3/4.9.2 FUEL HAN0 LING MACHINE Nov 30 W

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.2 The Fuel Handling Machine (FHM) shall be OPERA 8LE with:

a. A helium * pressure in the FHM at atmospheric pressure orslightly below,

b. The fuel handling purge system connected and OPERABLE,
with a supply of helium" available, and the gas waste
system available to receive purge gas,

c. One cooling water coil OPERATING with the outlet coolant
water temperature 150 degrees F or less, and

1. An additional cooling water coil OPERABLE, or

2. The backup fire water connections and hose OPERA 8LE.

d. The reactor building overhead crane attached, unless the
FHM is bolted to a reactor isolation valve over the

,

O reactor, a fuel
loading port, and storage well, or the fuel shipping cask

e. Switches and alarms which verify correct orientation and
placement of fuel elements OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During use of the FHM for reactor internal maintenance
or any handling of IRRADIATED FUEL *.

;

* A helium atmosphere is not required in the FHM when it is
empty or when handling unirradiated fuel or handling
IRRADIATED FUEL that has undergone fission product decay
for 100 days or more/, anj1 ,3 ,,g g e , ,, y,,j ,,

l '

4 set hulI;9 ope <asons ~;th the ee. r.<
$V8$ 5 b Waf e
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t
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ACTION:

G O30W
V a. With requirements a, b, or d above not satisfied,

within 1 hour initiate action to retract the fuel
transfer mechanism and close the reactor isolation -

valve and FHM cask valve. I'

b. With requirement a
above not satisfied when the FHM

cask valve is closed, within I hour initiate action to
reduce gas inflow to the FHM and/or increase purge gas
outflow to the gas waste system, as appropriate,

c. With requirement c above not satisfied, within 1 hour
initiate action to return the IRRADIATED FUEL elementswithin the FHM to the reactor core or to the fuel
storage facility, and terminate fuel handling with the
FHM.

d. With requirement e above not satisfied, terminate
placement of the fuel elements within the reactorvessel with the FHM.

*

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

O. 12.
4.9.2.1 At least once per # hours, the FHM shall be demonstrated

OPERABLE by verifying that:

The internal pressure is within the above limit, anda.

; b. The cooling coil water outlet temperature is within'

the above limit.

4.9.2.2 Within 31 days prior to REFUELING, the FHM shall bedemonstrated OPERABLE by:
i

a. Functionally testing the FHM, FHM cask valve and
reactor isolation valves, and by performing a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the interlocks, limit switches, andalarms,

i

,

O

_ _ _ _ - _- - _ . _ _ _ _
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|WW 3 0 sth ,
"M;ti.'~ fu~nctionally testing the redundant cooling water coils and

verifying:

1.
The flow rates are sufficient to silence the low-flowalarms, and

2. The outlet temperatures are less than 150 degrees F.

c. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the cooling water
temperature alarms,

d. Functionally testing the FHM cooling water leak detector
by adding water to the drain header,

e. Visually inspecting the backup fire water connections and
hose to verify the hose and connector are in place andundamaged, and

f. Functionally testing the fuel handling purge system,
including availability of a supply of helium * and the
availability of the gas waste system to receive purge gas
by evacuating and filling the FHM.

4.9.2.3 Within 24 hours prior to initial attachment to the FHM,
and at least once each day the crane is operated while
attached to the FHM thereafter, the reactor building*

D overhead crane shall be demonstrated CPERABLE by:
b a. Performing a visual inspection of crane components,

including rope and reeving, bloc <s and sheaves, andthe special lifting hook for carrying the FHM when it
is installed and secured on the crane, and

b. Functionally testing the upper limit switch of each
hoist under no load by slowly running the block into
the limit switch.

"A helium atmosphere is not required in the FHM when empty or
when handling unirradiated fuel or handling IRRAOIATED FUEL
that had undergone fission product decay for 100 days or more)
pj i; ,!

in i .'. 3 a.< 1
'' " A ]
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BA313 FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.2 / SR 4.9.2 WV30W
The objective of this specification is to ensure the'

prevention of any uncontrolled release of radioactivity duringhandling of
IRRADIATED FUEL or reactor internal maintenance,

and to ensure the correct installation of fuel elements intothe reactor core.

The OPERABILITY requirements for the FHM ensure that:

a. Failure of a primary seal at any boundary would result in
negligible outleakage or no more than slow inleakage ofair, since the machine is maintained at atmosphericpressure or slightly below,

b. The FHM is connected to the gas waste system, and can be
purged with helium while in transit and/or when the caskvalve is shut, giving assurance that no pressure buildupin or escape of fission products from the machine shouldoccur,

c.
Fuel elements contained in the FHM will be maintained at
surface temperatures below 750 degrees F to prevent
significant graphite oxidation in the event there is any

,

inleakage of air. An outlet cooling water temperature ofless than or equal to 150 degrees F from one of the two
redundant cooling systems provides adequate cooling toO maintain the fuel elements below 750 degrees F (FSARSection 14.6.3.1). Silencing of the low-flow alarm
ensures existence of cooling water flow, while the 150
degrees F limit ensures adequacy of flow, and

d. A seismic event will not adversely effect the FHM when it
is bolted to a reactor isolation valve or supported by the
reactor building overhead crane.

The ACTION statements ensure that the FHM will be promptly
placed in a safe configuration in the event any of the
OPERABILITY requirements can no longer be met duringREFUELING. For example, if a switch or alarm necessary to
verify correct seating of fuel elements becomes inoperable,
the ACTION statement prohibits continuing seating of the fuel
elements in the core.
the FHM into a fuel storage well whereHowever, it does not prohibit unloadingexact orientation isnot a safety concern. This would permit the FHM to be
unloaded for easier repair and minimize radiation exposure tomaintenance personnel.

The FHM provides for the safe refueling of the reactor. To
ensure the reliability of the FHM during the refuelingoperitton,

the machine and the isolation valve (s) will befunctionally tested prior to REFUELING.

:

{
__ _ ___ .-> -~' -- ~ ~ ' ~ ~
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NOV 3 0 UIN 1A functional test of the fuel handling purge system andw '

cooling water system and an inspection of the backup fire3

water connections and hose will be made. These checks ensure ,"!the capability to maintain the proper atmosphere environmentwithin the machine, to prevent any uncontrollable release of
activity, and the capability to maintain the surfacetemperature of fuel elements within
degrees F. the machine below 750

,

O
.

,

O
|
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FUEL HANDLING ANO STORAGE SYSTEMS

(]-
3/4.9.3 FUEL STORAGE WELLS NOV 3 019116x

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.3 Each fuel storage well containing IRRADIATED FUEL shall have a
helium atmosphere maintained at atmospheric pressure or below,and

a. Both cooling water coils shall be OPERABLE with at leastone coil IN OPERATION, and the outlet cooling water
temperature of each OPERATING coil shall be 150 degrees F
or less, or

b. One cooling water coil shall be OPERATING with the outlet
cooling water temperature 150 degrees F or less, and thefuel storage well emergency booster fan OPERABLE and
capable of moving a minimum total air flow of 9000 cfm
through the fuel storage facility.

IRRADIATED FUEL shall not be located in the central column
c.

of a fuel storage well.

APPLICABILITY: 'When IRRADIATED FUEL is stored in the fuel storagewell

ACTION: With less than the above required conditions satisfied,
within I hour initiate corrective action to re establish
the required conditions within 24 hours, or perform one of
the following within the next 24 hours:

a. Transfer IRRADIATED FUEL to a storage well or wells
for which the required conditions are met, or

b. Establish backup cooling to the affected fuel storage
wells, or

c. Perform an engineering evaluation to confirm that the
hottest fuel element temperature will not exceed 750degrees F.

O
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.3 The cooling water, purge, and ventilation systems for eachfuel storage well containing IRRACIATED FUEL shall be
i demonstrated OPERABLE:

-

At least once per 24 hours by:a.

1. Verifying.that the outlet cooling water temperature of
operating cooling cotl(s) is 150 degrees F or less,
with a flow rate of greater than 7 gpm, and either

a) Both cooling water coils are OPERABLE with at
least one coil IN OPERATION, or

b) One cooling water coil is OPERABLE and INOPERATION, and the fuel storage well emergency
booster fan is OPERABLE.

2. Verifying that the pressure within the well is at
atmospheric pressure or slightly below.

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that the fuel-

storage well emergency booster fan operates upon manualinitiation.
re h elo>; , n d L o e u ee l.

Atleastonceper(8monthsby:c.
,

f

1. Performing CHANNEL CALIBRAT*0N of the fuel storagea

facility helium pressure indicators and alarms,
2. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the fuel storage

facility cooling water system flow indicators, and
flow and temperature alarms, and

3. Verifying the capability of the fuel storage well
emergency booster fan to draw a minimum of 9000 cfm of
air through the fuel storage facility,

d. Verifying during fuel handling that no IRRADIATED FUEL
elements are inserted into the central position of fuelstorage wells.

O-

. . _ _ - _ _ _ . --_ _- . .
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.3/ SR 4.9.3bQ The storage well cooling water system is designed with two
1005 capability cooling cofis supplied from independent watersources (FSAR Section 9.1.2).

The accident conditions described in the FSAR postulate the
total loss of cooling water to one of the nine fuel storagewells. If this were to occur, adequate cooling could be
achieved by an increase in the normal ventilation air flow tocool the well by convection on the external surface. Theincrease in air flow is supplied by the fuel storage wellemergency booster fan. This Specification is based on the
analysis in FSAR Section 14.6.3.2 which uses the conservative
assumption that a total flow of only 9000 cfm would be drawn
(equally divided) through all three vault compartments of thefuel storage facility, thus adequately protecting the affected
storage well and fuel within it from damaging temperatures.
(There are three fuel storage wells in each of the three fuel
storage vaults). The specified test and testing frequency aresufficient to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the fuel storagewell emergency booster fan, should it be called upon for
performance of its required safety function.

To prevent significant oxidation of the IRRADIATED FUEL, the
fuel storage wells are designed to maintain the IRRADIATED

C ~ FUEL cool and under a nominally dry atmosphere of helium. All
conditions associated with this requirement are monitored bypressure, temperature, and flow sensitive devices. The
temperature and flow detecting devices maintain surveillanceof the wells' two independent cooling water systems and are
set to alarm at previously determined maximum or minimumvalues. An outlet temperature of 150 degrees or less from a
single cooling coil ensures the hottest IRRADIATED FUELelements will be maintained below 750 degrees F, preventingany significant graphite oxidation in the event of airinleakage into the storage well. The helium storage system
provides purified helium for this service, giving sufficient
protection against a moist atmosphere. Over pressurization of
a storage well is alarmed to the reactor operator and
additional protection is provided by relie f valves. The
specified SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS are sufficient to ensure
proper operation of the instrumentation and to verify adequatefuel storage conditions.

; O
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The ACTION statements provide for corrective actions within an
O adequate time to prevent the hottest stored fuel element from

reaching 750 degrees F, thus obviating any significant
oxidation in the unlikely combined events of air inleakage and
loss of normal cooling.

.

O

5

O
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FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE SYSTEMS DRAFT {
3/4.9.4 SPENT FUEL SHIPPING CASK NOV 3 0 M !

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION !
_

f

3.9.4 A spent fuel
loaded with IRRADIATED FUELshipping cask shall not be. loaded or partiallyhaving less than 100 days offission product decay.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. IRRADIATED FUEL with less than 103 days of fission
product decay shall be removed from the spent fuel
shipping cask prior to lifting the cask,

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable.

SURVEILt.ANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.4 Prior to loading the spent fuel shipping cask, the IRRADIATED
FUEL elements shall be determined to have undergone fission
product decay for 100 days or more.

O

- - - _ _ ._ - - _ .
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.4 / SR 4.9.4 NOV 3 0 E ;O
iThe potential radiological consequences of an accident whereby ;

the spent fuel shipping cask breaks open while being lowera) ,

to the truck, have been analyzed in FSAR Section 14.6.3.3. I

This analysis assumes that the cask is loaded with the most
radioactive IRRADIATED FUEL elements contemplated to be
shipped frem the plant after 100 days of fission product
decay. Determination prior to loading the cask that the
IRRADIATED FUEL elements have undergone at least 100 days of
fission product decay ensures that a cask loading accidents is
within the. assumptions used in the safety cnalysis.

O

|

- _ -
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FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE SYSTEMS

O NOV 3 0 2
3/4.9.5 COMMUNICATIONS OURING CORE ALTERATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
=

3.9.5 Direct two-way communications shall be maintained between
operations control room personnel and personnel at the FuelHandling Machine (FHM) control room.

APPLICABILITY: Ouring CORE ALTERATIONS

ACTION: With no direct communications between the operations
control room personnel and personnel at the FHM control
room, suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

's
4.9.5 Direct communications between the operations control room and

personnel at the FHM control room shall :e demonstrated within
one hour prior to the start of and at least once per 12 hours
during CORE ALTERATIONS.

i

- . . . . . __
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SASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.5 / 4.9.5 IWV 3 0 E !:

The requirement for communications ensures that refueling
personnel can be promptly informed of significant changes in
the facility status or core reactivity conditions during CORE
ALTERATIONS, and operations control room personnel can be
informed by refueling personnel whenever CORE ALTERATIONS are
being performed so that core conditions can be monitored.

The FHM control room and operations control room personnel must
coordinate control rod movements to ensure the requiredSHUTOOWN MARGIN is maintained during CORE ALTERATIONS.
Maintaining direct communication also permits the operationscontrol room to immediately request a stop of any movements
causing excessive count rate changes.

The surveillance times specified give adequate assurance that
communications will be available as needed.

9
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

3/4.10.1 XENON STABILITY
30W

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

_ p .. "

w --

3.10.1 The requirements of Specification 3.1.4.1.a and b may be
suspended during the performance of the Xenon stability physicstests, provided power perturbations do not exceed those whichare predicted, as determined by an engineering evaluationperformed prior to the test.

APPLICABILITY: POWER *

ACTION: With the occurrence of power perturbations, outside of the
predicted values, reduce THERMAL POWER sufficien.ly to stop
power perturbations.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10.1 There is no specific Surveillance Recufrement associated with
LCO 3.10.1. This test is conducted in accordance with theappropriate B series startup test procecures.

* During Xenon Stability Physics Tests

(

1

O()
1
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.10.1 / SR 4.10.1,_

j

In order for the Xenon Stability characteristics of the reactor
,

,

core to be demonstrated, it is necessary to initiate powerredistributions by inserting an out-of-seque h .. + - - '
.

limits on the average temperature rise in LCO 3.2.2 shall be
maintained throughout this test. Maintaining operation within
these limits will protect plant equipment and the health andsafety of the public.

A detailed engineering evaluation will be performed in advance
of any Xenon stability testing in order to analyze the planned

configuration to assure compliance with the intent of LCOtest
3.1.4.1.a and b throughout the test evolution. This
engineering evaluation will assure that the maximum worth rod
pair criteria of 0.012 delta k is met (FSAR Sections 14.2.2.6and 3.5.5.1), and that the assumptions utilized in the
development of core Safety Limit SL 2.1.1 (with regards toregion, column, and axial peaking factors) remain validthroughout the test.

1

1

O

|
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5.1 SlT[
_

5.1.1 The Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station, Unitjo. ~

situated on a tract of land located about 3.5 mTT*e7 nor.l g
from the center of Platteville, Colorado. The tract is

tnwest

situated in Weld County, Colorado (F5AR Section 2.1).
|

The exclusion area is approximately 1 mile square and isdefined in Figure 5.1-1.
The closest distance from thereactor butiding to tne boundary of the exclusion area is1,935 feet.

The limits of 10 CFR 20 shall apply at theboundary of this exclusion area. The Low Population Zone(LPZ) is defined by a radius of 16,000 meters.
The exclusionarea is zoned industrial, and the area surrounding the

exclusion area is zoned agricultural. Agricultural activities
may continue on the site, including a portion of the exclusion
area, and an evacuation procedure will be maintained. There
are no permanent residences located within the exclusion area.

An in fo rmation center
but outside ofthe main gate.is located within the exclusion area,An evacuation procedure will bemaintained for the information center.

'

Points where radioactive gaseous and licuid effluents arereleased are shown on Figure 5.1-2, as a s the Itquid effluent
.

pathways leaving the site.

O
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5.2
J REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND STEAM PLANT SYSTEMNOV 3 0 W

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE REACTOR VESSEL (PCRV)
5.2.1 The PCRV

with bonded reinforcement steelis constructed of high strength concrete.retaf. ore. l "
and crestrdisid witn steeltendons. Prestressing

in the concrete are used to prestresstendons, located in conduits emoedded
the entire

Access to tne tenoons is provided so that most tendons canstructure.
nece s sa ry, be retensioned or selectively removed for

, if
inspection and replaced.
the PCRV are shown below: The type and number of tendons in

i

Number of 1/4"Type of Tendon Wires per Tendon Number of TendonsLongitudinal
169 90

Circumferential:

a) Head
169b) Wall 100
152 210

Bottom Cross Head 169 24
Top Cross Head

169 24

The temoerature of the PCRV concrete is controlled by means of
insulation mounted on the inside surfaceof the liner, andcooling tubes

welded to the concrete sice of the liner.
whole of the internal surface of the liner is covered

The

blanket material of high chemical purity wnichthermal barrier which uses Kaowool insulation, a ceramic ficer
by the

alumina and 50?. silica. is about 50%

O

_-
-
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NOV 3 8 815The various PCRV
penetrations required for refueling,

T maintenance, control rods, or operation of circulators and
#

,,/ steam
the cavity liner and extend through thegenerators, are provided with liners that are welded toIconcrete toleak-tight

access to the reactor interdTtt''TKn oenetrationorovide ~.is provided with two closures in series, a primary closure anda secondary closure. '

PCRV structure, contain the radfoactive primary coolantThe primary closures, together with themanner
analogous to a conventional primary vessel.

The
in a

secondary closure encloses the primary
closure and containsthe

radioactive primary coolant that might be released from aleaking primary closure in a manner
conventional secondary containment. analogous to a

closures are similar to conventional pressure vesselThe primary and secondary
and are flat or formed heads. The closures incorporate

closures

elastomer or metalite seals, depending on the operatingtemperatures, and are attached to the penetration linerflanges with bolts or shear rings. Independently anchoredflow

penetrations to limit the flow rate of primary coolant if bothrestriction devices (FSAR Section 6.6) are in the larger
primary and secondary closures
instantaneously. were to fail completely and

STEAM GENERATOR ORIFICES

5.2.2 The steam generator modules are provided with two sets oforifices:.

O a) The variable feedwater c' g eader trim valves whichinclude mechanical stops to o event total closure.,
b) The

fixed feedwater orifices in the economizer tube inletsubheaders.

These
inleakage to the primaryflow limiting devices are provided to limit water / steam

coolant through a subheader tuce
rupture as described in FSAR Sections 6.5 and 14.5.

!

|

q
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MTEAM SAFETY VALVES
,

*

+M3 0 2(] 5. . The steamV plant contains the following steam pressur
valves, with set pressures and capacities as shown b safety

ow:
/ 1

Set "
-

~

Press.
Valve ,uantity (psig) Type and acacity

/Bypass. Flash 6 975Tank ASME Code, Section VIII,to 1020 pring-Loaded Valves:
105% Plant Capacity (Total)

Hot Raheat 6 70 ASME Code, Section VIII,
735 Spring-Loaded valves;

105% Plant Capacity (Total)

The bypass
ash tank and het rehe t line safety valves

prevent ovy pressure of the cold reheat ak the hot reheat
piping,! reheatrespectively. As long as either t cold reheat orthe hot block valves are open, these valves alsopreydt over pressure of the reheaters,a fcharge to atmosphere. se valves,

The
in the safety analysis.above valves are not safety related and are not relied.on

'

V
5.3 REACTOR CORE

5.3.1 Reactor Assembly

The reactor core consists of: (1) removable fuel elementswhich contain the fuel (U & Th), the moderator (graphite)burnable poison and
which consist of removable reflector (boron), and (2) racial and axial reflectors

elements and permanentblocks which are made of graonite, and in some casesincorporating baron or structural steel. The reactor coreassemoly,
of about 23.9 feet and a diameterincluding reflector, has an overall assembly heignt

of about 27.3 feet. The
approximate weight of the core assembly is 1,348,000 counds.
The prececing description includes the coreblocks. support grapnite

|
.

|
,

_ . . __
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The reactor reactivity control consists of 37 pairs of control
[O

rods containing boron carbide, which are supplemented byV
burnable poison (boron) in selected fuel elements as required. ,

A reserve shutdown system consisting of7"Me70ert 1ft beren 1
:

carbide graphite balls is also provided.

A variable orifice flow-control assembly is located at theinlet .to each of the 37 refueling regions to proviceadjustment of the coolant flow through the region.
5.3.2 Active Core

The active core consists of 1482 hexagonal graphite fuel
elements stacked in 247 vertical fuel columns. The fuelelements form the active core which is essentially a rightcircular cylinder 15.6 feet in height and 19.5 feet inequivalent diameter.
by a graphite reflector.The active core is completely surrounded

Within the core array, the fuel
columns are grouped into 37 refueling regions containingseven fuel columns each, except for six outer
which contain five fuel columns each. corner regions

The center fuel column of each of the 37 fuel re~gions' is acontrol rod column. Each control red column contains twocontrol
rod channels and one reserve shutdown absorber

material channel. Each control rod channel has a
4.0 inenes and the two channe's have a centerline pitchdiameter of'p

() spacing of 9.7 inches.
The resen a absorber material shutdownchannal has a diameter of 3-3/4 inches. The control rodchannels are continuous from the too face of the top reflector

and terminate in the bottom reflector at an elevation notgreater than 27.0 inches above ene top face of the coresupport block.
The reserve shutdown absorber channel iscontinuous from the top face of the top reflector andterminates

in the bottom fuel element at an elevation notgreater than 47.5 inches above tne top face of the coresupport block.

Each fuel element is a
dimensions of 14.2 inches hexagonal right prism with nominal

across tne flats by 31.2 incheshigh.
The fuel beds and coolant channels are distributed on atriangular array of about 3/4 inch pitch spacing with an idealratio of

two fuel beds for each coolant channel. The bottom
|

of the fuel beds in the bottom fuel element of the control rodfuel column
top face of the fuel element.does not exceed a length of 23.1 inches from the

O
:
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5.3.3 Fuel

{|
The
in uranium 235 and fertile thorium. fuel consists of fissile uranium highly enriched (93.15%)

The initial f w -; c cg *cIs about 773 Xg of uranium and
16,*300 y of therium, Theinitial core was loaded with 13 fuel compositions whose !!distribution within

the core is designed to mock up the fuel lcontent of the ecuilibrium cycle refueling regions and to
shape the radial and axial power distribution. Fuel isdesigned for up to a six operating cycles. About one sixth ofthe core will be
fuel loading in a reloadreplaced at each refueling interval. Thesegment will be about 200 Kg ofuranium and 2300 Kg of thorium.

All uranium
and thorium in the reference fuel elements is in

the form of heavy metal carbide and pyrocarbon, referred to ascoated fuel particles. The coatings form the primary fissionproduct barrier. The coated fuel particles consist of twogeneral types, fissile particles (TH:UC/2) and fertile(TH C/2) particles. The fissile particles shall containthorium and uranium in a weight ratio of about 3.6 to I(+1.2, - 0.2) of thorium to uranium. The fertile particlesshall contain only thorium.

In addition to
elements are included in the reactor core.the reference fuel elements, eight test fuelThese eight testelements ( FTEl-8) contain smal' quantities of test fuel

~

(\
i,

particles that are in various ways different from thereference fuel. The descriptice of the test fuel elements is
contained in Taole 5.3-1.
The coated fuel particles are bonded together with a
carocnaceous material to form fuel rods. The fuel rods arecompletely surrounded and
tne structural part of the fuel element, contained by graphite which formsand in addition tothe

carbon contained within the fuel rods, also serves as thesole moderator. The reference fuel elements are fabricatedfrom H-327 needle cake (anisotrocic) graphite, as described in
the Fort St. Vrain FSAR, Section 3.0.

The test fuel elementsare fabricated from H-451 near-isotropic graphite in
anticipation of qualifying this material for future use in all
reloac fuel for tne reactor.
Beginning

with core Segment 9 (Reload 3), H-451 near-isotopic
graphite is used in the fabrication of reload fuel elements in
addition to or in place of the previous reference H-327 needlecoke (anisotropic) graphite.

O

i
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5.3.4 Reload Seement Desion
es
U Each reload

segment comprises about one-sixth of the reactor.Consequently,core.
the reactor core after

consists of six segments with different de9 rett 7 core burnus,-=
a p * M;,-

scattered throughout the core.
In addition, the burnablepoison being added for reactivity control i

within the new fuel elements. As a consequence,s only present37 core regions has a different eacn of the
constant, k (eff). effective multiplication
7
To satisfy the criterfa

for reactor power distribution an[dmaximum control rod worth, each refueling cycle has a
analytica!!y justi'iod control rod withdrawal sequence #+hgsu spa c es .ed foe era br o n s opeenc ia,, ,

.

@ (/ The new fuel and burnable poison loading for each reload segmentshall satisfy the following requirements:

1. Provide adequate core reactivity for burnup during eachcycle, and

2. Ensure an acceptable SHUTDOWN MARGIN throughout the cycle
with any one control rod pair withdrawn with the core at an
average temperature of 80 degrees F, and

3. Ensure an acceptable SHUTDOWN MARGIN throughout the cycle
with any two control rod pairs withdrawn with the core at an
average temperature of 220 degrees F for at least two weeks.

O
V

i

!
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The following criteria shall be used as the bas 9T to establishany control red withdrawal sequence:

The maximum calculated reactivity worth of any rod pair in /
a.

any normal operating rod configuration .with - the"FeTelo7 I'
i

critical shall not exceed 0.047 delta k.
.i

'lb. The maximum
allowable calculated single control rod pair '

worth, at any core condition, during power operation snali
decend on the available core temperature coefficient.
accicental removal of the maximum worth single rod catrThe
snall result in a transient with
severe than those described for the

consequence no more
worst case rod cairwithdrawal accident

St. Vrain dated Januaryin the AEC Safety Evaluation of Fort20, 1972.
c. Calculated power

rod configuration shall be within the followingpeaking factors in any normal operatingspecifiedrange:

Region Peaking Factor
Average Region P/ Average Core P=

CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMP. Core Region Peaking Factor
Greater than or equal to.

1250 degree F Between 0.4 and 1.83

Between 950 and 1250 degrees F
Between 0.4 and 2.15

Less than 950 degrees F
Between 0.28 and 3.00

A iel Peeki;; Faeter A ecage L; e L3yec ;/A,.rege geg ;m, p*
=

O
. Li
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P
CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMo. Applicable Regions Ax1MO % j M eter/y,

O' Greater than Regions with control
Less than220 degrees F rods fully inserted

or withdrawn or equal to 0.90* 3
,,,, _ .

~

=

Regions with control less than
rocs partially or equal to 1.23#
inserted more than
two Feet into the
Core

Intra-Region Peaking
Average Column P/ Average Region P

=

h h N

CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMP. Acolicable Regions Intra-region Peaking Factor

Greater than Regions with control less than-

or equal to rods fully inserted or equal to 1.46 #950 degrees F

m
)

/ Greater than Regions with c:r. trol Less thanor equal to rods partially or equal to 1.40 k950 cegrees F
inserted more tnan
two feet into tne
Core

Greater than Regions with control Less thanor equal to
rods not inserted or equal to 1.34,'950 dtgrees F more than two feet
into the core

Less than All regions Less than950 degrees F g
} or equal to 1.61

4
[ * An uncertahty of 10% for the Axial Peaking Factor and 15% for the
4 Intra-Region Peaking has been assumed in the fuel failure analysis

A09 when using these calculated values. This assumes that this calculated
value is within the limits stated herdn, and that the actual power
peaking is within the assumed uncertainties.

J
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{5.3.5 Reflector

(O9 Reflector elements
above, below, and immediately.,g gecent to

the side of the active core are hexagonaP 'right prisms with
nominal dimensions of 14.2 inches across flats and15.6, 23.4,

1or 31.2 inches high, as required. The outer peripherai !!envelope of the reactor core reflector graphite contains baron
to minimize the neutron flux leaving the reflector. !

The' sidereflector
steel pins within the spacercontains nominal 2.3 weight percent boren stainlessblocks. The middle layer of
lower reflector elements, excluding the central element in
each core region, contains 25 weight percent baronatedgraphite pellets enclosed in hastalloy-X cans. The top layer
of reflector elements acove the hexagonal columns contains

,

1 weight percent crushed boronated graphite. The top layer ofreflector elements acove the permanent side reflector blockscontains 1 weight percent baronated graphite enclosed in steelcans.

5.3.6 Control Rods

There are 37 control red pairs, each made up of 3.34 inch 0.0.
by 2.05 inch I.O. cylindrical absorber bodies containing boron
The effective boron load is 0.48 grams /cc ofcarbide in a graphite matrix sheathed in stainless steel cans.

compact in theinner
19 control rod pairs and 0.63 gram /cc of compact in theouter 18 control rod pairs. These coron loads correspond top) boron weight

The absorber compacts with a icwer coron concentration havefractions of about 0.30 and 0.40, respectively.
(,

i '
'

greater high temperature staciitty than the heavier loadeda
compacts, which is of benefit curing a complete loss of forcedcooling accident.

The two members of a red pair are separated by 9.72 inches and
operate within 4 inch 0.0. holes provided in the central
element column in each refueling region. Each control rod

fuel
pair has an independent drive mechanism. The rods will
operate in a bank only during a scram. All control red pairs
have scram capability and are driven by gravity. The totalinsertion time is approximately 152 seconds. Completewithdrawal to approximately 4 inches

acove the active coretakes approximately 180 seconds.

O
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Withp the exception of the central rod pair, 3hukedfort
automatic regulation, the control rods during operation areQ' usually inserted only about 50% of the.ti
distribution of fuel of different ages Mq'0f*g or less. The ,

res the use of ialternate shim rods each year of fu14 power operation.depletion of a significant The
fraction of the baron has a

.i

relatively small influence on the rod worth. For example, if i

a red were inserted constantly for 6 years, approximately
,

of the Soron-10 would be 20*. ilost by neutron capture, but the
reactivity worth of the rod would decrease by less than 5*.its iriginal value. of
it would not be necessaryTherefore, from a neutronic standooint,to replace each control rod asfrequently as every 6 years. However, due to other
irradiation effects each control rod pair is replaced aftersix years of operation.

5.3.7 Reserve Shutdown System

The reserve shutdown system design basis is described insection 5.3.4. The reserve shutdown system consists ofboronated
graphite balls, about 0.5 inches in diameter, which

can be introduced into the core via cylindrical holes
in thecentral fuel column of each refueling region. The balls for

the central 19 refueling regions contain 0.32 gram /cc of baronin each
while the balls for the outerball (approximattiy 20*. baron carbide-84C by weight)

18 refueling regions contain
0.63 gram /cc of baron (accroxi ately 40% boron carbide bys

weight). As with control,

roc ocron loadings, the reserve
s

shutcown system has lignter co-on loads in the central
refueling region to enhance tre stability of the poisonmaterial in
Of Forced Circulation accident.the hottest core regtons during a permanent Loss

The nominal reactivity worth of the reserve shutdown system is
at least 0.13 delta k in the initial core and at least 0.12delta k during the equilibrium core, in absence of any controlrods.

The reserve shutdown system by itself is cacable of safely
shutting down tne reactor to refueling temperature andmaintaining it subcritical for an extended period of time.
addition, the reserve shutdown system can be used In
the shutdown to augment
balls in those coremargin by the insertion of the reserve shutdownregions where control rods failed toinsert.

O

__
__
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TA8t.E 5.3-1
fl NOV 30 W

DESCRIPTION OF FORT ST. VRAIN FUEL ELEMENTS FTE-1 THROUGH FTE-8
v .

I | | 1 1 I I I I|
I FTE-11 FTE-21 FTE-31 FTE-41 FTE-S i FT1E*6 i *Me,

, r , e.3 j.'.4-.| | 1 1 I I I i | |
| Segment (2 13 14 15 I6 17 17 17 || | | | | 1 ( l | ||Grap,pt te TypelH-4511H-4511H-451|H-4511H-4511H-4511H-451
I luc /z*lvc IH-451 1

! Fissile Fuel |WG4- |UG /1 l uc/2 l uc/e ||UG /a l uc/2 I
2 uc

0 IUC~t |4G- i 1

|TRISO| TRIS 01TRISO|TRISO|TRISO| TRIS 01TRISOE leg-t l(Th,U)c/zl(Th,U)c/zl| Type
1 ITRISO 11 Iplus | Iplus | |plus |

| 1I I ltest | ltest | | test i | 1| | Ifuel | Ifuel | Ifuel | | || | |(a) I l(a) I l(a) i I ||
ITAo/z lTho/zi n ohl Thohl Th o/zlTh o

|Ferti1e Fue1 |MG4iThe-Gi40-2|%0-21%9-elhe/slTAC/Lir6 c/2 |
2146-6 | MG-4 || Type

|TRISO|TRISO|TRISO|TRISO|TRISolTRIS0(TRISOi ) 1plus | |plus | |plus !
I |

ITRISO I
| | 18I50 I IBISO I 18I50 I I || | | 1 1 I I i l __lIMethod of ICIP |CIP |CIP |CIP |CIP |CI? |CIB |CIB |IFuel Rod | | | 1 | | 1 | ||Curino (b) | I I I I I i i 1| 1 I I I I I I I |

%
| Residence

|200 1500 |800 11100 1 N00 11700 11700 |1700 |ITime, Equiva-l | | | | | | | 1

'

llent Full | | | | | | | | || Power Days ! I I I ! I I I |

(a). Test fuel includes:
(Th,U)C/2 TRISO ^

88 rods per element CIB - HEUUC(x)0(y)** TRIS / BISO, 350 rods per element CIP - HEUuc/z.SG-e TRISOS 'TRISO, 176 rocs per element CIP - HEU(Th,U)0/2 TRISOK
Z TRISO, 88 rods per element CIT - MEU

-

(b). CIP = cure-in place fuel rod carbonization; CIB = cure in aluminabed reference FSV process;
CIT = cure-in-tube, graphite crucibles, simulating conditions asexperienced in cure-in place.

* *x and y represent the mean quantities of carbon and oxygen and do notsignify a specific compound. These values will be explicit in thefinai fuel specification.
WAR beads. All kernels of this type are derived from

+ c a _ , o g _ m m _ _ ,
,.

O
'

;
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( - 5.4 FUEL STORAGE

CRITICALITY
*

5.4.1
The fuel storage wells are designed and shall be maintained to
preclude criticality when completely filled with fuel andflooded with water.
flooding situation shall be less tnanThe multiplication factor for the worst

0.85 as described inSection 9.1.2.3 of tne FSAR.

CONTAINMENT /

5.4.2
The fuel _ storage wells are designed and shall be maintained tohave gas and water-tight containment.

NEUTRON ABSORBER-HEAT SINK

5.4.3
The fuel storage wells are designed and shall be maintained to
have a SDace between the inner tank and outer cylindricalshell

= built-in neutron absorber and heat sink. filled with a granular material (iron slag) to act as a
.

5.5
METOROLOGICAL TOWER LOCATION

'] 5.5.1 The meteorological<

1 5.1-2. tower shall ::e located as shown on Figure

5.6
COMPONENT AND TRANSIENT CYCLIC LIMIT

5.6.1 The components
identified in TABLE 5.6-1 are designed andshall be maintained within the cyclic limits/

of TABLE 5.6-1when
evaluated against the icentified plant transients ofTABLE 5.6-1.

i
.

.

O

_. . -. - . .
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Table 5.6-1
's

NOV3 015
ALLOWED NUMBER OF COMPONENT TRANSIENTS ',

-

| |
-

| CCMPONENT OC-5-2 TRANSIENT NUMBER (1) |I 9 I 5 12a,2b or 815,7 or 91 6 15,6,7 or 91| Steam Generator I I | i l 1 [| External 1470| | | | | |
1feedwater pipe

| | | | | | || External
| |7001 | | | || main steam pipe
| | | | 1 | || Internal | | | 1000 | | | || main steam bypass piping | | | | 1 | || -8" X 16"latrolet | | | | 123 | | 11
1 | | 1 | | 1| -bypass line
1 | | 550 | 1175| 1|
I I I I | 1 I| Hot reheat steam piping | | | 560 | | | 185 ||
| 1 | | | | |

._

(1) DC-5-2 Transient identification:

2a- Shutdown to refueling status

2b- Shutdown with full helium inventcry

5 - Reactor scram

6 - Turbine trip

7 - Primary system depressurization

8 - Loop shutdown

9 - Steam leak with loop dump

. . _ - - _. . - . _ _. _ _ - .
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SECTION 6.0

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
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SECTION

6.1 RESPONSISILITY
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6.2 ORGANIZATION

6.2.1 MANAGEMENT

6.2.2 UNIT STAFF

6.2.3 TECHNICAL ADVISORS

6.3 UNIT STAFF CUALIFICATIONS

6.4 TRAINING

6.5 REVIEW AND AUDIT

6.5.1 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE (PORC)

FUNCTION
COMPOSITION
ALTERNATES

MEETING FREQUENCY
OVORUM

RESPONSIBILITIES
AUTHORITY
RECORDS

O
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6.5.2 NUCLEAR FACILITY SAFETY COMMITTEE (NFSC) -

FUNCTION DWCCMPOSITION
ALTERNATES
CONSULTANTS N OV 3 0 tud5
MEETING FREQUENCY
QUORUM
REVIEd

U ITY ~'

RECORDS

6.6 REPORTABLE EVENTS ACTION,

6.7 SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATIONS

6.8 PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

6.9 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

6.9.1 ROUTINE REPORTS AND REPORTABLE EVENTS

' STARTUP REPORT
ANNUAL REPORTS
SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS
MONTHLY CPERATING RECORTS
REPORTABLE EVENTS

PROMPT NOTIFICATION WITH WRITTEN FOLLOWUP
THIRTY DAY WRITTEN REPORTS
NON-ROUTINE RADIOLOGICAL REPORTS

6.9.2 SPECIAL REPORTS

6.10 RECORD RETENTION

6.11 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM

6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA

O:

.

|
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6.13 PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP)_

'

6J OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (00CM)

6.15 MAJOR CHANGES TO LIQUID, GASEOUS AND
NOV 30 mSOLIO RA0 WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEMS

6.16 FUEL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM
*

6.17 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION
- - ~ . .

.
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O
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N0V 3 0 W LM RESPONSIBILITY <:

6.1.1 The Station Manager shall be responTible de :;; cLL. d h
operation and shall delegate in writing the succession to thisresponsibility during his absence.

6.1.2 The Shift Supervisor (or during his absence from the controlroom and Shift Supervisors office, a designated
shall be responsible for the control room command function. individual)Amanagement directive to this effect, signed by the VicePresidentgf Chctric ?, Mud ivo shall be reissued to allo

station personnel on an annual basis.] NuclecerOp est ; m .6.2 ORGANIZATION

MANAGEMENT

6.2.1 The management organization for administrative anddepartmental support shall be shown in Figure 6.2-1.
UNIT STAFF "'

6.2.2
C, The unit organization shall be as shown in Figure 6.2-2 and:

a. Each on duty shift shall ce composed of at least the
minimum shift crew composition shown in Table 6.2-1.

b. A licensed operator must be in the control room at alltimes when fuel is in the reactor. During reactor
startup, reactor shutdown, and recovery from reactor trip,
two licensed operators must be in the control room.

c. An operator or technician qualified in radiation
protection procedures shall be present at the facilityall times that there is fuel on site, at

d.
ALL CORE ALTERATIONS shall be directly supervised by
either a licensed Senior Reactor Operator or Senior
Reactor Operator limited to fuel handling who nas no other
concurrent responsibilities during this operation.

.

-_ - - . -_ _ . .. .. -
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e. A site Fire Brigade of
maintained on-site at all times".at leas

.~... .....e., ,,,.M i >
The Fire Brigade shall

not include three members of the minimum shift crewnecessary for safe shutdown of the unit and any personnelrequired for other essential functions during a fireemergency.

In addition to
apply: the requirements of Section 6.2.2, the following

Ouring SHUT 00WN, or REFUELING, an individual other than the
Technical Advisor) with a valid R0 (or SRO) license (shall bein the control room. present

During
Advisor) with a valid SRO license shall beall other conditions, an individual (other than the Technical
room, present in the control

f, M o ye 6.3.3 ,a No v. 95 dra(e here
m, f,3,q a ,= N o v. 67 du f t he<e

O
O

" Fire Brigade composition may be less than the minimum
requirements for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in
accommodate order tounexpected absence of Fire Brigade
immediate action is taken to restore the Fire Brigade tomembers providedwithin theminimum requirements.

$

NOTE: + his * Rema this page.ns on

O

. _ . _ . _ - _ _ _
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TABLE 6.2-1
.

MINIMUM SHIFT CREW COMPOSITION ~ ~ ' ' ' '

l I
l| | Number of Individuals Required to Ffll position |

| | During SHUT 00WN or
|

|| Position i REFUELING
f All Other Conditions || 1
1 I| 55 (SRO) i 1
| 1

|| 1
1 I| SRO | Not Required
| 1 l| | | |1 RO | 1 | 2 (a) 1| | | 1| EO | 1
| 1 il ! I l| AT | Not Required | 1 11 1 I Il TA (b) I 1 1 1 |

SS - Shift Supervisor with a Senior Reactor Operator's License
A SRO - Individual with a Senior Reactor C:erator's LicenseRO - Individual with a Reactor Operator's LicenseO EO - Equipment Operator

AT - Auxiliary Tender
TA - Technical Advisor (on 1-hour call)

NOTES TO ACCOMPANY TABLE 6.2-1

of the two Reactor Operators may be an Equipment Operatora. ,ne

with a valid RO license provided that the staffing requirementfor Equipment Operators is ceing met by another individual
qualified as an Equipment Operator.

b. The Technical Advisor shall be scheduled as required bySpecification 6.2.3.2.e.

O

. -- -
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Except for the
Shift Supervisor, the Shift Crew Composition may be

one less than the minimum requirements of Table 6.2-1 for a period of
!

time not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence
'

of on-duty shift crew members, provided immediate action is taken
restore the Shift Crew Composition to within the minimum requirements

to

of Table 6.2-1. This provision does not pe mit any shift crewposition to be
crewman being late or absent. unmanned upon shift change due to an oncoming shiftThis provision also doesthe requirement not exclude

for an SRO licensed individual to be in the controlroom at all times other than the SHUT 00WN conditions specified inTable 6.2-1.

During any
shift supervisor office while the unit isabsence of the Shift Supervisor from the control room or

in POWER, LOW p0WER orSTARTUP, an individual
(other than the Technical Advisor) with avalid Senior Operator license shall be designated to assume thecontrol room command function. During any absence of the Shift

Supervisor from the control room or shift supervisor office while theunit 's
Operator license or Operator license shall bein SHUT 00WN or REFUELING, an individual with a valid Senior
the control room command function.

designated to assume

]

,

__ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -- ___ _ _ _ . __ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -
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FORT ST. VRAIN NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
ADMINISTRATIVE AND DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT OnnauraTION CHART

;

Chairman and
Chief Executive

Officer

| |

I Vice President
pouclear NFSC

i

1 Operations

| NFSC - Nuclear Facility Safety Committee
j PORC - Plant Operations Review Committee
!

" Serves as the Radiation Protection Manager

|

| | | |
Manager N nager Manager Manager
Ouairty hciear Licensing Nuclear Nuclear

'

A*surance and fuels Osvis6on Engmeenne Producten
Dansson Dnasson Dwision

- -

1

| |i

Technical /
Suppor Station ,,gy.

Ma Fur S V an"
,

i

,

PORC

FIGURE G.'2.- 1
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b FORT ST. VRAIN NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

L

CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS CHART
4

lesnager'

Ituclear
Production

.
Division

I

i

I
Technical /Support Station Administrative

1 Services knager
Services

J. heager"
%_. .

h aager
.

,

(
|
! i

l

a

I
PORC !

f I.

j

! ,

i
|

6

i
j Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent i

'

! Training nuclear m entenance Operations Scheduling / Technical
i Setteriment Planning and Services

Stores EngineeringEngineering SLO.

!

!
4

I
I | | 1

Health Results Results . Shift Shift Shift

! Physics Engineering I&C Supervisor Supervisors Supervisor

1 Supervisor Supervisor Supervisors Administration Training

! 15t0
;
,

4

} * fither the Station knager or the Superintendent of Operations | |
shall possess a Senior License'

(quipment beactor Amalliary Technical
" Serves as the Radiation Protection Itanager Operators Operators fenders . Advisors

. PORC - Plant Operatioes Review Commelttee
! 5t0 - Senior Licensed Operator h
i

10 - ticensed Operator

i Figure G 2- 2.
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6.2.3 TECHNICAL ADVISORS i '
I

- - . . .

FUNCTION

6.2.3.1 The Technical Advisors shall function to make objective
evaluations of plant conditions and to advise or assistplant management in correcting conditions that maycompromise safety of operations.

RESP 0NSIBILITIES

6.2.3.2 The Technical Advisors are responsible for:

a. Maximizing plant safety during and after accidents,
transients, and emergencias by independently
assessing plant conditions and by providing technical
assistance to mitigate and minimize the effects of
such

incidents and make recommendations to theSuperintendent of Operations,
p b.V Reviewing abnormal and emergency procedures,

c. Assisting the operations staff in applying the
requirements of the Technical Specifications,

d. providing evaluation of Licensee Event Reports from
other plants as assigned, and

e.
The Technical Advisor shall be in the control roomwithin one hour after an emergency call. TheTechnical Advisors shall work on a normal day work
schedule, but will be placed "on call" after normal
working hours.

O

-_ - __ _ _. _. .
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6.2.3.3 The Technical Advisors shall report to, and be directlyresponsible to, the Technical / Administrative ServicesManager. The Technical Advisors shall maintainindependence from normal plant operations to be objectivein their evaluations.

6j UNIT STAFF QUALIFICATICNS

6.3.1 Upon commencement of commercial operation, the staffing of the
plant shall be in accordance with American National StandardsInstitute (ANSI) N18.1-1971, " Selection and Training of
Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants."

6.3.2 Each member of the facility staff shall meet or exceed the
minimum qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971 for compa rableposition, except for the Radiation Protection Manager who
shall meet or exceed the qualifications of Regulatory Guide,

1.8, September, 1975.

6.3.3 Members of the plant staff ano perform safety related
functions (e.g., Senior Reactor Ocerators, Reactor Operators,
Auxiliary Operators, Health Dhysics technicians, and key
maintenance personnel) should, to the extent practicable, work
an eight-hour day, 40-hour week, while the plant is operating.In the event that unforseen problems require substantial

of overtime to be used, or during extended periods ofamounts
shutdown or refueling, major maintenance or major plant
modi fications , on a tamporary basis, the following guidelinesshall be followed:

[' [ An individual should not be permitted to work more than
16 hours straight (excluding shift turnover time).

2. [ An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16
hours in any 24-hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any48-hour period, nor more than 72 hours in any seven-day
period (all excluding shift turnover time).

)

J. 4 A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between workperiods (including shift turnover time).

O Ik ~n to 6.z.2 +

-- - - _ _ - - _ - -_. _ ._. - _.
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g Y. / Except during extended shutdo h*the use ofp10VE as pre
overtime should be considered on an individuaT h i.ardM G . 2. 2. f. not for the entire staff on shift.

6-3-+ If unusual circumstances
above guidelines, such deviation shall bearise recutring deviation from the

authorized by theStation Manager or his designee, or higher levels of
management, in accorcfance with estaclished procedures and withdocumentation of the basis for granting the deviation.Controls shall be included in the proceduras such thatindividual overtime
Manager or his designee to ensure thatshall be reviewed monthly by the Station

excessive hours havep ovr_ T o j not been assigned. Routine deviation from the above4 3. 2.y guidelines is not authorized.

Authorized deviations to the working hour guidelines shall be
documented and available for Nuclear Regulatory Commissionreview.

6.4 TRAINING|

6.4.1Q A retraining and replacement traicing program for the facilitystaff shall be maintained unce- the direction of theQ Superintendent of Training anc shall meet or exceed therequirements ana recommendations of Section 5.5 ofANSI N18.1-1971 and Appendix "A" of 10CFR Part 55. Compliance
with Section 5.5 of ANSI 18.1-1971 shall be achieved no later
than .6 months following commencement of commercial operation.

6.4.2 A training program for the Fire Brigade shall be maintained
i under the direction of the Superintendent of Training and
,

! shall meet or exceed the requirements of Section 27 of theNFPA Code-1975, except for Fire Brigade training / drill; sessions which shall be held at least once per calendar!
( quarter.

I

nv

- - - _ _ - . _ _ _ _ . _ . __ - _ . . . - - - - - - - - _.
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6.4.3 The Technical Advisors shall have a
-

equivalent in a scientific or engineering discipline with :-specific
training in plant design and response and analysis Iof the plant for transients and accidents. An initialtraining and retraining program

shall be maintained under the direction of thefor the Technical AdvisorsSuoerintendentof Training.
The Technical Advisors shall also receivetraining in plant design and layout, including thecapabilities of instrumentation and controls in the controlroom.

6.5 REVIEW AND AUDIT

6.5.1 Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC)

FUNCTION

6.5.1.1 The PORC shall function to advise the Manager of Nuclear
Production on all matters related to nuclear safety.

COMP 0SITION

6.5.1.2 The PORC shall be composed of the following:

Chairman: Station Manager
Technical / Administrative Services Manager
Support Services Manager
Su'perintendent of Operations
Superintendent of Maintenance -

Superintendent of Nuclear Betterment EngineeringHealth Physics Supervisor
Results Engineering Supervisor
Results Instrumentation and Controls Supervisor (2)Shift Supervisor Administration
Shift Supervisor Training
Technical Services Engineering Supervisor
Superintendent of Training

O

- - . . . . _ -- __- --- - -
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ALTERNATES

6.5.1.3 An
alternate chairman and alternate members, if recuired,shall be appointed in writing by the PORC Chairman toserve in

the ausence of a chairman or a member; however,
no more than two alternate members shall
PORC activities at any one time. participate in

MEETING FREQUENCY

6.5.1.4 The PORC shall meet at least once per calendar month and
as convened by the Chairman / oc his de r ;p u t ed a le emte..

QUORUM

6.5.1.5 A quorum shall consist of the Chairman or alternate
Chairman, and four members including alternates.

RESPONSIBILITIES

6.5.1.6 The PORC shall be responsible for:

a. Review of all procecures required by Technical.QV Specification 6.8.1, 6.3.2, and 6.8.3 and changesthereto, and any other croposed procedure or changes
to approved procedures as determined by the Station
Manager to affect nuclear safety.

b. Review of all proposed tests and experiments thataffect nuclear safety.

c. Review of all proposed changes to the TechnicalSpecifications.

d. Review of all proposed changes or modifications to
plant systems or equipment that affect nuclearsafety.

e. Review of investigations of all violations of the
Technical Specifications, including the preparation
and forwarding of reports covering the evaluation and
recommendations to prevent recurrence to the Manager,Nuclear Production, and to the Chairman of the NFSC.

r0v

I
.

. . , .
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f. Review of all REPORTABLE EVENTS. % -
- - . _

g. Review of facility operations to detect potentialnuclear safety hazards.
or a.,slysesh. Performance of special reviews, investigationsk and

reports thereon as requested by the Chairman of theNFSC.

1. Review of the Plant Security Plan and implementingprocedures and submittal of
recommended cha atsesthe Chc t rm= cf the FSV Sccurity Cc--itt:c. ~ to

N FS c .
J. Review of the plant Radiological Emergency Response

Plan and implementing procedures.

k. Review of every unplanned on site release of
radioactive material to the environs, including thepreparation of reports concerning evaluation,
recommendations, and disposition of the corrective
action to prevent recurrence and the forwarding of
these reports to the Manager, Nuclear Production, and
the NFSC.

O t-

AUTHORITY

6.5.1.7 The PORC shall:

a. Function to advise the Manager, Nuclear Production,
on all matters that af fect nuclear safety.

b. Recommend to the Manager, Nuclear Production, in
writing, approval or disaporoval of items consideredunder 6.5.1.6.a through 6.5.1.6.d abovec .mc 4,
k ir i \e mN k c m , sJi4b ~4 b s. twfS *w Ch
$c , jm Te vic.-tic 6 kef " h -

fl. Rav;e w
.< c % .,pi G '* PAMD ' " ^ ' " '^

pnoc, y g.he OFF)tTG QosE c. A L c u t A rtON n1 Mu A L,

uJ the A sw g was.e T e + ,,,. e syst m.

O
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c. Render determinations in writing..gith _ recard _ to -
whether or not each item considered under 6.5.1.6.4through 6.5.1.6.e

above constitutes an unreviewedsafety question.
,. g , , ,

d. Provide i :: dine- written notificationA to theManager, Nuclear Production and the Chairman of NFSCof disa
between the PORC and the StationManager;greementhowever,the Station Manager shall haveresponsibility for resolution of such disagreementspursuant to 5.5.1.7.a above.

6. l. l
RECOROS

C
6.5.1.8 The(PORC shall; **e topies shall maintain written minutes of each meetingbe provided to the Manager, Nuclear

Production and Chairman of the Fort St. Vrain NFSC.

.

O _ue.-,_,;__.~_,.-

fo g c. n tiv; Lies t* e r f * ' m e ' vnder the tesf orv sibili fy

,u,;;us e1 Lhe T e c. n : n a t .Sp ec t i i c a.t a .n,.

O
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6.5.2 NUCLEAR FACILITY SAFETY COMMITTEE (NFSC) 1

,

FUNCTION

6.5.2.1 The NFSC shall function to provide independent review and
audit of designated activities in the areas of:

Nuclear Power Plant Operationsa.

b. Nuclear Engineering

Chemistry and Radiochemistryc.

d. Metallurgy

Instrumentation and Controle.

f. Radiologiul Safety

g. Mechanical anc Electrical Engineering
h. Quality Assurance Practices

O, 1. (Other appropriate f f eus associated with the unique
enaracteristics of the r. clear power plant.)

COMPOSITION

6.5.2.2 The NFSC s Ibecepo,sydof,,t f logng:3 g,

Chairman: -V+eeYe+ DIE, Electric Productierr
Manager, Nuclear Licensing and Fuels Division
Manager, Nuclear Production Division
Manager, Nuclear Engineering Division
Manager, Quality Assurance Division

O)-Man 4 cr, PJsk-Management--ut ~J sua,y T; <n%
Consu tants, as required and appointed by the Chairman

ALTERNATES UI %ce Pn M d a u-
' c .n t.ca s6.5.2.3

An alternate chairman and alternat memoers, if requ(ired,shall be appointed in writing by the}Ch:imen;- however,no more than two alternate members shal4NFSC activities at any one time. [
7articipaTesin

'

!

Cs
e'r>'' p

hu< e J ~.#g 3 %, mu . p.m t a- cu -
,

l

O * ~ * " '" $ " ''~
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CONSULTANTS
~ ~ - . - -

*

-

6.5.2.4 Consultants shall be utilized as determined by the
Chairman, NFSC, to provide expert advice to the NFSC.

MEETING FREQUENCY

6.5.2.5 The NFSC shall meet at least once per calendar quarter
during the initial year of facility operation following
fuel loading and at least once per 6 months thereafter.

QUORUM
'

6.5.2.6 A quorum of the NFSC shall consist of the Chairman or his
designated alternate and a majority of the NFSC membersincluding alternates. No more than a minority of the
quorum shall have line responsibilities for operation of
the factitty.

REVIEW
.

6.5.2.7 The NFSC shall review:
,

-
a. The safety evaluations for safety significant changes to

procedures, equipment, or systems and safety significant
tests or experiments completed under the provision of 10
CFR 50.59, to verify that suen actions did not constitutean unreviewed safety question.

b. Proposed changes to procedures, equipment, or systems
which involve an unreviewed safety question as defined
10 CFR 50.59. in

c. Proposed tests or experiments which involve an unreviewed
safety question, as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.

d. Procosed changes in Technical Specifications or thisOperating License.

e. Violation of applicable statutes, codes, regulations,
orders, Technical Specifications, license requirements, orof internal procedures or instructions affecting nuclearsafety.

, Q My d 4Aqc J ] "j "'N
y 9,; c. 5 4 w.a ofriesc d a'"-

O
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(f. Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from -
. . . . . . , -

.

normal and expected performance of plant equipment thataffect nuclear safety.

g. All REPORTABLE EVENTS.

h. All
recognized indication of an unanticipated deficiency

in some aspect of design or operation of structures,gf'pf
systems, or components, that affect nuclear safety,g

de calculated base reactivity curve for use with each
cycle as well as any changes to this data, including thejustification of the change, during the cycle,

j. Reports and meeting minutes of the PORC.

AUDITS

6.5.2.8 Audits of facility activities shall be performed under the
cognizance of the NFSC. These audits shall encompass:

a. The conformance of facility operation to provisions
contained within the Tec."t i ca l Specifications and
applicable license conditions at le'ast once per year.

b. The performance, training, and qualifications, of thefacility staff at least once :ar year,
c. The

results of actions taken to correct deficienciesoccurring in facility equipment, structures, systems, or
method of operation that affect nuclear safety at leastonce per 6 months,

d. The performance of activities required by the Quality
Assurance Program to meet the criteria of Appendix "B",10CFR50, at least once per 24 months.

The review of the facility Emergency Plan and implementing
e.

procedures at least every 12 months by persons who have no
direct responsibility for implementation of the EmergencyPlan.

C'

. ._. -. ._ .. .. ---_. .-_.-
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f. The
review of the facility Security Plan and implementingat least every 12 months by individuals

procedures
independent

of both security program management andpersonnel who have direct
implementation of the Security Plan. responsibility for

g. Any other area of facility operation consideredappropriate by the NFSC.

h. With respect to fire protection:

(1) an annual fire protection and loss prevention
inspection and audit utilizing eitherqualifted off-site licensee personnel or anoutside fire protection firm;

(11) a biennial audit of the fire protection program
and implementing procedures;

(iii) a triennial fire protection and loss prevention
inspection and audit utilizing an outsidequalified fire consultant.

O i.

The Off-site Oose Calculatton Manual and Process Controlprogram and implacenting proce:ures at least once per 24months.

J. The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program and the
results thereof at least once per 12 months.

k. The performance of activities required by the Quality
Assurance Program to meet the provisions of Regulatory
Guide 1.21 Revision 1, June 1974 and Regulatory Guide 4.1,i

Revision 1, April 1975, at least once per 12 months.
AUTHORITY

6.5.2.9 The NFSC shall
Ne< lee Cper.tions --v Ge tf4c-Areduct4cmreport to and advise the Vice President,

in those areas of responsibilityspecified in 6.5.2.7 and 6.5.2.8.

O

,
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RECOROS

.

*

6.5.2.10 Records of NFSC activities shall be prepared, approved,
and distributed as indicated below:

a. Minutes-

of each NFSC meeting shall be prepared, approved,
'

and forwarded to the Vice President, -E!::tric Pr;cucti;rm
witnin 30 days following each meeting $ Octee,. Or ,r.* ,ar -

b.
Reports of reviews encompassed by Sectg::6.5.2.7 shall beforwarded to the Vice President, tri: Pr;ductierr
within 30 days following completion of the review,

..

c. Audit reports encompassed by Section 6.5.2.8 shall begr f= red,resA wJ,u a a forwarded to the Vice President,*51 :trice o r:due t t er, and
to the management positions responsible for the areas
audited within 30 days af ter completion of the audith

6.6 REPORTABLE EVENTS ACTION f[ [,'

The following actions shall be taken for REPORTABLE EVENTS:.

I a. The Commission shall be nnt fied and a report submittedg
pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR50.73, and

b.
Each REPORTABLE EVENT sna11 be reviewed by the PORC and
submitted to the NFSC and Station Manager.

O

_ . _ . -. . - - _ _-
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|
.

If a SAFETY LIMIT is exceeded, as defined in Specifications
2.1 and 2.2, tne following actions shall be taken:
a. In accordanct with 10CFR 50.72, the NRC Operations Center

shall be notified by telephone as soon as practical and inall cases within one hour after the violation has beendetermined. The Manager, Nuclear Production and the NFSCshall be notified within 24 hours,
b. A Licensee Event Report shall be prepared in accordance

with 10CFR 50.73.

c.
The License Event Reoort shall be submitted to theCommission in accordance'with 10CFR 50.73, and to thePORC, the NFSC, and the Manager,
within 30 days after discovery of the event. Nuclear Production,

d. Critical operation of the unit shall not be resumed until
authorized by the Commission.

O

.

O
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6J PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS w

,J j|
,

6.8.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented and
. ,

maintained covering the activities referenced below;
a.

The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of
Regulatory Guide 1.33, November 1972.

b. Refueling operations. -

c. Surveillance and test activities (except post-maintenance
tests) of safety related equipment.

d. Security plan implementation,

Emergency plan implementation,e.

f. Fire protection program implementation.

Process Control Program (PCP) implementation.g.,

h. Off-site Oose Calculation Manual (ODCM) implementation.
1. Quality Assurance Program f: effluent and environmental

monitoring using the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.21
Aems,sn I s June 1974 and Regulatory Lide 4.1 Revision 1., Apr::,1975.

J. Fuel surveillance program implementation.

k. Personnel radiation protection.,

>

S.8.2 Procedures of Spectfication 6.3.1, and changes thereto, shallbe reviewed by the PORC and accreved by the appropriatemanagement prior
to implementation and reviewed periodically

as set forth in Administrative Procedures. .

Post-maintenance test procedures of safety related equipment
shall be controlled by PORC in the following manner. PORC maydesignate two or more individuals to review and approve post-maintenance test procedures prior to implementation. Thereview shall verify:

Adequacy in scope of equipment to be tested.a.

J. [n a n. c e n n un t so ect t e s s s .,, , ,,,n
, ,,, 9 e,

,

\
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b. Sufficient detail of testing procedure, . . . ' _

Appropriate acceptance criteria.c.

d. Quality controls (if needed).
At least one of the designated individuals shall be theSuperintendent of Operation (or his designee). The other designatedindividual (s) shall be
the equipment being tested.PORC member (s) not directly responsible for

Security Plan
the PORC and approved by the designated Plant Security Officerprocedures, and changes thereto, shall be reviewed byto implementation. Security Plan prior

shall be reviewed by the FSV Security Committee. procedures and changes thereto,

6.8.3 Tempora ry changes to procedures of 6.8.1 above may be madeprovided: '

The. intent of the original procedure is not altered,
a.

b.
The change is approvec :y two members of the plantC management staf f, at least One of, whom holds a SeniorReactor Operators License, anc

c. The change is documentec. reviewed by the PORC and
approved by the appropriate Superintendent within 14of implementation. days

6.8.4 The
following programs shall be established, implemented, andmaintained:

In-plant Radiation Monitoringa.

A program
which will ensure the capability to accuratelydetermine the airborne iodine concentration in reactor

building areas under accident condition. This programshall include the following:

1) Training of personnel,

2) Procedures for monitoring, and

_. . .. . ._ . _ -
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%3) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysisequipment.

b. Secondary Water Chemistry

A program for monitoring of secondary water chemistry toinhibit steam generator tube degradation. This programshall include:

1) Identification of a sampling schedule for the
critical variables and control points for these
variables,

2) Identification of the procedures used to measure the
values of the critical variables,

3) Identification of process rampling points,
including monitoring the discharge of the
condensate pumps for evidence of condenser in-
leakage,

4) Procedures for the recording and management ofdata,V
5) Procedures defining corrective actions for all

off-control point enemistry conditions, and
6) A procedure identifying (a) and authority

responsible for the interpretation of the data,
and (b) the sequence and timing ofadministrative events required to initiatecorrective action.

c. post-Accident Sampling

A program which will ensure the capability to obtain andanalyze reactor coolant, radioactive fodines andparticulates in plant gaseous effluents, and Reactor
Building atmosphere samples under accident conditions.
The program shall include the following:

1) Training of personnel.
2) Procedures for sampling and analysis, and
3) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysisequipment.

O
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6.9.1 ROUTINE REPORTS ANC RE?CRTABLE EVEN75

In addition to the applicable reporting requirements ofTitle 10, Code of Federal Regulations, the followingidentified reports shall be submitted to the Regional
Administrator of the Regional Office unless otherwise noted.

STARTUp REPORT

6.9.1.la. A summary report of plant startup and power escalation
testing shall be submitted following (1) receipt of an
Operating License, (2) amendment to the license involvinga planned increase in power level, (3) installation offuel that has a different design or has been manufactured
by a different fuel supplier, and (4) modifications that
may have significantly altered the nuclear, thermal, or
hydraulic performance of the plant.,

4

b. The report shall address ea:n of the tests identified in(
the FSAR and shall in general include a description of the

values of the operating conditions or
measured

characteristics obtained during the test program and a
comparison of these values with design predictions and
specifications. Any corrective actions that were required

obtain satisfactory operation shall also be described.to
Any additional specific details required in license
conditions based on other commitments shall be included inthis report.

c. Startup reports shall be submitted within (1) 90 daysfollowing completion of the startup test program,(2) 90 days following resumption or commencement of
commercial power operation, or (3) 9 months followinginitial criticality, whichever is earliest. If theStartup Report does not cover all three events (i.e.,
initial criticality, completion of startup test program,
and resumption or commencement of commercial poweroperation), supplementary reports shall be submitted atleast every 3 months until all three events have beencompleted.

O
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ANNUAL REPORTS AND SUMMARY
a'-

. . . . . . . . .

6.9.1.2 _,

Annual reports covering the activities of the unit for the
,,

previous calendar year shall be submitted as describedbelow.
Reports required on an annual basis shall include:

Annual Occupations Exposure Reporta.

I. A

tabulation on an annual basis of the number of stationutility, and other personnel (including contractors)
,

'.
receiving exposures

greater than 100 mres/ year and their
associategman-remexposure according to work and jobfunctions,

e.g., reactor operations and surveillance, in-service inspection, routine maintenance, specialmaintenance
(describe maintenance), waste processing, and

refueling shall be submitted to the Regional Administrator
,

of the Nuclear
March 31 of each year. Regulatory Commission Regional Office by

The dose assignment to various
duty functions may be estimates based on pocket dosimeter,TLO, or film badge measurements.

Small exposures totalingless than 20% of
the individual total dose need not beaccounted for. In the aggregate, at least 80% of thewhole body dose

assigned to specific msjor work functions.receivec from external sources shall be
i

b.
Annual Radiological Environmeatal Monitorino Report

A report on the Radiological Environmental MonitoringProgram for the previous calendar year shall beto the Regional submitted
Commission Regional Office (with a copy toAdministrator of the Nuclear Regulatorythe DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reactor

g year. Regulation) by May 1 of eac[i
u '

L f ?.% /. g
*'5,'Theresultsofspecificactivityanalysesinwhichtheprimarycoolant

exceeded the limits of Specification eiEinf The following information
shall be included: (1) Reactor power history starting 48 hours prior
to the first sample in which the limit was exceeded (in graphic and
tabular format); (2) Results of the last isotopic analysis for radio-
todine performed prior to exceeding the limit, results of analysis
while limit was exceeded and'results of one analysis after the radio-'

iodine activity was reduced to less than Ifmit. Each result should
include data and time of sampling and the radiofodine concentrations;
(3) Clean-up flow history starting 48 hours prior to the first sample
in which the limit was exceeded; (4) Graph of the I-131 concentra-
tion (pci/gn) and one other radiof ine isotope concentration (pCf/gm)

O as a function of time for the dura ion .f the specif,1c activity above
the stepdy-state level; and (5) The me duration when the specific
activity of the primary coolant exceeded the radiofodine limit.

p %u Mv(& S w tem e a, ts tke r e.<t m e e m e d s *f
IO cFA P A tW 1* * Y* 7-
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The Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring RepTr P

.

shall include summaries, interpretations, and an analysis
of trends of the results of the radiological environmental
menitoring activities for the report period, includingcomparison with pre-operational studies, operational

a

centrols (as appropriate), and previous environmentalmonitoring reports,
and an assessment of the observedimpacts of the plant operation on the environment. Thereports shall

also include the results of land usecensuses required by Specification ELCO 8.2.1. If harmful
effects or evidence of irreversible damage are detected bythe monitoring, the report shall provide an analyses .of
the problem and a planned course of action to alleviatethe problem.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Reports
shall include the results of analysis of all radiological
environmental samples and of all measurements taken.during.
the period pursuant to the Table and Figures in the 00CM,as well

as summarized and tabulated results of theseanalyses and measurements in the format of
the table in

the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position,O Revision 1, November, 1979. In the event that someindividual results are not available for ir,clusion withthe report, the report shall be submitted noting and
explaining the reasons for the missing results. The
missing data shall be submitted as soon as possible in asupplementary report.

The reports shall also include the following: a summarydescription of the Radiological Environmental MonitoringProgram;
at least two legible maps * covering all sampling

locations keyed to a table giving distances and directions
from the center line of the reactor; the results oflicensee participation in the interlaboratory comparison
program; and discussion of all analyses in which the lower
limits of detection required by Table 8.2-2 was not
achievable.

One map shall cover stations near the SITE BOUNDARY;
*

a second shall include the more distant stations.

O
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If the Radiological Environmenta
not being conducted as specified in Table 8.2-1, gre. -ts.J

in lieuof a
Licensee Event Report, a description of the reasons

the program was not conducted as required and the plan forpreventing recurrence
shall be prepared and submittcd tothe Commission in the Annual Radiological EnvironmentalMonitoring Report.

Annual Olesel Generator Reliability Recortc.

An annual data report on
shall be submitted to the NRC in a manner consistentdiesel generator reliability
Regulatory with

Guide 1.108 position C.3.a prior to March 1 ofeach year.

d. Annual Meteorological Data Summary

An
annual summary of hourly meteorological data collected

over the previous year shall be maintained for 5 years.This annual summary may be either in the form of an hour-by hour listing on magnetic tape of wind speed, wind
| direction, atmospheric stability, and precipitation (if

(" measured), or in the form of f: int,frecuency distributions
( of wind speed, wind directic . and atmospheric stability.

-

(Y10t/i[ TO 6.10, \

.

O,
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SEMI-ANNUAL RADI0 ACTIVE EFFLUENT RELEASE REPORT .

% ... %
6.9.1.3 Routine Radioactive Effluent Release Reports covering theoperation of the unit during the previous 6 months ofoperation shall be submitted within 60 days afterJanuary 1 and July 1 of each year.

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include asumma ry of the quantities of radioactive liquid andgaseous effluents
and solid waste released from the unitas outlined in Regulatory Guide 1.21, " Measuring,

Evaluating, and Reporting Radioactivity in Solid Wastes
and Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid and
Gaseous Effluents from Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants," Revision 1, June, 1974, with data summarized on aquarterly basis following the format of Appendix Bthereof. The annual summary report (submitted by March I
for previous calendar year) shall include an assessment. of
the radiation doses due to the radioactive liquid and
gaseous effluents released from the unit or station duringthe previous calendar year, and shall also include anassessment of the radiation doses from radioactive liquid
and gaseous effluents to MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC due top their activitiesy1 inside tne SITE BOUNDARY (Figure 5.3-1)during the report period. Ali assumptions used in making
these assessments (i.e., specific activity, exposure time,
and location) shall be included in these reports. Themeteorological

conditions concurrent with the time ofrelease of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents (asdetermined by sampling frequency and measurement) shall be
used for determining the gaseous pathway doses.
(Conservative approximate methods are acceptable). Theassessment of radiation doses shall be performed inaccordance with the Offsite Oose Calculation Manual(00CM).

|

1

O
,
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The Radioactive Effluent Release Rect /f"'TWbmmed. by
March I for previous calendar year) shall also include

*

'
anassessment of radiation doses to the likely most exposed

MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from reactor releases (including
doses from primary effluent pathways and direct radiation)
for the previous calendar year to show conformance with40CFR Part 190, Environmental Radiation protection
Standards for Nuclear Power Operation. Acceptable methods
for calculating the dose contribution from liquid and
gaseous effluents are given in Regulatory Guide 1.109,Revision 1, October, 1977

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include the
following information for each class of solid waste as
defined by 10CFR61 shipped off-site during the reportperiod:

a. Container volume,

b. Total curie quantity (specify whether determined by
measurement or estimate),

c. Principal radionuclides ( speci fy whether determined byO
U measurement or estimate),

d. Source of waste and processing employed (e.g., dowatered
spent resin, compacted dry was;e, evaporator bottoms),

e. Type of container (e.g., LSA, Type A, Type B, largequantity),and

f. Solidification agent or absorbent (e.g., cement, ureaformaldehyde).

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include a
list and description of unplanned releases from the siteto unrestricted areas of radioactive materials in gaseous
and liquid effluents made during the reporting period.

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include any
changes made during the reporting period to the PROCESSCONTROL PROGRAM and the OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL,
pursuant to Specifications 6.13 and 6.14, respectively, as
well as any major change to Liquid, Gaseous, or Solid
Radwaste Treatment Systems pursuant to Specification 6.15.
It shall also include a listing of new locations for dose
calculations and/or environmental monitoring identified by
the Land Use Census pursuant to Specification ELCO 8.2.1.

The Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Reports shall also include the following:
an explanation as to why the inoperability of liquid or gaseous effluent monitoring
instrumentation was not corrected within the time specified in Specification
ELC0 8.1.2 or ELC0 8.1.1, respectively; and description of the events leading to
liquid hold-up tanks of gas storage tanks exceeding the limits of Specification
ELC0 8.1.2 or ELC0 8.1.1, respectively.

. . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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MONTHLY OPERATING REPORT %' ~|
6.9.1.4 A routine operating report covering tha operation of theplant during the orevious month shall be submitted priorto the fifteenth calendar day

Submittal shall be to the Otrector, Officeof the following month.
of Inspectionanc Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,Washington, D. C. 20555, ATTN: Occument Control Oesk

with a copy to the appropriate NRC Regional Administrator.

Each monthly operating report shall include:
a. A narrative summa ry of operating experience during the

report period relatir.g to safe operation of the facility,
including major safety-related maintenance,

b. Report of any single release of radioactivity or radiation
exposure which accounts for more than 10% of the allowable
annual values.

c. Indications of failed fuel resulting from irradiated fuel
examinations, completed during the report period.

,

d. The monthly statistical information contained in
'

Regulatory Guide 1.16.

REPORTABLE EVENTS l
6.9.1.5 The

REPORTABLE EVENTS of Soecifications 6.9.1.6 and
6.9.1.7 below, inclucing corrective actions and measures
to prevent recurrence, snall be reported to theCommission. Supplemental reports may be required to fullydescribe final resolution of the event. In case of
corrected or supplemental reports, a Licensee Event Report
shall be completed and reference shall be made to the
original report date.

DEL E TE

O
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PROMPT NOTIFICATION WITH WRITTEN FOLLOWUP

'

6.9.1.6 The types of events listed below shall be reported within24 nours by telephone and confirmed by telegraph,mailgram, or
facsimile transmission to the Administratorof the Regional Office, or his designate no later than the

first working day following the event, with a writtenfollovup report within 30 days. The written followup
shall include, as a minimum, a completed copy of a

report

licensee event report form. Information provided on the
licensee event report form shall be supplemented, as
needed, by additional narrative material to providecomplete

explanation of the circumstances surrounding theevent.

a. Failure of the reactor protection system or other
systems subject to LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS to
initiate the required protective function by the time.
a monitored parameter reaches the setpoint specifiedas the limiting safety system setting in the
technical specifications or failure to complete the
required protective function.

p
d b. Operation of the

uni; or affected systems when anyparameter or operation subject to a Limiting
Condition for Operation s less conservative than the
least conservative aspect of the Limiting Condition
for Operation estaolished in the TechnicalSpecifications.

i

c. Abnormal degradation discovered in fuel coatings,
reactor coolant pressure boundary, or primary jcontainment.

I

id. Reactivity anomalies involving disagreement with the '
predicted value of reactivity balance under steady

,

state conditions during power operation greater than !
-

or equal to 1% delta k/k: a calculated reactivity {balance indicating a SHUTDOWN MARGIN less '

conservative than specified in the Technical
|

Specifications; short-term reactivity increases that !
;

correspond to a reactor period of'less than 5 seconds
'

!

or, if suberitical, an unplanned reactivity insertion .
of more than 0.5% delta k/k; or occurrence of any !unplanned criticality,

t

!
!

v
06L 6 TE

1

. . .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'e. Failure or malfunction of '

.

one or mere c
which prevents or could prevent, by itself, the i

fulfillment of the functional requirements of
system (s) used to cope with accidents analyzed in the
FSAR.

f. personnel error or procedural inadequacy which
prevents or could prevent, by itself, the fulfillment
of the functional requirements of systems required to
cope with accidents analyzed in the FSAR.

g. Conditions arising from natural or man-made events
that, as a direct result of the event require unitshutdown, operation of safety systems, or other
protective measures required by TechnicalSpecifications.

h. Errors discovered in the cransient or accidentg analyses or in the methods used for such analyses asdescribed in the safety analysis report or in theh bases for the Technical Specifications ' hat have or
N could have permitted reactor operation 'n a manner

less conservative than assumed in the analyses.O Q
g 1. performance of structu ss, systems, or components
S that requires remedial action of corrective measuresto prevent operation

in a manner less conservative
than assumed in the accident analyses in the safety
analysis report or Technical Specifications bases; ordiscovery during unit life of conditions not
specifically considered in the safety analysis reportor Technical Specifications that require remedialaction or corrective measures to prevent the
existence or development of an unsafe condition.

J. Off site releases of radioactive materia's in liquidand gaseous effluents which exceed the limits ofSpeci fications 8.1.1.h or 8.1. 7.g.
k. Exceeding the limits in Specification 8.1.1.c for the

maximum amount of gaseous radioactivity in a gas
waste surge tank. The written followup report shall
include a schedule and a description of activities
planned and/or taken to reduce the contents to within
the specified limits.

O
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THIRTY OAY WRITTEN REPORTS ~ ~ ~ - .

6.9.1.7 The types of events listed below shall be the subject ofwritten reports to the Administrator of the
Office within thirty days of occurrence of the event. RegionalThewritten report shall include, as a minimum, a completedcopy of a Licensee Event Report fo rm. Informationprovided on the licensee event report form shall besupplemented, as needed, by additional narrative materialto provide complete explanation of the circumstancessurrounding the event.

a. Reactor protection system or engineered safety featureinstrument settings which are found to be lessconservative than those established by the Technical
Specifications but which do not prevent the fulfillment of
the functional requirements of affected systems,

b. Conditions leading to operation in a degraded mode
permitted by a Limiting Condition for Operation or plant
snutdown required by a Limiting Condition for Operation.

[ c. Observed inadequacies in the implementation ofg administrative or procedural controls which threaten to
cause reduction of degree of redundancy provided in

Q reactor protection systems or engineered safety featuresystems.

O
M Abnormal degradation of systems other than those specified

d.

in 6.9.1.6c above designed to contain radioactive materialQ resulting from the fission process,

An unplanned off-site release of:e.

1. More than 1 curie of radioactive material in liquideffluents,

2. More thaa 150 curies of noble gas i n- gaseouseffluents, or

3. More than 0.05 curies of radiciodine in gaseouseffluents. The report of an unplanned- off site
release of radioactive material shall include thefollowing information.

i

-- |
__

. _ _ _ _- . _ . _ _ . . . . .
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A description of the event and eMnte4Wd-
..;

1.

2. Cause(s) for the unplanned release,

3. Actions taken to prevent recurrence, and

kl 4

by Consequences of the unplanned release,

f. Measured levels of radioactivity in an environmental(Q sampling medium determined to exceed the reporting levely values of Table 8.2-3 when averaged over any calendar
quarter sampling period.

S g. Exceeding the limits in Specification 8.1.5.a for the
maximum radioactive effluent releases. The writtenfollowup report shall define the corrective action to be
taken to reduce subsequent releases and prevent recurrenceof exceeding the above limits. It shall also include a
schedule for achieving conformance with the above limits.

SPECIAL REPORTS

f) 6.9.2 Special
Reports shall be suc- tted to the NRC RegionalV

gd Administrator within the time ceriod specified for eachp s6 report.y
5 o (*?") 6.10 RECORD RETENTIONy

In addition to the applicable record retention requirements of
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulation, the following records
shall be retained for at least the minimum period indicated.

6.10.1 The following records shall be retained for at least fiveyears:

a. Records and logs of facility operation covering time
interval at each power level,

b. Records and logs of princ1:al maintenance activities,
inspections, repair and replacement of principal items ofequipment related to nuclear safety,

Ov

_ __ _. . __. . ._ .
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I. 9.3
' " 1 Non-Routine Radiological Reoorts.

a. Radioactive Gaseous Effluent

1. If the calculated dose from the release
of gaseous effluents pursuant to

-

ESR 8.1.1.1) exceeds any of the limits in

ELCQ 8.1.1.h), in lieu of a Licensee
Event Report, a special report that

identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the

limit and defines the corrective actions

that have been taken to reduce the

releases and the proposed corrective

actions to be *akan to assure that.

subseouent releases will be in compliance

with the above limits will be prepared

and submitted to the NRC within 30 days.
!

O

. . _ - . _ _ _ - - _ _ _- ._ -



2. If gaseous waste is discMarged without

treatment and in excess of the limits, in
|-

j
lieu of a Licensee Event Report, a

L

special report that includes the [
.

following information shall be prepared

and submitted to the NRC within 30 days:
.

(a) Explanation oi' why gaseous radweste

was being discharged without

treatment, identification of any'

inoperable equipment or subsystems,

and the reason for the

inoperability,
.

(b) Action (s) taken to restore the

O inoperable equipment to operable

status, and
.

(c) Summary description of action (s)

taken to prevent a recurrence.
[
,

|
! b. Radioactive Liouid Effluent

1. If the calculated dose f on the release

of radioactive material s in liquid

effluents pursuant to ESR 8.1.2.e)

exceeds any of the limits specified in

ELCO 8.1.2.g), in lieu of a Licensee
i

Event Report, a special report that

identifies tne cause(s) for exceeding the

-- . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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limit (s) ~and cofines the corrective

actions that have been taken to redu:e
,

.

the releases and the proposed corrective

actions to be taken to assure that
subsequent releases will be in compliance

with the above limits will be preparsd

and submitted to the NRC within 30 days.

2. If radioactive liquid waste is discharged

without treatment pursuant .o

ELCQ 8.1.2.h), and in excess of the

limits, in lieu of a Licensee Event

Report, a special report that includes

the following information shall be

prepared and submitted to the NRC within

|
30 days:

(a) Explanation of wny liquid radwaste

was being discharged without

treatment, identification of any

inoperable equipment or subsystems,

j and the- reason for the

inoperability,

(b) Action (s) taken to restore the

inoperacle equipment to operable

status, and

.

-*--_--_______-----------w_ e_m, 7-em me-w------w m =w:- ~ - - - - - ' - - e , w-ww-e--wwww---m---ww- -g - e-m- ---
, _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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O
(c) Summary coscription of action (s)

taken to prevent a recurrence.

c. Radioactive Effluents - Total Oese
.

1. If the limits of ELO3 8.1.5.a) have been

exceeded, in lieu of a Licensee Event

' Report, a special report that defines the

corrective action to be taken to reduce
subsequent releases to p mvent recurrence

of exceeding the above Ifmits and

includes the schedule for achieving

conformance with the above limits shall

be prepared and submitted to the NRC
'

within 30 days. This special ceport, as

defined in 10CR Part 20.405c, shall

include an analysis tnat estimates the

radiation exposure (dose) to a member of

the public from uranium fuel cycle
| sources, including all of'luent pathways

and direct radiation, for the calendar
year that includes the release (s) covered

,

by this report. It shall also describe

levels of radiation and concentrations of

radioactive material involved, and the
cause of the exoosure levels or

concentrations. If the estimated dose (,s)

exceeds the above limits, and if the

- - - . - - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - .
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release condition resulting in violationO ;'
of 40CFR Part 190 has not already been 9'

corrected, the soecial noort shall
(''

include a request for a variance in

ac:ordance with the provisions of 400?R

Part 190. Submittal of the repor. is

considered a timely request, and a

variance is granted until staff action on

the request is complete.

'

d. Radiolacical Environmental Monitorino

1. If the level of radioactivity as a result

of plant affluents in an environmental

sample medium at a specified location

exceeds the reporting levels of

Table 8.2-3 of ELCO 8.2.1, when averaged

over any calendar quarEer, in itsu of a

Licensee Event Report, pursuant to

Specification ELCO 8.2.1.c), a special

report that identifies the cause(s) for

exceeding the limit (s) and defines the

corrective actions to be taken to reduce

radioactive effluents such that the

potential annual dose to a member of the

public is less than the calendar year

limits of Specifications ELCO 8.1.1.h)

and ELCO 8.1.2.g) will be prepared and

- _ - - . _ _ _ - . _ _ . . . . - _ - . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - . - - - _ . -_. .-- - -.
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su=mitted to the NRC within 30 days.

When core taan one of the radi:nuclides

in Table 8.2-3 are detected in the
sampling medium, this report. shall be

summitted if:

Concentration (1) Concentration (2)
Reporting Level (1) * Reporting Level (2) + .. 21.0

When radionuclides other than tMose in

Table 8.2-3 are detected and are the
.

result of plant effluents, a report shall
.

; be submitted if the potential annual dose

to a member of the public is equal to or

greater than the calendar year limits of

Specifications ELC3 8.1.1.1) and

ELCC 8.1.2.g). This report is not

requi red if the measured level of

radioactivity was not the result of plant
! effluents; however, in such an event, the

condition shall be reported and described

in the Annual Radiological Environmental

Monitoring Report.

O

. _ _ _ _ _ -_ _- -- -- _ .- -.
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j

d. Pecords of surveillance activities, inscections and
calibrations required by these Technical Specifications,

e. Records of changes made to
Speci fication 6.3.1, the procedures required by

f.
Records of sealed source leak tests and results, and

g. Records of annual physical inventory of all sourcematerial of record.

f6.10.2The following records shall be retained for the duration of
the FSV #1 Operating License.

| a.
Record and drawing changes reflecting facility. design'

modifications made to systems and equipment
the FSAR, described in

b. Records of new and IRRADIATED FUEL inventory, fueltransfers and assembly burnup histories,

Records of radioactive ship:rects,c.

Records of facility radiation and contamination surveys,
d.

Records of radiation exposure for all individuals entering
e.

radiation control areas,

f. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive materialreleased to the environs,
\

\ h. Annual Meteorological Data Summary- An annual summary of
hourly meteorological data collected over the previous

j year shall be maintained for 5 years. This annual summary
(t u may be either in the form of an hour-by-hour listing or

magnetic tape of wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric
stability, and precipitation (if measured), or in the form
of joint frequency distributions of wind speed, wind
direction and atmospheric stability.

-
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g. Records of transients or operationai cycles forThose'
*

facility components d::ign:d fo r : ! %tt;d n =t;;- gtran;i:nt: Or cy !:;r sc/enti Ued in % b le. K 6- /,
b. Records of training and qualification for current membersof the plant staff,
1.

Records of in-service inspections performed pursuant to
these Technical Specifications,

J. Recorcs of Quality Assurance activities required by the QAManual,

k. Records of reviews performed for changes made toprocedures or equipment or reviews of tests andexperiments pursuant to 10CFR50.59,

1.
Records of meetings of the PORC and the NFSC,

m. Records of the service lives of all snubbers (required b
Specification 3.7.10) including the date at which the
service life commences and
maintenance records, associated installation and

Records of secondary water sar pling and water quality,
n.

Records of reactor tests anc experiments,o.

p. Records
for Environmental Qualification which are covered

under provisions of 10CFR50.49 "Ecuipment Qualification of
Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear PowerPlants", and

q. Records and logs pertaining to the environmentalmonitoring program including caseline data from the pre-operational environmental monitoring programs (bothradiological and non-radiological).

A
U

- - - - - - - - -
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6.11 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM .-. . - . . . . . .
.

._
Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be
prepared consistent with the requirements of 10CFR20 and shall
be approved, maintained and adhered to for all operationsinvolving personnel radiation exposure.

Respiratory protective equipment shall be provided in
accordance with 10CFR20.103.

6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA

6.12.1-4* b
lieu of the " control device" or " alarm signal" required by

paragraph 20.203(c)(2) of 10 CFR 20, each area accessible topersonnel with radiation levels such that a major portion of
the body could receive in 1 hour a dose greater than 100but

less than 1000 mrem shall be barricaded and conspicuously
mres

posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto.shall becontrolled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work Permit
(RWP)*. Any individual or group of individuals permitted toenter

such areas shall be provided with or accompanied by oneor more of the following:

A radiation monitoring devi:e which continuously indicates' a.

the radiation dose rate in :ne area,
b. A radiation monitoring cevice which continuouslyintegrates the radiation dose rate in the area and alarmswhen a preset integrated dose is received. Entry into

such areas with this monitoring device may be made after,

the dose
rate level in the area has been established andi

personnel have been made knowlecgeable of them, and
u

Poemnt sa p . ,. , , . ,, a 2o.zo u ) af focra en e zs;

* Health Physics
personnel shall be exempt from the RWPpersonnel or personnel escorted by Health Physics

issuance requirement during
the performance of their assigned raciation protection duties,
provided they are otherwise following plant radiation protection
procedures for entry into high radiation areas.

I

1
1 _
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c. A health physics qualified individual (i.e., qualified in
,

~

radiation protection procedures) with a radiation dose ratemonitoring device
who is responsible for providing positive controlover the activities within the area and shall perform periodicradiation surveillance at the

Health physics staff in the RWP. frequency specified by the facility

6.12.2 In addition to the requirements of 6.12.1, areas accessible to
personnel with radiation levels such that a major portion of
the body could receive in 1. hour a dose greater than 1000 mromshall be provided with locked enclosures to prevent
unauthorized entry, and the keys shall be maintained under the
administrative control of the Shift Supervisor on duty and/orhealth physics supervision.

Enclosures shall remain locked
except during periods of access by personnel under an approvedRWP which shall specify the dose rate levels in the immediate
work area and the maximum allowable stay time for
in that area. individuals

For individual areas accessible to personnel with radiation
levels such that a major portion of the body could receive in1

hour a dose in excess of 1000 mrem" that are located withinlarge areas, where no enclosure exists for purposes of
locking, and no enclosure can be reasonably constructed aroundthe individual areas, then that area shall be roped off,;

conspicuously posted and a flasning light shall be activatedas a warning-1!!avice. In lieu of tne stay time specification
| of the RWP, direct or remote (such as use of closed circuit TV

cameras) continuous surveillance may be made by personnel
qualified . in radiation protection procedures to provide
positive exposure control over the activities within the area.

* Measurement made at 18" from source of radioactivity.
1

1

|

. .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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6.13 PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP) -.
, ,

6.13.1 The PCP shall be approved by the Commission prior toimplementation.

6.13.2 Licensee-initiated changes to the PCP:

a. Shall
be submitted to the Commission in the SemiannualRadioac~tive Effluent Release Report for the period in

which the cnange(s) was made. This submittal shallcontain:

1. Sufficiently detailed information to totally support
the rationale for the change without benefit of
additional or supplemental information;

2. A determination that the change did not reduce the
overall conformance of the solidified waste product
to existing criteria for solid wast.es; and

3. Documentation of the fact that the change has been
reviewed and found acceotable by the PORC.

-

O
V b. Shall become

PORC. effective upon review and acceptance by the

|

|

|

I

O

-
.
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6.14

0FF-SITE 00SE CALCULATION MANUAL (00CM) *!
.

l

6.14.1 The CCCM shall be approved by the Commission prior toimplementation.

6.14.2 Licensee-initiated changes to the 00CM:

a.
Shall be submitted to the Commission in the SemiannualRadioactive Effluent Release Report for the period in
which the change (s) was made effective. This submittalshall contain:

1. Sufficiently detailed information to totally support
the rationale for the change without benefit of
adcitional or supplemental information. Information
submitted should consist of a package of those pagesof the ODCM to be changed with each page numbered,
dated and containing the revision number, together
with appropriate analyses or evaluations justifyingi

1 the change (s); e
' p 2. A determination that tre change will not reduce the'

V accuracy or reliabili:y of dose calculations or
setpoint determinations; and

3. Documentation of the fact that the change has been
reviewed and found acceptable by the PORC.

b. Shall become effective upon review and acceptance by the
PORC.,

O

,

[
_____ __.__ __. - - - - ~ _
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MAJOR CHANGES TO LIQUID, GASEQUS. AND SOLIO RADWASTE TREATMENT
. . . . .

SYSTEMS

6.15.1 Licensee-initiated major changes to
Systems (liquid, gaseous, and solid): the Radwasta Treatment

;

i a.
Shall be reported to the Commission in the Semiannual
Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period in
which the evaluation was reviewed by the p0RC. Thediscussion of each change shall contain:

1. A summary of the evaluation that led to thedetermination that the change could be made in
accordance with 10CFR50.59;

2. Sufficient detailed information to totally support
the reason for the change without benefit ofadditional or supplemental information;

t
I 3. A

detailed description of the equipment, components,
and processes involved and the interfaces with otherplant systems;

4. An evaluation of tre change, which shows the
predicted releases of radioactive materials in liquidand gaseous effluents and/or quantity of solid waste
that differ from those previously predicted in the
license application and amendments thereto:

5.
An evaluation of the change, which 5%ws tne expected
maximum exposures to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC, in the
UNRESTRICTED AREA and to the general population that
differ from those previously estimated in the license
application and amendments thereto:

6. A comparison of the predicted releases of radioactivematerials, in liquid and
gaseous effluents and insolid waste, to the actual releases for the period

prior to when the change is to be made;
7.

An estimate of the exposure to plant operating
personnel as a result of the change; and

8. Documentation of the fact that the change was
reviewed and found acceptable by the PORC.

Ov
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b. Shall become
effective upon review acd accept.ang,e by,th,e_ ,,PORC.

6.16 _ FUEL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

A. The fuel
surveillance program shall be approved by theCommission prior to implementation

B. Any changes to the fuel surveillanceCommission approval and concurrence prior to

program require
implementation.

C. The fuelsurveillanceprogramshallincludepIovisionsto
submit all aspects of the examinations performed to theCommission in a timely fashion.

.

O
'

.

l

|
,

,
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6.17 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION 3,

*

1A. By no Stw than June 30, 1982, all safety related
.

?

electrich equipment in the facility shall bt CMiified in
,

'

accordance with the provisions of: 01visico cf OperatingReactors " Guidelines for Evaluating Euvironmental '
1

Qualification of Class IE Electrical 1 Equipment inOperating Reactors" (00R Guidelines; or, NUREG-0588" Interim
Staff Position on Environmental Qualification ofSafety Related Electrical Equipment", December 1979, tothe extent applicable to a gas cooled reactor. Copies of

these documents are attached to Order for Modification, of
License No. OPR-34 dated October 27. 1980.|

,"

!
' 8. By

no later than Dscember 1,1980, complets and auditible
records must be availabio and maintained at a central i
location which describe the environmental qualificatica- -

method used for all $4fety related slectrical equipment in.sufficient detail to document the degreo 'of compliancet' ,

alth the 00R Guidelines or NUREG-0586, to the extent
eacclicable to a gae cooled reactor. TNreafter, such;.

records should be updated and maintaicad current as
d(m

I equipment is replaced, furtner tested, or otherwisefur *her qualified.
1 '

1

1 *

l

g, g g TNSEtutGG INWc N*N WO HW" * " "\

I

A. The
- Inservice Inspection and Testing Program shall be

^ developed by PSC and approved by the .ommissionc
prito implementation. TW s We~hyr h +g'pyp 4 bebepq of ne f;fW met 0 c.le *

1B. Proposed changes to the Inservice Inspection andA0060
Testing Program shall be ev4htated per the criteria of, 10 CFR 50.59. Proposec . changes involving an
Anreviewed safety question shall be submitted to theCommission for approva? prior to implementation.
Propsed changes not involving an unreviewed safetyquestion iny

be implemented without prior Commission
approval, but all such changes shall be _ reported to
the Commission in the annual
report. 10 CFR $0.59 summary

,o C. The faservice Inspection and Testing Program shall be4] based on ths aoplicable portions of ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section XI, Divisions 1 or 2 as
appropriate, for inspection and testing requirements,
methodology, and acceptance criteria.

, _
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The RADIOLOGICAL and ENVIRONMENTAL Technical
Specifications (Chapter 8.0 of the existing
Technical Specifications) are not included .

in this submittal. Section 8.0 is not being
revised under the present scope of the Tech-
nical Specification Upgrade Program.

i

e

O

'nV
|
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PSC ACTION IfEM STATUS

The following i s the status of all NRC comments categorized during
the meeting of October 27-30, 1986 as requiring PSC action. These
were designated as A# comments in Reference 2.

PSC Action Complete;
NRC Comment Shown in Attachment 1 Comments

.

Table 1.0-1 X

LCO 3.1.1-1 X

LCO 3.1.6-1 X

LCO 3.1.6-5 X

LCO 3.3.2.2-1 X

LCO 3.3.2.3-1 X

LCO 3.3.2.3-4 X

LCO 3.3.2.7-2 X

LCO 3.3.2.7-3 X

LCO 3.3.2.8-2 X

LCO 3.6.4-1 Resolution Pending
LC0 3.6.4-2 X -

LC0 3.6.4-6 X

LCO 3.6.5.1-2 See Attachment 4
LCO 3.6.5.1-4 X

LCO 3.6.5.1-5 X

LCO 3.6.5.1-6 X

LCO 3.6.5.2-1 See Attachment 4
LC0 3.6.5.2-7 X

LCO 3.6.5.2-11 Resolution Pending
LCO 3.6.5.2-12 Resolution Pending
LCO 3.6.5.3-2 Resolution Pending
LCO 3.7.1.1-2 See Attachment 4
LC0 3.7.1.1-3 X

LCO 3.7.1.2-1 X

LCO 3.7.1.2-3 X

LCO 3.7.2-6 Revise FSAR
LCO 3.7.4.1-1 X

| LCO 3.7.5-2 X Includes 2 items
LCO 3.7.6.3-4 X

LCO 3.7.6.4-2 X

LCO 3.7.8-1 Resolution Pending
! LCO 3.7.8-4 Revise Electrical TS
I LCO 3.7.9-2 X

; LCO 3.7.9-3 See Attachner.t 4
! LCO 3.9.1-2 X

LC0 3.9.1-3 See Attachment 4
LCO 3.9.1-6 X

Section 5.3-3 X

Section 6.5-1 (6.5.1.7.b) X

Section 6.5-1 (6.5.2.3) X

| Section 6.5-1 (Item 1) .X
Section 6.12 Resolution Pending

:

I
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JUSTIFICATION FOR SHUTDOWN ACTION STATEMENTS

Various ACTION statements in the proposed technical specifications,
applicable during Shutdown and Refueling Modes, include the phrase
" suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, control rod
movements resulting in positive reactivity changes, or movement of
fuel." The NRC commented that this was not sufficiently restrictive,
and replaced " control rod movements" with "any evolutions."

PSC considers restriction of "any evolutions" resulting in positive
reactivity changes inappropriate. There are three ways of altering
core reactivity at Fort St. Vrain: 1) by manipulating fuel,
moderator, reserve shutdown material, or control rod pairs, 2) by
changing temperature, or 3) through buildup and decay of fission
product poisons. Only those items that can be manipulated via CORE
ALTERATIONS or control rod movements should be addressed in the
ACTION statement. The poison buildup or decay cannot be controlled,
but PSC makes conservative assumptions regarding their worth in
shutdown margin calculations. Temperature, as a controllable ,

reactivity parameter, should not be limited by restrictive ACTION
statements which limit operator response. The temperature defect is
accounted for in the conservative calculations associated with
SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

Cooldown and long term cooling are normally achieved at FSV using
fcedwater at approximately 220 degrees F or condensate at

approximately 80 degrees F. During extended periods of reactor
shutdown, feedwater or condensate may need to be turned off for

,

corrective or preventive maintenance. Also, during Refuelingj

|
conditions where low temperature must be maintained for safe

! operations inside the PCRV, condensate is normally required. To
| ensure long term cooling capability, FSV needs the capability in the
f * SHUTDOWN mode to change from feedwater to condensate, even though

this results in a temperature decrease and a positive reactivity
addition.

PSC considers this positive reactivity addition acceptable beca.use
adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN of 0.01 delta k will still be maintained, in
accordance with LCO 3.1.3. The reactivity addition due to a
temperature decrease resulting from a change to condensate is

'

approximately 0.008 delta k. This reactivity addition does not
reduce the 0.01 delta k SHUTDOWN MARGIN because a cooldown to 80
degrees F is already included in the SHUTDOWN MARGIN calculated per
LCO 3.1.3.

Of all the FSV specifications that use the subject Action statement,
only LCO 3.9.1 requires Core Average Inlet Temperatures below 165
degrees F, where condensate would already be in use. Even in this
case, PSC considers that the Action should be addressed specifically

| to movement of control rod pairs. This is consistent with other'

Actions and is clear, concise, and direct for ease of understanding
by the operators.

'
!
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JUSTIFICATION (Continued)

Thus PSC does not believe "any evolutions" is an acceptable
replacement for " control rod movement." At no time is the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN reduced below 0.01 delta k. Additional conservatism by
restricting changes in cooling water sources is neither necessary nor
consistent with maintenance of long term cooling capability. The
relevant parameter of interest is SHUTDOWN MARGIN. In addition, a
change in the preferred cooling mode.from feedsater to condensate or
the reverse results in very gradual changes in graphite and fuel
temperatures. This is due to the large inherent heat capacity of the
graphite, not unlike that of the water in the refueling cavity of an
LWR.

It is PSC's position that the ACTION statements as proposed by PSC
are proper and correct and reflect conservative operating practices
and assumptions.

During the preparation of this discussion, PSC determined that an
agreement regarding the ACTION statements is not conservative. As
noted above, the action is to " suspend all operations involving CORE -

ALTERATIONS, control rod movements resulting in positive reactivity
changes, or movement of fuel." PSC agreed during the October 27-30,
1986 meeting to replace "or" with "and", since suspending only one of
these activities would not be sufficient. Upon further review, the
action is to suspend all operations involving any of the cited
activities, and "or" is appropriate. Use of "and" would involve an
operation that is inclusive of all cited activities and is

inappropriate. The markup in Attachment I retains "or".

.

|
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Safety Analysis Examples

' This attachment includes several examples of analyses that PSC
intends to provide for each case where the existing FSV Technical
Specification requirement has been deleted or made less restrictive
in the Technical Specification upgrade Program.

The final presentation may differ in fr.rmat from that shown herein,
to more clearly identify the requiremen. changes, but the level of
detail and analysis will be consistent.

,

s.
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LCO 3.7.2

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION of hydraulic system pressure indicators and
pressure alarms will be deleted from the technical specifications.

This is consistent with standard technical specification (STS)
treatment for non-critical parameters. Critical parameters would be
those associated with core performance and automatic protective
action. The hydraulic system instrumentation surveillance (s) will be
covered under administrative controls,

This change involves deletion of requirements in the existing
technical specifications (SR 5.3.5). However, consistent with STS
requirements, non-critial parameters (those parameters not required,

' directly or indirectly for. monitoring core performance or 'uitiating
automatic protective actions) are not specified explicitly as
technical specifications. These non-critical parameters are
controlled by administrative controls and routine calibrations will
be performed.

This change is not considered to involve a significant hazards
consideration per 10 CFR 50.92, for the following reasons: -

1) The deletion of existing surveillance requirements for
hydraulic system instrumentation, and the delegation of *these surveillances to plant administrative controls does

~
'not involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated. FSV
instrumentation is of comparable quality and function with
that in use at other nuclear power plants. FSV hydraulic
system instrument operability will be assured via

administrative controls, consistent with other nuclear
plants that operate per STS requirements.

2) This deietion does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. The need for operable instrumentation to monitor
hydraulic sy tem performance has not been eliminated. This
change places the actual calibrations in the plant's
administrative controls versus the technical specifications.

3) This deletion does not involve a significant reduction in at

margin of safety. The margin of safety for the hydraulic
system is in the system design, which is not affected by
this change.
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LCO 3.7.6.2

The requirement to declare diesel generators inoperable if CO2
systems are inoperable for 30 or more days was deleted from the
existing requirements to be consistent with standard technical
specification (STS) requirements.

Due to the fact that emergency AC electrical power sources are no
more critical to prevent or mitigate accidents at FSV as compared to
light water reactors, a requirement for fire suppression systems (C02
systems) for those electrical power sources should be no more
restrictive than comparable light water reactors. Thus, adoption of
the STS requirements for CO2 systems which is relief from existing
requirements is considered. acceptable from a risk perspective.

This change is not considered to involve a significant hazards
consideration per 10 CFR 50.92, for the following reasons:

1) The deletion of the requirement to declare the diesel
generators inoperable if CO2 systems are inoperable for 30

> days does not involve a significant increase in the -

probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. The operability of emergency AC electrical power
will be assured via applicable Technical Specifications,
consistent with other nuclear plants that operate per STS -

"

requirements. Also, the FSV CO2 fire suppression systems
are similar to those at other nuclear power plants. The
actions to be taken to compensate for the inoperability of
FSV CO2 systems are consistent with those required for other

; STS plants.

2) This deletion does not create the possibility of a new or
| different kind of accident from any accident previously
l evaluated. There are no plant modifications associated with

this change and the compensatory measures required by the
specification ensure protection at a level consistent with
other STS plants.

3) This deletion does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The system design and other specified
actions provide protection consistent with STS requirements.

i

|
|
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LCO 3.7.6.3

The requirement for annual verification cf halon system operability
by a flow check and test of dampers was changed to an 18 month
interval consistent with standard technical specification (STS)
intervals. The 18 month interval was chosen for STS allowing for
extended fuel cycles and the desire to perform these surveillances
while shutdown. Thus, the proposed requiremen'.s are acceptaole as
they are consistent with the STS. .

This change is not considered to involve a significant hazards
consideration per 10 CFR 50.92, for the following reasons:

1) The extension of the test interval from 12 to 18 months does
not involve a sign'ificant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. The FSV
halon fire suppression systems are similar to those at other
nuclear power plants. The demonstration of halon system
operability at a frequency accepted by the NRC assures
system operability at a level consistent with other nuclear
plants that operate per the STS. _

'

2) This extension does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously - -

evaluated. There are no plant modifications associated with
this change and the halon system surveillances assure ~

operability at a level consistent with other STS plants.
,

;

! ~

3) This extension does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The system design and other surveillances
assure operability consistent with STS requirements.

!

*
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!
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COMMENT DISCUSSIONS

This attachment includes discussions on each NRC comment discussed during
the October 27-30, 1986 meeting between PSC and NRC.'

The NRC comment is repeated, PSC's discussion is presented, and the
agreed-upon resolution is stated. The resolution category designations
are as follows:

A PSC will incorporate NRC comment as is
A# PSC action item
B No further action is needed (resolved by discussion)<

C PSC will explain in proposed TSUP amendment safety evaluation
(NRC accepted PSC position)

D* NRC action item
E Outside TSUP scope - no further discussion planned
F Outside TSUP scope - further discussion possible

4

91

1

1
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NRC Comment: General #4 (page 4):

"Per' previous agreement with PSC (O. R. Lee letter to H. N. Berkow,
dated November 27,1984), surveillance frequency 'R' 'at least once
per REFUELING CYCLE' should be 'at least once per REFUELING CYCLE but
not to exceed 18 months'. If certain surveillances are appropriate
only on a frequency of 'at least once per REFUELING CYCLE,' PSC
should justify those on a case basis."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to add "not to exceed 18 months" to the surveillance
interval descriptiori shown on Table 1.2.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to the noted change. A

.

t

i



NRC Comment: General #5 (pace 4)

" Satisfaction of single failure criteria whenever the CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degree F is a new licensing
basis that has not been reviewed / approved by the NRC and appears to
be outside the original scope of the TSUP.

PSC Response:

The STS contain a breakpoint for operability of ECCS systems of
T-average greater than or equal to 350 degrees F. The basis for
requiring one versus two ECCS systems is based on the stable
reactivity condition of the reactor and limited core cooling
requirements. FSV has applied these criteria in a very conservative
manner as verified by NRC contractor analyses for review of LCO
4.1.9. Due to the fact that FSV emergency cooling systems are
normally operating, the criteria for a Calculated Bulk Core
Temperature is applied on a wider basis than a typical LWR. PSC
believes its position is technically sound and conservative in its
application.

PSC feels that the acceptability of a 760 degree F Calculated Bulk
Core Temperature Criteria, as the dividing point between when
redundancy is or is not required, is critical to the TSUP and is
within the project scope.

PSC's current Technical Specifications do not include operability
requirements in many cases for condition other than "at power".

Consistent with the guidance provided in the STS, PSC included in the
TSUP requirements for operability whenever there is significant decay
heat. The CBCT was chosen as a measure of decay heat. PSC's
agreement with the LCO and Actions has been predicated on the
understanding that single failure protection is not required below a
760 degree F CBCT. If this is not acceptable, another criteria must
be selected. PSC feels that whatever the criteria is, it is a key
feature of the TSUP.

This issue is also being addressed as a part of the review of LCO
4.1.9, Minimum Helium Flow.

Resolution:
.

NRC acknowledged the significance that PSC has placed on the CBCT
concept, and they agreed that their approval of LC0 4.1.9 would serve
as the basis for the TSUP approval. 0*, pending approval of LCO
4.1.9.

L.



NRC Comment: General #6 (page 4):

"PSC did not respond to T. L. King note to M. H. Holmes (see,

Enclosure 4).,

;,

PSC Response:

The items identified in this note were discussed in the July 1985
meetings with the NRC, and they resulted in four action items.

The resolution of the comments in the note is as follows:

1. a) Comment: "It seems appropriate that an LCO on th'e Helium
Purification System be included."

Resolution: This comment was discussed in Attachment 2 to P-85448,
in conjunction with Specification 3/4.7.5.

1.a Comment: " Continuous operation to remove 0, and Na should also
be included."

Resolution: As agreed in the July 1985 meetings, removal of 0, and
N is a feature of the Helium Purification System

design. All impurities that represent safety concerns
are addressed in LC0 3/4.4.2 and 3/4.4.3.

1.a Comment: " Safety pipe spools for emergency cooling should also
be included."

Resolution: This comment was included in Action Item 1 to NRC
letter from Hunter to Lee, dated August 22, 1985 (G-
85354). It was added as SR 4.7.5.c in the final draft
Technical Specifications. NRC considered this item
closed in NRC letter from Heitner to Walker, dated May,

t 30, 1986 (G-86285).

1.a Comment: " Automatic closure of block valves upon a leak should
; also be included."

Resolution: This comment was included as Action Item 1 to the NRC
| letter of August 22, 1985, discussed above. PSC
| considers this feature to be included in the definition

of operability. NRC considered this item closed in the
above mentioned letter of May 30, 1986.

,
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NRC Comment: General #6 (continued):

1.b Comment: " Inlet and outlet secondary coolant system piping from '

the PCRV up to and including the first isolation valves
is not apparent in the 4/1/85 draft Technical
Specification."

Resolution: As agreed in the July 1985 meetings, this piping is
included via the operability definition of
Specification 3.5.2, Steam Generators. Even though
this specification has subsequently been changed, the
extent of the operability definition still includes
this piping.

'

1.b Comment: "Why was the LC0 4.2.5, Circulating Water Makeup
System, dropped?"

Resolution: The circulating water makeup system is included in
TSUP, under LCO 3.5.4. Connections to the service
water pump pit were added in the final draft Technical

. Specifications and the fire pump pit is included in the
'

operability definition for the fire water pumps in LC0
3.5.4.

1.c Comment: "The need for an LCO addressing PCRV Support Ring
Cooling system and limits needs to be addressed."

Resolution: This comment was included as action item 2 in NRC
letter from Hunter to Lee, dated August 22, 1985 and is
being resolved by separate correspondence.,

1.d Comment: "The need for an LCO on the decay heat removal heat*

exchanger needs to be addressed.">

Resolution: As agreed in the July 1985 meetings, the decay heat
removal heat exchanger is not relied upon in the safety
analysis. The licensing basis includes once through,

cooling. This heat exchanger is a water conservation'

equipment item, and need not be included in the
Technical Specifications.

| 1.e Comment: "An LCO should be considered for the configuration of
; PCRV Penetrations."
|

Resolution: This comment was included as Action item 3 in NRC
letter from Hunter to Lee, dated August 22, 1985. PSC
added deck plate configuration to SR 4.6.4.5.a. The
NRC considered this item closed in NRC letter from ,

Heitner to Walker, dated May 30, 1986.

i
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NRC Comment: General #6 (continued):

1.e Comment: "An LCO should be considered for PCRV Helium Inventory
or Pressure."

Resolution: As agreed in the July 1985 meetings, helium inventory
requirements are addressed in LCO 3.2.4, via the
density requirements. PCRV pressure is addressed in
the SL 2.2.1 requirements. No addition requirements
are appropriate.

1.e Comment: "An LC0 should be considered for Core Average
Temperature."

Resolution: As agreed in the July 1985 meetings, the temperature
requirement in LCO 3.2.4 apply.

1.e Comment: "An LCO should be considered for Power to Control
Rods."

Resolution: Power- is available to control rods in all modes expect
shutdown, as controlled by the Reactor Mode Switch.
The RMS switch position is one of the criteria used to
define operating modes. Also, the Basis for LCO
3.1.4.2 discusses means for making control rods
incapable of being withdrawn. This feature is
adequately controlled.

1.e Comment: "An LCO similar to 3.9.1 could be helpful in defining
the other modes."

Resolution: As discussed in the July 1985 meeting, the feature
discussed above are adequately addressed in the
Technical Specifications, modes are defined in Table
1.0-1, and additional requirements would be
inconsistent with STS guidance.

2. Comment: "The applicability of these Technical Specifications to
one loop operation is not clear. Is one-loop operation
acceptable? Do the Technical Specifications support
one-loop operation?"

L
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NRC Comment: General #6 (continued):

Resolution: This comment is included as Action item 4 in NRC letter
from Hunter to Lee, dated August 22, 1985. The
Technical Specifications need to permit one-loop
operation to recover from a loop shutdown. Although
this is not a preferred operating mode, it is a design
feature of FSV and should not be precluded by the
Technical Specifications. The NRC considers this item
"Under Review" in NRC letter from Heitner to Walker,
dated May 30, 1986.

Resolution:

This entire comment response was taken by the NRC for further review
0*.

.
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NRC Comment: Definition 1.11 (page 5)

"Without further definition, the phrase 'except for control rod
pairs' allows too much flexibility for reactivity changes.

PSC Response:

PSC had excepted control - rod movement from the Core Alteration
definition for clarity. We were concerned that Actions to " suspend
Core Alterations" would not be recognized by the FSV operators to
also prohibit CRD movement. Our solution was to delete CRDs from the
Core Alteration definition and to add to any Actions a specified CRD
movement prohibition: " suspend Core Alterations and any CRD movement
that results in positive reactivity addition."

Resolution:

NRC agreed to a revision to the Definition for Core Alternations that
replaced to phrase "except for Control Rod pairs" with "except for
insertion of control rod pairs or reserve shutdown material". A

.
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NRC Comment: Definition 1.14 (page 5), Core Average Temperature: i

"First draft comments requesting definition of ' Bypass Flow' and
'Cescribe calculational method' have not been satisfactorily
resolved."

PSC Response:

Regarding ' Bypass Flow', the final draft definition was revised
to state that Core Average Temperature is based on Primary
Coolant Flow, without any reference to Bypass Flow. Thus,
further definition of Bypass Flow is not appropriate in the Tech
Specs. PSC notes that the calculation for Core Average
Temperature actually does adjust for Bypass Flow, although this
adjustment has varied as experience has provided us with
improvements over the years. Since this bypass flow fraction
cannot be measured, it is an analytical approximation and PSC
needs the flexibility to be able to refine this approximation to
obtain better correlation with measured data in the future. The
Tech Specs should not be prescriptive to the point of precluding
other technically acceptable means of determining core
performance parameters.

! Regarding pSC's calculational method, it is necessarily
'complicated, as indicated in Attachment 2 to P-85448. As with

Bypass Flow, PSC has refined our methodology in the past, based
on experience, and we will continue to make improvements in our
efforts to achieve better correlation with observed data. This
should not have to be accompanied by a Tech Spec change. The
Core Average Temperature calculations are comparable to the heat
balance calculations involved with the Thermal Power definition
and the calculational methodology is not described in any greater
detail there than it is here.

For background, the following is a discussion of why FSV cannot
rely on an arithmetic average of inlet and outlet temperatures to
obtain the Core Average Temperature.

As discussed in FSAR section 3.5.4.2, the FSV core has been
designed to achieve a nearly exponential axial power
distribution, with the highest power generated in the top of the
reactor with the cold inlet primary coolant and the lowest power
at the bottom with the hotter exit primary coolant. This is
achieved by having two axial fuel zones as well as axially zoned
burnable poison.

This design feature yields a near optimally flat axial fuel
temperature with the majority of the core closer to the coolant
exit temperature. As a consequence, the arithmetic average of
the coolant inlet and exit temperature does not describe the core
average temperature. An expression has been analytically
determined to describe the core average temperature based upon
the measured reactor parameters of Core Average Inlet and Outlet
Temperature, and Primary Coolant Flow, and reactor Thermal Power.

I
__ _
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NRC Comment: Definition 1.14, Core Average Temperature (continued): |

Since -the Core Average Temperature is a function of the core
coolant flow and power and not just the . primary coolant
(circulator) flow . which is what is measured, an adjustment must
be made to account for the coolant flow which bypasses the core.
The coolant flow bypassing the core is directly dependent upon
the r..easured core pressure drop which has increased as _the
equilibrium fuel cycle has been approached.

Resolution:

NRC' accepted PSC's position. B

.
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NRC Comment: Definition 1.17 (page 5):

" Deviations from STS wording that are only for convenience or
preference are at cross purposes with overall consistency of format."

PSC Response: -

PSC agrees to refer to surveillance intervals per Table 1.2, as noted
in the NRC markup.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to the noted change. A

l
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NRC Comment: Definition 1.24 (page 6):

" Deviations from- STS wording that are only for convenience or
preference are at cross purposes with overall consistency of format."

PSC Response:

PSC agreed to re-label Table 1.0-1 as Table 1.1.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to the noted change. A
:

h
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NRC Comment: Table 1.0-1 (page 7):

" Note at bottom of page was added to the final draft without
justification.

NRC also requested that PSC provide justification to demonstrate
that automatic protective actions, alarms, etc., will not be
bypassed by ISS switch setting changes, or reference an LC0 that
authorizes the bypass conditions."

r

PSC Response:

Tne subject note allows ISS switch or Reactor Mode Switch setting
changes for 72 hours for the purpose of a test or surveillance,
without considering it a Mode change. This note was added to-
allow PSC's Results organization to perform PPS surveillances and -

tests with the RMS in Run and with various ISS settings, without
having to meet all the requirement for a Mode change.

Although this note would allow energizing control rods (with the
RMS in Run) without making a mode change, it does not allow a
relaxation of controls because the CR0 position and
instrumentation specs include requirements on all rods capable of

{being withdrawn, i.e., energized, regardless of the Mode.

In order to be consistent with similar provisions that are made
in the GE-BWR STS, PSC proposes to modify the notes for Table 1.1
as shown in Attachment 1. These changes assure Keff less than
0.99 when the RMS is changed, and allow conservative ISS settings
during tests and surveillances.

Resolution:

PSC proposed additional restrictions on RMS and ISS settings, as
'shown in Attachment 1. A#

i . . . . . . .
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NRC Comment: SL 2.1.1 #2 (page 7):

The NRC- proposed'several changes to the definition of region radial
power peaking factors (RPF).

PSC Response:

[ PSC agrees to the changes provided in the NRC markup.

Resolution:
,

The noted changes were agreed upon. A
'

1
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NRC Comment SL 2.1.1 #3 (page 7):

NRC questioned axial power density ratios provided in the final draft
specification, and suggested that PSC clarify the uncertainties used '

in the analyses.

PSC Response:

PSC agrees that the uncertainties should be identified in Design
Feature 5.3.4, and that their use should be better explained.

Resolution:

The changes proposed by PSC in mark-ups to Design Feature 5.3.4 were
agreed upon, as shown in Attachment 1. PSC also agreed to clarify
the uncertainties in the FSAR. A

.
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NRC Comment SL 2.1.1 #4 (page 8):

The NRC proposed a clarification to the BASIS discussion on the use
of experimental data on fuel kernel migration.

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to the NRC proposed clarification.

Resolution:

It was agreed to make the change as noted. A

s
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NRC Comment: SL 2.1.1 #5 (page 8) ,

ACTION a. of 24 hours to be SHUTDOWN is inconsistent with the STS
ACTION of I hour. There appears to be no justification for being in
violation of a SAFETY LIMIT for 24 hours. PSC has also changed the
specification and/or ACTION of the existing FSV LCO 3.1 without
justifications.

PSC Response:

The justification for allowing 24 hours to be shutdown is described
in the Basis for SL 2.1, page 2-6. The key concept is that the Core
Thermal Safety Limit is an integration of the time that the LCO 3.2.6
limits are exceeded. For any severe transients, the Actions of LCO
3.2.6 require shutdown within 5 minutes.

Any violation of the severe P/F ratio limits of LCO 3.2.6 will result
in rapid action via the LC0 Actions and the plant would already have
to be shutdown by the time the SL would be reached. For the less
severe P/F ratio limits of LCO 3.2.6, up to 100 hours of integrated
time above the LC0 are allowed within the Safety Limit; for these
cases, a rapid shutdown is not appropriate and an orderly shutdown
(24 hours) is justified.

Regarding any- change to the specification, the core thermal safety
limit was added to FSAR Revision 4 as Section 3.6.8. This FSAR
discussion supports the SL 2.1.1 and LC0 3.2.6 requirements as
submitted in the 11/30/85 final draft.

PSC will add a reference to FSAR Section 3.6.8 in the Basis for both
SL 2.1.1 and LC0 3.2.6.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position.B.PSC agreed to reference FSAR Section
3.6.8 in the Basis, as shown in Attachment 1. A

:
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NRC Comment: SL 2.2.1-1 (page 9):

In Table 2.2.1-1, PSC is inconsistent in specifying the TRIP
SETPOINTS both compared to the STS and compared among the different
LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS in the final draft. As discussed in
Attachment 2 to P-85448, PSC argues that inserting a "less than or
equal to" sign before the trip settings for items 2(c), 2(d), and
2(e) is incorrect because a " TRIP SETPOINT" is not an absolute value
and should not have a limiting value. Instead, PSC specifies the
trip setting plus or minus a tolerance which apparently equals the
" margin for drift" as discussed on page 2-16 of the BASIS. However,
PSC does not use the same format for the trip settings in items 1(a)
through 2(b) in Table 2.2.1-1. For Item 1(c) in Table 2.2.1-1, the
Upper Trip Setpoint and the Upper Limit (text for ALLOWABLE VALUE)
should also indicate applicability "for circulator inlet temperature
equal to or greater than 742 degrees F." NRC had requested a
reference to a figure showing the TRIP SETPOINT versus temperature,

'

but PSC indicated that Figure 2.2.1-1 for the ALLOWABLE VALUE versus
temperature was the only reference available. PSC gives no
justification as to why they should not be required to provide a
reference. Also, why is psia used instead of psig? Are indication
and calibration both in psia?

PSC Response:

Items 2(c), 2(d), and 2(e) are all rupture disc and safety valve
pressure relief devices. Actuation of these devices at too low a
pressure would compromise safe operations of the plant. Therefore,
in these cases, there are safety considerations for both ends of the
tolerance band around the TRIP SETPOINT, and it should not be
considered an absolute value. For other parameters, it is
appropriate to specify the TRIP SETPOINT with a "less than or equal
to" sign.

Resolution:

NRC agreed with PSC's position. B

PSC agrees to add circulator inlet temperature qualifiers as shown on
NRC markup.

Resolution:

PSC accepted the NRC comment. A

Regarding a TRIP SETPOINT figure for Figure 2.2.1-1, the difference
, between the TRIP SETPOINT and the ALLOWABLE VALUE is so small that
| PSC feels that Figure 2.2.1-1 is a good graphical representation of
i the programmed pressure / temperature feature. The actual TRIP

SETPOINTS are specified as between 536 and 744 psia, i.e., directly
parallel to the allowable value. An additional curve would add
confusion rather than clarity.



. _ - - . . _ . .

|

NRC Comment: SL 2.2.1-1 (continued):

Resolution:

NRC acknowledged that any additional curves would be beyond the scope
of the Upgrade Program. F

Indication and calibration are both in psia.
,

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's response. B

.
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NRC Comment SL 2.2.1 #3 (page 9):

The NRC suggested that the note on Figure 2.2.1-1 be rewritten in one
continuous line, for clarity.

PSC Response:

PSC agreed to revise the Figure as suggested.

Resolution:

It was agreed to clarify the Figure as noted. A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.0-3 (page 10):

" Item 4.0.2. The footnotes are not consistent with the STS intent in
spite of.the PSC discussion (P-85448, Attachment 2). It is the
express intent of the STS not to allow doubling of intervals, even
infrequently."

PSC Response:

PSC acknowledges the NRC's intent and agrees to delete the footnotes.

Resolution:
s

PSC accepted the NRC's comment, as shown in Attachment 1. This
position is consistent with that applied throughout the industry.
Other plants have been unsuccessful at getting relief and PSC has no
strong plant-specific justification. A



NRC Comment: LCO 3.0 #4 (page 10):

" BASIS items 3.0.3 and 4.0.6 should be updated to reflect any changes
made in these sections."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to revise the Basis, consistent with changes made to the
Sections.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the noted changes are appropriate. A

.

)
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.0-5 (page 10)

"As worded, there is no requirement for NRC review / approval or the
use of ASME Section XI, Division 2 as appropriate.

PSC Response:

Paragraph 4.0.6 will be revised to refer to an_new Administration
Controls Section 6.18, where these program requirements will be
defined.

Add new 6.18 as shown on the attached markup. PSC revised the
program description from the NRC's version to allow PORC approval of
changes, consistent with~ other plant ISI programs. Also, the
description of the commitment to Section XI was modified to be
consistent with previous discussions.

Resolution:

NRC accepted the wording proposed by PSC as consistent with recent
discussions. A

i
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NRC Coment: LCO 3.1.1 #1 (page 11)

"In LC) 3.1.1, SR'4.1.1 and the accompanying BASIS, the use of the
terms scram time in relation to a value of 152 seconds should be
clarified."

PSC Response:

Incorporated NRC suggestion.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the intent of the NRC's comment would be met by
adding to the Basis the clarification that partial scram tests are
extrapolated from the fully withdrawn position. A#

.

$
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.1 #2 (page 11)

There are three separate suggestions in this comment.

"LCO 3.1.1 lacks a control rod pair operability condition on moisture
levels in the helium purge flow."

"An ACTION statement is needed to ensure that the dry helium source
is connected when needed to preserve control rod operability _ _ _."

"There is also a need to provide sufficient defense-in-depth to
reduce or eliminate sources of moisture ingress into the helium purge
flow."

PSC Response:

As pointed out by the NRC, there is a surveillance requirement for
moisture (condensed water) in the purge flow (SR 4.1.1.b.3), but
there is no limiting condition nor appropriate ACTION if purge flow
is carrying condensed water. This has been corrected by clarifying
the LCO and adding ACTION g. Per previous NRC agreement, a
satisfactory condition for moisture level in the purge flow is that
it does not carry condensed water.

Regarding the second suggestion, PSC's position is that if the purge
flow to any CR0 penetration is carrying condensed water, an
acceptable purge flow to that penetration is not available.
Therefore the ACTION's noted in e and f are appropriate. If an
acceptable purge flow is restored, regardless of the source of

.'helium, the ACTION requirement is satisfied. The additfon of an
ACTION to connect the backup helium is overly prescriptive.

The suggestions regarding the reduction or elimination of moisture
ingress into the purge flow system are considered to be outside the
scope of the Technical Specification Upgrade Program. This is
consistent with the classification given to similar NRC comments for
LCO 3.6.1.3.

Resolution:
s

i It was agreed that the changes made in the LCO and Actions are
acceptable regarding the first suggestion. A,

It was also agreed that no further action is required regarding the'

second and third suggestions in this comment. B and F, respectively,

,
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.1. #3 (page 11): '

"SR 4.1.1 lacks CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
surveillance requirements for the helium purge line knockout pot,
moisture element, and pressure transmitter."

PSC Response:

PSC considers that the surveillance requirements for this
instrumentation should be controlled administratively, through
procedures but not through technical specifications. This is
consistent with the STS, which only explicitly requires surveillances
on instrumentation for critical parameters.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumentation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. B



NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.1 #4 (page 12)

"LC0 3.1.1 lacks a control rod pair operability condition on primary
coolant impurity levels consistent with the graphite and burnable
poison corrosion limits specified in LCO 3.4.2 and LC0 3.4.3." It
further states, "Because of the possible connection between observed
high primary coolant moisture levels (about 100 ppm) prior to the
partial failure to scram reported in R0 50-267/84-008, an ACTION is
needed at least to increase the frequency of the partial scram test."

PSC Response:

As noted in Revision 3 of LER 84-008, dated 11/01/85, an extensive
investigation regarding failure of the control rods to scram
indicated that a "likely cause was internally generated normal wear
by products in the control rod drive motor bearings". Further
testing showed no correlation between failure to scram and moisture
level within the primary coolant. (P-85037, Failures to Scram
Control Rod Drive and Orifice Assemblies, EE-12-0010).

In all of the discussions between PSC and the NRC involving the
submittal and approved for use of the interin Technical
Specifications for Reactivity Control (P-85242 dated 7/10/85, G-85270
dated 7/12/85 and G-85294 dated 7/23/85), there was no requirement
for a control rod pair operability condition on primary coolant
impurity le,vels.

Resolution:

It was agreed that expanding the BASIS as shown in Attachment 1 and
adding the noted references is acceptable. No further action is
required regarding this comment. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.1 #5 (page 12) i

"In ACTION statement a, the determination / confirmation of SHUTDOWN
MARGIN per Specification LCO 3.1.3/SR 4.1.3 should be required when
one or more control rods are immovable."

,

PSC Response:

During operation at power, when one or more control rods become
immovable, PSC agrees that it is important to determine what the
SHUT 00WN MARGIN will be when all other control rods are inserted, as
expeditiously as possible. However since this requires an explicit
nuclear analysis for that specific control rod configuration, the
time allowance has been changed from the suggested I hour to 12
hours. This will allow for an accurate determination and is
acceptable since the positive reactivity changes due to xenon buildup
and decay and core cooldown are relatively slowly varying. This is
accomplished by requiring that the SHUTOOWN MARGIN determination be
initiated at the same time as reactor shutdown.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the revision to Action a was acceptable and no
further action is required regarding this comment. See Attachment 1.
A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.1 #6 (page 12)

"However, LC0 3.1.1 ACTION statements e and f do not specifically
require the performance of a partial scram test following loss of
purge flow".

"A reasonable but short time limit (such as "within 1 hour") should
also be specified for performing the partial scram test."

pSC Response:

The prescribed ACTIONS when purge flow is terminated are more
restrictive. Purge flow to each penetration must be resumed within
24 hours or that control rod pair must be fully inserted or it is
considered inoperable. As noted in the BASIS, degradation of the CR0
assembly due to lack of purge flow is a long term effect and will not
occur over a short time period.

Since degradation for temperature and/or purge flow is a long term
effect, performance of the partial scram test any time within the 24
hour period is acceptable.

As indicated in Comment 4 above, PSC will revise the BASIS to
reference test reports that conclude that CR0 operability is not
directly related to moisture.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the BASIS would be revised to reflect the fact
that if purge flow is lost, it would result in elevated CRDM
temperatures which require partial scram tests at an increased
frequency. No further actien is required regarding this comment. B

.



NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.1 #8 (page 12):

"SR 4.1.1.b.1.a.2 should cite Specification 4.1.1.c not 4.1.1.b with
regard to performing the partial scram test."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees that the reference should be 4.1.1.c.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to the noted change. A
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NRC Coment: LCO 3.1.1 #16 (page 15)

"There is no SR in response to slack cable alarm . . ."!

PSC Response:

The LCO, Action a, SR 4.1.1 b.4 and the BASIS have been revised to

, add the absence of a slack cable alarm as an LCO.
1

Resolution:

It was agreed that these proposed revisions are acceptable. No
further action is required. A

!
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.2.2 #12 (page 19)

"The requirements of SR 4.1.2.2.d do not agree with the BASIS on page
3/4.1-19".

pSC Response:

The BASIS has been changed as recommended by the NRC.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the revised BASIS is acceptable. A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.2.2 #13 (page 19)

"In the ACTION statement, 12 hours are allowed for Actions a, b, or c
in the SHUTDOWN mode. The STS (section 3.1.3) requires immediate
opening of the reactor trip system breakers.

,

t

Resolution:

The NRC agreed the no further action is needed regarding this
comment. The action required by LCO 3.1.4.2 is consistent and
complete. B

.
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.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.3 #2 (page 20)

Essentially there are 3 suggestions within this comment;

"The staff notes that ACTION statement a.1 was apparently written to
be consistent with the approach and format of the LCO 3.1.1.1 ACTION
statement in the W-STS. However, _ _ _,.

The required action at Fort St. Vrain should be more consistent with
that of LC0 3.1.1 ACTION Statement a. in the GE (BWR)-STS, since
HTGRs and BWRs have only one normal control / shutdown mechanism, i.e.
control rods, plus a reserve shutdown mechanism".

'The 24 hour time limit in LCO 3.1.3 ACTION statement a.2 should be
reduced to 12 hours to be consistent with" others specified.

"It is also noted that, when LC0 3.1.3 ACTION statement a.2 is
pursued with the 12 hour limit as recommended, then ACTION b should
ensure that the SHUT 00WN MARGIN is effected within 13 hours following
discovery."

PSC Response:

As seen by the enclosure 1 from the GE (BWR) STS, there is very

little difference between (BWR LC0 3.1.1 ACTION a.) and (FSV LC0
3.1.3 ACTION a.). When in the operating modes, the BWR
Specifications allow 6 hours to reestablish the renuired SHUTDOWN
MARGIN while the FSV Specification allows 1 hour to accomplish that
task. The primary reason for an inadequate SHUT 00WN MARGIN during
operation would be from potentially inoperable control rods. Because
the CRD's may be " inoperable" when their motor temperature exceeds
250 degrees F and because inoperable rods are not given full credit
in the SHUTOOWN MARGIN calculation, there is a potential for these
" inoperable" rods to be available for insertion to achieve the
required SHUTOOWN MARGIN. ACTION statement a.1 would allow operation
to continue if the control rods can be inserted without violating
other specifications.

The allowable time for ACTION statement a.2 was initially set at 24
hours because of the slow time response to reactivity changes and is
consistent with an orderly reactor shutdown. However, to be
consistent with other ACTION times associated with observable
conditions that directly impact on the available SHUTDOWN MARGIN,
this time has been changed to 12 hours.

As noted above, the primary reason for an inadequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN
is the inability for control rods to be inserted. Specification LCO

,

3.1.4.2 requires that when SHUTOOWN is achieved, within 1 hour either
control rods or reserve shutdown material is inserted in all but two
of the core regions. This is consistent and as pointed out by NRC
Actions 3.1.3.a.2 and b will ensure adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN within
13 hours.



NRC Coment: LCO 3.1.3 #2 (continued)

Resolution: ,

.

It was agreed that the first and third suggestions required no
further action (B) and that the revision to Action statement a.2 as
shown is acceptable. (A)

.



NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.3 #4 (pages 20, 21, & 22)

"SR 4.1.3 begins with the statement that SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be
verified . . . Later it begins with the words that 'In assessing
the SHUTDOWN MARGIN the following conditions shall be assumed' ...

Does verification literally mean verification? If so, where is the
traceable path of verification documentation for the calculations of
subcritical multiplication in FSV?"

NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.3 #8 (page 23)

"In SR 4.1.3 b.4 and SR 4.1.3. c.3, does assessing mean verifying as
implied in the opening statement of 3d 4.1.3? If so, justify."

PSC Response:

As the NRC comment suggests, the terminology in SR 4.1.3 regarding
the determination of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is inconsistent and
incorrect. The word " verified" has been replaced by the word
" assessed" in both SR 4.1.3 and the BASIS.

In assessing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN for various core conditions,
calculated reactivities or components of reactivity are utilized.
This calculated data has been obtained as a function of core
condition using nuclear codes and models that have been substantiated
or verified by either experimental results or refined analytical
techniques. The acceptability of these calculational techniques has
been demonstrated by physics measurements during the startup test
program as well as measurements made at the beginning of each
refueling cycle. In addition, nuclear analysis using these same
analytical techniques was instrumental in determining the cause and
ultimate resolution of a complicated core problem, namely the
movement of core components within the reactor which resulted in
slowly varying temperature fluctuations of both the primary and
secondary coolant. Consequently, PSC has a high degree of confidence
in the calculational data as well as the analytical models. At the
same time, full burnup has not been achieved on any of the core
components nor has the equilibrium fuel cycle been achieved. For
this reason, an on going evaluation of both the calculated data and
the analytical models is required and is ensured by the surveillance
requirements within the Technical Specifications.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the proposed changes in terminology in both the SR
and the BASIS are acceptable. A

i
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'NRC Comments: LCO 3.1.4.1 #1, 3, 8 & 9 (pages 24-27)

Comments 1, 3, and 9 reflect wording changes to the LC0 and BASIS. A
portion of comments 8 notes that the uncertainty values associated
with the calculated peaking factors currently a part of the BASIS in
LCO 4.1.3 of the existing Technical Specifications have been a part
of previous licensing questions, they should be included in the
revised TSUP.

PSC Response:

All of the NRC suggested wording changes have been incorporated as
suggested. In addition, the peaking factors which are currently
shown in DESIGN FEATURE 5.3.4 have been revised to include the
uncertainties and a note has been added to clarify their use.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the changes in the LCO and BASIS and the DESIGN
FEATURE 5.3.4 section are acceptable. A

.
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NRC Comments: LCO 3.1.4.2 #3 (page 28)

"In LCO 3.1.4.2.a.2, the reference to (SHUTDOWN MARGIN verification)
,

should read (SHUTDOWN MARGIN assessment). Subcriticality may be i

verified directly by the rod pair withdrawals, but the worth of the
withdrawn rod pairs is available only as a calculated value. The
BASIS should provide a brief discussion of, and reference to the
verification of the calculational methods".

NRC Comments: LCO 3.1.4.2 #6 (page 28)

"In SR 4.1.4.2.c, the wording states that 'the SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall
be explicitly calculated per the requirements of Specification
3.1.3'. In LC0 3.1.3, the word ' calculated' never appears. In SR
4.1.3, the words are ' verified' followed by ' assessing'.
Clarification is needed as to terminologies and their precise
meanings."

PSC Response:

All of these comments address the confusion that has resulted from
the use of the term " verified" with respect to the SHUTDOWN MARGIN.
As pointed out, the core condition of subcriticality or the full
insertion of control rods can be verified, but the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is
assessed or determined based on calculated data. Therefore, as done
previously with Specification 3/4.1.3, the word " verified" was
replaced by the word " assessed" when used to describe SHUTDOWN MARGIN
in this Specification 3/4.1.4'. This is consistent with LC0 3.1.1 in
both the W-PWR and the GE-BWR STS which uses the term " determined"
with respect to SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

For normal operation, the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is determined for a
specific core condition using previously calculated reactivity worths
as a function of the core condition, such as temperature or fission
product concentration. The calculations are performed for the
control rod configuration for that condition. However during
REFUELING operation, the control rod configuration is different for
each region being refueled and does not consist of groups of control
rods. For this reason, the requirement of an explicit nuclear
calculation has been added. The BASIS provides a clear description
how the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is assessed for this operation.

It is not PSC's intent to add a discussion in the BASIS regarding the
" verification" of the calculational methods. This is inconsistent

| with the STS, and is outside the scope of this program.
; Resolution:

It was agreed that PSC's correction of the inconsistencies associated
with terminology was acceptable. A
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NRC Comments: LCO 3.1.6 #1 (page 31) i

"The RSD units' operability conditions in LCO 3.1.6 lack a clear |statement with regard to moisture levels. However, as described in .

the BASIS to LCO 3.1.1, a moisture knockout pot, moisture sensing i

element, and pressure transmitter have been added to the inlet .

purified helium purge lines to the CRDM and refueling penetrations in '

which the RSD hoppers sit. Therefore, an operability condition for
the RSD units is appropriate, based on allowable moisture levels in
the CRDM purge flow and the availability of a dry helium purge
source."

"An ACTION statement is also needed - - - concerning RSD functional-
testing following water ingress. SR 4.1.6 should reference SR
4.1.1.b.3 on verifying that purge flow is not carrying condensed
water. Both LCO 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.6 should be modified as indicated
to ensure that the re spc;nse to water ingress is both proper and
prompt."

PSC Response:

As noted in the NRC comments, currently there is no actual LCO
requirement to inspect the reserve shutdown n'aterial in the RSD
hoppers for a water ingress. There is a surveillance to perform
this, SR 4.1.6.f., but a water ingress in the hoppers is not defined.

Since there are no moisture sensing devices within the hoppers, and
since it is difficult to define in terms of primary coolant moisture
levels, the water ingress has been defined in terms of condensed
water in the knockout pot of the CRD purge flow lines. There is a
surveillance to measure this within soecification LCO 3.1.1.

Therefore, an appropriate ACTION has been added to LCO 3.1.1 and SR
4.1.6 f references this new ACTION. This ACTION requires a reactor
SHUTDOWN and performance of SR 4.1.6.f if the knock-out pot is
flooded.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the water level indication in the knockout pot of
the purified helium purge lines of the CRDM penetrations, can be used
to indicate water ingress into the RSD hoppers. It was further
agreed that it is appropriate for SR 4.1.6 f to reference LCO 3.1.1
Action g regarding water level in the knockout pot. The NRC accepted
PSC's position that SR 4.1.6 f, sampling the RSD material, should not
be required until the knockout pot is flooded. PSC agreed to develop
the Technical Specification wording to reflect this concept. A#.

>
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.6 # 4 & 5 (page 31)

"SR 4.1.6 e.4 does not explicitly state that the RSD assemblies to be
tested must be from a CR0 assembly removed from the core during the
current refueling."

PSC Response: This has been added to SR 4.1.6 e.4.'

"LCO 3.1.6 ACTION a. was changed without justification from the
interim Technical Specification regarding the fourteen days."

PSC Response: -

Interim Specification 3/4.1.8 ACTION A allowed 1 RSD unit inoperable
as long as it "is capable of being made OPERABLE within 14 days.".,

This was based on the fact th&t if an OPERABLE spare CRD assembly was
available, it could be substituted for the inoperable unit within a
14 day time period and this would satisfy the control reactivity
requirements because of the slow Pa-233 decay. This was described4

* accordingly in the BASIS for the interim specification.

It is PSC's position that the expression " capable of being made,

OPERABLE" is less definitive than the requirement that "an OPERABLE
spare RSD unit is available". The BASIS still explains the necessity
of being able to change out the CR0 assembly within 14 days after a1

'

reactor shutdown. Operating experience through three refuelings and
numerous CRD assembly change-outs has demonstrated that this can be

' accomplished within 14 days. This was true even for the most recent
refueling where the shutdown occurred after several months.of steady
operation at 70% power. The BASIS still adequately describes this
requirement.

' Adding a time factor to ACTION a is not appropriate because the
actual requirement to insert RSD material comes from other
specifications. Having an operable spare assures that reactivity can
be controlled, even after the Pa-233 decays.

Resolution:

NRC accepted the proposed change to SR 4.1.6.e.4. (A)

It was agreed that the present wording of ACTION a is acceptable.
However, to preserve the intention of this specification, it was,

;

agreed that the BASIS would reflect the fact that the OPERABLE spare
RSD unit will be on site. This will assure that the inoperable RSD
unit is capable of being made OPERABLE within 14 days. Note the
change to the BASIS on page 3/4 1-42. A#

!
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NRC Comments: LCO 3.1.7 #4 (page 33) i
!

Regarding changes to the Base Reactivity Curve, "the BASIS
specifies approval by the NFSC prior to use, which it does.
However, ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL 6.5.2.71. (page 6-19) cites the
Base Reactivity Curve, but only in terms of review and audit, not
approval. The expansion of Specification 6.5.2 to include
responsibility for approving the Base Reactivity Curve in use,
has not been performed."

" Specification 6.5.2 should designate the NFSC as approving the
Base Reactivity Curve. The NFSC should include one or more
members who are cognizant of reactor physics issues."

PSC Response:

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 6.5.2 (NFSC) will be modified to include
the requirement for approval of the Base Reactivity Curve prior
to use.

Regarding the comment about including members who are cognizant
of reactor physics issue, section 6.5.2.4 states that
" consultants shall be utilized as determined by the Chairman,
NFSC, to provide expert advice to the NFSC." It has always been
the policy of PSC to include at least one member who has an
expertise in reactor physics. No change is required.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the noted changes to AC 6.5.2 are acceptable.
A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.1.7 #10 (page 35)

"Since core . excess reactivity cannot be directly observed, the
word " observed" and " excess reactivity" need to be clarified or
defined."

PSC Response:

The current technical specifications on REACTIVITY STATUS use the
expression " core reactivity". It was the intent to retain the
terminology wherever possible in the TSUP. The use of the term
" excess" reactivity was inadvertent and has been deleted. This
is consistent with the application of the current surveillance
procedures.

The BASIS has been expanded to include a definition for observed
and expected core reactivity.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the proposed changes are acceptable. A
1
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.2.1 #1 (page 35)

"LC0 3.2.1 refers to maximum in-core irradiation. . . . A peak limit
given is 1800 EFPD. . . . The BASIS states that the irradiation
lifetime is not readily determinable by plant operation. It further
states that to ascertain compliance with this LCO, the Fort St. Vrain
Fuel Accountability System (FSV FAS) must be used. . . . FSV FAS is .

not described in the FSAR, although it is the sole mechanism for
determining LCO compliance as much so as any instrumentation system.
Appropriate documentation is required, including verification."

PSC Response:

The use of FSV FAS to account for in-core irradiation was
unnecessarily. referred to since it is used to ascertain compliance
with the current specification which contains two limits; all
components less than 1800 EFPD and, the average burnup in a fuel
region shall be limited to 110,000 Mwd per tonne of initial uranium
plus thorium.

This latter limit was considered by the NRC to be redundant and
suggested its deletion in the first Draft review. At the same time,
they suggested that control rods be included as a core component.
Initially there was some concern about keeping track of the EFPD on
the control rods, and so reference to the FSV FAS was inadvertently
left in. It is not necessary, and has been deleted from the BASIS.

Current plant maintained records are sufficient to keep track of the
EFPD for all core components.

Resolution:

It was agreed that making the changes as shown in the BASIS satisfies
the concerns expressed by the NRC. No further action is required. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.1 (page 41)

;

"LER 86-009 states, 'A revision proposed by the Upgrade Technical
Specification Program supports this conclusion by not requiring

.circulator trip channel operability during similar reactor shutdown
conditions.' This appears to imply that circulator drain sialfunction
channel trip OPERABILITY will not be required during SHUTDOWN. This
could not be verified from a review of the final draft Table 3.3.1-
3."

PSC Response:

The PPS functional unit, " Circulator Drain Malfunction", Item 3 on
Table 3.3.1-3, per the November 30 draft is required to be OPERABLE
during POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP, and SHUTDOWN but only when the
circulators are being driven on steam (as note 's' states). Normal
shutdown condition is circulator drive on water, thus, this
particular function unit would not be expected to be required to be
OPERABLE during SHUTDOWN.

' Additionally, PSC has requested and received from NRC concurrence and
guidance that circulator trips and rcd withdrawal prohibits are not
reportable since those PPS functions are considered equipment
protection only.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

|
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.1-1 (page 41)
y

"Since operation with the PPS moisture monitors in the indicate mode
,

provides no alarm function (it would be provided with the analytical '

moisture monitors), LCO 3.3.2.1 does not ensure that an alarming
condition would be detected in a timely manner.

PSC Response:

NRC proposed a markup that would require PSC to log the 3 moisture
monitor readings every 4 hours when in the " Indicate" mode and
compare the 3 readings to assure all 3 channels agree within some
tolerance. PSC accepts the NRC markup to make sure an operator is
looking at the moisture level periodically.

'

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC markup. A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.1 #2:
'

"The. BASIS should reference either the FSAR or GA Topical Report
whose calculations support the PSC discussion in Attachment 2 to
P-85448."

PSC Response:

The GA calculations referred to in Attachment 2 to P-85448 are
included in document GA-A13677, Test and Evaluation of the FSV
Dew Point Moisture Monitors System. This topical report is

already referred to in the Basis for LCO 3.3.2.1.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

s

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.2-1 (page 41)
,

" Table 3.3.2-1, Item 2.b and Table 4.3.2-1, Item 2.b should be
applicable to all modes. PSC stated (P-85448 Attachment 2) that the
monitor is primarily a high-level accident monitor, and its minimum
detectable activity would not occur except at power. A monitor is
needed for all modes, even if it is reading below its minimum
detectable activity."

PSC Response:

The NRC comment is a valid one in that a monitor is needed at all
times to be able to determine whether there is an " abnormal
condition" requiring some response. The proposed technical
specification had only required the monitor in question (Reactor
Plant Exhaust Filter Monitor RT-93251-1) to be OPERABLE during
P,L,S/U. The ACTION statement required returning the monitor to
OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in SHUTDOWN within 36 hours. The
NRC concern is that the plant is SHUTDOWN without a monitor to alert
operators of an " abnormal condition".

PSC's response provided in Attachment 2 to the November 30 draft
'ltechnical specifications (P-85448) indicated that RT-93251-1 is a

high level, accident monitor installed primarily for DBA-2. It is
expected that the minimum detectable level of radioactivity for the,

monitor would not occur unless the reactor is at power."

To ensure an accident monitor at all times, PSC accepts the NRC
markup as shown for both Table 3.3.2-1 and Table 4.3.2-1 (attached).
The 7 day period allowed for restoration to OPERABLE status is
sufficient for maintenance and surveillance activities.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. Additional discussion on accident
monitors by PSC staff indicated that both the Reactor Plant Exhaust
Filter Monitor and the Refueling Floor-East Monitors should be
available at all times for monitoring purposes. Thus, PSC agreed to
change the APPLICABILITY for both monitors to "ALLd modes as
indicated on Attachment 1. A#

Note: BASIS does not need to be changed.
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.3.2.3-1 (page 42)

"PSC Action Item 23 response is inadequate. Both the Perry Technical
Specification and the STS require 10 days to submit the Special
Report."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to use 14 days which is in agreement with W-STS
(Revision 5) for the Special Report interval for SR 4.3.2.3.2.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC markup, with 10 days for the Special Report in
Action a. It was also agreed that 14 days is acceptable for the
Special Report required in SR 4.3.2.3.2, based on the Westinghouse
STS. A#



NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.3-2 (page 42)

"PSC revised wording in SR 4.3.2.3.2 is contrary to the W-STS intent. -

The STS wording is intended to cover all 10 CFR 50, Appendix B
components / systems, and not just those required to withstand the
seismic event (e.g. the ACM, fire protection, and security systems
are systems important to safety and should also be included)."

PSC Response:

Upon a seismic event, PSC will assess capability of plant to operate
safely. The change in emphasis given by NRC comment is consistent
with what PSC will do anyway. NRC comment is accepted.

The word " frequency" is changed to read " frequency spectrum" as an
earthquake will contain many frequencies. The BASIS for this
specification indicates several weeks will be necessary for frequency
spectrum analysis. The Special Report can be submitted within 14
days and followup information provided as received.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.3-3 (page 42)

"PSC did not incorporate the NRC comment in SR 4.3.2.3.2 concerning a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. However, Attachment 2 to P-85448 indicated
that this had been done."

PSC Response:

PSC proposed to add the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST clarification.

Resolution:

NRC decided to reconsider this comment and response. Several issues
listed below were discussed with the need for NRC to provide feedback
to PSC:

1) PSC agreed to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the installed4

J seismic monitoring instrumentation within 5 days of a seismic
event. (A)

2) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of that instrumentation is not a PSC
capability on site. PSC discussed the fact that the
instrumentation is required to be sent offsite for calibration,
and would not be available for monitoring after shocks during
this time offsite. If a calibration is required after a seismic
event, reasonable time would be required for performance.

3) NRC recognized the CHANNEL CALIBRATION as a new requirement and
wanted to discuss this issue with cognizant branch technical
staff.

The resolution of this issue requires additional NRC' guidance.
0*
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.3-4 (page 42)

"PSC deletion of seismoscopes is not justified oecause:

a. Deletion of previous license requirements is outside the scope of
this review.

b. FSAR, Section 7.3.9, states that the seismoscopes are used for
guidance in interpreting the PCRV seismoscope record (i.e., a
passive mechanical device used as a backup to an electronic
device).

c. PSC did not commit to the minimum seismic instrumentation
required by RG 1.12 (i.e. , peak accelographs as replacement for-
the seismoscopes)."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to retain the seismoscopes in the Technical
Specifications as shown on the attached markup.

!

PSC proposes to retain the CHANNEL CHECK interval as Q (quarterly),
as this interval is consistent with the Turkey Point Specifications
which utilize the same instrumentation as FSV. Also, the present
technical specifications require a " functional test" once per 6
months. Past experience with the seismic instrumentation does not I

indicate a " monthly" emphasis is required.

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION interval for the seismoscopes is changed to
read 18 months to be consistent with the other seismic
instrumentation.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position noting that the surveillance requirements
are generally new requirements for PSC. It was noted by NRC that the
PSC April, 1985 draft had listed monthly requirements for CHANNEL;

CHECK and PSC changed to quarterly for the November 1985 draft. PSC
indicated that research into other technical specifications with
similar instrumentation (Turkey Point) had quarterly CHANNEL CHECK
requirements. NRC indicated that because these were new
requirements, the PSC suggested surveillance intervals and testing
requirements were acceptable. An asterisk was added to the CHANNEL

'. CHECK surveillance requirements for Item 1.a. through c. in Table
4.3.2-2 to indicate the CHANNEL CHECK requirement applied only to the
accelerographs but excluded the seismic triggers as agreed to by NRC.

! A#

NRC agreed to confirm the applicability of the Turkey Point
Specification. D*
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'NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.4 (page 42)

"PSC response to PSC ACTION Item 25 was unacceptable for the same
reasons that their response to ACTION Item 23 was unacceptable."

PSC Response:

PSC accepts the NRC markup as it is consistent with W-STS and other
plant technical specifications.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to the NRC markup. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.7-1 (Page 43)

"The LC0 3.3.2.7 ACTION statement for restoration of the permanent
recording instrumentation did not agree with that stated in
Attachment 2 to P-85448 (i.e. 7 days versus 72 hours)."

PSC Response:

Attachment 2 to P-85448 incorrectly used 72 hours for ACTION time
whereas the proposed technical specification was correct regarding
the 7 day ACTION time.

The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO Instrumentation System is a one-of-a-kind
instrument consisting of many functional units that have no
redundancy. Because it is a unique system with many component
blocks, maintenance may be a short-term problem periodically.
However, it should be noted that this system does not perform any
automatic action. The information is another piece of information
used by operators to safely operate the plant.

The overall le/el of risk to be considered by inoperability of this
system is relatively low. A backup to the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO
recorder is the data-logger. A POWER-TO-FLOW problem during the
small amount of time in which the P/F recorder may be inoperable (7
days per this proposed technical specification) is a relatively
unlikely event. Additionally, the safety limit which this system is
designed to monitor is based on an integrated time interval in excess
of certain P/F ratios. The slow thermal response of the graphite
moderated reactor to P/F transients, characteristics of ceramic
coated fuel particles and alternative means of monitoring the P/F
ratio ' recorder combine to reduce the consequences of an unacceptable
P/F ratio and thus lower the overall concern related to an inoperable
P/F recorder.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position following a discussion of the POWER-TO-FLOW
safety limit. The limit is an intergrated time limit associated with
exceeding various POWER-TO-FLOW levels. B



. _. . _ _ .

NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.7-2 (paga 43)

" Maintenance of equipment is not an acceptable basis for ACTION
statements. Also, this system is not comparable to post-accident STS
monitoring systems since the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO measurement system
is used to verify compliance with an LSSS limit."

PSC Response:

Verification of compliance with an LSSS limit is accomplished via any
information aid available to an operator. The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO
measurement system does not perform any automatic action. Unless a
design modification is required to add a redundant P/F recorder and
associated inputs, maintenance should be considered along with risk
of an inoperable P/F recorder in determination of ACTION times to
prevent forced SHUTDOWNS due to low risk occurrences.

Resolution:

PSC acknowledges NRC comment and consistent with discussion has
revised BASIS for 7 day ACTION time. A#
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.3.2.7-3 (page 43)
,

" Mode changes are appropriate only with the backup recorder in
service. As worded, LCO 3.3.2.7, ACTION Statement c would allow
going to POWER with a complete loss of measurement instrumentation
within the time frame allowed prior to entering the STARTUP mode."

' PSC Response:

PSC acknowledges the NRC concern that a mode change from LOW POWER to
POWER should not be made unless the P/F ratio recorder or backup is
"in service".

Response:

PSC accepted NRC position and modified ACTION c. in accordance with
agreement on wording during meeting. A#
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.3.2.8-1 (page 43)

" Amendment 28 authorizing the use of comparison regions was reviewed
based on errors in regions 20 and 32 through 37 due to ' jaws' flow
problems. There is no NRC-approved justification for the use of this
concept for regions with inoperable thermocouple."

PSC Response:

This comment is directed to the use of an " engineering evaluation" as
proposed in November 85 draft for ACTION a.2. It is recommended that
ACTION a.2 be deleted as failed instrumentation is not the same as
OPERABLE instrumentation with additional effects that alter the
output but are understood. Markup will delete ACTION a.2.

Resolution:

This change was agreed upon provided Actions a and b clarify that the
requirements apply to each refueling region. The suggested statement
"in any region" has been added to both Actions. A.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.8-2 (page 43):

"FSAR, Section 3.6.7, states that a complete loss of all
temperature indication from a single region due to thermocouple
failure could be repaired within approximately one half hour.
The LCO 3.3.2.8, Action Statement b., 24-hour time in which to
restore to OPERABLE status, combined with an additional potential
12 hours between checks in SR 4.2.2, has not been justified."

PSC Response:

PSC accepts the NRC proposal to change the 24 hour restoration
time in Action b as shown on the attached markup.

Note that this is only in the event that no core outlet
thermocouples are operable in any given region. Based on
experience, this condition is extremely unlikely.

Resolution:

It was agreed that a longer time than the one hour proposed by
the NRC (which is consistent with a statement in FSAR Section
3.6.7) is acceptable provided that either the temperature can be
monitored locally or the region power and flow distribution is
not changed. The Action has been revised to include these
provisions and reflect realistic restoration times. A#

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.8-3 (page 44)

"The SR 4.3.2.8.c. requirement states that greater than 2% RATED
THERMAL POWER and stable core temperature are needed to perform
the required calibration. Operation at Low Power or Power has
not been justified during performance of this calibration."

PSC Response:

NRC comment concerns remaining at as low a power level as
required until calibration of region outlet temperature
thermocouples is complete and the instrumentation can be
considered OPERABLE. Note that the NRC's proposed markup does
not preclude calibration at power if you are already there when
the SR is due; i.e., this will not require power reduction to
perform the test.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the changes shown on Attachment 1 are
acceptable. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.2.8-4 (page 44)

"LCO 3.3.2.8 does not in all cases reflect the wording of FSAR,
Section 3.6.7." '

,

-PSC Response:
,
;

The disposition of the other NRC comments on this LCO and NRC's
proposed corrections appear to address NRC concerns. The NRC markup
in the BASIS appears to be the focus of this comment. The NRC markup
in the BASIS is more clearly stated and accepted as is.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the changes to the BASIS are acceptable. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.3.3 (page 44)

" Contrary to Attachment 2 to P-85448 and the NRC ACTION Item response
provided in the NRC letter dated October 22, 1985, the action
requirements of the BWR-STS were not reflected in LCO 3.3.3."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to accept the NRC markup, versus our specification which
was based on BWR/5. The NRC suggested markup provides a more
flexible approach to this specification.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.4.1 #5 (page 46) -

"SR 4.4.1.c imposes the requirement for 24 hour grab sample if the
primary coolant activity level reaches 25% of the limits of LCO
3.4.1.a. b or c. The BASIS provides no reasons why SR 4.4.1.c should
not apply to the Strontium-90 limit in LC0 3.4.1.d. In fact, the
second paragraph on page 3/4.4-6 of PSC's final draft implies that
the "non-measured" Sr-90 level will be calculated or inferred from
the grab sample."

PSC Response:

PSC deleted the ~ requirement for daily sampling of primary coolant if
Sr-90 reaches 25% of its limit because this would result in a daily
sampling requirement that would last indefinitely. Sr-90 has a half-
life of 28 years and with a steady state production, it would not
reach equilibrium during the life of the plant, where equilibrium is
defined as four consecutive readings within 10% of the average; i.e.,
production will exceed decay. Assessing the steady state buildup of
a long-lived nuclide, Sr-90, is not the objective of an enhanced
sampling program.

The Basis discussion covers 24 hour grab samples that are performed
if the gross activity monitor is inoperable. It is not intended to
imply that this sampling should be performed when the activity level
reaches 25% of its limit. Total dose consequences can be readily
assessed with the information from the weekly grab samples and
appropriate action plans developed to mitigate those consequences.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed with PSC's position that SR 4.4.1.c should not apply
to the Sr-90 limit. B
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.4.1 #6 (page 46) '

"The Basis for Sr-90 and I-131 Activity Limits is unclear as to
whether the limits are based on the analysis in Section 14.11 of the
updated FSAR or on the AEC Safety Evaluation (BASIS Ref.1). The
BASIS uses the nonstandard terminology "effectivities" in place of
" dose factors." The BASIS does not provide specific document
citations either for data taken from ICRP II or for data cited for
comparison in ICRP VI. However, a comparison of the licensee's
inhalation dose factors for I-131 and Sr-90 to those in Table E-7,
Regulatory Guide 1.109, Revision 1, can be made as follows in units
of rems per milli-curie:

BASIS for Reg. Guide 1.109
Nuclide LCO 3.4.1/SR 4.4.1 Thyroid Total

I-131 1,480 1,490 1,509
SR-90 36,700 No Data 14,452

The staff recognizes the evolutionary nature of dose factor
utilization in licensing analyses but finds the BASIS and the FSAR
unclear as to which set of data is being used for Which limits'. The
degree of conservatism in assumptions needs to be better expressed
and more re'adily determinable."

PSC Response:

As stated in the Basis, the limits are based on DBA-2 (as discussed
in FSAR 14.11), and the staff calculation of the consequences of that
accident (AEC Safety Evaluation).

PSC proposes to clarify that 'effectivities' are in fact dose
conversion factors, as shown on Attachment 1.

The Basis did not actually cite data from ICRP IV; it merely stated
that ICRP IV was less restrictive than ICRP II. PSC proposes to add
specific references for the ICRP reports.

PSC agrees with the clarifications noted above, but feels that a
discussion on the specific degrees of conservatism is inappropriate
for TSUP.

Resolution:

NRC agreed with the mark-ups that PSC provided, as fully satisfying
their comments. A



NRC Comment: LCO 3.4.2 #2 (page 47)

"The ACTION Statements are based solely on the prevention of graphite
corrosion in the presence of oxidants. . . . Under the increasingly

conditions of impurity levels covered by ACTION Statements a,severe
b, and c, the demonstration of operability . . . is judged to require
an increased frequency over that of at least once per 7 days, as
required by SR 4.1.1.c.1 and 2. See NRC COMMENTS - LCO 3.1.1. "

PSC Response:

As discussed in LC0 3.1.1, testing performed by PSC has found no
correlation between CRD failure and impurity levels. A reference to
that testing has been added to the Basis for LCO 3.1.1.

PSC feels that the existing Basis for LC0 3.4.2 that addresses the
affect of impurities on graphite oxidation is correct.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed with PSC's position. B
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.4.2 #3 (page 47) '

"SR 4.4.2.1 or other SRs should provide for analysis of the primary
coolant initially within one hour following an -alarm indicative of
the presence of primary coolant impurities. Specifically, alarm
actuation on either the C0 Infrared Analyzer, the Analytical Moisture
Monitoring System, the PPS Dewpoint Moisture Monitoring System, or
the Primary Coolant Pressure-High should be the basis for requiring
immediate chemical analysis of the primary coolant for ascertaining
impurity levels."

PSC Response:

PSC feels that an action requiring immediate analysis after an
impurity alarm is excessive and inconsistent with the guidance
provided in the STS.

As discussed in the October 2 meeting, PSC agrees to add a discussion
about these alarms to the Basis, per Attachment 1.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted the BASIS markup proposed by PSC. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.4.3 #3 (page 48)

"The ACTION Statements require correlation with control rod
operability limits of LC0 3.1.1."

.

PSC Response:

As noted in LCO 3.4.2 #2, PSC does not agree that operability of CRDs
should be correlated to impurities.

PSC will add a reference to supporting test data in the LCO 3.1.1
Basis.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's position. B
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.4.3 #4(page 48)

"SR 4.4.3 or other SRs should provide for analysis of the primary
coolant initially within one hour following an alarm indicative of
the presence of primary coolant impurities. At a minimum, the
response to alarm actuations should include those of the C0 Infrared
Analyzer, the Analytical Moisture Monitoring System, the PPS Dewpoint
Moisture Monitoring System, and the Primary Coolant Pressure-High."

PSC Response:

PSC feels that an action requiring analysis after an impurity alarm
is excessive and not in accordance with similar STS guidance.

As discussed in the October 2 meeting, PSC agrees to add a discussion
on these alarms in the Basis, per Attachment 1.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted the BASIS markup proposed by PSC. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.5.4-2 (page 49)
J

[ . '.

"As worded, the final draft LCO 3.5.4.d does not ensure an OPERABLE
flow path to the instrument air compressor and emergency diesel
generator coolers."

,

.

PSC Response:

PSC ' acknowledges the NRC. comment and agrees to revise the LCO per
i Attachment 1.
J

!
,

Resolution:

The change was agreed upon. A
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NRC-Comment LCO 3.5.4 #3 (page 49):

"SR 4.5.4.f.2 of the first draft was deleted from the final draft.

without justification."

PSC Response:

This surveillance addressed channel calibration of the pond level
instrumentation. It was deleted because the surveillances for this
instrumentation are addressed via administrative controls, consistent
with other similar instruments in the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumentation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. B
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NRC Coment: LC0 3.5.4 #5 (page 50):

"In accordance with the PSC letter P-85488, dated December 20,
1985, 1500 gpm is a fire protection safe shutdown basis."

PSC Response:

PSC identified 1425 gpm as acceptable flow for the firewater
pumps. This represents a 5% degradation from the rated capacity
of 1500 gpm, and is consistent with ASME guidance and with PSC's
previous Tech Spec submittals for ISI (P-83416, P-85444, P-86498,
for SR 5.2.10, and the NRC's draft SER in G-86286, page 10).

The discussion in P-85488 identified the flow available for fire
fighting after the safe shutdown requirements of 200 gpm for a
helium circulator and 1050 gpm for a steam generator were
satisfied.

After the ISI Tech Spec is approved, PSC will review
documentation that might be affected by the firewater pump
rating, and make revisions as appropriate.

Resolution:

NRC agreed that 1425 gpm is consistent with previous Technical
Specification submittals and is acceptable on that basis. PSC
acknowledged that this change will affect other documents outside
of the Technical Specifications (e.g., FSAR, Appendix R reports)
and stated these documents will be reviewed outside the scope of
TSUP. F#.

In addition, PSC is reviewing recent analyses for firewater
cooldown from 87.5% power, to determine the impact of the Code
allowable firewater pump degradation. Because of various
conservative assumptions in that analysis, the effect of
allowable degradation is not immediately apparent. If the 1425
gpm acceptance criteria cannot be supported, it will still be
addressed outside the scope of TSUP, in the ISI program.

,
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.1 w2 (page 50):

"NRC had previously marked the April 1985 draft of SR 4.6.1.1.a, b,
and d to include CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS and CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS.
Those changes are not reflected in the final draft and are not
explained as exceptions in Attachment 2 to P-85448."

PSC Response:
.

These surveillances- address instrumentation that monitors the
interspace between PCRV rupture discs and safety valves. They are
not included in the final draft because they are addressed via
administrative controls, consistent with similar instrumentation in
the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumentation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it con firais initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. B
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.1 #4 (page S0)

"The ACTION Statement permits 12 hours for restoration and then 24
hours to SHUTDOWN versus 15 minutes for restoration, and 6 hours to
SHUTDOWN in the STS Section 3.4.2.2 ACTION (closest equivalent to
PCRV safety valves and penetration overpressure protection)."

PSC Response:

PSC does not consider the pressurizer reliefs in a PWR (STS 3.4.2.2)
equivalent to PCRV safety valves. The potential for rapid pressure
buildup in a LWR primary coolant system is much greater than the
HTGR.

The STS Basis implies that for the LWR, all pressurizer safeties are
required for the maximum transient. For the HTGR, even in the worst
case of a feedwater header rupture inside the PCRV, any one PCRV
safety valve has the capacity to protect the PCRV from overpressure.
For single failure protection, both valves are required to be
operable.

In the event of a loss of redundancy, an orderly shutdown (24 hours)
is justified, and is consistent with the existing Technical
Specification. Also, a 12 hour restoration time is reasonable,
considering the conditions for valve operability involved with
pressure between the rupture disc and safety valve, etc. No change
is recommended.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's action statement. 8
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NRC Comment LC0 3.6.1.2 #1 (page 51):

"PSC ACTION Item 34) response addressed FSAR, Section 6.8.1, which is '

for PCRV safety valves, instead of the LCO 3.6.1.2 steam generator
and circulator penetration relief valves. Therefore, the response is
unacceptable."

PSC Response:

PSC acknowledges that the reference to FSAR Section 6.8.1 is

incorrect. The reference should have been to FSAR Sections 5.8.2.5.4
and 5.8.2.5.5, which. describe steam generator and circulator
penetration relief valves. PSC considers that the identification of
these sections completes the response to this Action Item.

Resolution:

PSC provided the correct FSAR reference. A
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NRC Comment LCO 3.6.1.2 #4 (page 51):

"In the April 1985 draft of SR 4.6.1.2, NRC marked in CHANNEL'
FUNCTIONAL TESTS and CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. These are not reflected
in the current draft."

PSC Response:

These surveillances address instrumentation that monitors the
interspace between penetration rupture discs and safety valves. They
were not included in the final draft because they are addressed via
administrative controls, consistent with similar instrumentation in
the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC ' agreed that this instrumentation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. B
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'NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.2 #5 (page 51):
i

"The operability requirements for the steam generator and circulator
penetration overpressure protection trains need to be expanded to
include:

a. Verification that the block valve in the OPERABLE train is
open after maintenance or testing.

b .- Appropriate instrumentation surveillances."

PSC Response:

PSC considers that verification of correct valve alignment after
maintenance or testing is inherent with restoring a system or
component to OPERABLE status af ter any such activity. Explicitly
identifying this requirement does not seem appropriate for this
specification.

Surveillance of this instrumentation is addressed via administrative
controls, consistent with similar instrumentation in the TSUP.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the block valve position surveillance presented in
the final draft specification is acceptable.

Also it was agreed that this instrumentation is not used for
automatic actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed
in analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. B

>



NRC Comment: LC0 3.6.1.2 #6 (page 51):

"In the BASIS, the final sentence of the first paragraph is out of
context."

PSC Response:
,

PSC agrees to revise the Basis as shown on the NRC markup.

Resolution:

The NRC markup was accepted by PSC. A

.

.
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.6.1.2 #7 (page 51)

"The ACTION Statement permits 12 hours for restoration, and then 24
hours to SHUTDOWN versus 15 minutes for restoration, and 6 hours to
SHUTDOWN in the STS Section 3.4.2.2 ACTION (closest equivalent to
PCRV safety valves and penetration overpressure protection)."

PSC Response:

Again, PSC does not agree that the pressurizer safety valves are.

equivalent to the PCRV penetration overpressure protection trains. A>

more appropriate example would be containment pressure reliefs.

The STS for containment isolation and purge and exhaust allow an
orderly shutdown and a restoration time with a total of 40 hours to
be shutdown.

The FSV proposal allows an orderly shutdown and a restoration time
with a total of 36 hours to be shutdown. The current Technical
Specifications would allow 24 hours for an orderly shutdown. No
change in the Technical Specification is recommended.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's ACTION statement. 8
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NRC Comment LCO 3.6.1.3 #1 (page 52):

"In the markup of the April 1985 draft, for SR 4.6.1.3, NRC had
indicated the need for CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS and CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. The SR has been rewritten to delete the affected
surveillances, but there is no justification for these exceptions in
Attachment 2 to P-85448.

PSC Response:

These surveillances address instrumentation that is used for
penetration interspace pressure control. They were not included in
the final draft because they are addressed via administrative
controls, consistent with similar instrumentation in the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumentation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. B-
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.3 #3 (page 53)

" ACTION permits 24 hours for restoration, and then 24 hours to
SHUTDOWN. The closest STS equivalent (Section 3.4.2.2) is much more
restrictive."

PSC Response:

PSC does not agree that the Penetration Interspace pressurization
Technical Specification is equivalent to a LWR pressurizer over
pressure protection specification.

The purpose of this specification is to assure that any leakage is
purified helium, not to protect against overpressure.

The NRC markup agreed with a 24 hour restoration time as reasonable,
but felt that a 12 hour shutdown is required. PSC feels that an
orderly shutdown (24 hours) is more consistent with the rest of the
PCRV specifications and with the STS containment specifications.

No change is recommended.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's ACTION statement. B
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NRC Comment LCO 3.6.1.4 #1 (page 53):

"In the markup of the April 1985 draft of SR 4.6.1.4, NRC had
requested the inclusion of CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS and CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. In attachment 2 to P-85448, PSC cites consistency with
y - STS, but this position is incorrect since W - STS does require
surveillances for the specific instrumentation used to monitor limits
in the LCO."

PSC Response:

These surveillances address instrumentation that monitors penetration
interspace gas flows. They were not included in the final draft
because they are addressed via administrative controls, consistent
with similar instrumentation in the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumenation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. 8
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.4 #4 (page 54)

" ACTION permits 24 hours for restoration, and then 24 hours to
SHUTDOWN. The closest STS equivalent (Section 3.4.2.2) is much more
restrictive."

P_SC Response:S

This specification on PCRV penetration leakage has the same technical
basis as the specification on minimum pressurization, as discussed in
PSC's response to LCO 3.6.1.3 comment #3.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's ACTION statement. B

.



NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.5 #1 (page 54)

" Item 3.6.1.5.b and ACTION statement b. 200 CPM is not a definite
measurement of gross activity."

PSC Response:

NRC is correct that 200 cpm is not a definite measurement of gross
activity. However, the intent of the limit here is to trigger action
if detectable' primary coolant activity appears in the steam generator
interspaces. For that purpose, definitive activity measurement is
unnecessary. The 200 cpm reading represents a meaningful departure
from the normal background reading (100 cpm).

PSC proposes to change the Technical Specification to require a gross
activity " indication" below 200 cpm, to be consistent with installed
instrumentation, per attached markup.

Consistent with ANS 58.4, Section 4.1.6, " Values for parameters shall
be specified in units directly available to the operating personnel."

Resolution:

The NRC agreed with PSC's proposal to add the word " indication", and
retain 200 cpm as the LCO value. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.5 #2 (page 55)

" ACTION Statement a.1. PSC changed the sampling requirement without
justification."

PSC Response:

The NRC markup is consistent with the current Technical Specification
and is acceptable.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to the proposed markup, as shown in Attachment 1. A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.5-3 (page 55)

" ACTION statement a.3 was added by PSC without justification. ACTION
Statement a.3 appears redundant with the APPLICABILITY Statement.
PSC can always choose to increase steam- generator penetration
interspace pressure."

PSC Response:

PSC acknowledges the NRC comment and proposes to revise the_ ACTION
statement to delete Action a.3. This statement had been added for
clarity but it is actually a procedural level clarification that can
be internally addressed via training.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to delete Action Statement a.3. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.1.5-4 (page 55) !
*

.

" ACTION statement b. the last sentence beginning 'If leakage Exceeds'
is redundant as the ACTION of Specifiction 3.6.1.4 is just a
repetition of the ACTION Just called out in b. of 3.6.1.5."

PSC Response:

PSC acknowledges the NRC comment and proposes to revise the Action
Statement b to delete the last sentance.*

Resolution:

PSC agreed to revise Action Statement b as shown in Attachment 1. A
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.6.4 #1 (page 55):

" Attachment 2 to P-85448, ACTION Item 1 response, is not adequate
justification. Reference is made to the W-STS LCO 3.6.1.7 which is
just for structural integrity. PSC's LC0 3.6.4 also covers primary
pressure boundary integrity. A separate action should exist for each
component of this LCO (i.e. one for structural and one for pressure
boundary integrity). The requirements of W-STS, LCO 3.6.1.1 are
applicable.

PSC Response:

PSC agrees that separate actions are appropriate for structural
integrity and primary coolant pressure boundary integrity. However,
the Action statement on the NRC markup is too restrictive for some of
the SRs that currently define pressure boundary integrity.

The 1 hour a: tion is appropriate for the PCRV liner (SR 4.6.4.4) and
for the purification system through the HTFA (part of 4.6.4.5). The
rest of SR 4.6.4.5 deals with penetrations and items that are
considered containment. These containment items should have a longer
Action time, consistent with STS. PSC proposes a 24 hour Action as
originally requested.

PSC will revise SR 4.6.4 to identify those items required for primary
coolant pressure boundary, PCRV structural integrity, or
containment integrity with appropriate Action times.

Resolution:

PSC and NRC agreed that 3 categories were appropriate. PSC agreed to
provide justification for longer Action times, using applicable

| guidance from STS. This will be provided with the TSUP amendment
application. A#

:
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #2 (page 55):

" Specifications 4.6.4.3.d and 4.6.4.4.b did not incorporate
previous NRC comments. Attachment 2 to P-85448 also did not
provide justification for not incorporating the NRC comments."

PSC Response:

These comments address providing specific acceptance criteria for
concrete permeability and liner thinning as determined by UT, per
attached mark-up.

PSC will provide these values, based on previous test procedure
acceptance criteria.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to provide acceptance criteria for liner thinning and
concrete permeability as shown in Attachment 1. A#
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #3 (page 55): .

" Specification 4.6.4.1.d did not incorporate the six month
reporting frequency required in the staff's SER dated July 8,
1985, and PSC's letter P-85199, dated June 14, 1985.

1
'

PSC Response:

i
PSC agrees to NRC mark-up.

;

Resolution:
4

i PSC agreed to change " periodic" reporting frequency to "6
'. months". A
i
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #4 (page 55)4

" Specification 4.6.4.1.1.a.1 did not reflect the commitments outlined
in the licensee's letter P-85199."

:
'

PSC Response:

This comment addresses SR 4.6.4.1.a.1. PSC agrees to NRC markup.

Resolution:

-PSC agreed to the noted changes as shown on Attachment 1. A1
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #5 (page 55)

" Specification 4.6.4.1.a.2 did not reflect the commitments outlined
in the licensee's letter P-85071, dated March 5, 1985."

PSC Response:

PSC feels that the information included in the NRC's proposed note4

is normally too procedural for Technical Specifications, but should
be included here as part of the documentation and approval of this
enhanced inspection program.

However, the note addresses lift-off details that are more
appropriate for tendons outside the control group, and it should
therefore be referenced in SR 4.6.4.1.b.

Resolution:

NRC agreed with re-locating the note to SR 4.6.4.1.b as shown in
Attachment 1. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #6 (page 55).

"The Table 4.6.4-1 definition for "new tendons" did nct reflect the
wording in P-85071."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to NRC markup.

Resolution:

PSC noted that Table 4.6.4-1 deals with a Visual Inspection Program,
and Table 4.6.4-2 deals with the Liftoff Program. It was agreed that
the foot notes for these tables would be revised to be consistent
with the subject matter, as shown in Attachment 1. A#

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #7 (page 55): !

" Tables 4.6.4-1 and 4.6.4-2 did not define the inaccessible
tendons."

PSC Response:

PSC is in the process of identifying the inaccessible tendons at
this time, during the inspection program. Since this is an
ongoing program, the identification will not be complete for
several years.

Although PSC has provided information to NRC defining
inaccessible tendons, this information will continue to change.
PSC understands that information that is a part of a
developmental program that is still evolving is not appropriate
for Tech Specs.

No change to the Specification is recommended.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed with PSC's position and no change is required. B
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #8 (page 56):

"Page 3/4 6-28 definition of ' failed wire' did not totally agree
with that submitted in P-85071."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to NRC mark-up.

Resolution:

PSbagreedwiththeNRCmarkupasshowninAttachment1. A

,

9



NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.4 #9 (page 56):

"The acceptance and reporting criteria on Page 3/4 6-28 were not
in accordance with that previously accepted in the staff's July*

8, 1985 SER, as outlined in the licensee's letter P-85071."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to NRC mark-up.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to the NRC markup as shown in Attachment 1. A
.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.1 #1 (page 56)

" ACTION time of 24 hours is less restrictive than the STS time to be -

in SHUTDOWN of 12 hours, and of the April 1985 draft of 12 hours.
PSC did not present any justification for this change." :

PSC Response:

This ACTION was changed to be consistent with the Action times
identified for the reactor building exhaust system in LCO 3.6.5.2.
Reactor building confinement and the exhaust system work together to
collect and filter fission product release. Since these features
function together, with the same safety function, it is appropriate
that their Action times (i.e., orderly shutdown) be consistent.
Also, orderly shutdown (24 hours) is appropriate for loss of
confinement and is consistent with the rest of the Technical
Specifications.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's Action Statement. B

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.1 #2 (page 56)

" ACTION under SHUTDOWN and REFUELING,' . . . control rod movements
resulting in positive reactivity changes, ' is by i'tsel f too...

specific. There are other changes, such as temperature reduction,
which also result in positive reactivity. Also the last 'and' was
changed to 'or' without justification."

PSC Response:

The Action was intended to be specific. FSV needs the capability to
switch from feedwater to condensate for shutdown cooling purposes.
Condensate is indeed cooler and does result in a positive reactivity
addition, but the overriding concern is the ability to assure forced
circulation.

Temperature reduction is permitted because it is safer to allow the
core to cool down rather than maintain or increase temperature which
would involve reducing helium coolant flow at the risk of coolant
stagnation or reverse flow. Other changes that increase reactivity
occur which are not under the operator's control, such as Xenon
decay. Nevertheless, barring control rod movements that increase
reactivity, there is sufficient shutdown margin during SHUTDOWN and
REFUELING conditions to assure subcriticality at any credible
temperature.

The use of the word "or" in this ACTION statement is correct. The
action is to "immediately suspend all operations involving" ...a...,

...b....or ...c..., not the inclusive ...a..., ...b..., a,nd ...c...n

Resolution:

PSC agreed to submit justification for " control rod movements", and
this is included in Attachment 4. This includes a realistic
evaluation of temperatures that are expected when the specification
is applicable and an assessment of the effect that any cooldown would
have.

PSC also agreed to change "or" to "and". Upon further consideration
subsequent to the October 1986 meeting, PSC believes that the
original response provided above is correct, and that use of "or" is
more conservative. A#.

In addition, the NRC agreed to investigate acceptable practices at
other commercial Nuclear Power Plants, to see whether cooldown is
allowed even though action statements require suspension of "all
operations involving core alterations or positive reactivity changes

" D*. . .
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1 NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2-3 (page 56):
'

!

" Surveillance 4.6.5.1.a.1 on reactor building overpressure has had -

words 'except as required by Specification 4.6.5.3' deleted out of '

the April, 85 draft without explanation."

pSC Response:

The subject exception allowed louvers to be open during surveillance
testing per SR 4.6.5.3. This allowance is redundant to the
restoration time permitted in the ACTION statement and, in the
interest of simplification, it was deleted. SR testing can be --

accomplished within the 2 hours allowed by the ACTION statement, so *

--

the exception is not required.

Resolution:
'

The NRC accepted PSC's position. B .
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.1 #4 (page 56)- !

I
requ'rement of the' existing FSV" Surveillance 4.6.5.1 deletes the i gTechnical Specification (4.5.1.a) 5.) without explanation." j

i
PSC Response: '

3

L,

The requirements of existing LCO 4.5.1.a.5 are include'd in TSUP SR -

4.6.5.1.a.2, although not word for word.
,

PSC acknowledges that operations p'ersonnel are familiar with the' ,I \"'

wording in the existing Technical' Specifications, and proposes to N.
~

''

revise the TSUP requirements for confinement integrity to be '
'

consistent with the existing Specifications. n ;,

Resolution: '

It was agreed that the requirements were not deleted. However, in
the interest of clarity, PSC agreed to revise the SR, consistent with
the wording in the existing Technical Specifications. A#
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2NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.1 #5 (page 56):

"The BASIS does not address the surveillance item on system louvers."'

PSC Response:

PSC will add a discussion on' louver surveillance requirements to the
Basis.

Resolution:

PSC' agreed to revise the BASIS as shown in Attachment 1. A#
'
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.1 #6 (page 56)

" Reactor building confinement integrity should be defined as in the
W-STS and existing LCO 4.5.1."

,

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to define Reactor Building Confinement Integrity in the
Definitions section consistent with the requirements of LC0 3.6.5.1.
Control of personnel access, as per the NRC markup, would not be
included. This is provided by the plant security plan, not by
Technical Specification. Further, the W-STS definition for
Containment Integrity does not include any mention of personnel
access control rond confinement is a less restrictive concept than
containment.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add a definition of confinement integrity, as shown in
Attachment 1. The discussion of door positions would be consistent
with the revised wording in SR 4.6.5.1.a, as noted in NRC Comment
3.6.5.1 #4. The definition will be similar to that provided by NRC,
except that provisions for personnel access will not be included. A#
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #1 (page 57)

" ACTION a anp b under SHUTDOWN and REFUELING," . . . control rod
movements resulting in positive reactivity changes, is by"

. . .

itself too specific. There are other changes, such as temperature
reduction, which also result in positive reactivity."

PSC Response':

As stated in our response to LCO 3.6.5.1 comment 2, the Action was
intended to be specific. FSV needs the capability to switch from
feedwater to condensate for shutdown cooling purposes. Condensate is
indeed cooler and does result in a positive reactivity addition, but
the overriding concern is the ability to assure forced circulation.
Temperature reduction is permitted because it is safer to allow the
core to cool down rather than maintain or increase temperature which
would involve reducing helium coolant flow at the risk of coolant
stagnation or reverse flow. Other changes that increase reactivity
occur which are not under the operator's control such as Xenon decay.

Nevertheless, barring control rod movements that increase reactivity,
there is sufficient shutdown margin during SHUTOOWN and REFUELING
conditions to assure subcriticality at any credible temperature.

Resolution:

As noted in Comment 3.6.5.1-2, PSC provided justification for this
Action in Attachment 4. A#

In addition, the NRC agreed to investigate acceptable practices at
other commercial Nuclear Power Plants, to see whether cooldown is
allowed even though action statements require suspension of "all
o'perations involving core alterations or positive reactivity changes" D*...

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #2 (page 57)

" ACTION under SHUT 00WN and REFUELING required immediate suspension in
the April 1985 draft versus suspension after 7 days in the November
1985 draft. -PSC did not justify this change."

PSC Response:

The NRC comment addresses Action b, to be taken with an inoperable
reactor building exhaust . train. PSC revised this Action to be
consistent with that taken during Power, Low Power, and Startup, for
the same equipment inoperability. The loss of redundancy when
shutdown is no more hazardous than during power operations.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's action statement. B

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #3 (page 57)

"In the -APPLICABILITY and ACTION, the asterisk on SHUTDOWN does not
appear to be justified."

4

PSC Response:

The asterisk limits exhaust' system operability requirements during
shutdown to only during Core Alerations or handling of Irradiated
Fuel in the reactor building. Deletion of the asterisk adds the
entire SHUTDOWN mode to the applicability.

The current Technical Specifications prohibit power operation,
reactor internal maintenance, or Irradiated Fuel handling in the
reactor building unless two exhaust fans are operable. This is all
that would be precluded by the TSUP specification actions, even if
the asterisk were deleted.

PSC agrees that the deletion of the asterisk from SHUTDOWN, as shown
on the mark-up has no additional impact on plant operation and is
acceptable.

I

Resolution:

PSC agreed to delete the asterisk from SHUTDOWN. A ~

,
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #4 (page 57):

" BASIS page 3/4 6-48. PSC bases for the ACTIONS and SURVEILLANCES
per the NRC request on the April 1985 markup are not adequate since
specific bases are not given."

PSC Response:

PSC did add information about FSV specific design features such as
filter efficiencies, that were used to determine acceptance criteria.

Further detail goes substantially beyond STS guidance. In the'

absence of specific requirements, the actions and SRs reflect good
judgement and due concern for public health and safety.

PSC considers the Bases acceptable as-is.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's BASIS as written, B

i

,
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #5 (page 57):

" Specification 4.6.5.2 does not appear to be in agreement with
the STS concerning the methyl iodide penetration calculation."

PSC Response:

The 10% methyl iodide penetration value agrees with the existing
FSV Technical Specifications.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's justification. B

.

*
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #7 (page 57)

"The .LCO and ACTIONS should address OPERABLE trains instead of
components."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to address " trains", and to define them in the LCO, rather
than in the Basis. A#

,
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NRC Comment LCO 3.6.5.2 #8 (page 57):

" Specification 4.6.5.2.b of the first draft was deleted without
justification."

PSC Response:

This surveillance-required a channel calibration of reactor building
pressure monitors. This surycillance is addressed via administrative
controls, consistent with similar instrumentation in the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumentation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. 8

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #9 (page 57)

" Specification 4.6.5.2.b added additional words concerning painting
with low solvent paints without justification."

PSC Response:

This comment addresses the need to perform sampling and leak testing
on the charcoal filters after painting in ventilation zones
communicating with the system.

The FSV reactor building is not compartmentalized like LWR
containments are. Rather, the entire building is open and
communicates with the ventilation system. Another key feature of the
FSV design is that maintenance can be performed during operations.
This means that there is often some painting going on in ventilation
zones that communicate with the exhaust system. To avoid the need to
continually test the charcoal, PSC uses low solvent paints that are
designed so that they will not affect the properties of the charcoal
filters. PSC's experience has shown satisfactory performance of the
charcoal with these low solvent paints.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's position, provided that adequate information
about the low sovent paints and their effect on the charcoal filters
is included in the Safety Analysis. C



'

NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #10 (page 58):

"The first draft bypass leakage value of Specification was
revised without justification."

PSC Response:

The bypass leakage acceptance criteria of SR 4.6.5.2.b.1 was
changed from .05% to 1%, as agreed to in the July 1985 meetings.
This is consistent with STS guidance. STS indicates that 1% is
appropriate if the staff SER assumed a filter efficiency less
than 95%. Per the BASIS, the staff assumed 90%.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's justification of 1% allowable leakage. B

!-
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.6.5.2 #11 (page 58)

"The first draft flow rate -acceptance criteria was revised in
Specification 4.6.5.2 without justificatien."

PSC Response:

The flow rate acceptance criteria was changed from '17,100 cfm plus
or minus 10%' to ' greater than or equal to 15,390 cfm'. 15,390
corresponds to 17,100 minus 10%, and it assures minimum flow, without
penalizing FSV for too much flow.

PSC proposes to specify a minimum flow rate that is consistent with
the design flow rate, and to determine a maximum flow rate that is
consistent with past performance and filter design efficiency.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to review this issue further, to determine past
performance data so that a maximum value could be specified without
requiring a plant design modification to install a flow limiting
damper. Also, PSC agreed to review other plants' specifications for
precedence on not including an upper limit on flow. This information

; will be provided with the TSUP amendment application. A#.

,
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.2 #12 (page 58):

"Subatmospheric should be quantified in the BASIS."

PSC Response:

The BASIS states that one train of the exhaust system is capable
of maintaining the reactor building subatmospheric. This is
based on test experience, but an actual number is not specified
in the FSAR, for one train. PSC proposes to add a statement that
pressures are normally maintained at approximately 1/4 in. H2O
negative, consistent with FSAR 6.2.3.2, per the attached markup.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to review test results to evaluate past performance
and to note a reasonable subatmospheric pressure in the Basis.
Also, PSC agreed to review the analyses to determine what
subatmospheric conditions were assumed, if any. This information
will be provided with the TSUP amendment application. A#.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.3 #1 (page 58)

" Existing FSV Technical Specification prerequisites for quarterly
louver testing (SR 5.5.2, p. 5.5-2) are omitted from the November
1985 draft without justification."

PSC Response:

PSC fully intends to abide by the prerequisites for louver testing
contained in the existing Technical Specifications. However, PSC
feels that the level of detail contained in these 12 precautionary
statements is more appropriately contained in the implementing
procedures.

In addition, PSC plans to perform the testing during the restcration
times allowed by LCO 3.6.5.1 Actions Statement. This level of
restriction is consistent with STS treatment of surveillances and any
additional restraints are not appropriate.

Resolution:

NRC agreed that these prerequisites are procedural in nature, and
requested that PSC identify this position in the Safety Analysis. C

.

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.6.5.3 #2:

" Surveillance 4.6.5.3.b.1 changed ". . each louver group opens.

fully . . ." in the April 1985 draft to ". . .each louver group opens
as designed . . ." in the November 1895 draft. FSAR Section 6.2.3.4,
p. 6.2-12, states that the louvers are fully open within
approximately 1 second."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to revise the Technical Specification consistent with
the description in the FSAR.

Resolution:'

PSC agreed to revise the specification consistent with FSAR analyses
and with reasonable, clear test acceptance criteria. This;

! information will be provided with the TSUP amendment. A#.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.1-1 (page 59)

" ACTION Statement on restoring OPERABILITY within 72 hours does not
recognize condensate or boosted firewater which may be used as backup
to the boiler feed pumps."

,

PSC Response:

The boiler feed pumps are included in the Technical Specifications
because they are the only pumps capable of providing sufficient flow
to the circulator pelton wheels to assure adequate cooling in the
event of DBA-2. The likelihood of DBA-2 has been roughly determined
to be less than 10E-7 per year of reactor operation.

Condensate or boosted firewater operability i s assured by
Specification 3.5.1, for Safe Shutdown cooling purposes. Since these
systems are not acceptable backups for 08A-2 purposes, they should
not be recognized in this specification.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

i
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.1-2 (page 59)

"In ACTION Statement b. 'or control rod movements . . .' is too
specific."

PSC Response:

The November '85 draft was clearly stated to allow shifting to
condensate for circulator drive and steam generator cooling during
SHUTDOWN. The cooler water supplied by condensate is a net positive
reactivity addition and was considered in the wording. See PSC's
response to NRC Comment LCO 3.6.5.1-2.

NRC notes a correction to the paragraph number for Inservice
Inspection in the surveillance requirement and BASIS and the NRC
mark-up is accepted.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to provide further justification of " control rod
movements",. consistent with the Resolution to LCO 3.6.5.1 comment 2.
See Attachment 4. A#.

In addition, the NRC agreed to investigate acceptable practices at
other commercial Nuclear Power Plants, to see whether cooldown is
allowed even though action statements require suspension of "all
operations involving core alterations or positive reactivity changes
. . ." D*

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.1-3 (page 59)

"PSC has not explained why.cn operating auxiliary boiler is not
required in part (a) of this LC0 (see E. J. Butcher, letter to
0. R. Lee, dated October 22, 1985, NRC 10)."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to clarify the requirements for auxiliary boiler
operations.

This technical specification is APPLICABLE when there is
generally a steam source from the reactor. That is, the 150#
steam line does not need additional steam sources from the
auxiliary boilers. Reliability of the auxiliary boilers would
not be enhanced by continuous operation.

An analogy to requiring an operating auxiliary boiler would be to
require the standby diesel generators to be operating on standby
indefinitely waiting for a "need" to develop.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to revise the Basis to indicate that at least 60
minutes are allowed to start up an auxiliary boiler, based on the
SLRDIS analysis for loss of forced circulation. See Attachment
1. A#

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-1 (page 59) -

"I+em 3.7.1.2.c. dump tank safety valves setpoint has been
changed from 860 + 10 psig in the April, 1985 draft to ' equal to '

or less than 870 psig' in the November 1985 draft. Without a
'

lower limit setpoint, venting and draining of the tank to the
radioactive gaseous and liquid systems could occur before the
contents have been adequately cooled, as stated in the BASIS."

PSC Response:

The potential for uncontrolled and unexpected releases of
radioactivity suggests a lower limit to the setpoint range for
the steam dump tank safety valves. PSC agrees to the NRC
suggestion as this does have an impact on overall plant safety
regarding uncontrolled releases of radioactivity to the
environment.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to review valve design data to determine an
appropriate tolerance that is reasonably achievable and not
overly restrictive. See Attachment 1. A#.

.

.



NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-2 (page 59)

"STARTUP was omitted from the APPLICABILITY per PSC justification
in P-85448 Attachment 2. PSC states that the average graphite
temperature in STARTUP is less than 500 degrees F, well below the
900 degrees F threshold for significant steam graphite reaction
(FSAR Section 14.5 and Appendix A.12). PSC has not indicated
what graphite temperatures in STARTUP might be under accident
conditions."

PSC Response:

The slow heatup of the graphite core in an accident situation
would be expected to be the controlling assumption in an accident
where temperature is evaluated. The accident which would
generate the highest temperature in STARTUP would most likely be
Maximum Worth Control Rod Pair Withdrawal. This particular
accident in STARTUP is not analyzed in the FSAR. However, the
power excursion would be quickly terminated via any combination
of equipment protection (rod withdrawal prohibit) features or PPS
(scram) features. The simultaneous control rod withdrawal
accident in combination with a staam tube rupture event is
considered incredible and unrealistic.

It is noted that a steam generator tube rupture in STARTUP would
not result in a LOFC or other accident that would generate an
increased temperature.

PSC proposes that the technical specification be left as is to
reflect credible accident scenarios and to minimize arming safety
systems with the increased potential for inadvertent trips when
there are sufficient protective features already available.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to review temperatures encountered after scrams from
power. PSC will provide justification in the Safety Analysis. C

. .- . __ __ .. . ___- -_- _ . . _ _ __.



NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-3 (page 59)

"In the ACTION, PSC changed the restoration time from 72 hours to
7 days, and STARTUP was not changed to SHUTDOWN per the NRC
April, 1985 markup. In the BASIS, PSC states that operating
experience and the small probability for the design accident
justify a 7-day restoration time which may be required for
repairs. The 11 years operating experience may be atypical
because of infrequent power operation. The small probability of
the design accident and estimated repair time are not adequate
justification for a restoration time."

PSC Response:

Part of the NRC comment is justified in that estimated repair
time is not generally a consideration for the determination of
appropriate ACTION times. However, the probability of an
accident is a very real contributor to risk and thus, is a valid
safety basis. This Action statement includes the feedwater
isolation valves and their hydraulic operators. Without 7 days
to repair, FSV would need a design modification to preclude this
from being an operational restriction. These valves are not
currently covered in an LCO. 7-days is both practical and
reasonable, and it is supported by the unlikelihood of a S/G tube
rupture.

Operating experience is perhaps the most significant assumption
in that it reflects actual experience with systems under various
environments. FSV experience supports the leak-before-break
concept for S/G tubes. PSC does not consider tighter operating
restrictions appropriate, when system design appears to be
verified.

PSC considers that STARTUP should be retained and that a 7 day
ACTION time is appropriate.-

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position with the inclusion of the word "one"
in ACTION b, as shown in Attachment 1. A#

- _ . _ _ ._ . _. .--- _. -
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-4 (page 60)

"SR 4.7.1.2.c.2 contrary to the NRC April,1985 draft markup, PSC
has changed ' block' valve to ' isolation' valve and has omitted
'on receiving actuation signal'."

PSC Response:

In the surveillance requirement identified above, the feedwater
isolation valves are discussed. On plant drawings and in the
FSAR, the valves are identified correctly as feedwater
" isolation" valves. Thus, that term will be referred to in the
technical specifications.

The November 1985 draft BASIS for this specification will be
changed accordingly as well. The phrase "on receiving actuation
signal" has been incorporated into the proposed SR 4.7.1.2.c.2.

Resolution:

The proposed technical specification is marked up in Attachment 1
to consistently identify the valves and add the clarification "on
receiving actuation signal". NRC accepted PSC's position. A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-5 (page 60)

" Existing FSV Technical Specification surveillances on dump tank,

pressure and temperature on page 5.3-1 have been omitted without
justification."

PSC Response:

A review of the requirenants for dump tank pressure and
temperature had been made before the Nov. '85 draft. The purpose

'

of dump tank pressure and temperature is to determine when the
contents of the dump tank can be sent to the liquid radwastei

system long after a dump has occurred. After the dump has
occurred, contents of the tank will require many hours if not
days to cool sufficiently to be pumped to the liquid radwaste
system.

Since dump tank pressure and temperature parameters are not
included in the LCO, an SR on the instrumentation is not
appropriate.

Consistent with PSC's position on other instrumentation, PSC
proposes that calibration of the level instruments be controlled
by the Administrative calibration program.

4

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. The deletion of these surveillances
will be justified in PSC's safety analysis accompany the TSUP
amendment application. C

:
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-6 (page 60)

"SR 4.7.1.2.c. is not adequately discussed in the BASIS.
Restating the surveillance requirement in the BASIS does not
constitute a basis for the surveillance."

PSC Response:

The BASIS will be modified to discuss the electrical interlocks
and valve closure tests.

Resolution:

The BASIS was modified and NRC accepted PSC markup as shown in
Attachment 1. A

.
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NRC Cemment: LCO 3.7.1.2-7 (pags 60)

" Contrary to PSC's response for not incorporating NRC comments in
Attachment 2 to P-85448, the steam / water dump tank activity

monitors (shine monitors RIS-93250-12 and RIS-93251-12) are
required in Specification 4.3.2.2. The licensee's response
stated that OPERABLE dump tank activity monitors did not have to
be specified."

PSC Response:

The monitors specified above are listed in Specification 4.3.2.2
where other radiological instrumentation is specified. That
instrumentation is not specified with the steam dump system as it
is not crucial to the function of the steam dump. Following a
steam dump, these monitors are used to verify that the proper
steam generator has been dumped and to determine when it is
appropriate to pump the contents of the dump tank to the liquid
radwaste system. The BASIS, as written, addresses this subject.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

f



NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-8 (page 60)

- "If a parameter (e.g. water level) is called out in the LCO, then
an appropriate surveillance is required."

PSC Response:

PSC understands that this comment was intended to address the
level instrumentation surveillances, as SR 4.7.1.2.a verifies
water level. PSC considers that these surveillances should be
performed through administrative controls, not through the
Technical Specifications, consistent with other discussions on
similar instrumentation.

.

Resolution:

NRC agreed that specific instrument surveillances are not
required. B

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.2-9 (page 60)

"The. action statement, as worded, does not appear te; be.,'
appropriate for a steam / water dump tank water level greater than-l
45 inches, when compared to the existing FSV LCO 4.3.3 or W-STS." '

.

PSC' Response: '~

PSC agrees with the Action statement proposed in the NRC mark-up, T '

except that the 4 hour Action is overly restrictive. An 8 hour i

Action is consistent with PSC's position in Comment #3 that the
S/G tube rupture is an unlikely event. -

,

Resolution: ,

, ,
, .

PSC agreed to add new Action a. as shown in Attachment 1, and NRC
; ' $
'

.

', N..
-

' ' 'accepted PSC's proposed changes. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.3-1 (page 61) _
,

'

"The BASIS -does not agree NiththeFSAR, Revision 3,Section
10.2.5.3, in that the HRH PORV now' actuates on loss of degraded

- voltage instead of on a turbine trip."

PSC Response: .

,

' PSC agrees to modify the BASIS to agree with the FSAR and to ;

correct the ISI paragraph refe:e ice.'

<

! Resolution: ,

PSC agreed to modify the BASIS as discussed. A

.)
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.3-2 (page 61)

.e ,

"It is unclear as to the purpose of Specification 5.2.3 of the-

\
final draft. This section does not list all of the steami

safeties (e.g., main steam electromatic safety valves (one/ loop),
superheater safety valves (three/ steam generator), reheater
safety valves (one/ steam > generator), deaerator safety valves
(two),etc...)."-

PSC Response:
,

The existing Design Features section o f' the technical
specifications mentionned 4 sets of safety valves. Only two sets
are safety-related and relied upon in accidents. Those safety-
related valves are called cut specifically with operability and

+ surveillance requirements. Olscussion with NRC in July, 1985
meetings |ndicated it would be preferred to leave the remaining,' ' .two ' sets of safety valves (equipment safety only) in the design
features sections rather than delete them entirely from the

l technical specifications. ,Thus, the purpose of' Specification' '

5.2.3 is'and
to retain what was in the existing design features

,' i section add a' statement that those valves are not used for' safety-related reasons. For clarity and simplification, PSC< <
s

proposes to delete Design Feature 5.2.3.

Re r.ol ution :
'

PSC will delete the discussion on steam safety valves in the
Design Features Section of the proposed technical specifications
'as agreed between NRC and PSC. All safety related valves are
identified in the proposed technical specifications. The
remaining safety valves are for equipment protection only and are
not relied on in safety analyses. The deletion of this
discussion will be addressed in PSCts Safety Analysis. C

i :p
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.1.4 (page 61)

"As in the STS, the intent is to be in a mode that reduces the
possibility of an inadvertent radioactive atmospheric release due to
high secondary activity. Therefore, unless the licensee's philosophy
of 12 hours to STARTUP and 12 hours to SHUTDOWN is defined in the
technical specifications, the requirements, as worded, would
authorize operation at POWER for 24 hours prior to a scram."

PSC Response:

As stated above, the intent is to reduce power to minimize activity
buildup in the coolant. PSC agrees to revise the Action to 12 hours
to STARTUP and 12 hours to SHUTDOWN.

Resolution:

PSC changed the ACTION Statement to respond to the NRC comment and
that markup was found acceptable by NRC. A

The NRC mark-up had proposed a new format-for the surveillance
requirements, more consistent with the STS. It was agreed by NRC and
PSC to retain the SR as proposed in .the November '85 draft
specification, as this is consistent with the existing technical
specifications. B

|
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.2-1 (page 61) f
'

" ACTION Statement a. PSC changed the proposed April, 1985 markup
to '... Isolate the affected secondary coolant loop within 1 hour

,

and be in SHUTDOWN within 24 hours,' from '... be in SHUTDOWN and
isolate the affected secondary coolant loop within 1 hour.' The

,

existing FSV Technical Specification LCO 4.3.7 also requires
SHUTDOWN either immediately or within one hour."

PSC Response:

There is no need for a plant transient caused by a scram to
mitigate the consequences of loss of hydraulic system pressure to
valves in one secondary loop. The remaining loop can be used for
cooldown.

Formerly, hydraulic assist valves in the emergency
feedwater/ condensate system required that the non-affected loop
be shutdown when hydraulic system pressure in the affected loop
was lost. However, those valves now have motor operators, or
manual isolation valves have been added, which allow the operator
to isolate the affected loop (secondary) valves within 1 hour and
shut down the reactor in a controlled manner while attempting to
recover affected loop hydraulic pressure. Therefore, the urgency
to shut down the reactor does not exist as before the design
change to incorporate motor or manual operated valves in the
emergency feedwater/ condensate system (s). This feature will be
updated in the FSAR revision 6-18 months after Technical
Specification approval. No change to Nov. '85 draft for this
comment will be made.

Resolution:

It was agreed that a discussion of this new " capability" will be
provided in the Safety Analysis accompanying the amendment
application. C -
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.7.2-2 (page 61)

"SR 4.7.2.a. PSC changed from the April, 1985 markup of '12
hours' to '24 hours' without justification."

PSC Response:

A 24 hour SR is consistent with the rest of the FSV Technical
Specifications, for parameters that are not related to core
performance. Hydraulic fluid pressure and temperature is of
comparable significance with Instrument Air pressure, Service
Water flow, Liner Cooling System temperature, and CRD purge flow,
all of which are verified once per 24 hours.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

,
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.7.2-3 (page 61) j

"SR 4.7.2.c.1. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is done once per 18 months
but the existing FSV Technical Specification SR 5.3.5 requires
once per year."

PSC Reponse:

An 18 month channel calibration interval is consistent with the
W-STS.

The intent of the 18 month interval was to allow calibration at
'

approximately refueling intervals where it is assumed that due to
operational constraints it will take more than a year to burn up
a segment. It is intended that these types of surveillances
would be performed during refueling so as not to require a
reactor shutdown between refuelings.

PSC proposes that these instrument surveillances be removed from
the TSUP, as the instruments serve comparable functions to those
deleted from other parts of the TSUP.

Resolution:

Following discussion between NRC and PSC, it was agreed that SR
4.7.2.b and 4.7.2.c.1 will be deleted from proposed technical
specifications. Similar, non-critical instrument calibrations
are not specified in standard technical specifications. These
instruments are normally controlled administratively by licensees
but not specified in technical specifications. Deletion of these
surveillances will be justified in PSC's Safety Analysis. C

_ . _ - - _ _ _ . - _ __
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.2-4 (page 62)

" BASIS. Third paragraph discusses reactor SHUTDOWN contingent
upon hydraulic fluid pump and/or accumulator restoration.
However, the ACTION only discusses valve accumulator loss, or
loss of 2500 psig. Since there is a specification on hydraulic
pump OPERABILITY (3.7.2.c.) and -one on maintaining 2500 psig
(3.7.2.b.), PSC's discussion of the ACTION in the BASIS is not
clear. There apparently is no ACTION connection with loss of
hydraulic pumps (3.7.2.c.), unless that leads to loss of 2500
psig (3.7.2.b.)."

PSC Response:

This specification was written such that 2500 psig in the header
plus at least one accumulator OPERABLE with that header is
acceptable because the valves will perform their functions in an
accident. The pumps are used to reach that pressure but are not
required to operate the valves if the header is at 2500 psig with
an accumulator on stand-by.

The NRC assumption is correct in that there is no ACTION
statement on the hydraulic pumps because inoperable pumps
eventually lead to loss of pressure. PSC considers the technical
specification acceptable as is.

Resolution:
~

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

.
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-NRO Comment: LCO 3.7.2-6 (page 62) l

"It is unclear why: (1) the FSAR and existing Technical
Specifications are in error concerning existing Technical :

Specification Actions for isolating the non-affected loop versus
the affected loop; (2) the Reference Design Manual states that ,

the hydraulic pump (e.g., emergency pump) is required to keep the
loop shutdown; and (3) the FSAR, Revision 1, Section 9.11.3-2,
states that the emergency hydraulic pump is needed to keep the
valves in position during a loop shutdown. This proposed change
also does not agree with Amendment 10, dated January 27, 1976,
which reversed the original procedure from a shutdown of the
affected loop to shutdown ofthe non-affected loop."

PSC Response:

As indicated in PSC's response to comment 1 for this
specification, system isolation capabilities were changed by
changing to a motor operated valve from a hydraulically operated
valve in the emergency condensate system and adding a manual
valve in the emergency feedwater lines. This will be addressed
in FSAR revision 6-18 months after Technical Specifications
approval. That plant modification provided the capability to
isolate the affected loop (due to loss of hydraulic system
pressure, etc.) and yet retain the capability to operate on an
as-needed basis those valves in the non-affected loop to safely-

shut down the plant in an orderly manner.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. A discussion of this capability will
be included in the Safety Analysis accompanying the amendment
application for these proposed technical specifications. As
stated above, the FSAR will be updated following approval of the
proposed technical specifications. A#

!
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.2-7 (page 62)

"It is unclear: (1) what fast-acting secondary coolant system
hydraulic valves were assumed to be operable as an initial
condition in the FSV accir 't analysis; (2) in what LC0 their
OPERABILITY is explicitly id= 'fied; and (3) whether or not

'

stroking time was an init- dition requirement for the FSV
accident analysis."

PSC Response:

Consistent with the Technical Specification Upgrade Program,
valves required to be OPERABLE and their associated stroke times
have not been explicitly identified in the technical
specifications. Surveillance procedures do determine operability
of those valves INCLUDING their stroke times. FSAR Table 9.11-1
shows what valves are operated by the hydraulic power system and
associated stroke times. Those valves stroked in various
accidents are included in Note 1. Lacking any more specific
stroke times identified explicitly in the safety analyses
documented in the FSAR, the stroke times listed in this table for
valves to be operated to prevent or mitigate accidents should be

: verified periodically. Consistent with recent SLRDIS
discussions, where stroke times are required, valve closure times
are addressed in PSC's procedures, and explicit technical
specification coverage is not required.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. 8
1
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.2-8 (page 62)

"It is unclear as to the definition of 'immediate threat', as
referenced in Attachment 2 to P-85448."

PSC Response:

The_ Technical Specifications are a condensed set of requirements
based upon the design and operation of a nuclear plant- as
described in the FSAR. During the development of the FSV
Technical Specifications, PSC evaluated all plant systems and
operating parameters to determine which should be explicitly
covered in the technical specifications.

The STS were evaluated for guidance in determining the level of
detail that other plants include in their technical
speci fication s. PSC Licensing obtained information regarding
other licensing submittals in similar situations. One such
reference appeared to set a useful standard as described below:

"(1) The Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board has propagated
an "immediate threat" standard for defining what should be
included in the Technical Specifications. In ALAB-531, the Board
stated that: "as best we can discern it, the contemplation of
both the act and the regulations is that Technical Specifications
are to be reserved for those matters as to which the imposition
of rigid conditions or limitations upon reactor operation is
deemed necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the
public health and safety." (In the matter of Portland General
Electric Company, et al. (Trojan Nuclear Power Plant), 9 N,RC 263
(1979).)"

In LCO 3.7.2, the 'immediate threat' concept was used to justify
not explicitly identifying safety related valves controlled by
the hydraulic system in the Tech Specs. PSC considers that these
valves are implicitly covered under the operability definition
for the steam generator and helium circulator specs. They do not
need to be explicitly covered becausa a failure would not prevent
safe shutdown or present an immediate threat to public health and
safety.



-2-

NRC Comment LCO: 3.7.2-8 (continued)

Based on past experience, loss of hydraulics does not result in
valves failing in the closed position. With pressure under the
seat, the secondary valves will drift open. Essential flow paths
to the pelton wheels and steam generator are isolated with motor
operated or manual valves. Thus, in the event of a loss of
hydraulic power, flow could be established by opening a motor
operated or manual valve and the resultant pressure in the system
would ensure that the hydraulic valves would drift open,
assuring a flow path. Hydraulic system operability is assured by
the LCO, but individual valves need not be specified because they
would not prevent the fulfillment of safety functions and would
thus not present an 'immediate threat' to public health and
safety.

In summary, PSC used guidance from standard technical
specifications and previously established licensing concepts to
limit the technical specifications to significant systems,
components, parameters and administrative controls. The term
OPERABILITY also captures the implicit assumptions about key
systems and components.

However, PSC understands that NRC has not adopted this standard
established by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board for
the Trojan Nuclear Power Plant, and the "immediate threat"
justification is not acceptable.

Resolution:

NRC agreed with PSC's position that the "immediate threat"
justification will not be used unless it is formally adopted by
the NRC. B



i
4

NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.2-9 (page 62)

"It is unclear how the affected loop is isolated upon a loss of
one system."

PSC Response:

PSC considers that the details of loop isolation are procedural
and their inclusion would be inconsistent with the intent and
scope of both the technical specifications and the'FSAR.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

.

+



NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.2-10 (page 62)

" Specification 3.7.2.c. does not appear to have a corresponding
ACTION, therefore, with less than two OPERABLE hydraulic pumps,
Specification 3.0.3 would apply."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees that the intent is to apply Specification 3.0.3 with
less than two OPERABLE hydraulic pumps. Action will be taken
within 1 hour to place the unit in at least STARTUP within 12
hours and in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

!

1
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NRC Comment LCO 3.7.2-11 (page 62):
1

"The 150 degree F LC0 requirement should have a corresponding
-surveillance."

PSC Response:

PSC understands that the intent of this comment is to address
surveillances on the hydraulic system temperature. instruments, as SR
4.7.2.a.2 requires verification of this temperature. These
surveillances are addressed via administrative controls, consistent
with similar instrumentation in the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumentation is not used for actuation,
and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in analyses. As
such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative Controls is
appropriate. B



NRC Comment: - LCO 3.7.3 #1 (page 63):

"The existing FSV Technical Specification SR 5.3.6 on monthly
FUNCTIONAL TESTS and annual calibrations of pressure indicators and
low pressure alarms on the instrument air receiver tanks and headers
was deleted without justification."

PSC Response:

This surveillance is addressed via administrative controls,
consistent with similar instrumentation in the TSUP.

Resolution:

The NRC agreed that this instrumentation is not used for automatic
actuation, and that it confirms initial conditions assumed in
analyses. As such, surveillance in accordance with Administrative
Controls is appropriate. Since this is a deletion of an existing
Technical Specification requirement, PSC will justify it in the
Safety Analysis that will accompany the submittal of the TSUP
amendment application. C

.



NRC Comments: LCO 3.7.3-2 (page 63)

"The BASIS discussion of the ACTION and SURVEILLANCE requirement is
nonspecific. Such BASIS discussion could be used almost word for
word for most ACTIONS or SURVEILLANCES. Such nonspecific discussion
defeats the purpose of a BASIS discussion. Specific references to
FSAR Sections 9.9 and 10.3.9, as in the existing FSV BASIS
discussion, should also be considered."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to add more system specific information to the BASIS.

Resolution:

NRC accepted the PSC markup shown in Attachment 1 adding additional
information in the BASIS. A

1



. ._ _ .__ __

,

NRC Comments: LCO 3.7.4.1/3.7.4.2-1 (page 63)

"FSAR Section 9.7.4.1, page 9.7-12 and the Reference Design Manual
. S0-46, page 11, confirm that firewater is not a backup to the PCRV
'

cooling water heat exchangers, contrary to LCO 3.7.4.1, Action C.2
and the BASIS."

PSC Response:

The BASIS will be modified to clarify that the firewater system is a
backup to the service water system for the Reactor Plant Cooling
Water / Liner Cooling System as a once through cooling flow to the,

liner cooling tubes. The ACTION statements for Specification-

3.7.4.1.C.1 and C.2 are appropriate.

Resolution:
.

The NRC accepted PSC's proposed modification of the Basis as shown in
Attachment 1. A#.
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.7.4.1/3.7.4.2-2 (page 63)

The circulating water tower basin can serve as a backup for all-

service water loads via a cross-connect between the service water and
circulating water systems. However, LC0 3.7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2 do not
address this capability. LCO 3.7.4.1.c covers the path from the
circulating - water pumps through HV-4153 to the service - water pump
pit. LC0 3.5.4 covers the path from the circulating - water makeup
pumps to the firewater pump pit. However, the path from the
circulating water tower basin through HV-4221-1/-2 to the service -
water pump pit is not addressed."

PSC Response:

The technical specifications identified only the back-up systems
relied upon in the FSV Safety Analyses. Procedures may go beyond
those capabilities and describe multiple methods for cooldown of
equipment. -Note that the path from HV-4221-2 does not supply the
service water pump pit, but rather the service water pump discharge
header. Also, HV-4221-1 returns water to the circulating water
cooling tower sprays. Further, LCO 3.7.4.1.e does not cover a path
from the circulating water pumps through HV-4153; rather this path is
from the circulating water makeup system. Contrary to the NRC
markup, there is only one path to the SW pump pit. PSC considers
that the specification addresses Service Water system capabilities to
the extent relied upon in the safety analyses.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position that the specification adequately
addresses the available redundancy. B

:
|
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.4.1/3.7.4.2-3 (page 63)

"LC0 ' 3. 7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2 ACTION do not indicate that inoperable
components serviced by the service-water system affect LCOs 3.6.2.1,
3.6.2.2, 3.7.3, 3.8.1.1, and 3.8.1.2."

PSC Response:

The ACTION statements of the service water system technical
specification require the affected components to be declared
inoperable. Thus, the operators would be required to comply with the
operability requirements and associated ACTION statements. of their
respective specifications.

PSC policy requires the operators to consider the respective
technical specifications for the equipment, systems or components
declared inoperable and comply with the appropriate ACTION
statements, which are consistent with the ACTIONS contained herein.
No changes to the technical specification November 85 draft are
proposed.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position that the Actions are acceptable as
written. B
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f

NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.4.1/3.7.4.2-4 (page 64)
.

The Attachment 2 to P-85448, justification for using OPERABLE versus
OPERATING: By stating that a system or component may be OPERATING but
not capable of performing its specified function (s) is not consistent

| with the DEFINITIONS (i.e., OPERABLE is when it is capable of
performing its specified function (s); OPERATING is when it is
performing its specified function (s). Therefore, if it is performing
its specified function, then it must also be capable of performing
its specified function.)."

PSC Response:

PSC's use of the term OPERABLE is consistent with its use in the
Standard Technical Specifications.'

'

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B
i
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.5-1 (page 64)

i

"The NRC's concerns that generated the initial comment, ' Combine this
LCO with a more broad LCO on the helium purification train' were
resolved by .the new requirements added to the final draft under SR
4.6.4.5.d. However, the licensee's response in Attachment 2 to P-
85448 did not identify and/or provide justification for the revisions ,

made to SR 4.6.4.5.d".

PSC Response:

PSC considers that the revisions to SR 4.6.4.5.d resolved the NRC
concerns and are acceptable documentation of closure.

Resolution:

NRC agreed that the concern was resolved. 8



,

NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.5-2 (page 64)

"The purification train block valve interlocks discussed in the FSAR,
Section 14.8, as a maximum credible accident initial condition, were
not addressed."

PSC Response:

These interlocks are currently addressed in TSUP SR 4.6.4.5.d.1. In
addition, the purification train block valve interlocks are verified

OPERABLE during normal operation of the purification system. Placing
one purification train in service automatically isolates the other
train. The inservice train is switched frequently, thus, the
interlock is verified OPERABLE routinely.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to explicitly add the interlocks to SR 4.6.4.5.d.1 and to
include a discussion of the interlocks in the Basis for SR 4.6.4. A

Additional discussion also demonstrated that SR 4.7.5.c.1 need not be
performed. Modifications made as a result of high energy line break
analysis, e.g. permanently installed cooling piping to the HTFA and
helium and charcoal coolers, preclude air flow testing of the' pipe
spool and associated components. ACTION c.1 had been added as a
result of N'RC comments on the April '85 draft to verify the temporary
pipe spools could be installed and operated satisfactorily. The
temporary pipe spools have been discarded as a result of the
modification. NRC accepted PSC position that SR 4.7.5.c be deleted.
A#

In addition, PSC noted that the block valve interlocks will not allow
the regeneration piping to be lined up as an alternate
depressurization flow path, as required by Action b. PSC stated that
the interlocks can be bypassed in an emergency. It was agreed that
Action b would be corrected. A#



,

NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.5-3 (page 64)

"The BASIS did not identify the purified helium filter as a component
of the normal depressurization flow path."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to add the filters.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's filter addition. A

1
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.6.1 (page 64): t

"The ACTION statement deviation from the W-STS was not supported
by site-specific justification.

,

!PSC Response: *

f
The proposed Action statements contain exactly the same technical .

requirements as the W-STS Actions (see attached). The main
difference is that PSC allows an operator to establish a
continuous fire watch within 1 hour of sprinkler inoperability,
and then reduce it to an hourly watch or eliminate it at some
later time, when an evaluation is made to determine the
appropriate action.

This feature is required at FSV because the plant is not
compartmentalized like LWRs. This makes it difficult to
determine within an hour whether an inoperable sprinkler protects
safety-related equipment required to be operable or redundant
systems or equipment.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SPRAY AN0/0R SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

t.IMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.2 The following Spray and/or Sprinkler Systmas shall be OPERA 8LE:

(Plant dependent - to be listed by name and location.]a.

b.
.

c.

APPLICA81LITY: Whenever equipment protected by the Spray / Sprinkler Systas is |requireo to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

With one or more of the above required Spray and/or Sprinkler Systemsa.

inoperable, within 1 hour establish a continuous fire watch with
backup fire suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant
systees or components could be damaged; for other areas, establish anhourly fire watch patrol,

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILt.ANCE REQUIREMENTS '

4.7.11.2 Each of the above required Spray and/or Sprinkler Systems shall be
|demonstrated OPERA 8LE:

'

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-a.

operated, or autoestic) in the flow path is in its correct position. |
b. At least once per 12 months by cycling each testable valve in the

flow path through at least one complete cycle of full travel,
|

c. At least once per 18 acnths:

1)i

!
By perfonsing a system functional test which includes simulated

|automatic actuation of the system, and:

a) Verifying that the automatic valves in the flow path
actuate to their correct positions on a testsignal, and

"

b) Cycling each valve in the flow path that is not testable
during plant operation through at least one complete cycleof full travel.

:

PSTS 3/4 7-31

1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.6.2-1 (page 65)

"The existing FSV Technical Specification LCO 4.10.6 on considering
the Emergency Diesel Generators to be inoperable if the carbon
dioxide fire suppression system is not restored in 30 days has been
omitted without justification."

4

PSC Response:

The existing LCO 4.10.6 requirement was deleted because it is
inconsistent with the STS actions for CO2 systems. This
justification will be included in the PSC SAR.

Resolution:
,

Discussion of this deletion from the existing technical
specifications will be included in the safety analysis accompanying

j the amendment for the Proposed Technical Specifications. C
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.6.2-2 (page 65)

"SR 4.7.6.2.b. PSC added the words from STS 4.7.11.3.1 per NRC April
'

,

1985 draft markup except the words '. . . (manual, power operated or
automatic) . . .' were omitted."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to include the valve descriptions as requested. This
clarification provides consistency with STS.

Resolution:4

PSC agreed to add valve descriptions. A
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. NRC Comment: LC0 3.7.6.2-3 (page 65) b
+ f&

" BASIS paragraphs two and four should reference'FSAR sections or [~

other analysis." j
u

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to provide reference to FSAR Section 9.12.2.3.,,-
, f-
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Resolution: /,M
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References were added and NRC accepted PSC position. A
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NRC Comments: LCO 3.7.6.3-1 (page 65)

"The existing FSV LCO 4.10.2 requiring reactor shutdown if halon
system operability is not restored in 72 hours has been omitted
without justification."

PSC Response:

The November 85 draft technical specifications require a continuous
fire watch be established within 1 hour, with backup fire suppression
equipment if the halon system becomes inoperable. These Actions are
consistent with the W-STS requirements which also do not require a
shutdown in the event of a loss of a halon system.

Resolution:

Justi fica. tion for this deletion will be included in the safety
analysis accompanying the amendment requesting approval of the
proposed technical specifications. C

.
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NRC Comrtent: LCO 3.7.6.3-2 (page 65)

"The frequency of SR 4.7.6.3.6 was annual in the existing FSV
Technical Specification (page 5.10-2) versus 18 months in the
November 1985 draft."

.

PSC Response:

The 18 month interval is the same as the ' standard technical
specifications.

Resolution:

Justification for extension of the interval will be provided in the
safety analysis accompanying the amendment' requesting approval of the
proposed technical specifications. C
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NRC Comment:LCO 3.7.6.3-3 (page 65)

" Weight as well as pressure verification is required to ensure system
.

operability for Specification 4.7.6.3.a.2."

PSC Response:

This NRC Comment is directed to the halon system in Building 10. The
halon system was not designed for weighing as the tanks are
inaccessibly high. A design modification would be required which is
outside the scope of the TSUP.

Resolution:

The halon system bottle pressure is measured at least once per 184
days and PSC considers that this verifies operability. NRC agreed to
reconsider this issue since PSC's proposed specification differs from
the STS. 0*.

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.6.3-4 (page 65)

"The FSV three-room complex halon system is similar in design to LWR
systems and contains isolation valves which should be verified as
properly positioned. The discussion in Attachment 2 to P-85448 was
not adequate justification for deletion of the NRC first-draft
comment."

PSC Response:

The NRC markup proposed a check every 31 days of the correct position
of valves in the halon system, per standard technical specifications.
Since there is only one valve between each halon bottle and its
discharge nozzle a mispositionned valve would result in discharge of
the halon. Thus, verifying pressure in the halon system bottles
constitutes a check of the valves in the halon system.

Resolution:

PSC proposed a 31 day check of halon bottle pressure in lieu of valve
position verification and the NRC accepted this position. A#
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'NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.6.4-2 (page 66)

" ACTION Statement c. omitted words in STS Revision 5 ACTION Statement i
'

a. on '. . . shall be stored in a roll . . . signs shall be mounted !

at the ABOVE to identify the proper hose to use."
,

PSC Response:
,

PSC considers that the method of fire hose storage at a particular
location is procedural in nature and has no safety significance. The

"comment stored in a roll" was not inserted in the draft technical
specification as it was not considered relevant to safety.

Similarly, the use of signs at the fire hose station to indicate
which hose to use for a specific coverage area is prescriptive and
procedural in nature and is not considered relevant to safety.

PSC proposes that the November '85 draft technical specifications be
accepted as written.

Resolution:

The NRC accepted PSC's position, provided PSC change "that" in the
first line of ACTION c. to "whether". A#
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s NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.6.5 (page 66)

"STS page 3/4 7-38 and the existing FSV Technical Specification SR
5.10.9.b) have additional requirements on'SR 4.7.6.5.b on the months
of the year that inspection to determine that the hydrant barrel is
dry, and the hydrant not damaged."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to include the additional requirements, specifying the
months of the year that hydrant inspections must be performed, in the
FSV Technical Specifications.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add the clarifying statements and NRC accepted the PSC-
markup as shown in Attachment 1. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.7 (page 66):

"The Action statement deviation from the W-STS was not supported
by site-specific justification."

PSC Response:

The proposed Action statements contain exactly the same technical
requirements as the W-STS actions (see attached). The main
difference is that PSC allows an operator to establish a
continuous fire watch within 1 hour of sprinkler inoperability,
and then reduce it to an hourly watch or eliminate it at some
later time, when an evaluation is made to determine the
appropriate action.

This feature is required at FSV because the plant i s not
compartmentalized like LWRs. This makes it difficult to
determine within an hour whether an inoperable sprinkler protects
safety-related equipment required to be operable or redundant
systems or equipment.

Resolution:

NRC accepted the PSC proposed technical specification. 8
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PLANT SYSTEMS I' iH

3/4.7.12 FIRE RATED ASSEMBLIES

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION

3.7.12 All fire rated assemblies (walls, floor / ceilings, cable tray enclosures,'
and other fire barriers) separating safety-related fire areas or separating
portions of redundant systems important to safe shutdown within a fire area
and all sealing devices in fire rated assembly penetrations (fire doors, fire
windows, fire dampers, cable, piping, and ventilation duct penetration seals
shall be OPERA 8LE.

APPLICA8ILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With one or more of the above required fire rated assemblies and/ora.
sealing devices inoperable, within 1 hour either establish a
continuous fire watch on at least one side of the affected assembly, ,

or verify the OPERA 8ILITY of fire detectors on at least one side of
the inoperable assembly and establish an hourly fire watch patrol.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3' and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.12.1 At least once per 18 months the above recuired fire rated assemblies #

and penetration sealing devices shall be verified OPERA 8LE by performing avisual inspection of:
|
'

The exposed surfaces of each fire rated assembly,a.

b. Each fire window / fire damper and associated hardware, and

c. At least 10% of each type of sealed penetration. If apparent
changes in appearance or abnormal degradations are found, a visual
inspection of an additional 10% of each type of sealed penetration
shall be made. This inspection process shall continue until a 10%
sample with no apparent changes in appearance or abnorinal degradation
is found. ' Samples shall be selected such that each penetration will
be inspected every 15 years.

W-STS 3/4 7-40

. . -
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.8-1 (page 66)

" Adequate justification has not been submitted to justify deviation
from existing ACTION requirements."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to add the current restrictions that the ACM cannot be
inoperable for more than 21 days in a 3 month period. This will be
added to Action a.

PSC is also reviewing the ACM diesel start test interval. The
existing Technical Specification SR 5.2.20 requires a weekly start
test. PSC is reviewing historical surveillance data to confirm the
reliability of this ACM diesel, and to substantiate the basis for a
monthly start test, as proposed in the TSUP SR 4.7.8.b November '85
draft. Pending completion of this review, a weekly test is proposed.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to change Action a, as shown in Attachment 1. (A#)

The ACM diesel- start test interval is being evaluated. If the
evaluation demonstrates high reliability for the ACM, then a 31 day
test interval will be proposed, otherwise a 7 day interval as
presently performed will be used. The evaluation will be provided in
the safety analysis accompanying the amendment for the proposed
technical specifications. C

.
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.7.8-2 (page 66)

"The previous NRC coninent on Applicability was not incorporated
and Attachment 2 to P-85448 did not provide justification for not
incorporating the comment."

PSC Response:

PSC proposed applicability for all modes except REFUELING whereas
NRC commented, "At all times". PSC did not include REFUELING as
decay heat is minimal at that time. Recent analysis performed in
support of 35% power operations showed that from 35% power,
cooldown can be accomplished with only the Liner Cooling System,
using no ACM electrically powered components or systems, without
signficant damage to any of the fission product barriers,
including the fuel particle coatings. This analysis was a

Denton to Walker, dated 2-7-86 (G-86062)pprovedby NRC letter, This.

analysis bounds the REFUELING condition and supports PSC's
position that ACM OPERABILITY is not required in the REFUELING
mode.

There is no safety concern requiring the ACM diesel when in the
REFUELING mode. PSC proposes not to add the requirement for
operability of the ACM during REFUELING. Any extended
maintenance would be performed during REFUELING as well. Note
that PSC needs a long period of time to perform tear-down
inspections and extended maintenance, based on past experience
and a limited availability of replacement parts.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

i
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.8-3 (page 66)

"The fuel oil transfer pump surveillance should be revised to reflect
the pump's protective functions."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to ve ri fy these features at least once per.18 months
rather than every 31 days as the monthly run and load test of the ACM
diesel is sufficient to verify operability of this system for a very
low probability event (fire in a congested cable tray area).

While PSC agrees that the fuel oil delivery system function is
important, we believe that the detailed setpoints provided on the
NRC's markup are more appropriately located in SR procedures.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add an 18 month surveillance to verify proper operation
of the fuel oil transfer pump upon reaching appropriate levels in the
ACM fuel oil day tank. NRC accepted PSC's position. A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.8-4 (page 67)

"The deletion of oil sampling from the first draft was not
justified. Also, an oil sampling ACTICN statement needs to be
added to tie LCO 3.7.8 to LCO 3.8.1.1 and conform with sampling
of the ACM day tank in Specification 4.7.8.c."

PSC Response:

The fuel oil sampling for the emergency diesel generators and the
ACM diesel generator were intended to be covered by
SR 4.8.1.1.2.c.2. The ACM day tank was inadvertently left out of
that specification but will be added. The fuel oil surveillance
requirement for the ACM diesel generator will refer the
operator to the requirements per SR 4.8.1.1.2.c.2. Also, PSC
proposes to add an ACTION statement to LCO 3.7.8 for failure to
meet SR 4.8.1.1.2.c.2 for the ACM fuel oil day tank, and Fuel Oil
Storage Tanks IA and IB that are shared with the emergency diesel
generators.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add a new ACTION statement similar to the standby
diesel generator fuel oil ACTION statements. The ACM day tank
fuel oil surveillance will be added to the electrical systems
technical specifications which are being reviewed separately.
NRC accepted PSC position. A#

_-,



NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.8-5 (page 67)

" CHANNEL CALI8 RATION of ACM protective functions should be added,
to be consistent with similar LC0 3.8.1.1 requirements as stated
in Attachment 2 to P-85448."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to add a surveillance.for channel calibration of the
ACM diesel generatcr engine protective functions. This
surveillance is intended to prevent inadvertent tripping of the
ACM diesel engine due to overly conservative setpoints and to
assure long term reliability of the ACM diesel generator system.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add SR 4.7.8.c.4 and this was accepted by NRC. A

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.8-6 (page 67)

"It i s unclear how the ACM can be used to backfeed the 480 volt
essential switchgear. Is this new capability within the initial
design envelope (e.g. an independent system) of the ACM system? The
FSAR should identify this capability."

PSC Response:

This capability will be discussed outside the scope of TSUP, in
conjunction with PSC's Appendix R program.

Resolution:

Appendix R is under separate review. This new capability will be
identified and described in that correspondence. NRC agreed that
this issue- is outside the scope of the Technical Specification
Upgrade Program. F

i
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.9-1 (page 67) '

"The licensee's discussion.in Attachment 2 to P-85448 (concerning the
emergency ventilation system's not meeting single failure criteria)
is contrary to the licensee's letter P-83158, dated April 29, 1983."

PSC Response:

PSC's position remains as stated in P-83158, that the FSV Control
Room HVAC system satisfies the requirements of the single-failure
criterion for Control Room habitability. The system design does not
include redundant atmosphere cleanup systems, as indicated in P-
85448. However, the Control Room HVAC system is design 6d so that no
single active failure will render the control room uninhabitable.
There are sufficient dampers in series to provide isolation and the
fans have been demonstrated to assure a positive pressure in the
event of any single fan failure. The equipment in the Control Room
is qualified for the maximum temperature expected due to any single
failure in the ventilation system and, in addition, backup breathing
air sources are available so that the plant can be safely shutdown.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position. B

;
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NRC Comment: -LCO 3.7.9-2 (page 67)

"The action statement for an inoperable filter appears to be
inadequate since an inoperable filter results in an inoperable
recirculation mode."

PSC Response:

The filter, if inoperable, would not prevent operation in the
recirculation mode, it would only prevent minimum makeup. Thus,
the urgency indicated by NRC for a 1 hour ACTION time is
inappropriate.

With an inoperable filter, an option acknowledged by FSAR Section
7.4.1 is to shift to the recirculation made until the filter is
returned to OPERABLE status, although this option usually leads
to a gradual buildup of temperature within the control room (FSAR
7.4.1 states 13 degrees F over 11 hours but within limits for
equipment qualification). Further, backup breathing air sources,
including a breathing air system, are available if required.

Resolution:

It was agreed by NRC and PSC that 72 hours is an acceptable
ACTION time for an inoperable control room emergency makeup
ventilation filter and that the backup breathing air system
should be mentioned in the BASIS. Thus ACTION c. and the BASIS

f were changed as shown in Attachment 1. A#.
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.7.9-3 (page 67)

"The SHUTDOWN ACTION statement is not consistent with the STS."

PSC Response:

Due to the fact that FSV does not have complete dual control room
ventilation systems, some provision must be made for an
appropriate time to repair or perform maintenance on
one-of-a-kind components. The PSC proposed technical
specification allowed 7 days to restore control room emergency
ventilation to OPERABLE status.

Additionally, the amount and level of overall radioactive sources
at FSV are several orders of magnitude lower than comparable
LWRs. With the reactor shutdown or in refueling, potential
sources of radioactivity are so small that the risk is also
correspondingly small. Backup air sources are available to
operators such that control room habitability is not threatened
at any time. PSC believes 7 days is an appropriate ACTION time
while shutdown due to backup breathing air capability and overall
risk reduction due to a lower probability of events leading to
uninhabitable control room spaces.

This SHUTDOWN ACTION statement also addresses suspending control
rod movements resulting in positive reactivity changes. As
stated in PSC's response to comment LCO 3.6.5.1 #2, this Action
is intentionally specific to control rod movements, as changing
from feedwater to condensate for circulator drive and steam
generator cooling is required for maintenance of adequate core
cooling.

Resolution:

NRC agreed with PSC on retention of the 7 day ACTION time in
SHUTDOWN. However, the issue of SHUTDOWN ACTIONS will be
resolved in conjunction with comment LC0 3.6.5.1 #2. See
Attachment 4. A#.

. _ __
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.9-4 (page 67)

"The FSAR, Revision 3, Section 7.4.1, discusses another
' acceptable' mode of operation by shutdown of the supply and
return fans and aligning the required dampers to isolate the
control room."

PSC Response:

That mode of operation is not prohibited. The technical
specification was written from a system operability standpoint '

,

rather than an operating perspective. Thus, there are various
modes of operation that may be used but the technical
specification lists the minimum operability requirements. The
mode identified by the NRC is additional justification for the
ACTION times proposed in the Nov. '85 draft technical
specifications.

Resolution:,

NRC accepted PSC position. B

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.9-5 (page 67)

"The system was not required to be run in the makeup mode each 31
days as is required in the STS."

.PSC Response:

PSC agrees to adopt this surveillance requirement to demonstrate
operability in a functional test every 31 days.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position to add a surveillance requirement to
operate in the makeup mode each 31 days as shown in Attachment 1.
A
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#NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.9-6 (page 67)

" Specifications 4.7.9.a. and 4.7.9.e. do not appear to be in
agreement with the STS concerning the methyl iodide penetration
calculation."

PSC Response:

NRC made a further clarification of the comment as follows: "The
licensee should clarify what formula and data were used to
calculate methyl iodide penetration." Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978 requires a calculation be performed
relative to efficiency of the iodine removal capability of the
filter assembly. The "5%" number is more conservative than
required per RG 1.52 (10% required). This proposed technical
specification was submitted to the NRC in July, 1984 (P-84242)
with 5% where appropriate. The number will be verified and
provided in the BASIS upon formal submittal of the technical
specification.

Resolution:

The justification for this issue will be provided in the safety
analysis accompanying the amendment application for these
proposed technical specifications. C

.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.9-7 (page 67)

" Specification 4.7.9.e. does not agree with the STS concerning
sample frequency."

PSC Response:

PSC had proposed a surveillance on the charcoal adsorber "every 6
months or 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation, whichever is
earlier..." The STS only required the check after 720 hours of
operation. To simpli fy scheduling this test and provide
consistency with the Reactor Building exhaust filter sampling

: (4400 hours or about 6 mos.), PSC added the "6-months" condition.

Resolution:

NRC accepted pSC position. B

,
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.9-8 (page 67)

" ACTION statement b. permits restoration within 24 hours or

SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours. The STS (Section 3.7.7) is
more restrictive for both these times."

PSC Response:

The ACTION times chosen by PSC reflect design considerations and
mitigating factors. The Control Room HVAC system is designed so
that no. single active failure will render the control room
uninhabitable. Also, backup breathing air sources are available,
if required. Orderly shutdown (24 hrs) is used throughout the
FSV TSUP.to minimize unnecessary transients on the plant and the
accompanying possibility for water ingress, which is a more real
threat to safety than the inoperability of a protective feature.
PSC proposes to retain its ACTION times.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

V
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.10-1 (page 68)

" APPLICABILITY. No justification was made for not incorporating"

the NRC April '85 draft markup comment."

PSC Response:

This comment addresses the fact that the current Technical
Specifications require snubbers above 2% power and the TSUP

,

requires snubbers above 5% power. Snubbers are used on high,

temperature systems and are not used on the PCRV Liner Cooling
System.

.

Recent analyses performed in support of 35% power operations
showed that from 35% power, cooldown can be accomplished with
only the Liner Cooling System, without significant damage to any
of the fission product barriers, including the fuel particle
coatings. This analysis was approved by NRC in NRC letter,
Denton to Walker, dated 2-7-86 (G-86062). This analysis bounds
operation below 5%, and confirms that snubbers are not required
below this power level.

Resolution:
'

NRC accepted PSC position. Justification for the proposed
APPLICABILITY will be provided in the safety analysis
accompanying the amendment application for these propossd
technical specifications. C

1
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.10-2 (page 68)

"SR 4.7.'10 does not reference Section 4.0.6 (November '85 draft)
as does the STS (4.0.5 in the STS)."

PSC Response:

The reference noted above is to the Inservice Inspection and Test
Program. That reference will be added to the Nov. '85 draft.

Resolution:

PSC corrected the paragraph number in question, as shown in
Attachment 1. A
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.10-3'(page 68) i

!
"The term ' safety-related' as used in this LCO does not comply. >

with the definition outlined in the FSV FSAR, Revision 3, Section
B.5.2.7,' in that Class la is not a defined safety-related term."

,

PSC Response: |
r

The NRC markup clarifies the Nov. '85 draft by striking the term
safety related. The intent in the LCO section was to require all
safety related snubbers to be OPERABLE. These are defined as all
Class I and la snubbers, as explained in the Basis.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to delete ' safety related', as shown in Attachment 1.
A

1

1
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.10-4 (page 68)

" Specification 4.7.10.b. is not a new program. Visual
inspections should continue as per the existing schedule."

PSC Response:

The NRC comment was in reference to the first paragraph in SR
4.7.10.b. which was inserted in the existing technical
specifications per a previous amendment. For purposes of the
TSUP (and the NRC comment) it will be assumed the program is in
place per the existing technical specification. The inspection
periods are the same in the existing technical specifications and
the Nov. '85 draft. PSC agrees to delete references to first or
second inspections and to revise SR 4.7.10.b consistent with an
ongoing inspection progran.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

._. .--
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~ NRC Comment: LCO 3.7.10-5 (page 68)

" Consistent with the STS, the provisions of Specification 4.0.2
of the final draft markup, rather than Specification 4.0.4, as
submitted, are applicable to the inspection interval."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to change the reference to Specification 4.0.2.,

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

,
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.7.10 #6 (page 68): ,V

I"PSC's generic justification for deviating from the STS resample -

size was not appropriate (i.e., acceptance of the ASME position
J,,

in OM4). Site-specific justification should be submitted. I
'Attachment 2 to P-85448 referenced acceptance of the position

taken by the ASME Group in OM4. It should be noted tilat the
current draft of ASME OM-4 Industry Standard, " Examination and ' * ' .

f

Performance Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Dynamic Re traints s , .

(Snubbers)," had revised the W-STS requirement from 10% to 5%. -

--

This draft was developed with input from the NRC staff, but has e -,

,not been applied on a generic basis to other plants and has not
resulted in a revision to the STS."

PSC Response:
,

PSC notes that the ASME OM-4 Standard has been approved for use - -

at other facilities such as Fermi. A copy of the Fermi Technical
Specification is attached for information. PSC is of the ,

understanding that the Fermi Technical Specifications are a valid ' ~

precedent since the Staff SER for those specifications coes not ' '
,

, --

discuss site-specific issues that would apply to Fermi and -not
'

'

.

FSV.

Resolution: '

NRC accepted PSC's position. Justification for the snubber
' '

^m
sample size will be provided in the safety analysis accompan7ing
the amendment application for these proposed technical
specifications. C
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Copy of Fermi Tech Spec ,

For Information
,

PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) .

i

e. Functional Tests *

,

During the first refueling shutdown and at least once per 18 months
thereafter during shutdown, a representative sample of snubbers shall
be tested using one of the following sample plans. The sample plan
shall be selected prior to the test period and cannot be changed
during the test period. The NRC Regional Administrator shall be
notified in writing of the sample plan selected prior to the test
period or the sample plan used in the prior test period shall be
implemented:;

1) At least 10% of the total of each type of snubber shall be'

functionally tested either in place or in a bench test. For
each snubber of a type that does not meet the functional test
acceptance criteria of Specification 4.7.5f. , an additional 5%
of that type of snubber shall be functionally tested until to
more failures are found or until all snubbers of that type have

1been functionally tested; or<

2) A representative sample of each type of snubber shall be
functionally tested in accordance with Figure 4.7.5-1. "C" is
the total number of snubbers of a type found not meeting the'

acceptance requirements of Specification 4.7.5f. The cumula-
tive number of snubbers of a' type tested is denoted by "N". At
the end of each day's testing, the new values of "N" and "C"
(previous day's total plus current day's increments) shall be
plotted on Figure 4.7.5-1. If at any time the point plotted
falls in the " Reject" region all snubbers of that type shall be
functionally tested. If at any time the point plotted falls in
the " Accept" region, testing of snubbers of that type may be
teminated. When the point plotted lies in the " Continue
Tasting" region, additional snubbers of that type shall be
tested untti the points falls in the '% cept" region or the
" Reject" region, or all the snubbeM o' that type have been
tested. Testing equipment faf W . dv i g functional testingl

may invalidate that day's tesd rs W 2110w that day's testing
to resume anew at a later time, proviaing all snubbers tested
with the failed equipment during the day of equipment failure
are retested; or

3) An initul representative sample of 55 snubbers shall be
functionally tested. For each snubber type which does not meet
the functional test acceptance criteria, another sample of at
least one-half the size of the initial sample shall be tested
until the total number tested is equal to the initial sample,
size multiplied by the factor, 1 + C/2, where "C" is the number
of snubbers found which do not meet the functional test accep-
tance criteria. The results from this sample plan shall be

FERMI - UNIT 2 '3/4 7-18
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-NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.1 #2 (page 75):

"PSC omitted the '0R' in the APPLICABILITY recommended in the NRC
April, 85 draft markup."

PSC Response:

PSC does not feel that the '0R' is appropriate. The stated
conditions are not intended to be definitions of the Refueling Mode,
but rather to define plant conditions before both primary and
secondary closures can be removed from any penetration. This
condition -only occurs during the REFUELING mode, but it is not
applicable for the entire mode.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the essential applicability requirement involves
the status of the primary and secondary PCRV closures, independent of
mode. PSC agreed to delete the " REFUELING" mode identification. A#.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.1 03 (page 75): '

" ACTION statement b '... control rod movement...' should be changed
'to ...any evolution...' since other evolutions, such as a

temperature reduction, also result in positive reactivity."

PSC Response:

As noted previously in LC0 3.6.5.1 Comment #2, . the Action was
intended to be specific and to allow activities like switching from
feedwater to condensate to assure long-term cooling or for planned
feedwater outages. This is a temperature reduction which adds
positive reactivity but is required to ensure long-term cooling
capabilities.

There are no other activities under the operator's control that would
result in positive reactivity.

PSC considers that even if condensate would normally be used for
cooling during the conditions when this specification is applicable
(i.e., even if we wouldn't have to be concerned with further
temperature reduction), the specific action to suspend " control rod
movements" is preferred because it is clear and understandable.

Resolution:
,

,

As stated in the resolution for Comment LCO 3.6.5.1 #2, PSC agreed to
provide additicnal justification for its position that " control rod
movement" is acceptable. This justification is included in
Attachment 4 to this letter. A#

In addition,- the NRC agreed to investigate acceptable practices at
other commercial Nuclear Power Plants, to see whether cooldown is
allowed even though action statements require suspension of "all
operations involving core alterations or positive reactivity changes

" D*...
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.1 #4 (page 75):

"The BASIS paragraphs added for the ACTION and SURVEILLANCE are very
-general and do not explicitly discuss the specific times.

.

PSC Response:

PSC's Basis, as written, is general, but in the absence of specific
criteria, it reflects engineering judgement.

As noted previously, the FSV Bases are significantly more detailed
than any STS Bases and PSC considers the detail provided to be

; consistent with the scope and guidance of the TSUP. PSC proposes
that the Basis be accepted as is.

Resolution:

It was agreed that no further action is required regarding this
comment. B.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.1 #5 (page 75):
4

"PSC changed the wording on the asterisk note at the bottom of page ,

3/4 9-1 without justification."
,

i

PSC Response:

The rewording on the asterisk note was for clarification. The f
temperature limit of 165 degrees F on CORE AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE -

assures FHM telescoping mast performance when inserted into the upper
plenum of the reactor. Since the FHM mast cannot be utilized unless
both reactor and cask isolation valves are open, this is a clearly
understood condition for the temperature limit applicability.

The NRC's proposal to apply the temperature limit when the FHM is 'in
use' is not as clear; e.g., the FHM could be considered 'in use' if
it was secured to the reactor vessel, loaded with fuel, but with the
isolation valves closed. Even though it would be 'in use' there is
no need to meet the temperature limit until the isolation valves are
open. The note as written would allow placement of the reactor
isolation valve and fuel handling machine securely on the reactor
vessel while the reactor core is being cooled in preparation for
refueling operation.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the wording in the note is' acceptable and no
further act, ion is required regarding this comment. B

_



NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.1 #6 (page 75):

"The double asterisk and associated note at the bottom of page 3/4 9-
1 are inconsistent with ACTION statement b., which is correct by
itself."

PSC Response:

This specification applies during various activities, some of which
are considered CORE ALTERATIONS and some which are reactor internal
maintenance that does not involve a CORE ALTERATION, such as a helium
circulator change out or modification or repair of the primary
coolant purification system. For reactor internal maintenance, it is
not a requirement to have both startup channel flux monitors
OPERABLE, because no changes are being made to core reactivity.

ACTION statement b addresses the appropriate action to be taken when
one of the startup channels becomes inoperable during a CORE
ALTERATION. Both the asterisk note and ACTION b are required.

Response:

It was agreed that an explanation with examples would be added to the
BASIS to clarify these requirements, as shown in Attachment 1. A#.

.



NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.1 #7 (page 75):

" Specification 4.9.1.b should reflect the requirements of the W-STS
Specification 4.9.2, since the FSV Specification requirements of
4.3.1 do not adequately address the STS requirements, and for the
functional test are not required during the applicable mode of LCO
3.9.1."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to include the SR for the neutron flux monitors in 4.9.1.
PSC proposes that the Surveillance Frequencies be changed as follows:

1. The CHANNEL CHECK should be required daily, consistent with our
current Tech Specs, as opposed to shiftly.

2. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST should be required within 24 hours
prior to the start of Core Alterations, as opposed to 8 hours.
This is consistent with the daily channel checks and is more
stringent than the weekly requirement of new SR 4.9.1.b.3.

PSC will revise SR 4.3.1 to delete any conflicting or overlapping
tests. This revised specification will be provided for NRC review
after resolution of Trip Setpoint concerns, presently being addressed
in existing Technical Specification 4.4.1.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add the startup channel flux monitor surveillances and
.

the NRC agreed to the frequencies proposed by PSC. A

i.
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.2 #1 (page 76):

" APPLICABILITY was changed without justification from the April,1985
draft."

PSC Response:

PSC considers that the intent of the APPLICABILITY has been retained.
The Fuel Handling Machine is used extensively outside the REFUELING
mode. For example, the transfer of irradiated fuel from the fuel
storage wells to the shipping cask for shipment off site occurs a
minimum of 100 days after the refueling operation and generally takes
about 3 months to complete. The reactor can be in any mode during
that time. Since the REFUELING mode is not relevant to the
requirement of this Specification, it was deleted.

Resolution:

NRC agreed that the Applicability is acceptable and no further action
.

is required regarding this comment. B

.

$



NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.2 #2 (page 76):

"In ACTION statement a., the words (to its upper most position) were
omitted without justification."

PSC Response:

PSC deleted this condition as being irrelevant and in some cases
undesirable. For example, if a fuel element is still suspended on
the FHM grapple head, it may be desirable to raise the fuel element
to a height just above the FHM Cask Valve. The primary objective is
to raise the FHM mast and whatever may be suspended on the mast high
enough so that both the Reactor Isolation Valve and FHM Cask Valve
can be closed and containment secured.

Resolution:

NRC agreed that Action a is acceptable and no further action is
required regarding this comment. B

.



NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.2 #3 (page 76):

" ACTION Statement d., was not combined with c., per the NRC April, 85
draft markup."

PSC Response:

ACTION Statement c. applies when there is insufficient cooling
capability within the Fuel Handling Machine. At that time, it is
essential to unload the irradiated fuel from the FHM, either to the
reactor core or the fuel storage facility.

ACTION Statement d. applies when the FHM cannot verify correct
orientation and placement of the fuel elements. At that time, the
appropriate action is to terminate the placement of the fuel elements
in the reactor core. Keeping them within the FHM is not necessarily
a problem, but returning IRRADIATED FUEL elements to the reactor core
when the interlocks are not operable is not prudent.

PSC considers that the ACTION statements are specifically different
and should not be combined.

Resolution:
-

NRC agreed that Actions c and d are appropriate and no further action
is required regarding this comment. B



NRC Comment: LC0 3.9.2 #4 (page 76):

" Paragraph'on page 3/4 9-6 should be in the BASIS."

PSC Response:

The paragraph was inadvertantly omitted 'from the BASIS due to a
typographical error on the page numbers.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to make the noted correction. A

-
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.2 #5 (page 76):

"SR 4.9.2.1 contained a 24 hour frequency, contrary to the PSC
resolution stated in Attachment 2 to P-85448 and agreed upon in the
July,1985 meeting."

PSC Reponse:

"In Attachment 2 to P-85448, PSC stated, In practice, the fuel
handling machine is purged and flushed with helium several times each
12 hour period during refueling operations." The intent of this
statement was to identify the comprehensive nature of PSC's actual
practice and a 12 hour (shiftly) surveillance of FHM pressure and
temperature is desirable.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to change the surveillance frequency to once per 12 hours.
A

-
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.2 #6 (page 76):

" Addition of note concerning situations when helium atmosphere is not
needed in the FHM was not justified. Does PSC intend not to have
helium pressure in the FHM during certain situations allowed per the
asterisk note, such as when installing new fuel in the reactor?"

PSC Response:

The intent of this note is to not require helium in the FHM if it is
not being used and not connected to the PCRV. Procedures require
flushing the FHM with clean helium prior to cohnection to the PCRV.

PSC proposes to expand the note.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to clarify the note as shown in Attachment 1, and this was
acceptable to the NRC. A

-



NRC Comment: LC0 3.9.3 #1 (page 76):

"PSC should add LCOs on fuel storage to ensure compliance with
FSAR Section 9.1.2.4, Minimum Operating Conditions. For example,
a slight vacuum during refueling."

PSC Response:

PSC considers that all of the essential operating requirements
that are specified in Section 9.1.2.4 of the FSAR are addressed
within LCO 3.9.3. This includes storage in a monitored helium
atmosphere at atmospheric pressure or below, with sufficient
cooling capability to maintain fuel temperatures below 750
degrees F (cooling water temperature of 150 degrees F or less
with a specified flow) and an operable cooling system.

During the transfer of el'ements into or out of the fuel storage
wells, the integrity of the gas tight system is most difficult to
maintain, and good practice requires that to ensure in-leakage as
opposed to out-leakage, a slight vacuum is established in the
storage well. This is considered good practice and is
procedurally required as a part of PSC's Refueling Program.
However, PSC proposes that a subatmospheric condition not be -

considered an LCO, because a specific subatmospheric pressure -

requirement has never been established.

Resolution:i

It was agreed that all the essential operating requirements are
addressed and no further action is required. B

- . _ . _ . - . _ __ - _ . _ - _ ___ - _ _ _ _ _ .___



NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.3 #2 (page 76):

"SR 4.9.3.c was changed from 12 to 18 months without justification."

PSC Response:

Extension of the channel calibration frequencies to 18 months is
consistent with STS frequencies, as used throughout TSUP.

Resolution:
.

It was agreed that SR 4.9.3.c should read "at least once per
refueling, not to exceed 18 months". C

-
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.3 #3:

"SR 4.9.4.c.3. Existing FSV Tech. Spec. p. 4.7-3 requires a
minimum of 12000 cfm, not 9000 cfm (LER 85-028). FSAR Section
14.6.3.2 conservatively assumes only 9000 cfm. FSAR Section
9.1.2.3 implies 12000 cfm, which the licensee has argued is not a
requirement subject to LCOs. However, S0-14-2 in the Reference
Design Book contains information from which it can be judged that
minimum ventilation flow appears to be required for both pressure
protection and the dilution of potentially radioactive gases from
safety reliefs." .

PSC Response:

PSC considers that 9000 cfm is the appropriate ventilation flow
requirement and is in accordance with FSAR Analyses.

PSC does not consider any other fuel storage well cooling flow
rate to be relied upon in the FSAR. Regarding the dilution of
potentially radioactive gas from safety reliefs, there are no
safety reliefs that discharge to the fuel storage well. The
storage well safety valves discharge to the gas waste vacuum
tank, and the cooling coil reliefs discharge to the reactor 1,

building atmosphere, above the refueling floor, and they would
not normally be considered a source of radioactive gases. These
gases would be monitored and filtered in the Reactor Building
ventilation exhaust system.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC's position and PSC agreed to provide
justification in the Safety Analysis that will accompany the
amendment application. C

_
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.9.3 #4 (page 77):

"SR 4.9.3.b.1 of the April, 1985 draft was moved to a 24 hour
surveillance versus previous 31 days, but the method to determine
operability per the NRC comment was not added."

PSC Response:
,

PSC will veri fy cooling coil operability from valve position, flow
indication, and temperatures. In this case, PSC considers that any
additional specification of operability criteria would be overly
prescriptive.

Resolution:

NRC accepted the surveil. lance as written, with no further action
required. B
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NRC Comment: LCO 3.9.3 #5 and #6 (page 77)

"LC0 3.9.3c and SR 4.9.3c.3 require a minimum 9000 cfm. There should
be a CHANNEL CHECK, FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION for this
measurement."

"PSC should add CHANNEL CHECK and FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements in
4.9.3b in helium pressure indicators and alarms, . . . "

PSC Response:
.

PSC considers that these instrument surveillances are appropriately
addressed in administrative controls and need not be identified in
the Technical Specifications, consistent with STS. These instruments
are not relied on for automatic protective actions.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

e
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NRC Comment: LC0 3.9.3 #7 (page 77):

"In accordance with the FSAR, Section 14.6.3.2, page 14.6-6, only
reflector blocks are stored in the central hole of a fuel storage
well. The final draft did not indicate this as identified in the
NRC's first draft markup".

PSC Response:

FSAR 9.1.2.1 states that "the storage well is designed to prevent
nuclear criticality even when all storage spaces are filled with
maximum reactivity fuel and completely flooded with water."

Per FSAR 9.1.2.2.2, " irradiated fuel elements are not stored in the

central column of the fuel storage well because they cannot be
adequately cooled in that location."

Based on these FSAR discussions, the only limitation on what can be
stored in the central column is that it cannot be irradiated fuel.
Any other items that PSC would like to store there (spare blocks,
tools, reflector blocks, CRDs) are not heat sources and are,
therefore, acceptable,

,

Note that the FSAR 14.6.3.2 discussion did not limit central hole
storage to reflector blocks. It was intended to clarify where
irradiated fuel is stored.

Resolution:

NRC agreed that the prohibition of storing Irradiated Fuel in the
central hole is acceptable and no further action is required. B



1

NRC Comment: LC0 3.9.3 #8 (page 77):

" ACTION statement c., was added without justification. ...an

engineering evaluation is not an acceptable alternative to providing
backup cooling in ACTION statement b."

PSC Response:

PSC proposes that an engineering evaluation be accepted for Action C.
The cooling capacity requirements for the fuel storage facility are
based on storage of the fuel with the maximum decay heat possible,
that is, fuel just removed from the reactor after steady full power
operation for several months. The actual decay heat source can vary
significantly depending on the power level prior to shutdown, as well
as the decay time after shutdown. The calculated heatup rate of a
fuel element 100 days after removal from the reactor that had been at
full power, is only about I degree F per hour if there is no heat
loss from the element. Therefore, an engineering evaluation can be
conservatively used to determine at what time if ever, that a fuel
element temperature of 750 degrees F would be achieved. The
appropriate action would be a specific part of the engineering
evaluation.

r

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position, provided PSC provide justification in the
safety analysis that accompanies the amendment application. This
safety analysis would explain the considerations that will be
addressed in the engineering evaluation. C

,



NRC Comment: Section 5.0 (page 77): ;

"The heading (OESIGN FEATURES) has been omitted on most pages in this
section."

PSC Response:

PSC agrees to add this clarification.

Resolution:
.

PSC agreed to add the heading throughout this section, as shown in
Attachment 1. A

.

'

NRC Comment: Section 5.1 #1 (page 78):

"Per STS, recommend the exclusion area and LPZ boundaries be more
clearly marked on Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2. The LPZ is presently not
even shown on Figure 5.1-2 ..."

-

PSC Response:

PSC proposes to use new Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2 that have been taken
directly from Section 2-1 of the FSAR. Both the exclusion area and
Low Population Zone will be clearly shown. Previous figures had been
taken directly from current Tech Specs.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to clearly show the exclusion area and LPZ boundaries.
This will be included with the TSUP amendment application. A

NRC Comment: Section 5.1 #2 (page 78):

" Existing FSV Tech Spec page 6.3-2 information on the security fence
has been omitted without justification."

PSC Response:

PSC omitted security fence information, consistent with STS. This
information is provided in the FSV Physical Security Plan.

Resolution:

NRC accepted the deletion of the security fence information. B
,

- , - , - - - . - _ - _ , . _
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NRC Comment: Section 5.1 #4 (page 78):

Location of the meterological tower has been omitted from Figure 5.1-
2.

PSC Response:

The correct location will be shown on new Figure 5.1-1.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to include the meteoro ogical tower location on Figure
5.1-2. This will be included with the TSUP amendment application. A

,



NRC Comment: Section 5.3 #1 (page 78)

"PSC changed from scientific notation on designating subscripts to
dashes and slashes in Table 5.3-1."

PSC Response:

PSC's word processor does not have subscript capabilities, so another
notation was used. Table 5.3-1 has been corrected for errors and
inconsistencies and in all cases the' subscript is denoted by a slash

(C/2).

Response:

NRC accepted the revised Table 5.3-1 as shown in Attachment 1. A

.
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NRC Comment: Section 5.3 #2 (page 79)
'

"In 5.3.4 provide and discuss peaking factor uncertainties".

PSC Response:

The calculated power peaking factors shown in section 5.3.4 are shown
as calculational limits. The uncertainty noted in the current
specification LC0 4.1.3, represents.the expected degree of accuracy
to which the calculated value will agree with the actual power
peaking when using consistent nuclear analysis models and codes as
used for the FSAR. Consequently, when doing the fuel failure
analysis as used for the core thermal safety limit, section 2.1.1 of
the specification, these uncertainties were included in the analysis.

PSC agrees to include these uncertainties in the proposed
specification with a discussion to clarify their use.

Resolution:

PSC proposed to include peaking factor uncertainties and a -

clarification, as shown in Attachment 1. NRC accepted these
additions. A



NRC Comment: Section 5.3 #3 (page 79)

"In 5.3.4 discuss rod pair withdrawal sequences and the cycle
reactivity balance due to fuel, burnable poisons, and rod insertion.
What is the cycle burn up reactivity."

PSC Response:

In the opening paragraph of section 5-3.4, a discussion is made about
the spatial variation that exists in the core because each of the 37
core regions has a different fuel and burnable poison loading.
Consequently, a control rod withdrawal sequence has to be specified
for each cycle to ensure that the calculated values for the maximum
single control rod worth and reactor power distribution are satisfied
throughout the cycle. The criteria for this control rod withdrawal
sequence are specified in Section 5.3.4

With regard to the calculated core reactivity for each cycle, PSC
agrees to include a discussion on requirements for fuel and burnable
poison loading. The fuel and burnable poison loading for each reload
is specified to provide sufficient reactivity to allow for fuel and r

poison burnup. In addition, there must be adequate reactivity
control in either the control rods or the reserve shutdown material
to ensure an acceptable SHUTDOWN MARGIN at all times in the cycle
with one or two control rod pairs not inserted.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add a discussion to Section 5.3.4 regarding core
reactivity and Shutdown Margin. NRC accepted the addition, shown in
Attachment 1, provided PSC delete any reference to " analytically
justified" criteria, in the irterest of clarity. A#.

|
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NRC Comment: Section 5.3 #5 (page 79)

"In 5.4.1 the reference to section 9.1.2.3 of the FSAR provides
little information on the analysis supporting criticality safety in
the fuel storage wells. The FSAR has no further reference. Is the
report GAMD 10493 the missing reference? (A further question was
asked on the adequacy of the calculational method). What is the
subcritical multiplication when Design Feature 5.4.2 is accounted
for?" -

PSC Response:

PSC considers that these questions deal with FSAR concerns and are
not directly related to the TSUP.

FSAR Section 9.1.2.1 item 5, states that "The storage well is
designed to prevent nuclear criticality even when all storage spaces
are filled with maximum reactivity fuel and completely flooded with
water." Further, FSAR Section 9.1.2.3 states that "The design of the
fuel storage wells will preclude criticality when completely filled
with fuel and flooded with water. The multiplication factor for the =

worst flooding situation is calculated to be less than 0.85."

The report GAMD 10493 is a summary of nuclear criticality safety for
the most reactive fuel outside the storage wells only. A separate
analysis was performed for fuel storage in the wells. The analysis
did utilize one dimensional transport theory but no topical report on
this analysis is available. The results for the flooded case are as
noted in the FSAR.

Resolution:

It was agreed that this concern is outside the scope of the TSUP, and
NRC reserves the right for further discussions. F



. . . .- . -- - . - -

NRC Comment: AC 6.1 #1 (page 79)
'

"Added paragraphs on p. 6-5 'in addition...', 'during
SHUTDOWN...', and 'during all...' are redundant to the
information in Table 6.2-1."

PSC Comment:

PSC acknowledges that the information is redundant, however,
plant operations personnel requested the information be provided
in the technical specifications for purposes of clarifying the
interpretation of the table.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B+
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NRC Comment: Section 6.1 #2 (page 79):
' ^'l.

"6.2.2.c. and the asterisk note on p. 6-5 deviate from the STS
,

Rev. 5 wording without justification."
.

PSC Resolution: ,

es

NRC markup for location of asterisk and inclusion of Health 4
Physics Technician in asterisked note are inconsistent with the -

intent and content of PSC's current technical specifications.
,g, . .

The operating staff may include operators trained in radiation
protection procedures such that a Health Physics Technician _

specifically is not required. The primary focus of the concern
is that a person qualified in radiation protection procedures is
on site and available. PSC's organization and training provide
that assurance as stated in the proposed technical
specifications.

PSC proposes that the November '85 final draft not be changed, as -

it reflects PSC's current operations.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B
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NRC Comment: AC 6.2.3 (page 80): '

a

" Attachment 2 to P-85448 indicates that relevant ISEG
responsibilities have been incorporated into the TA
responsibilities. From a review of the final draft, it is
unclear as to how _ this was accomplished (e.g.; Is the TA
responsible for maintaining surveillance of unit activities to
provide independent verification that these activities are
performed correctly and that human errors are reduced as much as
practical?) It should be noted that NUREG-0737, Item 'I.B;1.2

only applied to NTOLs, which was confirmed in an NRC letter,
R. A. Clark to D. Warembourg, dated March 24,1982.",/

'

PSC Response:

The answer to the question in parentheses is 'No'. The
requirements of NUREG 0737 have been responded to in other
correspondence. The Technical Advisor requirements are those
incorporated into the existing license.

PSC considers that the issue of ISEG has be'en resolved in
correspondence with respect to NUREG-0737 and that a requirement
for an ISEG is a new licensing requirement. -

Resolution:

It was agreed that the TA responsibilties are acceptable, as
stated in the specifications, and that an ISEG is not required,
as noted in the referenced NRC letter dated March 24, 1982. B

|
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NRC Comment:' Sections 6.3, 6.4 #1 (page 80):

" Compared to the STS Rev. 5, references to the March 28, 1980 NRC
letter in 6.3.2 and 6.4.1 were omitted without justification."

s

PSC Response:

This comment addresses supplemental qualification requirements
imposed by the NRC on licensed operators and senior operators.

PSC's operator qualifications are' the subject of separate
licensing correspondence. The Training discussion provided by
PSC is in accordance with the commitment outlined in the existing
technical specification and are acceptable as written.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the requirements for operator qualification
will remain as proposed. Any supplemental qualification:q~
requirements for operators will be the subject of separate
correspondence, outside the scope of the TSUP.

'
,

NRC agreed to determine whether the March 28, 1980'NRC letter '

applies to FSV. D*

!
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NRC Comment: AC 6.3., 6.4 #2 (page 80):

"6.3.3 and 6.3.4 should be in 6.2.2 per the STS Rev. 5".

PSC Response:

PSC dgrees to relocate Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 in 6.2.2 as
paragraphs 6.2.2.f. and 6.2.2.g.,- respectively.

Resolution:
.

PSC agreed to the relocation of Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4. A

,
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NRC Comment: AC 6.3., 6.4 #3 (page 80)
'

"Sectian 6.4 revised ' Training, Supervisor' to Superintendent of
Training. This is not consistent with Figure 6.2-2. PSC should
provide justification for this change and update Figure 6.2-2."

PSC Response:

PSC will revise Figure 6.2-2 to clarify proper title.

Resolution: .

NRC accepted PSC position. A
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NRC Comment: AC 6.5 #1 (page 80):

"6.5.1.4, 6.5.1.6.a., e., b., i., J., 6.5.1.7.b., d., 6.5.1.8,
6.5.2.3, 6.5.2.10.a., b., and c. deviate in many places from the
STS Rev. 5. Item 1 of p. 6-9 STS Rev. 5 should be added."

PSC Response:

The NRC markup for each paragraph noted above will be identified
separately below and resolution stated. Changes are shown in
Attachment 1.

,

1) AC 6.5.1.4 - Comment accepted.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC markup. A

2.) AC 6.5.1.6.a. - PSC does not agree with the NRC revision. _

The difference between what PSC proposed and NRC proposed
concerns changes to " Programs". As PSC proposed and as in
the present FSV Technical Specifications, NFSC is responsible
for reviewing " Programs" whereas PORC reviews " Implementing
Procedures" of those programs. The NFSC uses consultants
with particular expertise in the areas with which programs
are required by technical specifications. Thus it is PSC's
position that its proposed technical specifications meet the
intent of Standard Technical Specifications and provide
sufficient expertise, as needed, to evaluate programs and '

procedures required by technical specifications. The Nov.
'85 draft incorporates existing requirements in the STS
format and is consistent with the concern for independent
review of programs and procedures that affect nuclear safety.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

| 3) AC '6.5.1.6.e. - PSC proposes that the November '85 draft be
| accepted as written. The change in wording changes the

method of doing business.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the November '85 draft is acceptable as
written, since it reflects PSC's way of doing business. However,
this is a deviation from the current specifications and it must
be justified in the Safety Analysis. C

|
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NRC Comment: AC 6.5 #1 (continued):

4) AC 6.5.1.6.h. - Comment accepted.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

.

5) AC 6.5.1.6.1. - Comment accepted.

Resolution:

A proposed amendment deletes reference to the FSV Security
Committee. Thus, PSC accepts the NRC markup. A

6) AC 6.5.1.6.j. - PSC proposes that the November '85 draft be
accepted as written. The Radiological Emergency Response
Plan is what PORC currently reviews. -

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

The FSV PORC currently reviews the subject7) AC 6.5.1.7.b. -

changes, procedures, tests, and modifications " prior to
implementation" except for temporary changes. PSC accepts
NRC comment, subject to this clarificatton.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to specify the extent to which " prior to
implementation" can be used, consistent with current FSV

practice. A#.

8) AC 6.5.1.7.d. - Comment accepted. Intent is not changed.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

<
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NRC Comment: AC 6.5 #1 (continued):

9) AC 6.5.1.8 - Comment accepted. Requirements are stated more
explicitly.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

.

10) AC 6.5.2.3 - Comment accepted.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position, with the exception that alternate PORC
members are not designated "on a temporary basis." This
exception was agreed to, as it reflects current FSV practice. A#

11) AC 6.5.2.10.a. - PSC proposes that the November '85 draft be ,

accepted as written. Current technical specifications have
30 days for NFSC meeting minutes and there does not appear to
be any safety significance to changing to 14 days. Note that
titles must be changed to accommodat6 the existing
organization.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

.

12) AC 6.5.2.10.b. - PSC proposes that the November '85 draft be
) acccepted as written, as it reflects current requirements.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

13) AC 6.5.2.10.c - Comment accepted.

Resolution:

! PSC accepted NRC position. A

:
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NRC Comment: AC 6.5 #1 (continued):

14) "STS Rev. 5, Item 1 of p. 6-9 STS Rev. 5 should be added." -
Comment accepted. These changes are currently reviewed by
PORC so the addition of Item '1' documents current practice.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to add requirement 6.5.1.6.1, consistent with current
_ practice. A#
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NRC Comment: AC 6.5 #2 (page 80):
'

"6.5.2.8.h should use the wording of STS Rev. 5, Items e. and f.
of p. 6-12'".

PSC Response:

The STS requirements are inconsistent with PSC's current
Technical Specifications. PSC proposes that the November '85
draft be accepted.

.

Resolution:

It was agreed that the November.'85 Draft was consistent with the
existing technical specifications, and that it need not be
changed for consistency with the STS. B
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NRC Comment: AC 6.8 (page 80):

"PSC should add an Item 1. on ISI procedures to 6.8.1."

PSC Response:

Comment accepted as per prior discussion with NRC in July, 1985.
,

Resolution:
.

PSC accepted NRC position. A -<
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NRC Comment: AC 6.9 #1 (page 81):

"6.9.1, 6.9.1.1.b., 6.9.1.2.a., and 6.9.1.3 deviate in many
places from STS Rev. 5."

The NRC markup for each paragraph identified above will be
separately addressed below with a suggested resolution for each.

1) AC 6.9.1 - Title change to paragraph accepted. Reportable
Events and Prompt Notification is required of all licensees
per 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 and need not be duplicated
in Technical Specifications.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

2) AC 6.9.1.1.b. - The NRC proposal for startup reports is not
consistent with W-STS Rev. 5. PSC proposes that it not be
added. =

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B

3) 6.9.1.2.a. - Comments accepted. The asterisk is a
clarification of the requirement and has no impact on the way
of doing business. The new paragraph 6.9.1.2.a.2 is an
explicitly new requirement but one which would most likely be
performed anyway if a limit in LCO 3.4.1 were exceeded. An
LER and prompt notification would be made as a result of
exceeding an LCO 3.4.1 limit. This report required per new
AC 6.9.1.2.a.2 is formal documentation in the Annual
Occupational Exposure Report.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

4) AC 6.9.1.3 - Comments accepted. The requirements are stated
in Specification 8.0 already but will be included in this

,

section also under the appropriate heading, AC 6.9.1.3, SEMI-'

ANNUAL RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT RELEASE REPORT.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC position. A

. . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ -



NRC Comment: AC 6.9 #2 (page 81):

"Information on p. 7.5-10 of the existing FSV Tech. Spec.,
starting with 'The Semi-annual effluent radioactive release
report shall contain a discussion...' and continuing on p. 7.5-11
and 12, was omitted without justification."

PSC Respons'e:

The PSC November '85 proposed technical specifications
incorporated the provisions in W-STS Rev. 5 that appear to
incorporate the same provisions, yet, are stated differently.
The paragraph specifically identified requires " discussion of
licensee initiated changes to the radioactive waste systems. . ."
which is effectively covered by the 3rd paragraph of AC

6.9.1.3.f. as proposed by PSC. It is PSC's position that
adopting the language in W-STS Rev. 5 is appropriate and
inclusive of existing requirements in AC 7.5.1.e.

Resolution:

PSC agreed that the requirements of the Radiological

Environmental Technical Specifications (RETS) would not be
altered by TSUP. PSC agreed to review the existing AC 7.5, the
RETS, and the proposed AC 6.9, before the TSUP amendment
application submittal. Where any report described in AC 7.5
should be deleted to avoid duplication with RETS, it would be
justified in the safety analysis accompanying the amendment
application for these proposed technical specifications. C

. . - -. . - - - --. -. . . _ . - __



NRC Comment: AC 6.9 #3 (page 81):

"PSC should submit a section equivalent to 6.9.1.6 of the NRC STS
Rev. 5 on ' Radial Peaking Factor Limit Report'."

PSC Response:

No. such parameter is identified for FSV. The FSV graphite core
operates at lower power densities than LWRs, further from fuel
design limits. FSV verifies an equivalent parameter called
region peaking factors (RPFs) in LC0 3.2.3 on a periodic basis.

This requirement in the STS is not applicable to HTGRs due to the
very different reactor physics parameters incorporated into the
HTGR design. Further, instrumentation to determine such a
parameter does not exist for FSV nor is it needed due to the much
lower power densities and higher fuel design margins.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B -
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NRC Comment: AC 6.9 #4 (page 81):

" Existing FSV Tech. Spec. material on nonroutine radiological
reports on pages 7.5-13 through 18 were omitted without
justification."

PSC Response:

All reports required per existing FSV Specification 7.5.3, Non-
routine Radiological Reports are special reports, thus, they will
be included as proposed FSV Specification AC 6.9.3 immediately
behind the section covering Special Reports, Specification AC
6.9.2.

Resolution:

PSC agreed to review the reports required by existing AC 7.5.3,
and to include in new AC 6.9.3 all reports that are not also
addressed in the Environmental Technical Specifications (Chapter

,
. 8). This review will be. completed before PSC submits the TSUP
amendment' application. Any reports that can be deleted from
existing 7.5.3 will be justified in PSC's safety analysis<

accompanying the amendment application for these proposed
technical specifications. C
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NRC Comment: AC 6.9 #5 (page 81):

"Section 6.9.1.2.d. should be added to Section 6.10.1 since it
addresses record retention and not reports."

PSC-Response:

Comment accepted.'

Resolution:
.

PSC accepted NRC position. A
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NRC Comment: AC 6.9 #6 (page 81):
,

" Sections 6.9.1.5, 6.9.1.6 and 6.9.1.7 are redundant to 10 CFR
50.72 and 50.73. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations is
already addressed in the opening paragraph of Section 6.9.1."

PSC Response:

Comment accepted which means PSC proposed Specifications AC
6.9.1.5, 6.9.1.6 and 6.9.1.7 will be deleted per NRC markup and
10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 will be referenced directly.

Resolution:
.

PSC accepted NRC position. A!
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NRC Comment: AC 6.10 #1 (page 81):

"6.10.1.c. and 6.10.2.g. deviate in many places from the wording
of the STS Rev. 5."

PSC Response:

Comments accepted. PSC agrees to the noted changes.

Resolution:
.

PSC accepted NRC position. A
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NRC Comment: AC 6.10 #2 (page 81):

"PSC does not have an Item n on ' Records of Analysis...' as in
STS Rev. 5, p. 6-22."

~

PSC Response:

This is a new requirement which PSC considers should be handled
outside of the TSUP.

Resolution: -

It was agreed that this comment falls outside the scope of the
.

TSUP and will not be addressed at this time. F
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NRC Comment: -AC 6.12 (page 82):

"6.12.1 deviates from STS Rev. 5, p. 6-23." ,

PSC Response:

Comment accepted as proposed in the NRC markup.

Resolution:

PSC accepted NRC markup. As indidated in NRC memorandum from
Hinson to Berkow, dated 12/15/86 (G-86635), there are additional
differences from STS. PSC will address these in the TSUP
amendment application. A#
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NRC Comment: AC 6.17 (page 82):

"Section 6.17 is redundant to the requirements of 10 CFR 49."
(10CFR 50.49).

PSC Response:

The requirements embodied in AC 6.17 authorize the use of 00R
Guidelines for the period of time specified. The requirements
provided a historical basis of compliance with EQ Guidelines
acceptable to NRC. PSC proposes to retain this section as long
as any equipment is qualified to 00R guidelines.

Resolution:

NRC accepted PSC position. B
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NRC Comment: AC 6.17 (page 82) (New 6.18):

Note: The NRC markup added a new paragraph AC 6.17, Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program.

PSC Response:

The ISIT Program is being developed by PSC. PSC proposes that
6.17 be worded as shown on Attachment 1 and renumbered to 6.18.

Resolution:
'

It was agreed that a new Section 6.18 would be added, and that
the requirements as proposed by PSC are acceptable. A
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